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CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

In science, more tlian in any otlier liuman 
institution, it is necessary to searcli out tlie past 
in ortfer to untferstantf tlie present antf to 
contro( tlie .future. 

J.D.Bemal 

I 

Investigation into the Indian past began with the works of the 

Indologists. They were mostly the European scholars and their main area 

of study was language. The study of Sanskrit language rendered 

practically the main source material for the reconstruction of ancient 

Indian society .
1 

At the outset, the scholars paid much attention to the 

study of general history of the past, which covered political, economic as 

well as social life of the people. Religious, cultural and artistic activities 

also came under the purview of their discussion. But the achievements of 

the ancient Indian people in the branch of science and technology 

remained ignored. The reason might be that the indological study was 

then in its formative stage. The study of ancient and medieval Indian 

science and technology which involved the methods of the linguists, the 

philologists and simultaneously the knowledge of scientific disciplines 

could not make much advance. 

· Still, India as a whole and Bengal in particular can take pride in 

the great initiative undertaken by the illustrious scholars associated with 

The Asiatic Society for the study of the contribution of Indian Science in 

antiquities. 

The Asiatic Researches and the Journal of the Asiatic Society 

were the two journals in which numerous articles were published on 

"Mathematical Sciences of the Hindus
2
'. 
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'The Asiatic Society rightly propagated the view that despite the 

continuity of religious and spiritual concepts in India, science was not 

ignored or relegated to the limbo
3

• 

The discovery of manuscripts, extraction of accurate knowledge 

from the manuscripts by patient study and attempts at co-relation with 

relic of antiquity by the great scholars like Anquetil du Perron, Sir 

William Jones and others prepared the way for opening up of new areas 

of study in the days to come. 

The essays on Mathematical and Physical Science, published in 

the ten volumes of the Asiatic Researches gave a fair idea of Indian 

scientific achievements
4

. Such learned essays as R. Burrow's 'A proof 

that the Hindus had the Binomial theorem'. john Playfair' s, VI. 

Hunter's, H. T. Colebrooke' s and other scholars' essays on Hindu and 

Arabic Science made it abundantly clear that the Asiatic civilizations 

possess a rich scientific heritage. 

Of late a new thrust has been put on the study of science and 

technology in Ancient India. The first attempt in the direction of 

developing a branch of study of science and technology in historical 

outline was made jointly by the UNESCO and the Indian National 

Science Academy. Under the joint initiatives of the two organizations a 

Symposium on the History of Sciences in South East Asia was held in 

Delhi in 1950. Such an initiative was highly needed to understand the 

history and culture of the people of this ancient civilization. The 

recommendations of the 1950 symposium got its practical shape in the 

form of the book A Conci'e History of Sc.---icnce in India containing 

exhaustive researches on different disciplines of science in India 

throughout the ages. In the preface of the book the editors have made a 

remark which is very significant: 'Despite vicissitudes in intellectual and 

scientific endeavours and period of stagnation, e.g. about the time of the 

Renaissance in Europe. the Indian sub continent is one of the few areas 

where a fairly continuous tradition in science and technology is clearly ,, 
seen . 
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The history of Science in India is characterized by many 

historiographical perspectives and, as with all historiography, has been 

influenced by events and ideas of their time. As the Indian civilization 

was earlier defined as Hindu civilization, its Science was described as 

Hindu science. The texts read were limited to Sanskrit and the Indian 

languages. 

Romi!a Thapar has defined the method of writing the history of 

science by saying that the historians of the history of science tend to 

view science from two perspectives. One is the linear projection of the 

evolution of particular disciplines regarded as scientific and the other is 

the attempt to view science as culture and as part of the social formation 
+' . 6 

o~ a soe1ty 

'This perspective' (the latter perspective) continues Thapar, 'is 

obviously more wide-angled and takes in many facets involving 

interactions and osmosis, which bear on a particular body of knowledge. 

Whereas the first is frequently the close preserve of scientists, the second 

approach is the one in which the historians can intervene ... '
7

. 

The proposed work is an attempt for a step forward in the study of 

plant science and animal science in ancient India along with the concern 

of our ancestors for protection and conservation of nature, keeping m 

view the perspective as conceived by this pioneering historian. 

The human civilization since its inception is intimately associated 

with plant and animal world. The climatic changes at the receding of 

glaciers, 10,000 years B.P. let to a food crisis. This crisis very likely 

prompted the hunter gatherer people to domesticate animals and cultivate 

plants
8

• Almost certainly the first animal to be domesticated was the dog 

which was to become Man's comrade in the hunt
9

• With the progressive 

domestication of animals, the way was prepared for the evolution from a 

hunting society to a pastoral society, still nomadic but with the source of 

food under human direction and control. 

The archaeological evidence indicates that the first domestication 

of two major cereals like wheat and barley and domestication of animals 

like sheep, goat and cattle took place in the western Asia of the Old 
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\0 
World . The horse, the ass, the camel and the llama appear to have been 

relatively late-comers in the process of domestication. The process, it is 

likely, provided the stimulus for the beginning of agriculture and animal 

husbandry in India. 

When we speak of Neolithic Revolution it implies a major change 

in the technique of food production which gave men a control over his 

environment and saved him from the precarious state of uncertainty of 

hunting and gathering. Instead of collecting wild grains people now 

began to control their food supply by cultivating plants. 'Like all great 

transformations, it was not a single act but a process including numerous 

observations and inventions, all subservient to the essential achievement 

h l . . f d . . 'II - t e cu tiVatlOn o see -giVmg grasses . 

J.D. Bernal regards the invention of the technique of agricultur 

ranking with the utilizatiOn of fire and power as one of the three most 

momentous inventions in human history
12

. 

It is generally agreed that the Indian archaeological data. on crops 

are inadequate to lead to a co-herent agricultural history
13

• An interesting 

history of cultivated plants has been reconstructed by the discovery of 

the carbonized seeds and impressions on potsherds found in the 

archaeological areas of Indus valley. Practically the history of agriculture 

in India begins with the practices of the inhabitants of the Indus valley 

riparian culture. 

Vedic people viewed agriculture as an important vocation 

Various references pertaining to agriculture, though scattered m 

nature, bring out that the vedic cultivators had fair knowledge of the 

quality of land, selection and treatment of seeds, seasons of sowing and 

harvesting, rotation of crops and other cultural practices of crops. The 

sources are fgveda, the Atharvaveda, the Taittiriya and the Viija.saney[ 

Samhitii. 
' 

In the post-vedic Age we have again to depend on varied types of 

Sanskrit literature and commentaries which bear eloquent testimony to 

the knowledge and awareness regarding the plants and animals. There is 
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enough evidence to show that Botany developed as an independent 

science. The Vrkfiiyurveda of Pariiiara written perhaps sometimes in the 

pre-Buddhistic period may be cited as an instance. 

The Aithasiistra, the Brhals8J!'hitii and the Agnipuriil}a have each 

a section or sections on plant scinec. Inspite of agricultural bias, the 

sections indicate that a separate Vrk~iiyurveda had been in existence. In 

Viitsiiyana 's Kiimasiitra, Vfk§iiyurveda is mentioned as one of the 64. 

arts recognized in ancient India. In this regard, the references to the 

Upavana-vinoda and the Vrksiiyurveda of Surapiila should be taken into 

account. 

The above mentioned texts and some other works provide us 

plenty of materials indicating how the knowledge of plants and plant life 

came into clear recognition and a distinct science developed based on 

empirical data. 

Simultaneously with the studies on plants and herbs rudimentary 

science also came into existence dealing with animals. Agriculture 

practice without the help of the cattle is not conceivable. 

As the empires rose, wars became inevitable and the war 

machines were perfectd. And Horses elephants played important role in 

wars. Great care was therefore bestowed on these animals. The 

ArthaSistra of Kaufilya lays great emphasis on conservation of 

elephants. The Director of Forest is to keep strict vigil on every matters 

relating to the forest animals and forest produce. Independent 

Hastyiyurveda, A§vclyurveda or Oaviiyurveda were composed in course 

of time and they prove that these disciplines were studied with much 

care: 

E. Nordenskiod in his History of Biology remarked: 'The 

civilized people of Eastern Asia, the Hindus and Chinese, have likewise 

contributed very little of importance to the development of the science of 

biology. Hindu Science. in deed especially in the sphere of mathematics. 

reached a high standard'
94 

But the statement. in all probability is the 

result of total ignorance of the author of the exact status of knowledge of 

the ancient Indians regarding the living world around. 
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The animal remams excavated from prehistoric sites m North 

West India as well as animal representation on pottery, seals, figurines 

and toys demonstrate the familiarity of the contemporary men with the 

animal world. The rich yield of animal remains comes from 

Mohenjodaro and Harappa. The animal world to the vedic people was a 

part of the great cosmic sytem. 

The Sa1f1hitiis, the BriihmlllJas, the ArlllJyakyas and Upani~ads 

contain several names of animals as well as observations on their habits 

and habitats. 

We get zoological information from PiiJ;lini. the DhannaSiistm, 

SuSruta Sal[1hiii. Caraka-Smphitii, Mat!.yapuriina, Agnipuriina etc. 

Besides, independent treatises on elephant science, equine science, 

cattle-science and various information relating to these animals are 

available in the A1thaS8stra. Brhats8If1hitii, the .__~ukranTtisMa. the 

KiimlllJ:faka N[tisiira and the Aryiisaptaifati of Gobardhaniiciirya. 

Thus vast mass of Vedic and classical literature contain names of 

animals as weH as observations on their habit and habitats. Sifting of 

scientific information from this vast mass of literature spread over the 

centuries is a difficult job, yet enumeration and comprehension of 

information recorded in the texts would reveal that the people of India in 

the past created store house of knowledge about the living world around 

encompassing both plants and animals which definitely founded the hasis 

of scientific knowledge of the country in the later period. For that 

beginning, it would be rational to designate it as proto-scientific 

knowledge. 

After the establishment of the institution of state, it is noteworthy, 

the scattered knowledges on different aspects related to plants and 

animals were developed into systematic branches of studies. These 

studies helped branching out of different sciences. Thus step by step 

plant science, animal science and allied sciences developed. Practical 

knowledge led to the formulation and adoption of conservation 

measures. The period from about 400 B.C. to the early Christian era saw 

the classification of various fields of knowledge in the form of texts. A 
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survey of the texts in original on agriculture, plant science as well as 

ailimal science reveal that most of the texts are divided into two broad 

parts, the one being speculative and the other practical. In the speculative 

part we find various observations regarding the influence of planets and 

stars. In this part, superstitious ideas are also to be included. But the 

binary separation of the practical from the speculative is also essential in 

the analysis of scientific knowledge of ancient India as Romial Thapar 

perceives, ' ... the irrational can not be dismissed or ignored'. 

Thus the main objective of the present study is to trace: the origin 

and development of agricultural science~ the plant science, and branching 

out of different allied sciences; the development of animal science and 

different ayurvedic texts on animal treatment; the dichotomy between 

emerging sciences and the traditional beliefs; conservation measures 

from above as well as fi·om below; trans boundary exchange of 

knowledge and to have a glimpse of women's involvement if any. 

Overview of Literature 

The genesis of the current interest in the history of sciences, as it 

is already mentioned, may be traced to the symposium on the History of 

Sciences held in Delhi in 1950. The symposium emphasized the need for 

an integrated study of history of science in India, as a result of which the 

pioneering work was published under the title, 'A concise History of 

Science in India'. New Delhi. 1971. This is an edited book by D.M. 

Bose el al. Physical sciences, Agriculture, Botany, Zoology, Medicine 

i.e. Ayurveda have been individually dealt in the book by different front 

ranking scientific personalities in their respective fields only with the 

exception of R.C. Majumdar, the renowned historian in the conventional 

sense. 

The investigation was already started in the field of ancient 

botany, agriculture and horticulture by G.P. Majumdar in early decades 

of the 20'" century. The pioneering publication in the field of plant 

science, its origin and gradual development was done by Madumdar, the 
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title being 'Vanaspati: Plants and Plant Life as in Indian Treatises and 

Traditions, Calcutta University, 1927. This deals with the development 

of botanical science in the ancient period. The author has also tried to 

trace the relation between .Ayurvedic medicine and plants in this work. 

The work is to be regarded as a definite mark in the history of plant 

science in India. G.P. Majumdar has also thrown further light on the 

development of botanical and allied sciences in an essay entitled 'The 

history of botany and allied sciences (Agriculture, medicine, Arhorio

Horticulturc in Ancient India C. 200 B.C. to 100 A.D.)' The essay has 

been incorporated in D.P. Chattopadhyaya edited Studies in the History 

of Science in India Vol. l, 1982. 

Another publication under the editorship of D.P. Chatlopadhyaya 

is History oF Science and Technology in Ancient India- The beginnings 

with a foreword by Joseph Needham is an important addition to the study 

of history of science and technology in ancient India. This book was 

published in 1986. This publication mainly deals with different sciences 

that developed in the First Urbanization. 

Th~ Positive Sciences o[ the Ancient Hindus by B. N. Seal ( 1958) 

is another milestone in the study of history of sciences of ancient India. 

There is a thorough discussion on the 'Hindu ideas about plants and 

plant life' and 'Hindu classification on animals'. 

A note-worthy early publication on animal sctence 1n ancient 

India is 'Hindu Prill;! Vigiiiin ' by P. Ghosal in Bengali. S, P, Ray 

Chandhuri' s A Short Account ol the Agricultural Methods Practised in 

Ancient India 1941, is an early attempt at constructing an account of 

agricultural practices in ancient India. 

As in plant science, G.P. Majumdar is the pioneer also in the field 

of rediscovering the agricultural heritage of ancient India. He and the 

well-known Indologist S.C. Banerjee spent their full academic energy to 

bring out the Sanskrit text and translation of the important agricultural 

work Kr~ipariiSara. The text was published in 1960 by the Asiatic 

Society in Bibliotheca Indica Series No. 285. 
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S.C. Banerjee's Flora and Fauna in Sanskrit Litcature (1980) is a 

mentionable addition to the study of animal and plant science. In this 

book the author has given different names and features of the plants as 

well as of the animals. The topics like morphology. plant physiology. 

taxonomy and ecology have been dealt with in the book. 

Hasty5yurveda, A§vSiistra. Pisciculture and Ornithology have 

been incorporated in the faunal section. O.P. Jaggi published in 1969 his 

series dealing with science and technology under the title History of 

Science and Tecnology in India. The series contains the following 

volumes: 

1. Dawn of Indian Technology: Pre and Proto-historic Period. 1969. 

2. Dawn of Indian Science: Vedic and Upanisadic Period. 1969. 

3. Folk Medicine. 1973. 

4. Indian System of Medicine. 1973. 

These volumes arc indeed milestones in the study of natural sciences in 

ancient India covering agriculture, plants, animals, medicines etc. 

The Cultural Heritage of India. Vol. VI was published under the 

editorship of P.R. Ray and S.N. Sen in 1986. This is a comprehensive 

account of science and technology in India covering the whole span of 

Indian history from ancient to modern periods. 

P. Sen Shanna's btlmobiological Information m Kautilya 's 

ArthaSiistra ( 1998) is an absolutely new venture among the volumes on 

AJtha.§ii.5tra. As a botanist, he has tried to extract scientific information 

from this encyclopedic text. 

A socio-economic perspective of ecological history of India and 

prudence and profligacy on nature have been dealt by Gadgil and Guha 

in 'This Fissured Land: An Ecological History orJndia (1993). 

The Asian Agri-History Foundation has published a voluminous 

book. the title being Glimpses of the Agricultural heritage of India 

(2007) under the editorship of Y .L. Nene. 
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It has covered a wider area of agricultural practices and animal 

management during the ancient and the medieval period. 

Besides, a number of original manuscripts in Sanskrit, old 

Kannaqa, Old Miilayiilam, and Persian have been published with their 

English translations under the initiative of the organization. Most of the 

manuscripts are yet to be used for reconstructing the history of 

agricultural and plant science of India. 

Illustrated manuscripts written both in Sanskrit and Marathi on 

elephants and horses are available in the Sarasvathi Mahal Library, 

Tanjore. The manuscript collection of Sarasvathi Mahal Library is quite 

a legion. 

Asva§iistra was edited with English notes by S. Gopalan (1952). 

Manuscripts on horse~ lore are available both in Sanskrit and Marathi. An 

American author F. Edgerton used manuscript of this library on elephant 

in his work Mitailga Lilii. Hastyiyurvcda of Piilakiipya and illustrated 

OajaSiistra Prabandha of Raja Serfoji Bhonsle are in the custody of this 

library. This collection offers rich quarry to those who want to specialize 

on the subject. The role of the Government Oriental Manuscripts 

Library, Madras also is inspiring. The publications of manuscripts under 

the title Madras Govemment Oriental 5ierics helped in the advancement 

of studies in the history of Scientific literature. 

Some other manuscripts which are essential for construction of 

the account of scientific knowledge in ancient period are lying in the 

custody of Adyar Government Oriental Manuscript Library i.e. Library, 

Chennai; Rajasthan Prachya Vidya Pratishthan or in some museums, 

both famous and less known. The Kiimarupa Anusandhiin Samiti, 

Guwahati and Department of Historical and Antiquarian Studies, 

Government of Assam have taken much initiative in documenting 

indigenous traditional knowledge. Society for Appropriate Technology, 

Guwahati now is working in this field. The Hastividyiimava and Ghorii 

Nidan are the best examples of development of material culture in the 

north eastern part oflndia. 
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Besides, a number of notable publications in different journals 

has thrown much light on many issues related in one or other way to the 

theme of this research project. 

Mention may be made of the following articles: Animals in the 

inscriptions of Piyadasi (1906) by M. Chakravarti; Sanskrit names of !ish 

and their signi!lcance (1948) by S.L. Hora; Knowledge of the ancient 

Hindus concerning tish and fisheries of India: Fishery Legislation in 

Asaka 's Pillar Edict V (1950) by S.L. Hora. References of the articles 

like. 'An Introduction to the Vrk~iiyurveda of Parasara' (1950) by N.N. 

Sircar; 'Forestry in ancient India' (1964) by C.D. Chatterjee are to be 

added. 

The environment related issues became a much discussed area 

since 1972 at international level when the United Nations Conference on 

Human Environment Was held in Stockholm. Increasing concern for 

environment took a definite shape when the Earth Summit was held in 

1992 in Rio de Janeiro. 

This conference, which is known as United Nations ConiCrencc 

on Environment and Development though failed to reach any consensus 

among the countries belonging to different tiers of economic 

development, it created a deep impression through out the world for 

environmental studies. The objective of the Earth Summit was to outline 

the goal of sustainable development which means 'development for 

meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of the 

future generations to meet their own needs' 
15

. Thus the issue of 

protection and conservation transcends the boundary of science and 

involves the scholars in social Sciences for investigating and 

rediscovering the tradition of the country for the benefit of the future. 

Consequently, a series of publications on environment and other related 

problems is visible since 1990s. A few of such article are: India's 

concept of environment and concern for nature (1994) R.R. Mukherjee; 

Nature and Environment in Kaufily 's Arthasiistra (1994) by R. Ghosh 

Ray; Personal hygiene. Public Health and Environmental Science in 

Caraka S8J!1hita (1995) by M. Saha. 
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Environment and Identity in the Indian Historical Context: An ini tia1 

vision (1994) by A. Bandopadhyay and Towards an understanding of the 

environmental history of India (1994) by the same author; Forest policy 

of the Mauryas: an ecological perspective (1996-1997) by Sukla Das is 

also an important addition. Some writings of course are essentially 

concerned with colonial period in India. 

Thus it stands that the historians are seriously concerned with the 

task of retrospection, which may define the niche of achievements, t1nd 

out the lacuna in the process and thereby suggest a direction towards 

advancement. 
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CHAPTER II 

Agricultural Science 

Krsirdhanyii krsirmedhyii jantuniim jivall1lm krsih I . . . . . . . . . 
PariiSara 

Section- I: Early Period 

"Agriculture is a system of life where humans. plants and animals 

are intimately interwoven'. It entails selection of plants, their cultivation. 

harvesting, storage of crops, a fair conception of soil, irrigation including 

rainfall and many other such pertinent factors. It is certain that man 

started domestication and cultivation of plants out of necessity. 

It has been established scientitically that the genesis of agriculture 

in India as a means of sustaining human life can be traced back to a 

period around 7000 B.C. and in an agricultural country like India which 

is endowed with a long agricultural tradi lion, it is expected that one 

should find a good number of old works bearing upon the development 

of agricultural science. But it is a fact that such works are not many in 

number. Krsi-Parii.5ara is one of the three or four such treatises which are .. 
known to us. It is the only text in Sanskrit known till date, exclusively 

dealing with different agricultural operations. Various information on 

agricultural operations in ancient India are available from some other 

texts and archaeological sites. The ancient people of India had to go long 

way to acquire practical knowledge about cultivation of plants, their 

rearing as well as reproduction and their effects on the human system. 

There were of course several steps between the food gathering stage and 

that of regular cultivation. It is to be noted here that ancient science of 

agriculture and ancient plant science are so closely connected and 

interwoven with each other in Indian thought and practice in the period 

of its infancy, that they can not be well separated
1

. 
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The earliest evidence of fulltime plant and animal domestication 

in the Indian sub-continent is found at Sambhar, Lunkaransar and 

Didwana in the vicinity of the saline lakes of northern Rajasthan
2

• The 

process of recognition of plant species which were useful to people 

commenced in the Indian sub-continent in the pre-historic times
3

• 

Domestication, cultivation and diffusion of plant species brought a 

gradual change and marked a transition from full-time hunting-foraging 

practice to a settled agricultural life. 

The origin of plant domestication could be traced to the early 

attempts of the food gathering people at settling down in congenial 

environment and gradually utilizing the plant and animal resources 

which were found easily accessible to them. Undoubtedly wild plants, 

their roots, fruits, tubers and seeds were among the principal plant 

resources, used as 1~Jod by t::arly men. For many years man had to 

continue his struggle for existence with the help of stone weapons only 

in search of food and defence. But still, the fact remains that the Stone 

Age is a long chapter of stagnation because stone as a material for tools 

had its obvious limitations. 'The advent of metal was a real break-though 

in man's technological progress
4

. The mastery of the metal was a big 

boost to the development of human society. The Chalcolithic people 

equipped with copper tools very likely preferred a dry milieu as their 

habitat. In India, some tools in the copper hoard of the Harappans helped 

largely to clear off the jungles of the Indus area and ushered in an era of 

successful agriculture and that the entire civilization t1owcred forth as a 

result of surplus agricultural economy 'can not be doubted '
5

. 

The fertile alluvial soil along with heavy monsoon rainfall at that 

point of time and the water of the Indus were conducive to the growth of 

a number of domesticated plants, certainly useful to the inhabitants of the 

locality. J. Marshall has stated rightly that great cities with teeming 

populations like Mohenjodaro and Harppa could never have come into 

being save in a country which was capable of producing food on a big 

scale and which was endowed with transport, irrigation and trading 

facilities. Understandably the great river was the source of the 

prosperities of the Harappan culture. 
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In the early Chalcolithic phase (4700-4300 B.C.) wheat, hulled 

and naked barleys were cultivated. Fruits of jujube. prunus, cotton and 

dates were produced. 

The next phase 1.e. the period between 4300-3500 B.C. was 

marked by the manufacture of wheel made pottery which facilitated 

better preservation of harvested crop. Practice of cultivating high 

yielding hexaploid wheats (bread. club and dwarf) and barley (hulled and 

naked) continued
6

. 

By the mid-third millennium Harappan phase i.e. 3200-2500 B.C. 

several rabi crops were grown. Among them may be mentioned wheat, 

barley. lentil. chick pea, flax I linseed, etc. 

Archaeobotanical investigations of several sites in some areas of 

Baluchistan revealed that some sites were Neolithic settlements when 

other sites had already entered the Chalcolithic period. Agriculture 

perhaps began independently at different sites. Diverse cropping 

patterns, using different crop species and development of agriculture at 

different sites in Baluchistan would suggest different routes of 

introduction of different crops as well as of stimulus to practice of 

agriculture. 

In a number of Chalcolithic sites in India, both rice and wheat 

have been discovered. But the evidence of rice (Oryza sativa) in the core 

area of the Indus or Harappan civilization has not yet been found in the 

archaeological and palaeobotanical remains. With a view to investigate 

this aspect of Harappan plants economy, a joint team of palacobotanists 

and archaeologists of Japan and Pakistan carried out studies at Harappa. 

They undertook the method of plant opal analysis. The results of analysis 

show that in the case of soil and ash samples, plant opals of rice, Ragi 

and some species of wild grasses were present at Harappa
7

. 

Weber identified generic names of plant remains of over 23 

thousand seeds obtained from 66 soil samples excavated from Harappa
8

• 

The querns have been found in various excavated areas of the 

Indus culture. These quems have proved beyond doubt that grinding of 

the grains were carried out on a large scale. Agriculture in those days 
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mainly comprised cultivation of wheat, barley, sesamum, pea, cotton, 

date palm, pomegranate and bananl. Shapes and designs of several 

artifacts would suggest that the Indus valley people were quite familiar 

with several fmits. Mention may be made of two faience sealing shaped 

like date-palm, a pendent shaped like a lemon leaf, some earthenware 

vases shaped like a pomegranate and coconut and a few vestiges of seeds 

comparable to those of melon, from Mohenjodaro and Harappa. 

The Harappans wore cotton garment and the history of cotton a 

commercially important product from plant can be traced back to the 

Indus valley civilization. From the sites of the Mohenjodaro cotton cloth 

and string have been recovered. Fibers of cotton were found adhering to 

a silver vase at Mohe-njo-daro. 
10 

Several faiences and vessels unearthed 

from Mohcnjodaro and Harappa bear the impressions of woven textile. 

We know from the careful microscopic examination of small vestiges of 

woven material found adhering to copper objects which had been 

wrapped in cloth, that this fabric was cotton of plain weave 
11

. 

Earlier there were some controversies regarding the usc or plough 

by the Indus people. Kosambi held that the Indus people did not have the 

plough but only a toothed harrow
12

. But the discovery of a furrowed field 

at Kalibangan proves the existence of a plough. In this context 

Chalaaborty' s opinion is worth mentioning that the terracotta model of a 

plough found at I3anawali, sets at rest all the hypotheses about the usc or 

no-use of plough in the Harappan civilization
13

• On the basis of these 

evidences the Allchins express the view that an agricultural practice was 

already in vogue during early Indus times
14

• It can hardly be denied that 

before reaching the 'Mature Indus style' the pre-Harappans introduced 

ploughs for cultivation in their formative state. The Indus people knew 

the technique of flood irrigation and could utilize the flood water of the 

Indus for a successful agriculture. Thus by irrigated farming and use of 

ploughs. they produced huge agricultural surplus without which the 

flowering of such an urban civilization could not have been possible. The 

transformation of the early Indus culture into the 'Mature Indus style' 

resulted in all probability from the tremendously productive agricultural 

potentialities of the alluvial soil of the Indus. The Allchins con 
' pn ~n1n -rl) .~ "C'lC17' )c ~-' '~·c .-.. • i.{.v'J l .J 

""k ~If, 
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observation of Lambrick on the way of their production
15

• The Indus 

people took the advantage of the yearly inundation by the river for 

sowing the cereals like wheat and barley i.e. the rabi crops just at the end 

of flood. Practically the inundated area acquired much fertility and the 

alluvium gave return on a large scale. Cotton and sesame were sown at 

the beginning of inundation and harvested in the autumn as Kharif crops. 

Thus it can be concluded that the Indus people could gather 

knowledge for exploiting flood water for successful agricultural 

operation and the secret of their success in creating a vast agricultural 

surplus lies in their perfect understanding of the environment and the 

nature of the Indus flood. 

The oldest evidences or the use of wood in the Indus region have 

hcen recorded from Harappa proper and from the sites of Harappan 

culture in Gujrat 
16

. Harappans used the scented woods of Deodar (Cedrus 

deadara) and rose wood (Dalbergia Jatifolia) for making coffins. Jujube 

(Zizyphus sp.) wood was used for making wooden mortars. The selection 

of a particular type of wood for a specific purpose indicates that the 

Harappans were well aware of the different qualities of timhcr species. 

Chowdhury likes to interprete it as a strong evidence which indicates that 

Harappans culture was based on years of experience on the use of this 

botanical product. The charred timbers recovered from Lothal in Gujrat 

and studied by Rao and Lal were of Acacia sp., Albizzia sp.. Tectona 

grandis, Adina cardifolia and Soymida febrifuge.
11 

This is a clear 

indication that they knew well of the quality of the timbers mentioned 

above. 

Mention should also be made in this connection of the two largest 

remains of wooden tools and implements which have been found at 

Burzhom in Kashmir and Chirand in Bihar. These remains indicate the 

various types of trees which were used by the Neolithic people of those 
18 

area 

Thus on the basis of the inferences emerged out of the hard 

labour of the archaeologists and the palaeobotanists we can build some 
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idea about the knowledge level and experiences of the Indus people on 

different aspects of agriculture and plant life. 

There are several representations of ships and boats in old Indian 

art. The earliest of these is the one found on a rectangular seal unearthed 

by archaeological excavation at Mohenjodaro, dated to at least 3000 B.C. 

The vessel portrayed on the seal is roughly cut and has a sharply 

upturned prow and stem. This is a feature which is usually found in the 

representations of boats known to ancient civilization. As the boat is 

shown as lashed together at both bow and stern, Mackay likes to suggest 

that the boat was probably made of reeds like the primitive boats of 

Egypt and the crafts that were used in the swamps of southern Babylonia. 

The hut in its centre also annears to be made of reeds
19

. On the basis of 
' ' 

this evidence it is easy to conjecture that the Indus people developed 

considerable knowledge on the qualities and varieties of reeds also, side 

by side with the knowledge on the properties of woods. 

The boat is without a mast, the absence of which suggests that it 

was ust-"'<..i only for river works. But a boat with a mast. scratched on a 

pot-sherd was also found
20

. The presence of a mast at the centre in stead 

of the deck cabin as in the first boat gives an indication that the second 

type of vessel was for both riverine and sea-trade. The Indus valley in 

those days had intimate intercourse with Sumer and Elam both by sea 

and land, and the Indian merchants certainly used both sea and land 

routes
21

, Dr. Mookerji assumes that the sea-route was more frequently 

used though its total distance from a port like Karachi to a port like Basra 

" at the other end exceeds 1400 miles--, It is very logical to believe that the 

existence of a large and navigable river like the Indus created a situation 

for brisk boat as well as ship building activities in the city. As a natural 

corollary of this situation. it may be argued that the Indus had amassed 

much knowledge about the characteristic features of different reeds and 

plants. They were certainly aware of the properties of different classes of 

vegetation like tree. weeds. reeds and creepers. It may be assessed that 

their long experience and knowledge helped them to build water vessels 

with such durable vegetal materials which could withstand prolonged 

wetting during voyages. The ships and the boats it seems, were 
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manufactured strong enough giving special attention to their durability so 

that sea faring of 1400 miles or even more was possible. 

The discovery and utilization of burnt brick by the Indus people 

also point to a fact that sufficient timber was produced in the Indus 

valley. The earthen potteries and vessels were also to be burnt. The 

conjecture that the Indus valley could not have produced sufficient 

timber for such large scale burning has been set aside by the Allchins. 

They give emphasis on the opinion of Lambrick who due to his long 

experience as an administrator of Sind, held that timber grown along the 

riverine tracts was sufficient for all the burnt-bricks made in the province 

(at present) and naturally it may be held that in the Harappan period, the 

timber produced could not have been less abundant
23

. 

The picture of the animals of prehistoric India, built up from their 

actual remains and representations on potteries and figurines claims that 

the Indus people were well acquainted with the wild animals like tiger, 

elephant, rhinoceros and buffalo. The existence of such animals is 

possible only in thick forest covers which fact also strengthens the idea 

that the Indus people had their own timber resource in plenty. But at the 

sametime it is curious to note that trees are seen seldom on the seals of 
'4 

the Indus culture- . 

But even after making a thorough survey of the state of 

agricultural and botanical knowledge of the people of Harappan culture 

on the basis of archaeological remains only, the scholars are not in a 

position to comment on their perception on plant life and its utility for 

maintaining nature's balance. The absence of any written account as 

well as our inability still to decipher the scripts on the Indus seals stands 

on the way and deters us from making a conclusive estimate of the 

Harappans on this aspect. Besides, the scholars are yet to be unanimous 

regarding the functional aspects of the seals. As archaeology alone 

provides us with information no doubt of surest value, the Indus people, 

yet fail to bear any message to the posterity regarding their awareness of 

nature. In the pre-literate communities, the technological experience in 

which science is only implicit is transmitted as craft lore, in the form of 
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l 
25 'c ' h dh '-oral precepts and cxamp es . raft-lore to quote C attopa yaya, lS 

circumscribing by severe conservatism'. 

The invention of script and the possibity of committing to writing 

only can remove the conservation characteristic of craft-lore and a fetter 

for technology to develop into science. The profound importance of the 

invention of writing for recording the account of the development of 

science in historical outline can hardly be exaggerated. The Indus people 

had their script. They were equipped with the technique of writing no 

doubt, but the fact is that it still remains undeciphered. Invention of 

writing as Gordon Child observes 'was destined to revolutionize the 

transmission of human knowledge. By it means a man can immortalize 

his experience and transmit it directly to contemporaries living far off 

and to generations yet unborn. It is the first step to raising science above 

the limit of space and time.' 
26 

So decipherment of the Indus script can 

make a solution. 

So with the breakdown of the highly developed socio-economic 

system of the Indus civilization their link with the posterity apparently 

seems to be missing largely. This happened perhaps because of non 

availability of written documents. May be the inhabitants used perishable 

materials for writing. Writing which is in the words of H.G. Wells 'a 

new means of continuity, '
27 

cannot reach us from the Indus people 

bearing the message of their own. 

The observation of M.R. Mughal can help us to have an idea of 

the extent of the civilization flourished at the dawn of Indian history -

'Starting from the borders of Afghanistan, northern Baluchistan (at 

Periano Ghundai), and the Iranian border on the Makran coast (at 

Sutkegan-Dor), it extended east and south-east and covered the entire 

Makran coast, the Greater Indus Valley and Gujrat. Beyond the vast 

plain of the Punjab, including that part which was formerly drained by 

the Ghaggar-Hakra River, remains of the Indus culture have also been 

found near Delhi in Ganges-Yamuna Doalb'. This observation was made 

in 1972. In 1983, the Allchins estimated the area covered by the 

Harappan culture to a little less than half a million square miles. Furlher 
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reference is not essential to stir the imagination of the people for making 

an idea of the vast extent of this material culture area. Understandably 

such an urbanization process could have been at work due to an 

accumulation of enormous amount of agricultural surplus. At the same 

time it may be kept in mind that such a vast stretch of human settlement 

with brick works required almost an astronomical number of bricks. 

Initial foundation and subsequent expansion of a great city civilization 

like that of the Indus can be thought of in those ancient days only when 

two resources arc available, good soil for agriculture and plenty of 

timber for tiring the bricks and potteries. Fertile soil must contain 

mineral, compost organic fertilizer and, soil water. All these essential 

components of good soil are contributed by a good forest cover in the 

nearby. Further, the retention of ground water also depends on forest 

tracts. Forest tracts maintain good humid climate favourable for adequate 

rainfall. Rainwater while flowing through the forest bed faces 

obstruction allowing time for seepage into the ground. This provides soil 

moisture for agriculture as well as ground water for domestic purpose. 

Being a member of the animal world, human life is intimately associated 

with vegetation. An area devoid of vegetation is subject to soil erosion 

causing repetitive flood as it is experienced in recent days in sub

Himalayan plains of North Bengal and Northern part of Bihar due to 

rampant deforestation in the upper forest tracts. A flood prone area can 

not be chosen for human settlement. The destruction of Indus civilization 

because of recurrent flood as has been emphasized by some historians 

(though along with some other factors) like the Allchins, M. R. Sahni. 

Raikes and Dales, Agrawal and others clearly points to a fact of 

deforestation either by human intervention or by calamitious natural 

disasters. According to Wheeler, widespread deforestation of the 

surrounding region was caused by the Harappan people to meet the 

demands of firewood for brick and pottery production, for domestic fuel 

and for smelting metal. There is hardly any doubt that the Indus people 

reached a considerable height of knowledge on agriculture and botany. 

They used to live in villages, cities and towns, wore cloths, cultivated 

different types of crops, fruits and cotton, utilized the river water, 
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worshipped trees, glazed their pottery with plant-juice and painted them 

with plant designs. ~o justification is there to think that they knew 

adequately about the characteristics of plants which grew in their 

surroundings. It appears that the ecology along Indus (in the shape of 

vast alluvial pliable plains and a gallery of forest) provided endless 

opportunities for their material prospect, but how far the people of the 

valley were prudent in the utilization of their living resource base still 

remains a historical problem. 

Advent of the Aryans: Beginning of the 

Study of Indian Flora by the Aryans 

The Aryans migrated to India from the west and poured into this 

country in batches. The Aryan conquerors . ..oho in the words of Le onard 

Woolley were a 'simple, not to say a barbarous people, pastoral nomads 

for the most part1
8

, opened a new vista in the history. 

It has been more or less accepted by the scholars that the Aryan 

migration to this country occurred between 2300 and 17 50 B. C. It seems 

relatively certain that the decline of the Harappan civilization began in 

about 1750 B.C. and this decline was in some way connected with 

coming of the Aryans to this country. That the Aryans were careful 

observer of the flora and fauna of the newly acquired country is proved 

from their literature. It is tmc that the Vedic people - before being 

merged into the vast mass of the Indian population among which the 

Aryan and non-Aryan elements are not very clearly distinguishable -left 

for the posterity nothing spectacular from the strict point of view of 

material culture. But they created something most amazing in world 

history - a vast literature of over a thousand songs and hymns which is 

compiled as the IJ.gveda Smphita. In any case it is certain that such a 

composition evokes appreciation primarily of the historian of literature. 

Nevertheless, it is tme at the same time that even as literature; this 

contains certain concepts with exceedingly interesting science potential. 

Perhaps on this premise, D.P. Chattopadhyaya takes a firm stand 
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opposite to the remark of Woolley that for more than a millennium after 

their arrival the history of the Aryans is shrouded in utter darkness. He 

comments that this statement seems to be in need of some modification 

'if not from the strictly archaeological view point at least from the 

standpoint of the history of science and technology in India '
29

. The 

history of science in India can not be designated as sufficiently scientific 

if the formal sciences embedded in the f.gveda like the metrics, 

linguistics etc. are ignored. Agreeing with the observation of 

Chattopadhyaya on the point of formal sciences like metrics and others. 

it may be argued that the verses in the IJ.gveda reflect a wider perspective 

of empirical sciences not to speak of experimental sciences at least the 

science of agriculture, knowledge of plants, rudimentary ideas about 

effects of sunlight, cloud etc. 

The Vedic Aryans were mainly an agricultural people and 

agriculture was considered as an important vocation by them. The oldest 

composition of the people. the ~gveda reflects the actual esteem in 

which vocation of agriculture was held. It has several verses describing 

the profession of farming, farming operations and farmer's happy and 

enjoyable life. For example a verse may be cited from the fl-gvcda Book 

X, Chapter 34. and verse 13. It contains a divine message from the sun

god who directs the mankind to take to agriculture. The tenth mandala is 

regarded by the scholars as later interpolation, yet the verse may be cited 

as a proof of importance of agriculture as vocation. The exact verse runs 

thus: 

'o' Gambler! Listen to me as you trust my word. Do not play 

with the dice. Instead take to farming. Enjoy your riches reaped 

therewith. Living by cultivation you shall possess cows; you shall regain 

the love of your wife. The Sun God, the composer of the sacred texts, 

who sets the world in motion, has stated this to me the very same thing in 

so may different ways'. 

Griffith's translation: Play not with Dice: no, cultivate thy corn-land. 

Enjoy the gain, and deem that wealth sufficient. 
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There are thy cattle, there thy wife, 0 gambler. So this good 

Savitar himself hath told me. (,(?V., X. 34, 13, p.SSS). 

That the Vedic people attached great importance to agriculture is 

evinced from several hymns. A {?.gvedic hymn says: 

With the master of the field, our friend, we triumph, may he 

bestow upon us cattle, horses, nourishment, for by such (gifts) he makes 

us happy.,, May the herbs (of the field), be sweet for us; may the 

heavens, the waters, the firmament be kind to us; may the lord of the 

field be gracious to us , , , May the oxen (Draw) happily; the men 

(labour) happily; the plough furrow happily , , , Auspicious Sitii (fimow) 

be present, we glorify thee; that thou mayst be propitious to us, that thou 

mayst yield us abundant fruit. ... May the ploughtshares break upon land 

happily, may the ploughman go happily with the oxen; may parjanya 

(water the earth) with sweet showers happily
30

. 

A number of verses have been quoted by Nene and Sadhale with a 

view to high lighting the general concerns of the Aryan~ for agriculture, 

environment, forestry, ilora and fauna, animal husbandry and other 

related issucs
31

. A few verses of their free translation along with 

Griftlth' s are quoted below: 

'0 sun! you arc the purifier and protector of every thing. We 

praise the light by which you look after this world and feed all Jiving 

b . ' cmgs. 

Griffith's translation: Swift and all beautiful art thou. 0 ,r..,'Urya maker of 

the light, illuming all the radiant realm. Thou goest to the hosts of Gods. 

thou comes! hither to mankind. Hither all light to be beheld. With that 

same eye of thine wherewith thou lookest, brilliant Varuna, upon the 

busy race of men. Traversing sky and wide mid-air, thou mettest with thy 

beams our days. Sun, seeing all things that have birth (,(?V., I. 50, 4-7, 

p.32). 

'Ocean, sky and space are the three places where tire originates. 

Fire in the form of sun has divided seasons to produce all living beings 

on the earth in a sequence' (,(?V .. !.95.3). 
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'Through yajiia the mother earth worships the father - the sun. 

Sun and earth produce the embryo which is inigated with water inside 

the earth. Earth and sun have decided to produce all kinds of crops' 

(f'V,l.l64.8). 

'Water is the same, in summer it goes up and then comes down in 

the rainy season. Clouds make the earth happy and fire pleases the 

heaven' (1.164.51). 

'The sun, who watches the whole universe and who destroys all 

invisible poisonous creatures rises from the cast' (RV.,1.191.8). 

Griffith's translation: Slayer of things unseen, the sun, beheld of all. 

mounts, eastward, up (.(?V .. I.191.8, p. 128). Consuming all that are not 

seen and evil spirits of the night. 

'Grsma, varsii and lisira seasons are the heart of a samvatsar (full . . . 
year) and vasant, .farad and hemant seasons arc the breasts. A samvatsar 

is variable, characterized by heat, rain and cold, full of rain. and produce 

grains' ({"V .. 3.56.3). 

'Samvcusar ensures production of flowers and fruits in medicinal 

plants. Water pleases samvatsar for tour months and leaves it for eight 

' months (.(?V,3.56.4). 

'0 cows! Procreate calves, select fine quality grass for eating, and 

drink clean. safe water from the ponds' (.(?V .. 6.28.7). 

Griffith's translation: (0 cows) crop goodly pasturage and be prolific: 

drink pure sweet water at good drinking places .. (f'V, VI. 28. 7. p. 302). 

The authors think that description of the sun as 'puritler' and 

'protector' must have been based on a realization that human beings, 

animals, and plants enjoy good health when the sun regularly shines on 

the earth
32

• Similarly, observations must have revealed that harvested 

produce and food items are preserved better through solar drying. A 

statement that the light from the sun assists in feeding all living beings 

indicates a realization of a biological cycle and a food chain. The chapter 

is known as saurasiikta. G.P. Majumdar likes to think that there is 
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indication in the hymns of the Rgveda that the Vedic Indians had some 

lmowledge of the manufacture of food, the action of light on the process 

and storage of energy in the body of the plants
33 

- a great achievement 

for the people of ancient India. 

The Vedic farmers were also aware of the method of rotation of 

crops which came into use for improving the fertility of the soil. From 

the Taittiriya Smphitii, we get the reference to cultivation of rice in the 

summer and pulses in winter as well. on the same field. Roxburgh who is 

called the father of India Botany thinks that the western world is to he 

indebted to India for this system of sowinl'
1

• 

The references to agriculture as found in the Vedic literature make 

it evident that the Vedic cultivators possessed knowledge of the fertility 

or soil, selection and treatment of seeds, seasons of sowing and 

harvesting, rotation and other cultural practices of crops along with 

watering and manuring for successful agricultural production. Hut rice 

was still a wild growth during the Ifgvedic days. It began to be cultivated 

at a later time as it is known from the Taittiriya and other literature. 

A few verses may be cited from the Rgveda to get a clean picture 

of the practice of collecting water from catchment areas. 

'Arrange the buckets in their place: securely fasten on the straps. 

We will pour fOrth the well that hath a copious stream. Lair-flowing well 

that never fails'. (f!.. V .• X. !Ol. 5. p.614). 

'I pour water from the well with pails prepared and goodly straps, 

unfailing. full. with plenteous stream'. (If.. V .. X !0!.6.p.6!4.). 

' Refresh the horses, win the prize before you: equip a chariot 

fraught with happy fortune. 

Pour forth the well with stone wheel, wooden buckets, the drink 

of heroes. with the trough for armour.' (f!.V .. XIOI. 7. pp.614-615). 

Of the water lifting devices, the use of a stone wheel is very interesting. 

The art of agriculture as it can be gleaned from the verses of the 

Atharva Veda is practically a reproduction of what we get in the figvedct. 
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'In the hymn no 17 of the Atharvaveda, Book III, we get a picture of the 

art of cultivation. The hymn begins by asking to harness the ploughs' 

and 'to extend severally the yokes' and scatter the seed in prepared 

womb. 

(A V. Book IlL, 17.2., Whitney, p. 115). 

Another hymn is addressed to the god of plenty so that he might 

favours his worshippers with an abundance of grain (A V. Book II.. p. 

24). 

Further a hymn in the Atharvaveda conveys a beautiful tribute to 

the rain which is a vitally necessary agency in the luxurious development 

of herbs and plants. The connection between rain and lhe growth of corn 

is acknowledged (A. V. IV. I 5). We also get the names of animal enemies 

of com in another hymn. The locust. the rat, the devourers of com are 

mentioned (A V., VI. 50). 

Desire for protection and health of cattle, the inescapable 

requisites for agriculture is beautifully expressed in a hymn. It is said. 

'They shall not be lost; no thief shall harm (them); no hostile 

(person) shall dare attack their track. With whom he both sacrifices to the 

gods and gives, long verily with them does the Kine-lord go in 

' company . 

'No dust - raising horseman reaches them; nor unto the slaughter

house do they go, etc.' (A V., IV.21. 4. Whitney. p. 187). 

'Rich in progcncy. shining in good pasture. drinking clean water 

at a good watering place - let not the thief master you, nor the evil 

plotter; let Rudra's weapon avoid you'. (AV., IV. 21.7. Whitney, p. 

187). 

From the IJgvedic literature it is clearly seen that field operation 

to raise crops were well- established. According to an observation of 

agricultural scientists of the recent period
35 

it may be stated that (1) the 

Aryans had knowledge on different kinds of soil and productive and non

productive fields were recognized. (2) Soil preparation was done through 
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repeated ploughing. (3) Classification of seasons into six different 

seasons was also done. (4) The technique of measurement of land with 

the help of stick was known to them. (5) Existence of wells for drinking 

water was obviously known. Artificial irrigation method was also 

followed. (6) The Aryans had fair idea about the horse. bulls and cattle 

for using them for different purposes in agricultural operation. (7) They 

were aware of the danger of insects, rats i.e. the devourers of com. (8) 

Other farm operations like harvesting with sickle, threshing, winnowing, 

storing grain in storage bins and burning of trash I wastes were done by 

them. (9) There is an indication that barley was ratooned. Barley was 

probably roasted. (10) There is also reference Lo disease free (roga

IT!l!ktE) food and continued productivity of soiL 

POST VEDIC PERIOD 

In the post Vedic period, the political unification which was 

brought about by the monarchs of Magadha contributed a great deal to 

the development of agriculture. With the birth of imperialism in Northern 

India. in or about B.C. 543, a change came to be noticed in the 

developmental process of different branches of knowledge. It must be 

emphasized that the state then had an established machinery for 

collecting taxes from its subjects who followed different vocations, the 

principal ones which provided the people with the means of livelihood 

being (kJ;<i (agriculture). pa.5upiilana (animal-husbandry) and viiipjya 

(trade). The ancient thinkers often advised the kings about the 

importance of Viirtta. Agriculture, animal husbandry and trade, these 

three together were recognized as Vfirtt5. (However according to both 

Brhaspati sfitra and Prabodhacandrodaya, Viinti primarily means 

agriculture). 

' -
In the Siintiparva of Mahiibhiirala. Bhisma advises Yudhi:'fhira by 

describing agriculture. animal husbandry and trade as very life of the 

people. 
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Agricultural development during the period contemporaneous to 
/ 

Buddha went on but this development depended largely on the Sudra 

1 
. 36 

cu tlvators . 

The ArthaSiistra of Kaufilya contains information of value to the 

understanding of importance of agriculture in those days. Some features 

of the state agricultural policy may be gathered from this invaluable 

book. Undoubtedly the state gave considerable encouragement to the 

settlement of people on unoccupied land with the aim of increasing the 

agricultural production. No doubt Magadha was gifted with rich soil for 

cultivation of crop, timber yielding forests in the neighbourhood, iron 

deposits and with elephant forests. But a well conceived agricultural 

policy of the state was at the root of prosperity of the Magadha Empire. 

In the Arthaliistra. we notice that there was a Department of 

Agriculture under the supervision of the Director of Agriculture
37

. 

Qualification. duties and responsibilities are all minutely defined hy 

Kaufllya. In the Adhyk~apraciira Adhyiiya. Kaufilya says. 

1. 'The Director of Agriculture. himself should be conversant with 

the practice of agriculture, water-divining and the science of 

rearing plants, or assisted by experts in these, should collect, in 

the proper seasons, seeds of all kinds of grains, flowers, fmits, 

vegetables, bulbous roots, roots. creeper fruits, t1ax and cotton' 

(!!.24.1. Kangle. p. 148). 

' 2. He should cause them to be sown in land, suitable for each. 

which has been ploughed many times, through serfs, labourers 

and persons paying off their lines by personal labour' (!1.24.2, 

Kangle, p. 149). 

3. And he should cause no delay in (the work of) these on account of 

ploughing machines. implements and bullocks and on account of 

(the work of) artisans, such as smiths, carpenters, basket-makers, 

rope-makers, snake catchers and others (II.24.3. Kangle, p. 149). 
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The meteorological observations conducted in connection with and in the 

interest of agriculture over the whole of India seem to be simply 

marvellous for that age. 

'The quantity of rain that falls in the country of jiingala (in the desert 

countries com) is 16 drol!a.s; half as much more in moist countries 

(aniipiiniim); as to the countries which are fit for agriculture 

(deSaviipiiniim)- 13.5 drol}as in the country of ASmakas (the countries 

of Mahiirii~,tra-com); 23 drOIJas in Avanti, and an immense quantity in 

western countries (apariint8niim) (the countries of KorikaT}a), the 

boarders of the Himalayas, and the other countries where water channels 

arc made use of in agriculture (Kulyiiv.ipiinam)' (Il.24. Shamasastry, 

p.l27). 'When one-third of the requisite quantity of rain falls both the 

commencement and closing months of the rainy season (the months of 

Snlvtl!la and Kiirtika-com.) and two-thirds in the middle i.e. in the 

intervening two months - then the rainfall is considered very even or 

excellent (su~amiiriipam).' (Il.24. Shamassstry. p.\28). 'A forecast of 

such rainfall can be made by observing the position, motion and 

pregnancy (garbhiidhiina) of Jupiter. (B,rhaspall). the rise and set and 

motion of Venus, and the natural or unnatural aspect of the sun.' (I bid.). 

It is also stated: 

'From the sun. the sprouting of the seeds can be inferred; from (the 

position of) Jupiter, the formation of grains (stambakaiili) can be 

inferred; and from the movements of Venus rainfall can be inferred. The 

superintendent of agriculture is expected to have clear concept regarding 

the nature of different types of clouds and variation in the quantity of 

rainfall. Hence i.e. according as the rainfall is more or less, the 

superintendent shall sow the seeds which required either more or less 

water' (Ibid.). 

The Superintendent was also to see that seeds of crops are 

propt-'rly sown and reared in their proper seasons, in proper fields and 

under circumstances and conditions favourable to the growth. Thus it is 

instructed: 'The Superintendent shall grow wet crops (Kediira) winter 
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crops (Haimanta), or summer crops (grai~m1ka) according to the supply 

of workmen and water'. (Il.24. SS. p.l29). 

Siili (a kind of rice), vrihi (rice) kodrava (Paspalum 

scrobiculatum), lila (Sesamum), priyarigu (ponic seeds) (u) diiraka and 

varaka (Phaseolus tribolus) are to be sown at the commencement 

(piirviiviipafJ) o[ the rainy season (ibid.). 

Mudga (Phaseolus mungo), mii~a (Phaseelous radiatlls) and 

.Saimbya are the middle sowings i.e. are to be sown in the middle of the 

season (Ibid.). 

Kusumbha (saft1ower), masura (bl'VUm hirsutum), kuluttha 

(Dolichos unifloms). Yava (barley), godhuma (wheat). kaliiya 

(leguminous seeds). atasi (lin seed) and sarsapa (mustard) arc to be sown 

last. Or the sowing of seeds should be in conformity with the season 

(ibid.). 

Besides the principal crops like rice, wheat, barley or pulses there 

is specific mention of suitable soil for different kinds of vegetables and 

roots. A relevant passage may be cited here: 'Lands that are beaten hy 

foam (banks of rivers etc.), are suitable for growing valliphala (pumpkin, 

gourd and the like), lands that are frequently overflown by water for 

long, pepper, grapes and sugar-cane; the vicinity of wells for vegetables 

and roots; low grounds for green crops; and marginal furrows between 

any two rows of crops are suitable for the plantation of fragrant plants. 

medicinal herbs, khuskhus roots (u.~lra-grass), hr[bem. pii;c}iiluka and 

others' (Ibid .. p. 129). The treatments of seeds arc narrated in another 

verse. It says: ~The seeds of grains are to be exposed to mist and heat for 

seven nights; the seeds of koSI (such as mudga and mii?a etc.- com.) are 

treated similarly for three nights; the seeds of sugarcane and the like are 

plastered at the cut end with the mixture of honey, clarified butter, the fat 

of pig and cow-dung; the seeds of bulbous roots (kanfla) with honey and 

clarified butter; cotton seeds with cowdung; and water pits at the root of 

trees are to be burnt and manured with the bones and dung of cows at 

occasions (Ibid., pp. 129-130). 
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The sprouts of seeds, when grown, are to be manured with a fresh 

haul of minute fishes and irrigated with the milk of snuhi plant'(lbid., p. 

130). Thus we find that ArthaSiistra gives concrete information regarding 

the state of agricultural knowledge of the ancient Indians in the 4
1
h -3rd 

century B.C. Under the Mauryas, the political system acquired greater 

uniformity but available evidences, literary as well as archaeological also 

suggest that developments did not occur only in political and economic 

conditions; associated with this development was another important 

factor which also helped the Maurya mlers to adopt a defmite 

agricultural policy of the state and that factor was the development of 

agricultural knowledge which in other words may be designated as 

agricultural science. 

It is obvious from the chapter in the Artha.Siislra dealing with the 

qualifications and responsibilities of the Superintendent of agriculture, 

that the person assigned with the department of agriculture had to 

possess a wide range of knowledge in agriculture and vrkfiiyurveda as 

well. The agrarian picture of the period shows that the Maurya 

administration was largely concerned with the efficient collection of 

taxes which depended mainly on the collection of land revenue taxes. 

The clearing and settlement of new areas were organized by the 

government. But at the same time, it does not escape the notice or the 

reader that the improved knowledge in agriculture and plant science also 

was responsible for successful management or the agrarian 

administration of the Mauryas. A study of the policy of Janapadanivc§a 

reveals that it was an economic programme launched by the government 

primarily to utilize the hither to untapped agricultural resources
18

. 

R. Chakravarti observes that the programme of Janapadanive.Sa 

was economically so important to the royal authority that Kau,tilya did 

not allow a park, a recreation hall, actors, dancers, singers, musicians, 

professional story tellers or ministrels to be present in a newly colonized 

area so that no obstmction in the wealth producing activities arises. 

Kaufllya' s stringent attitude against providing amusement in a newly 

acquired area was intended to bring optimum success in agriculture. The 

presence of entertainers could have diverted the attention of the people 
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engaged in agriculture and harmed the total process of operation. Rather 

temptation can not be resisted here to mention the model role of the 

Director or Superintendent of agriculture of the government as is 

expected by Kaufilya for successful implementation of agrarian policy of 

the state. Kau_tilya never fails to assess the utilitarian value of 

agricultural knowledge accumulated through long practice and empirical 

observation of the people, 'Kr~itantragulma V rk~ifyurveda ' as is termed 

by Kaufilya, seems to have had a strong data base and the state adopted a 

sincere role for successful implementation of its agricultural extension 

policy with the help of contemporary scientific ideas. In this context, an 

inscriptional reference may be drawn to show an all out effort of the 

Maurya government to avoid any calamitous circumstances in 

agricultural production. This is the reference of Mahilslhangad and 

Sohgaura inscription
39

. The nature of both this inscriptions is similar and 

both are composed in ASokan Pralqt, inscribed in the Briihmf script of 

the 3rd century B.C. and deals with relief measures to be adopted during a 

famine. These show that certain essential items like grains or something 

else were preserved in storehouses to combat untoward situation arisen 

out of natural calamities or sometimes emergency caused by fire, drought 

or t1ood. In case of the Mahiisthfinga~/ inscription, we get clear 

information that paddy, mustard seeds and sesame were preserved in the 

ko~fhigiira{l of Punflranagara to tackle the crisis at time of emergency 

due to llood or drought. 

The inscription records the grant of paddy, and probably also of 

money to the peopk by way of loan in order to relieve the distressed 

caused apparently by famine. The information obtained from both the 

inscriptions throw some light on the concern of the state authority for 

sufferings of the subject people in an uncalled for situation and its 

attempt to relieve them by way of granting loan in cash and in kind. It 

may be defined as a sort of 'crisis management' in today' s 

terminology 
40

. The clear indication therein of the government store

house being provided with grains for the relief of lhe people during flood 

or famine finds its support from instruction laid down in the ArthaSilslra 
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to the effect that the government store keeper shall keep apart one-half of 

the stores of agricultural products for meeting such emergencies. 

The King is advised to protect his kingdom from famine and other 

calamities. During famine, the King shall show favour to his people by 

providing them with seeds and food stuffs. 

The Superintendent of store house was entrusted with the 

responsibility of supervising the accounts of agricultural produce which 

was practically the main source of state income. And further instruction 

for him was that 'of the store thus collected. half shculd be kept in 

reserve to ward off the calamities of the people and only the other half 

shall be used. The old collection was also to be replaced by new supply' 

(II.lS.SS.p.lOl). 

The rcfen.::nces mentioned above are important not only for the 

reason that we get a pic lure of the role of the state authority in combating 

such calamitous situation but they bear deeper signiticancc from the 

point of view of agricultural management. The authorities, we notice, did 

not remain satisfied only with the provision of offering food stuff to the 

famine-affected people; they also provided them with seeds. Certainly 

their consideration was that the food would save the people from 

starvation while the seeds would ensure the harvest for the next year. 

It was a policy of prudence and at the same time may be viewed 

as supplementary measure for uninterrupted agricultural developmental 

programme of the state. The accounts left by the classical writers 

preserve information on fertility of soil and agricultural produces of the 

time. These are somewhat consistent with the growing condition of 

agriculture of the period as is evident from some other sources. 

Megasthenes indicates the fertility of India by saying that it produces 

fruit and grain twice a year. Eratosthenes also speaks of the winter and 

the summer sowing and also of rain 
41

• 

The social division as understood by Megasthenes is also very 

interesting from the perspective of agricultural practices. Among the 

seven classes of people in India, the second one i.e. the cultivators who 

formed the bulk of the population were exempted from lighting and other 
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services. They devoted the whole of their time to tillage. In time of civil

war the soldiers were strictly prohibited from doing any harm to them. 

Thus the overall picture clearly gives the reflection that from the 

very beginning the ancient Indian thinkers and the governing classes 

were conscious of the agricultural potentialities of the country and 

accordingly pursued a policy conducive for agricultural extension. It was 

done through administrative measures by way of utilizing knowledge 

acquired cumulatively through empirical observations of the people for 

centuries. Intensifying agriculture would have required some state 

interest in irrigation which is reflected in the erection of S'udar.fana lake 

at Gimar
42

. Erection of dam or artificial irrigation system in fact falls 

within the scope of agricultural technology or agri-irrigation and 

ultimately within the wider scope of comprehensive agricultural science 

and management. The first and foremost need for an uninterrupted 

process of study in any branch of knowledge. be it in agriculture. plant 

study. medicine or others, is the creation of a congenial atmosphere and 

proper attention of the authority. There is hardly any controversy among 

the scholars on the question that the Artha§ii.•:;tra gives a clear indication 

that India made a long headway in this traditional branch of knowledge 

by the 3rd century B.C. as the text is generally accepted as a production 

of the same period. 

Section- II: Later Period 

The development of agriculture during the following years under 

review seems to have continued to the traditional line. Agriculture made 

a great headway as indicated by the wide variety of agricultural products 

grown in different parts of the country in the Gupta period. The 

B_rhatsaiphita being the last major work of V ariihamihira is a product of 

mature age and accumulated experience of the author. It is a monument 

of encyclopaedic learning and a source-book of inestimable value. 

Inspite of the enormous industrial growth during the period under study, 

Indian economy was mainly agricultural and there are many information 

related to agriculture, rainfall, flora and fauna in the text. Besides, there 
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are many other chapters dealing with different branches of specialized 

knowledge. 

Agricultural operations were quite elaborate 
43

• Fields were 

demarcated by artificial boundary. Ploughing, sowing harvesting 

threshing, pounding and storing of the husked grain in granary ~ some 

are the steps of agricultural operations mentioned in the Brhatsarphitii. 

Numerous references to rivers, canals, tanks and wells are mentioned as 

source of artificial irrigation. V ariihamihira makes elaborate 

meteorological observations. Two crops were usually harvested annually 

and rotation of crops was known. As in the earlier period, two crops were 

sown. Thus, according to the variation in time, the earlier one was known 

as piirvaS~tsya and the later came lo be known as apara§asy~1. Purva.Sasya 

was sown early in rain and the aparafasya in autumn respectively. They 

correspond to the present Kharif and Rabi
44 

• Broadly speaking, the 

purva.Sasya chiefly consisting of paddy would be ripened in autumn and 

consequently came to be known as autumnal crop (V. 21. 27. 78, 90). 

The apara.Sasya which was termed as summer crop mainly consisted of 

wheat and barley. These would be ready in summer. Variihamihira made 

botanical classification. Accordingly one type i.e. the awned or bearded 
' grains were known as Sukadhiinya (L.30) and the grains growing in pods 

' - ' were styled as Ko.<a-dhiinya (VIILS) or Samiciiiti (VIII.lO). Suka-dhanya 

included numerous varieties of rice. millet, barley, wheat and such other 
' -

cereals. Sami-:Jiili on the other, comprised different varieties of pulses. 

The pulses growing on creepers were named Va/lija and constituted a 

separate group. 

We get references to a number of varieties of nee m the 

Brhatsamhitii. The cultivation of different varieties of rice and to . . 
maintain their individual qualities and delicate differences may be taken 

as proof of experimental practice associated with agricultural science. 

Varieties of rice as mentioned in the text are as follows: 

' 1. Siili, a replanted variety; Utpala, the commentator on the 

BrhatsaTphitii describes it as the most nourishing corn 

(siiradhiinya). 
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2. Kalama.fiili, a variety of rice sown in May-June and ripened in 
' December-January. Uttamadhanya (XV.S), Sobhanii-dhiinya 

(XV.JO) and dhiinya-vara (XIX.6) are the qualifying terms used 

for this variety. 

3. Yavaka (XXIX.3; L.30) 

' 4. Siikaraka (XXIX.2) or hog s nee. Regarding this variety A. 

Mitrashastri expresses that this term is completely new to him. 

5. ,~asfika. (L.30;LXXV.8) a variety which takes sixty day to he 

mature. 

6. Raktasiili (XXIX.2) means red rice. It is regarded as the best 

variety of rice in Caraka and SuSruta. The mention of the variety 

by Caraka and Su.(rula indicates its long cultivation from an early 

date. 

7. Pii{1rfilka (XXIX.2) means yellowish rice. This variety also 11nds 

its mention in Caraka and Su.Sruta. 

8. Gaura§iili (YY,Vll.4) white rice seems to be a replanted variety of 

white coloured rice. 

9. Ni~piiva (XVI.33, XL.S; LXXVJII.33). It is taken by Utpala as 

Siili in case of V.XL.S. In two other references some regard it §iili 

and some take it to be a leguminous corn. 

As winnowing or cleaning of com is meant by the term ni~pava45 • it is 

possible that both rice and pulses may be indicated by the phrase. 

Rice, wheat and barley constituted the principal food of the 

people. But the poor people used to eat kodrava and priyarigu. So these 

grains were cultivated for the poors. Priyallgu here is to be taken as chilli 

which could add taste to poor quality grains. 

The cultivation of a number of varieties of pulses like mudga, 

mii~~a, masiira, kulattha, kalaya, oEll!aka are known. Among the oil-seeds, 

mention may be made of lila (Sesamum), sar~apa and siddhartha or sita 

sar~apa. Among the fibrous plants mention may be made of cotton, hemp 

and linseed. Sugar-cane crop was produced on a large scale. The 
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reference to a term ik§u-van (XV.6) bears an eloquent testimony to the 

huge production of sugar-cane. 

We may get almost similar classification of plants based on dietic 

value in Carakasamhitiiundcr the following vargas: 
/ 

]. Sukadhiinya varga 
/ 

2. Siimidhiinya barga 
/ 

3. Siika varga 

4. Phala varga 

5. Harita varga 

6. Ahiirayogi varga 

Su.Sruta 's classification according to IV1ajumdar is more systematic and 
46 

elaborate . These arc: 
/ 

1. Salidhiinya 

0 Sa~{hika group. 

3. Vrihi dhiinya 

4. Kudhiinya varga 

5. Vaida/ (pulses) 

6. Tila 

7. Yava 
/ 

8. Simva 

9. Phala varga 

10. ,5iika varga 

Jl. Pu~pa varga 

12. Udbhida varga 

13. Kanda varga (bulb group) 

14. Taila varga 

15. Ik~u varga. 

A further classification has been done by Bhiivaprakii§a in which he 

combines both the methods of Caraka and Su§ruta. But the details are not 

needed to this context as it has been done by the above three authors 

keeping in view the dietic value and medicinal properties of the plants. 
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Variihamihira in addition to agriculture, has shown concern for 

agriculture and other related issues like arbori-horticulture and treatment 

of plant diseases. But Sill[lhitiis of Caraka and SuSruta relate minutely the 

dietic value, tastes, potency of the crops and plants because the authors 

are more concerned with the promotion of health and hygiene of the 

people. It is unequivocally expressed in the Sutrasthiina (Chap 1. 51-53) 

of Carakasamhit8that it is only the man who is well-acquainted with the 

names, and external features of plants and is able to use them properly 

according to their properties is to be called an expert physician 
47

• But a 

comparative discussion of the earlier medical treatises along with the 

encyclopaedic compositon of Variihamihira reflects that agricultural 

science, plant science and ayurvedic science were interlinked. Hence 

these bear similar nomenclature, information and ideas to a great extent. 

K[~<iipariifara, as already mentioned is the only treatise to deal 

exclusively with agriculture creates controversies regarding its date, 

author.<;;hip and the provenance of the work. The Sanskrit treatise 

Kr-.>iparasiira was edited and translated by Dr. G.P. Majumdar (who was 

once the Secretary of Natural History [Biology] of The Asiatic Society), 

Calcutta) in collaboration with the great Sanskrit scholar S.C. Banerji
48

. 

The edition is based upon the collation of three manuscripts and an 

earlier Bengali version (VarlgaviisT edition) of the manuscript. There is 

also an English translation by S.P. Roy Choudhuri. But the Asiatic 

Society's publication is comparatively more accurate as the editors take 

as many manuscripts for collation as could be procured. It is to be noted 

that two of the manuscripts mentioned above bear typically Bengali 

character and further interesting point to note is that 'copy of a transcript 

of a manuscript in the Mandlik section in the Wadia Library, Fergusson 

college. Poona is itself a copy, made on 4
1
h February, 1886, from a 

Bengali original in the Sanskrit Pii!hsiilii, Calcutta,' These remarks are 

recorded on the copy obtained from Bhandarkar Oriental Research 
. 49 

Instttute, Poona . 

But frustrating news for the researchers in Bengal is that the 

original manuscript could not be traced in the Govt. Sanskrit College of 

Calcutta. 
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Some details of information on the manuscripts may appear 

essential to reach a conclusion whether the K[~iparii§ara was composed 

in Bengal or outside Bengal. There is a manuscript in the custody of 

Dacca University with the title K[fipariiSara. The other two are: 

transcripts of India office manuscript and 1.0 manuscript, Tagore 24 

which is written in Bengali but badly damaged. 

Recently a new translation of the KrsipariSara has been done by .. 
N. Sadhale (in the Agri-History Bulletin, No 2, 1999

50
) along with 

commentaries based on scientit1c scrutiny. Pariiiara gave an elaborate 

description of existing cultivation practices of various crops, soil 

preparations, land uses, tillage implements, weeding, water harvesting, 

diseases and agricultural mcteoroiogy. 

It opens with an eulogy of the author and or agriculture. The 

relevant verse may be quoted here: 

Prajiipati namaskrtya krsikarmavivecanam I . . . 
Krsakiiniim hitiirthiiya brute rsi Pan!sarah II . . . . . . 

Trans: Having saluted Prajiipati, the sage Parii5ara lays down reflections 

on agricultural operations for the welfare of cultivators. 

Rice is eloquently extolled in the text. It is expressed, 'rice is vitality, 

rice is vigour too and rice (indeed) is the means of ful±ilment of all the 

ends (of life). Gods, demons and human beings - all subsist on rice. 

(Kr.Pa.,6). 

Next, we get reflection of high esteem in which vocation of 

agriculture was held. Parii.5am says 'By means of agriculture alone, one, 

however ceases to be a beggar. One taking to agriculture can become a 

sovereign monarch in this world' (KrPa.,3) 

In an agricultural economy like that of India the importance of 

proper rainfall can hardly be exaggerated and it is quite reasonable to 

expect that ancient Indian authors should have made observations on 

meteorological condition of the country. 
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The emphasis on the importance of rainfall is already noticed in 

the Vedic literature. 

A clear picture of variant quantity of rainfall may be obtained 

from the combined testimony of the ArthaSastra, Brhatsmphitii and 

K,r~ipariiSara which will make us understand the level of consciousness 

of the meteorologists of the past for making a detailed data-base of 

rainfall and different types of cloud. It is indeed gratifying to note that 

valuable observation was really made and recorded with a view to 

advancing the understanding of the people in general and cultivators in 

particular for ensuring sustainable production in agriculture. 

In the ArthaSiistra. we get the amount of ideal rainfall for good 

returns from agriculture in different region with soil of variant qualities. 

It is said: The quantity of rain that falls in the country of jiiiigala is 16 

dropa.~·; half as much more in moist countries (anup§n§m); as to the 

countries which arc tit for agriculture (de§viipiinam) -13 droq,'ls in the 

country of A.5makas; 23 dr01;as in AvantT: and an immense quantity in 

western coun\ries (apariitiiniim). the borders of the Himalayas. and the 

countries where water channels are made use m agriculture 

(Kulyaviipiiniim). (ll.24.SS.p.l27). 

The distribution of rainfall according to geographical location is 

summarized in the following table: 

Jailgala Desert countries 16 dronas 

Anupiiniim Moist countries 8 dror;zas 

A§makas Mahiirastra 13.5 dronas 

Avanti Ujjain or Malwa region 23 dronas 

Apariinta Konkon i.e. coastal Mah§r§stra Profuse 

Himalayas Hilly tracts of north Unlimited 

Kaufilya informs us that if one-third of the total annual rain came both 

during the commencement and closing months of the rainy season 
' (Sriivana and Karttika) and two-thirds in the middle (Bhiidrapada and 

ASvayuja) then the rainfall is considered very even ( SUJamiirupam) and 

it argues for good and prosperous crops. 
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According to Kau!ilya, a forecast of rainfall could be made by 

observing the position, motion and pregnancy of Jupiter, the rise and 

setting and motion of Venus, and the natural or unnatural aspect of the 

sun. 

'From the sun (is known) the successful sprouting of seeds, from 

Jupiter the fonnation of stalks in the crops, from Venus rain' (K.angle, 

l!.24.8). 

Among the extant texts, the most exhaustive treatment of the 

subject is to be found in the chapters XXI-XXVIII of the Brhatsarphitii. 

The importance of proper rainfall for production of food com is 

explicitly expressed in the verse quoted below: 

annmp .fagataf;l prill}ii{l priiv!J-kiilasya c-iinnam = iiyattam 

Yasmiid=map parfk,<yaf;l priiVJ1-kiilaf;l prayatnena (BS. XXJ.l). 

Trans: Food is the life of this universe. food is controlled by the rainy 

season. So we must make efforts to study this season thoroughly. The 

Brhat.<.,'aiphitii of Variihamihira abounds in references to the views of 

Garga, Pari5ara, Vajra, Kiityapa, Biidarayana, Asita-Devala. and others 

bearing on rainfall
51

. Extracts from earlier works are equally of great 

value. 

According to KrsipariiSara there are four types of cloud. iivmta . . . 
samvarta. puskaro and dron£1 as under: . . . 

iivartascaiva samvartah puskaro drona eva cal . . . . . 
cattviiro .faladii{l proktii avartiidi yathii karamam II 

CKr.Pa .• 24). 

The nature of these four types is also narrated as

EkadeSena ciivm1:a},1 samvarta~ sarvatajalam \ 

Pu~kare du,>karam biiri droJ!e bahu.falii mahill 

cKrPa .• 25). 
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Trans: Avarta is confined to a particular locality, under smpvarta there is 

water everywhere; under pu~kara water is scarce and under Drol!a the 

earth has abundant water. 

A different type of classification appears to have been prevalent in 

earlier times. According to Kaufilya, there are three clouds that 

continuously rain for seven days, eighty are they that pour minute drops 

and sixty are they that appear with sunshine. But B[hatsaJ!lhiii does not 

make such classification of clouds. Besides, there are detailed 

information on pregnancy of clouds, rain forecast and measurement of 

rainfall in the ancient texts. 

In a discourse on agricultural science of the past, meteorological 

information are urgently needed. Pari5ara observes: 

Brslimiflif kn.;Ih sarvii brstinnTlam Ca jivanam I . . . . . . . . . . 

Tasmiidiidau prayatnena brstigiiiinam .samiicaret II . . . . 
(Kr.Pa.,!O). 

Trans: All agriculture has rainfall at its root, life too has rainfall as its 

source. Therefore, at the outset, acquire knowledge of rainfall very 

carefully. 

Kr~ipariiSara as a specific text on agriculture deals with the then 

existing knowledge and practice relating to soil classification, land use, 

manuring, rotation of crops, irrigation, tillage implements, protection of 

crops from diseases an pests, care of draught animal other than 

agricultural meteorology. 

On the question of manuring, cowdung has been highly extolled 

and even to the point of veneration. The processing of cow dung to tum it 

into a good manure making it free from bad chemical reaction is aptly 

described in the K[~ipariiSara, but in a simple and easily understandable 

language. The relevant verses containing the whole process are: 

'Having worshipped the heap of cowdung in Miigha, one with 

reverence, should lift it with spades on an auspicious day and Nak?atra. 

CKr.Pa., !09). 
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'Having powdered all that and dried it up in the sun, throw the 

manure into a pit in every field in Phiilguma' (KrPa .. 110). 

'Then at the time of sowing, take out the manures; without 

manure. paddy plants grow up bereft of froits.' 

In the Brhatsmphitii, we notice the suggestion of prepanng 

organic compost of superior quality for balanced nutrition of the plants. 

The B,rhalasaiJlhitii prescribes that seeds which have been properly 

treated are to be sown with the addition of pork or venision into soil 

(where previously sesame crop was raised, dug up and trodden) and 

sprinlded daily with wtar mixed with milk. It says further: 'To promote 

inflorescence and fructiflcation, a mixture of one fi¢haka of sesame, 2 

iidhakas of excreta of goats or sheep. one praslha of barley power, one 

tali of beef thrown into one dro!la or water and standing over seven 

nights should be poured round the roots of the plant. (BS.Vlll.l7-l8). In 

order to ensure sprouting and growth of luxurious stem and foliage, the 

seeds should be soaked in a compound prepared of paddy powder, urad. 

sesame and barley which are mixed with putrelied llcsh and the whole 

mass steamed with turmeric. (BS .. VV.16.17.19.21). 

The use of fish water for irrigating certain trees was also in vogue. 

Almost a similar instmction for preparing an organic compost to 

increao;e the production of flowers and fmits is given in the 

Agnipuriipa
52

. It is said that in order to increase the production of t1owcrs 

and fruits one should sprinkle ghec with cold milk. also a mixture of 

sesame, excreta of goats and sheep, barley powder, beef thrown into 

water and standing over for 7 nights should be poured round the roots of 

the plant. 

The exact verses are; 

'Gh_rtasitapayapsekafl phalapu~piiya 

sarvada, ;ibik5fasakreci""il?Japtiliini 

ca gomarpsamudakaiicaiva 

sapla ritrain nidhipayet 

utsekah sarvavrksiiniim phalapuspiidi . . . . . 
v_rddhidaf; II (Ag.Pu .• 282.11-12). 
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Procurement of Healthy Seeds 

Procuring good seeds for successful agricultural operation has 

been a major concern of the people associated with agricultural policies 

and practices. The traditional practice of preserving good and healthy 

seeds for successful propagation of plants has already been traced. 

The advices extended both by Kau[ifya and Variihamihira for 

treatment of seeds are Unked with the treatment to be done prior to the 

task of sowing the seeds for good germination. Of course Kau!Jlya 

advised for strong and damp free store house containing three tloors for 

corns (Il.2.5 .• Kanglc. p. 72). But rules prescribed by Pariisara are related 

to long time preservation of seeds perhaps for using the seeds for the 

next year. PariiSara extends the following instructions: 

• Collect all seeds either in the month of Miigha or in Phiilguna, 

and dry them up thoroughly in the sun; do not keep them down' (Kr.Pa .. 

!57). 

'Having made a small packet of seeds, purge the chaff; seed 

mixed with chaff is extremely damaging to crops' (Kr.Pa .• 158). 

'Seeds which arc uniform yield a plentiful harvest; hence 

carefully make them of the same kind' rKrPa .• !Sa) 

'Having made a very tight packet. cut off the grass that has come 

out. This being with grass uncut, crops become full of grass' (KrPa .. 

160). 

'Do not keep seeds on an ant-hill, in the cow-shed, the place 

where a woman has been delivered of a child, nor also in a house having 

a barren woman in it'. (Kr.Pa .• 161.) 

'Do not allow the seed to come in contact with remnant of food, a 

woman in her monthly impurity, a barren woman, a woman in the family 

way and a woman just delivered of a child.' (Kr.Pa .. 162). 

'The cultivator should not, even by mistake. keep on seeds, ghee, 

oil. butler-milk. lamp and salt' (Kr.Pa .• 163). 
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All the provisions quoted above with the exception of no 161 and 

no 162 are related to proper preservation of seeds in a dried condition. 

Clean seeds purged off husks are to be kept in a safe position free from 

the possibility of damage by ants, fire and salt or damp caused by ghee, 

oil etc. 

The rules regarding the prohibition of contact with barren women 

transcend the rational approach of science. Some sort of superstition in 

fact always crept in all spheres of human activities. 

Krsi-Gitii .. 
The knowledge of the ancient Indians in agriculture is revealed by 

some . l ~ ·~ J K . n c -" . M-1 -1 ancient texts a rea~)' COTISL.ere(_. f~l-_:!/l!l m _ _ ELaya am 

language further reflects the wisdom and experience of the traditional 

rarming community of the land now known as Kcrala in South India. 

As in most other places in India, farming was the mainstay of 

people of ancient Kcrala too. Kpji-Gitii has been written as a discourse 

between the Briihmins and the Para§rtriima, a great sage and one of the 

ten incarnations of the Lord Vi~{lU. Exact antiquity of the text can not be 

defined. The lyrics. without any doubt have been transmitted through 

oral traditions or through palm-leaf manuscripts. Nevcrthless, the book in 

its present form looks to be around 300 years old. The content of the 

book. no doubt bears testimony to long antiquity. 

Kpji-Giti opens with the narration of one story of bewildered 

briihammyas requesting Lord Para§uriima to abate their sufferings by 

prescribing the best agricultural practices. The book deals with the issues 

li~e, paddy varieties, planting, draught animals. manuring, seasons, weed 

management, hydrological aspects, auspicious times, seeds and other 

issues related to cultural practices. 

Success of agricultural operations obviously depends on good 

seeds. 

Nene in his article has drawn a comparison between the earlier 

and the recent concept of seed health 
54

. He comments: 
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' Modern seed testing involves procedures to check purity of seeds, 

ability to germinate, ability to emerge from soil with good vigor, and the 

presence I absence of pathogens and pests (mentioned above)
54

a. Criteria 

for healthy seeds in older days basically were the same as today but 

apparently no standard testing procedures existed then'. 

Kii5yapiyakr~isiikti is a tre(:ltise on agriculture by Ka§yapa. A 

copy Of the manuscript in Devnagari script is in the custody of Adyar 

Library, Chennai
55

. KiiSyapa has written 180 verses and deals with the 

subject of water management in great detail but surprisingly he is silent 

about rainfall. He focuses his attention entirely on alternative inigation 

scheme. In a way the treatise is complementary to that of sage Pariilara. 

His perception of water management expressed in the form of counsel 

offered to the state. The following statements reveal how Kii.5yapa 

advocates change in technologies with changes in time: 

• As time changes lhc king should take into account a change in 

the manner and mode of agricultural technique for sowing of seeds, and 

also consider the application of agricultural (science) as di1Tcrent for 

cool and warm climates' (Ka.kr,ll.l68-169). 

'Cattle. rainfall. water reservoirs and many other factors also 

cause this change. Accordingly. the king should manage the farming 

activities depending primarily on the quality of the soil' (Ka.kr .. ll.!70-

171 ). 

M.S. Randhawa takes him to be resident of Kosala in U.P. but G. 

Wojtilla who translated the text in English suggests his South Indian 

origin as that Kaiyapa followed the Vaifr;ava tradition of South India 

and wrote the text sometime during 700 to 800 A.D. 

That the science of agriculture maintained its progress through 

applied methods and empirical observations in this country through the 

centuries is attested by a number of texts and that it continued and 

diffused through out the different regions of the country. This is evident 

from the discovery of manuscripts dealing with agriculture and other 

related issues even till the recent past. 



Meghamuni of Punjab flourished in 

Meghama.Jii on weather forecasting 
56

. 
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th 
the 18 century. He composed 

Thus we find that Indian agricultural science in the past was based 

on both speculation and practical experience. Most of the texts at the 

same time bear eloquent testimony to the fact that agriculture as a 

vocation was highly venerated by the people from the earlier period 

down to the very recent days. In the Vedic hymus we have glimpse of the 

deep longing of the people for abundance of crops. Parii.5ara says: 

"Blessed is agriculture. holy is agriculture and agriculture is the life of 

the creatures'. Perhaps this avowed notion leads him to give the advice 

- 'Rice is produced from paddy, and paddy is not available without 

agriculture. Therefore, having given up all (eise) take to agriculture 

' carefully . 
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CHAPTER- III 

Origin and Development of Plant Science 

Utpattirp pralqtibhedamiilqtirp bhumibhedataf.ll 

Vrk~iipaiica cikitsimrp yathiiha Caturiinana II 

Vrk~iivallayasmthii gulmii bibidha t[pajiimyap. I 

Jf.tnpuwaphaliintii bai ou~dhyo jagiiire tviba II 

Pari Sara. 

Section- I: Early Phase 

V cgetation came under the influence of man during the post 

glacial climatic optimum when the Neolittic man commenced 

agriculture. The successive shifts in the plant populations in response to 

climatic changes gradually resulted in the present pattern of plant life 
1

• 

The vegetation of a country depends on, and to a large extent is 

determined by, its geographical and climatic features and India stands in 
' very favourable position with respect to both of these conditions-. 

'It is a region, indeed full of contrasts in physical features and 

l
. ,3 

c 1mate . 

Some archaeologists believe that wood was simultaneously used 

along with stone by the people for hunting purpose during the Old Stone 

Age, but actual evidence of the use of wood is known only from the late 

Palaeolithic Age 
4

• At this time men of the Clactonian culture in England 

used yew wood for spear. About the same time an entire spear of yew

wood, as Hawkes and Wooley have discussed was found in Germany 

inside the skeleton of an elephant
5

. 

But India can not claim the use of wood to such an early date. The 

oldest record of use of wood in India is from the sites of the Indus Valley 

Civilization. In the description of the dwelling houses in the Indus 
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Valley, the scholars suggest that the doors were possibly made of wood. 

The roofs are also described as flat and made of wood. The earliest 

specific record of use of wood comes from Harappa proper and from the 

sites of Gujrat. In the former, two types of woods were found to have 

been used for a coffin, namely of deodar and rose wood, and other wood 

remains found were used for a wooden mortar. The examination of these 

woods by Chowdhury and Ghosh makes it clear that choice of these 

woods for specific purposes shows not only knowledge of where the 

trees grew but also of the characteristic qualities of the woods usee_{ So 

we have strong evidence to believe that 'Harappan culture was based on 

years of experience on the usc of this botanical product'. Other plant 

remains from Hastinapur have also been examined by Chowdhury. These 

were used as firewoods 
7

• The potteries and the bricks were burnt on a 

large scale. The bricks were exceptionally well baked. Maclmy 's 

observation on this is very clear. He says that well burnt bricks of 

Mphenjodaro are of excellent quality and practically indestructible and 

can be used over and over again. So the huge amount of woods which 

were to be fired can easily be imagined. 

The representation of ships portrayed on the seals unearthed at 

Mohcnjodaro has already been taken into account to make it clear that 

the vessels intended for riverine as well as for sea-trade were made of 

reeds or such other vegetal materials 
8

. These remains indicate that the 

Harappans were certainly well aware of qualities of different timbers and 

reeds. 

The growing acquaintance of plant life is ret1ectcd in the Vedic 

literature of the Aryan people (Table 1). This is not certain when the 

Aryans first entered into India, but their occupation of the country must 

have taken place at least as early as 1400 B.C. and a spirit of enquiry 

spontaneously grew among them as to the effect of natural vegetation 

growing near their dwelling places from the very beginning of their 

settlement in this new country. To the community of the Aryans, the 

study of plants and plant life of this country became a self imposed task 

as they were stranger in this terra incognita. Agricultural pursuits made a 

long advance in the Vedic period. The use of heavier ploughs, production 
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Table I: Plant spec1es as referred in flgveda (c.l500 B.C.) (Common 

names and botanical names as could be identified) 

Herbs, shrubs and trees Food grain Grasses 

Pippala or aS:vattha (Ficus Yava (ka) (Hordeum vulgare) Sara I Saira (S,1cchnrum sp.) 

religiosa.) Kuiiim (Sacchwum officimuum) 

P~a I piilaSa I kirrS:uka (Butca Darbha (DcsmoJtachys bipinnata) 

frondosa) Mui'ija (Saccharum munja) 

Khadira (Accacia catechu) Virana ( VetiFeria zizanoides) 

SinSap1i (Dalbergia 5]uoo) Dilrvii grass ( Cynodon dactylon) 

Sa1rnali (Bombax malab:uicum) Ulapa (lmpemta amndinacea), a 

Sirnbalam spreading soft grass 

Urvaruka ( Cucumis mc/o) Sipala I Sa!vata (Blyxa ceylanica) 

ASvavati (an unidentified plant) Sacta, agrass 

Somavati (a medicinal plant) Pikadiirvii, an edible millet 

l:rjayanti (a medicinal plant) Kiyambu, a tender grass 

Udoj~sa (a medicinal plant) Kii.Sa (S,1cchamm spomarc:um), 

Vyaikasa (a water plant) addressed as medicin~l plant 

Vi~anakfi ( Gymncma sylvesrrc) Balbaja (Elensine indicaJJ:;: 

VibhTtaka (Temu"nalia belerica) comcana). used for making basket 

Svadhiti (a big tree with hard and other wicker receptacle. 

wood) 

Ptl.~kara (Nymphaea stilllara.), a 

blue lotus 

PUt)~larika (Nc!umbo !ILICifcra). 

lotus 

Prama~1da, a sweet scented plant 

Naya~rodha (Ficus hcngalensis) 

Soma (Asolcpi,1s ncida) 

Madlmga, honey plant 

Karkandhu (Zizyphu.l 

nummulan'a), jujube tree 

Kiikambira 

Bllariga (Ctmnabic. saliFa). used 

as an epithet to soma 

of different types of agricultural crops, meteorological observation, 

knowledge of plant diseases, all indicate a considerable development m 

this branch of knowledge. An flgvedic hymn
10 

says: 

' Sweet be the plants for us, the heavens, the waters, and full of 

sweets for us be air's mid region. May the Field's Lord for us be full of 

sweetness, and may we follow after him uninjured'(fl.V .• IV. 57.3). Still. 

the plant science in true sense was in a rudimentary stage and took time 

to emerge as a distinctive branch of knowledge. A hymn in the ~gveda 
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expresses the long association of tree and wood with this universe from 

the day of its creation by the supreme poweril. 

'What was the tree, what wood in sooth produced it, from which 

they fashioned out the earth and heaven?' (.(i'V., XXXXI.4). 

A glimpse of development of a kind of observation of the plant 

world is visible in the bulk of Vedic literature but the main difficulty lies 

in the scattered nature of the materials bearing on plants as on several 

other matters of scientific interest in these texts. Plant Science as a 

systematized branch of study was yet to flourish but a fair idea may be 

made of the morphology and internal structure of plants from the 

materials contained in Vedic literature. Sooth to say, a spirit of enquiry is 

traceable in the verses of the Atharvaveda but most of these verses are 

composed in laudable words for the medicinal properties of the plants 

and herbs. The different herbs and plants are named. classified and 

praised only for there medicinal values. In lj.gvcda we get the hymn 

which in the worlds of G.P. Majumdar is 'the first medical utterance of 

'
12 A. f h A 'h'''-k f h 10"' d~' 13 b man . ±ew verses o t e u~ad 1 ~u lao- t e mill}. ma may e 

quoted below to get at the nature of observation of the f,?gvedic people on 

different plants and herbs deemed beneficial to the man and animal 

world. 

' Yc, mothers, have a hundred homes. yea, and a thousand are 

your growths. Do yc who have a thousand powers free this may patient 

from disease' (RV., X.97.2. p. 610). 

'Be glad and joyful in the plants, both blossoming and bearing 

fmit, plants that will lead us to success like mares who conquer in the , 
race. C{?V., X.97.3. p.610). 

'The healing virtues of the plants stream forth like cattle from the 

stall, plants that shall win me store of wealth, and save thy vital breath. 0 

man' (.(i'V.,X.97.8.p. 611). 

'Let fmitful plants, and fmitless, those that blossom, and the 

blossomless, urged onward by B,rhaspali, release us from our pain and 

grief,' .(?V., X.97.15.p.611). 
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That, plants and herbs were used for medical treatment equally for 

man and animal is clearly reflected in one of these verses- 'Unharmed 

be he who digs you up, unharmed the man for whom I dig: 

'And let no malady attack biped or quadruped of ours' 

(.(?V .. X.97.20.p. 611) 

The plants are of different types: Some arc of the spreading 

variety. some bushy, some jointed, some rich in shoots; all types of trees 

with spreading branches or bushy or the one-spathed, the herbs are 

regarded as source of life to man
14

. 

'The spreading, the bushy, the one- spathed. the extending herbs 

do 1 address; those rich in shoots, jointed (kffl}}lin), that have spreading 

branches; l call for thee the plants that belong to all the gods, formidable. 

giving life to men. (A V. VIII. 7.4. p. 499). 

The scholars are yet to agree to decide on the point of time when 

exactly, scientific attitude and rational thinking developed and led to the 

emergence of plant science as a distinct branch of study, yet by arranging 

scattered materials in a systematic method, we can get a fair idea of the 

Vedic Indians' knowledge regarding the morphology and internal 

stmcture of plants and their physiology. Different sections of a plant 

have got a beautiful literary expression in the following verse: 

~Rich in sweets the roots. rich in sweets the tip of them, rich in 

sweets was middle of the plants. rich in sweets the leaf, rich in sweets the 

tlower of them; partaking of sweet, a drink of nectar (amrta) let them 

milk out ghee. food, with milk (go) as chief (purogava) (A V., VIII. 7.12. 

p. 500). It will be a futile endeavour to search for any detailed knowledge 

of the internal structure of plants but some gross anatomy of the plant 

body is indicated in the .(?gveda as well as in the Atharvaveda. 

A faint glimpse of scientific idea of fight between the herbal 

antidote and the germ within the body of diseased may be grasped in a 

verse of the Atharvaveda. This hymn, sooth to say, may help us to 

understand that the poets of the Atharvaveda are not often carried away 

by extra doses of idealistic imagination 
15

. 
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Yak~ma being trembled at the sight of the medicinal herb is nicely 

described in !he following hymn: 

'As at the roaring of a lion do they quake; as at fire do they 

treamble at [the herbs when] brought; let the Yakfma of kine, of men, go 

driven by the plants beyond navigable streams'. (A V., VIII.7.15. p. 500). 

Thus a deeper insight into the hymns of the Vedas sometimes suggest a 

formative stage of empirical science or a knowledge system widely 

based on observations of the tribal or common people of the vedic 

period. Dr. Majumdar has designated it as 'truism,' 
16 

In the hymn of the Rgveda, we have already noticed, the poet 

speaks of 107 applications of plants to make people free from diseases 

but there is hardly any reference to the use of knowledge of herbs and 

plants for the development of agricultural production. Reference to 

application of knowledge of plant science to agriculture is equally absent 

in the Atharvaveda. In the Atharvaveda different herbs and plants arc 

highly praised for their usefulness in treatment of disease. Here in this 

context, a few hymns may be quoted to make it evident that the Vedic 

people were inquisitive enough and many of their inferences were the 

outcome of their systematic observation and study of nature and its 

relation to animal world including the human community. 

The laudable hymns expressed the high efficacy of the plants and 

herbs in combating against various physical diseases like leprosy, urinary 

problem, fever. eye disease, physical injury and other common problems 

of health. But it is to be noted here that the selection of herbs or plants 

was based on some sort of empirical study. The relevant verses are 

quoted below. These verses are related to the medicinal application for 

curing a man who is suffering from Yakfmii (A V., VIII.7.2. p.498): 

'The boar knows the plant; the mongoose knows the remedial 

(herb) what ones the serpents, the Gandharvas know. those I call to aid 

for him' (A V.,VIII.7.23.p.501). 'What (herbs) of the Angirases the 

eagles (Know), what heavenly ones the Raghafs know and what all the 

winged ones, what herbs the wild beasts know ~ those I call to aid for 

him' (A V:, VIII.7.24.p.501). 
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'The next verse is related to the observation on the food habit of 

' cattle . 

'Of how many herbs the inviolable kine partake, of how many the 

goats and sheep, let so many herbs, being brought, extend protection to 

thee' (A V:,VIII.7.25.p.501). 

'In how many (herbs) human physicians (bhi~aJ) know a remedy, 

so many all-remedial, do I bring unto thee' (A V., VIII. 7. 26. p. 501). 

The hymns if analyzed sequentially, it appears that the edibility or 
herbs and plants were ascertained initially by the partaking of the same 

by the animal world. The people as keen observer of nature and of 

animal behaviour, could utilize this knowledge bank accmed through 

long span of time. 

It is well known that snakes constitute a food of mongoose. When 

a mongoose attempts to catch a snake the latter takes defence by attempts 

to bite the mongoose. A combat continues over a long time. Naturally 

there may be a chance of mongoose being bitten by the serpent. It is 

generally believed that the mongoose knows the herb that acts as antidote 

of snake venom. 

The mention of mongoose in the hymn (A V., VIII. 7. 23) reflects 

the inherent inquisitiveness of the earlier people and their urge for 

acquiring knowledge even from the animals. The references to birds, 

swans, wild beasts, kine, goats and sheep in the hymns again conform to 

the same psyche of the people in the remote past for groping after the 

remediaJs of diseases of the living world around. 

Regarding the Serpents and the Gandharvas, some information 

may be added here (A V., VIII. 7.23). 

Serpents: By Serpents, probably the Naga tribe is indicated. In Adiparva 

of the Mahiibhiirata, the burning of KhiilJ>fava forest is depicted
17

• This is 

a clear picture of clearing the forests for acclamation of land. The Niigas, 

Yak~as, Riik~as, the Diinavas and all kinds of beasts and birds were all 

burnt with lire. The horrifying sight of the burning of KhiiJ;>fava forest 

indicates the inimical attitude of Kr~na and Arjuna the reprsentative of 
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Brahmanic tradition towards the forest dwellers, the tribals, the so-called 

uncivilized people of ancient India. When the forest was set on fire, 

Kr~na and Piirtha patrolled the perimeter of the forest which was 

extended about hundred yojanas and they kept strict vigil so that no 

creature could escape. This included the Setpents or the Niigas probably 

the appellation for food-gathering tribes which venerated snakes.
18 

Gandharvas: Gandharvas are identified as professional singers of 

heaven. In the Mahiibhiirala, Paiica PiiiJdavas are addressed as 

Gandharva husbands. The Gandharva girls were trained to the art of 

singing and dancing like the Na1k girls of Kumaun or Kiinchanis of the 

late Mughal court
19

• These fair-complexioned hill-tribes had a religion of 

their own. A hand of Gandharvas migrated to the southern side of the 

Himalaya sometimes after the Indo Aryans had settled in the Punjab and 

a portion of the Gangetic Delta. 

On the basis of the Purm;ic evidences Pargiter likes to suggest that 

both Pururavii and UrvaS[ belonged to the Gandharva race; the n'vcrs 

Mandiikini and Alakii, the forests Chaitraratha and Nandana. the 

mountain Gandhamiidana, all belonged to the GandhiiiVa region. the so 

called Jlabritabarsha. the integral part of the primitive abode of the 
20 

Aryans . 

If the identification of the Smpents and the Gandharvas of the 

hymn (A V.,VIII.7.23) is historically true, then it will not be out of 

context to comment that the vedic thinkers were well-aware of the fact 

that the forest living people and the people of mountain region knew 

much about the edibility and medicinal properties of different plants and 

herbs which grew in their surroundings. A kind of recognition of their 

lmowledge is explicitly expressed in the verse. We have a reference to a 

Kiriita girl (Kiiiriitikii) who digs for a herbal remedy on the ridges of the 
. 21/Th . moun tams e verse 1s-

Kairiitikii kumiirikii sakii khanati bhcsajam 
' ' 

hirEli)yay[bhir abhribhir giripam upa siinu~m 

The Aryans were ruthless in destroying the indigenous tribal 

people for the cause of extension of their settlements. Simultaneously, 
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they had a realization for imbibing knowledge from their rival camp. 

Here lies the conflict of history. 

AJigirasas: The next hymn where Arlgirasas are mentioned bears 

importance alike. It is traditionally known that the Briihmlli}a families 

claimed their descent from eight mythical !~is. Among the eight. the 

Bhiirgavas, Vasisthas and probably Aiigirasas appear to have been the 

earlierst Briihmana families
22

. Ay.isya is the first Arigiras, mentioned in 

traditional history. The Arigirasas are found in connection with the 

VaH.ila kings as their hereditary priests
23

• 

The A.tigirasa-priests, whose functions must have centred round 

the fire cult. whose existence was essentially bound up with Agni are 

naturally thought of as born of Agm
24

• There is hardly any controversy 

among the scholars regarding the brahmanical ancestry of the Arigirasas. 

The most important epiphany of Brahmm.w is found in his Prajiipllli 

aspect
25

• He is styled as Pr~jiipati, then in the IJ.gvcda the epithet is 

applied to SavitT, Soma, Agni and Indra. In the epic-puranic period it 
' indicated both Siv11 and Visnu and still later the term meant the ten .. 

primeval progenitors created by BrahmaiJa. one of whom was Arigir11s. 

Thus the hymns which make simultaneous mention of people with 

erudite scholarship like that of AJigir .. 1sas and the people like Serpents 

and Gandharv .. 1s with knowledge direct from nature, bear deeper 

historical connotation. It may be held that though systematic and 

scientific experimental process of study did not exist, yet the ancient 

thinker could realize the necessity of gathering knowledge in all possible 

ways for the betterment of their condition. They explored all the corners. 

The study of the intellectuals i.e. the briihmanas. the empirical 

knowledge of the forest or mountain people. the observation of the habits 

and behaviour of the animal both pet and wild, all were concurrent in the 

development of a kind of natural science in that remote past. A human 

physician could acquire perfect knowledge on plants and herbs but that 

was not an easy task. 

There is no denying of the fact that mysticism and speculation 

were functional in the matter of disease and its treatment. Often trace of 
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rational thinking in overshadowed by mystic practices and beliefs in 

super-natural powers. The plants and herbs applied to the diseased did 

not always bring expected result. It is to be remembered that it was a 

period of initiation of the process. Rudimentary knowledge, whatever 

minimal its efficacy was in curing the diseased, was the outcome of a 

long and incessant quiries and observation of our ancestors. It is 
' generally held. that Yiijnavalkya is the author of the Satapatha Briihmar;a 

and this text abounds lot of information regarding the formative period of 
- ,, 

the history of Ayarvcda-. 

Studies and researches on plants and herbs exploring their 

different aspects of medicinal properties were continued in the later 
' Vedic period. By the time of the Satapatha BriihmaJ}a, the horizon of 

knowledge in this area was expanded to a considerable extent (Table II) 

and the text reveals that ncar about 39 widely known medicinal plants 

are used to treat 30 diseases.
26

. Many of the diseases as identified hy 

Prof. Gupta still are familiar to the modern people and regarded as 

serious ailments. 

Different types of cereals such as nee, barley, wheat arc 
' mentioned in the text. Satapatha also gives information on some low-

valued cereals like Syamiika, nlviira, govedhuka, namha, upviika etc.
28

. A 

number of fruits are known from this text; they are kuvaia, karkandhu 

and badara and identified as three different types of berries 
29

• Amra i.e. 

mango, udumbara and pippala all arc familiar to the modem people and 

they have got mention in the Satapatha Brihmm;u?
0

. The people in the 

period were aware of the eftlcacy of the plants like apiimiirga, 

aSmagandhii, udumbara, khadira, prSnipmpi. bilva, var8!Ja, vibh Ttaka. 

Udumbara has been described as food and sap. Different uses of 

udumbara, aSvattha and nyagrodha trees have been mentioned in the 
' Satapatha Briihm8!Ja. One point in this context is to be noticed that the 

' plants like arka. kiir~amarya. krmuka etc. find mention in the Satapatha 

Briihm8!Ja but nothing is said about their therapeutic value which can be 

traced in the medical texts of the later period. Thus it appears that there 

was a continued quest for new and newer information. the endeavour 

steadily developed and culminated into an integrated knowledge system. 
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Table II : Plant species as referred Satapatha Brahmfl{la (c. 6
1
h Century 

B.C.) (Common names and botanical names as could be identified) 

Co""" - Fnti• 
Other economic plants WoOO-yielding 

N- u, -Rice of different Ma~a. Kidney Kuvala,Bilva, Apiimarga Medicinal. ASvauha (Ficus 

varieties such as bean Karkandhu, (Acflyr.mthes religiosa) 

PliiSuka, A.Su and Badara. Karlra. aspem) KiiSmazya 

Hiiyara, WheaL Amra, ASmagandha Medicinal (Gmc/ina 

Barley, Low Udnmbara. (Withanifl arboreal 
grade cereals Pippala. somaifem) Krmuka (Mdi" 
such as- Udumbara (Fie(}' Described a.> azOOaroch) 

S}iimaka. racemosQ) fruit and sap. Phalguna or 

Niviira, 
Khadira (Acaci.1 

Arjuna 

Gavedhuka, 
Hard and strong 

(Tennimlia 
cmeclw) wood. 

.1l:JIIf!a) i\1amba and 

IJpaviika. P:snip<m;~i Medicinal. Diin1harirlrii 
(Uran'apicra) (BcrbenS 

,m!,:nw) 
Vara~1n (CnJ/,1CVfJ Modki»o~ Oc 
muwJ/a) 

Piludiln• 

' Bilva (Aeg!e 

I VJbhitalGI Medicinal. 
m,1nl1efos) 

( Tcnnin.1h1 
Raiiudiila 

bdicrica) 
(Conlia myxa) 

Arka plant Medicin<~L 

(Cnlotropis 

proeera) 

Sp11rj,1ka All parts arc 

(Calligonum u~etul. 

polygonQides) 

Haridam (Adim Medicinal. 

cordifi:J!ia) 

Tilvaka 

(Vibumum 

I ncrvosmu) 

I Nyagrodha (Ficll.'; 

bcnga/ensi$) 

PalaSa (Butea Full of juice and 

monospcnna) used as spoon. 

Sam I (Prosopis Pacifying 

spic.igera) 

V~tra Used in sacrifice 

and as spoon. 

KuSa grass Used in gBmlent 

(Demos/achya making. 

b1pinnata) 

Mui'ija grass Used as 

(Saccharum covering of fire 

pan. 

I 

' I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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' The simple mention of the plants in the Satapa.tha Briihma!la without any 

details, and the mention of the same with information on their medicinal 

values in the later texts of Ayurveda clearly indicate that a systematic 

process of study was persistently followed and as a result the later 

medical texts appear loaded with more information. The people of the 

period possibly possessed fair idea about the qualities of different woods. 

We find, the undumbara being used as post and vessel or sometimes as 

fuel-wood. Krmuka tree is described as sweet in taste and red in colour. . 
Khadira, according to Satapatha is very strong and compared to bones

31
• 

Pali.ia is full of juice and its colour is red. Its wood is used for making 

spoon. 

Though all the herbs have been described as Bhefjaja, yet Dr. Ms. 
' Saha has aptly brought out that Salapatha Briihmal}a lacks information 

on the medicinal properties of the plants alluded to in the text itself. 

Considerable development is noticeable in the medical texts of the later 

period. There was remarkable progress in the medical science of India 

through botanical knowledge. The treatment of disease with herbs and 

plants is borne out by the IJ-gveda and the Ath:.-uvavcda. The practice of 

treating diseases with plants continued but it took more time to be 

crystallized into systematic theory which abounds varied information on 

therapeutic character of individual herbs and plants and their effects on 

human body and mind. This is evident from the .Ayurvedic text of the 

later years. Botany as a systematized branch of knowledge had not yet 

developed. Nevertheless, by arranging and categorizing the various 

informations, it is possible to get a fair idea of the notion of the Vedic 

Indians regarding the morphology and internal structure of plants, their 

physiology, medicinal properties, growth characteristics and such other 

related issues. 

As to morphology. different parts of plant body such as the root. 

the shoot, stems, branches, leaves, flowers and fruits are distinguished 

and clearly named in the Saiphitiis. Briihmapas and Upani~ads'2 In the 

Taittir[ya Sal[lhitii. and the Viijasaney [ Saiflhitii different parts of the 

body of a plant have been mentiond. In an oblation it is said: 

O~adhibhyal_J sviihii miilebhyaJ; 



sviihii tulebhyaJ;l sviihii kiil}rfebhyaJ;l 

sviihii va!Sebhyah sviihii puspebhyah . . . 
sviihii phalebhyaJ;l sviihii I 

VanaspatibhyaJ;l sviihii mulebhyaJ;l sviihii 

tiilebhyaJ;l sviihii skandhobhyaJ;l sviihii 

siikhiibhyah sviihii pamebhyah sviihii . . . 
pu~pebhyaJ;l sviihii II 
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We may prepare a list of the parts of a plant body from the above quoted 

verse: milia= root 

tiila = shoot 

kiinda = stem 

skandha = the trunk of a tree 

va!S;;1 =twig 

Siikhii = branch 

pama =leaf. 

Pllfpa = Hower 

phala =fruit 

Ceaseless e-nquiry and untiring effort for knowing the unknown 

opened new spaces and the Vedic people stored more and more 

information on plant and animal world. It is needless to mention that the 

people in early period obviously had to depend entirely on nature for 

livelihood, medicinal remedies, spiritual satisfaction and for each and 

every need for their survival. This is in no way unnatural that a 

systematic process of study would continue without cessation and that 
--- -- --- ---- -- --~ - - ' 
happened truly here in India. Quoting three hymns (RV:. X. 145.1. ; 

RV., VII. 50.2 and 3) from the {<.gveda, Majumdar gives his explicit 

opinion that these hymns together constitute 'practically speaking the 

whole of the science or art, or both science and art of medicine ... ' He 

adds, 'but we have a harvest of details bearing on the subject of 

medicinal plants, their utilities, their classitication, the diseases against 

which they were applied, the association in which they were to be 

applied and the rest, in the text of the Atharvaveda '. In his opinion 
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'these details seem to be an elaboration of what we get in a synaptical 

form in the three hymns of the {?.gveda just quoted. There are points of 

similarity between the two; nay, there is essential identity. The latter 

seems to be an elaborate edition, a popular commentary of the former. 

. . . Either the details of the Atharvaveda must be a development from 

and a lengthy explanation of the things we get in the Rik or the Rik 

hymns give us a summary of the things so universally known '
34

• 

The Taittiriya Smphitii mentions the ripening of com twice 

in a year. There is indication in the hymns of the f.?gvcda that the Vedic 

Indians had some knowledge on the manufacture of food, the action of 

light on the process and storage of energy in the body of the plants - a 

great achievement indeed for our ancestors at that remote age 
35

. 

For tracing the development of plant science in the post Vedic 

period, Caraka, Su§ruta, Viigbhata and their commentaries arc of high 

value. During this period, it appears that Botany developed as an 

independent science on which were based the science of medicine. 

At the early stage descriptive Botany and knowledge on 

mdimentary plant physiology were essential to the Aryans to whom 

agriculture was a venerable vocation. But in the following centuries. side 

by side with the agricultural study, plant science progressed in 

connection with agricultural study, allied branches of science, 

particularly medicinal science. 

Interestingly. the popularly known word for medicine is aufadha 

which is etymologically connected with the word Ofadhi signifying the 

annual herbs. The word bhefa}a also denotes vegetable dmgs. Caraka 

clearly states that it is only the man well acquainted with the names and 

external features of plants, and able to use them properly according to 

their properties is to be called an expert physician. 

The Dhanvantari Nighantu is more specific: 'Sometimes several 

healing vegetables (bhefa}as) bear one name, sometimes one vegetable 

bears various names according to its class. external feature, colour, 

potency, function (rasa). effects, properties and the rest'. How science 
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came to be associated with the society at large may be conceived through 

the following reference: 

'The physician does well to master Bhesaja vidy5 by acquainting 

himself with the various names of plants in Sanskrit and Prakrit, 

consulting all classes of men, by personal observations, by a careful 

handling, as well as, by a careful consideration of its specific characters 

and sexuality' (quoted by Majumder). Plants and their products formed 

part and parcel of the practice of medicine in Vedic times. Quite often 

their use seems to be rational i.e. based upon proper understanding of 

their action and effect but more often it is just empirical i.e. based only 

upon the previous experience of their having been found useful in similar 

conditions
36

. In this practice may be traced the origin of the trial and 

error approach, the basic procedure for attaining the truth of science. 

Possibly initial detection of edible or non-edible ones was made on the 

hasis of platns and herbs accepted or rejected by the herbivorous 

animals. It is also said that there are many (herbs) which are unknown to 

the herbalist, they are well lmown to other beings. domestic animals and 

beasts of the wilderness birds, insects, etc. 

In the exposition of knowledge of the period, what actually was 

the share of the people living outside the Vedic society, it is difficult to 

detect. But if science is viewed as culture and part of the social formation 

of a society, the historians can make a detinite intervention and a 

subjective assessment is possible. 'This perspective is obviously more 

wide-angled and takes in many facets involving interactions and 

osmosis, which bear on a particular body of knowledge ,_n 

In the life of the science of Botany as in the life of other sciences, 

there were earlier processes suggesting its possibility. With the 

establishment of state authority, royal courts began to show its interest in 

culling scientific knowledge, true to say. for the benefit of the 

government and as a result we get texts like the Arthasfistra, 

Brhatsarphita and Agnipurfil;la. Each of the texts has a distinct section 

dealing with the topics of Vrksfiyurveda. Ayurveda has been translated 

by R.C. Majumdar as 'Science of Life '
38 

followng which the 
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Vrk~iiyurveda may be translated as 'Science of plant Life'. All the three 

books are non-botanical treatises but they contain certain section dealing 

with Vrk§iiyurveda in which agricultural bias is predominant and 

indicates the separate existence of plant science side by side with 

agricultural science. 

With the establishement of Maurya government, a sudden flood of 

source material becomes available. Kau!1lya is generally accepted as 

belonging to the court of Chandragupta Maurya. During the Maurya 

period, the new avenues were being searched for more revenue 

collection. Consequently agriculture, as already discussed, occupied an 

important area of state economic programme. In the AdiJyakJa Pracara 

Adhyaya, KauJilya States
39

: 

~)'ftfidhyak~5a{I k[filantra.5ulva V[k~iiyurvcdaJiiastajjiiasakhlbii 

sarvadhiinya pt!~papha/a siikakal}damiila vii//ikya 
- -

k,,atlmakiirpiisabijiini yathiikiifaip gtnhiyiit. 

Trans: The Director of Agriculture, himself conversant with the practice 

or agriculh1rc, water-divining and the science of rearing plants, or 

assisted by experts in these, should collect, in the proper seasons, seeds 

of all kinds of grains, flowers. fmits, vegetables. bulbous roots, roots. 

creeper fruits. nax and cotton (II.24.l.p. 148). Dr. Basak uses the word 

K[~itanlra §ulvavrk~iiyurveda . It appears from the use of the words 

denoting two branches of knowledge that they were complementary to 

each other. Kaufilya recognizes that agriculture is essential for producing 

food-crops, and also as a means of earning revenue. It appears from his 

discussion on the duties of the Director of Agriculture that there are 

persons having special expertise in different items of agricultural 

operations. In Kat~Jilya 's view, production of all types of the crop plants 

is one of the nine major ways of enhancing the wealth of royal treasury. 

In describing the essential qualities of the Sftiidhyak~a, Kat~!ilya states 

that he should be well conversant with the methodologies of agriculture 

i.e. K,qitantra and the science of plant health i.e. V.,rksiiyt~rveda. The 

Director may seek counsel and assistance from experts in the subject in 

case of necessity. for successful agriculture, he had to take care of some 
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other related issues. These are: (1) to collect in time the seeds of paddy, 

flowers, fmits, vegetables, cormous crops (kar;da), root crops (mUla), 

viillikya (Fruit-producing twiners), fibre yielding plants and cotton. 

Kaufilya 's instructions relating to agriculture and plants are scattered in 

different chapters and they deal with the issues like importance of water 

for plants, seasons of sowing different crops, soil crop relation, treatment 

of seeds, harvesting and farm-management etc. 

From long experience, the people could understand that all types 

of soils are not equally suitable for agriculture. Some have much yielding 

capacity and some are bereft of that. Thus KauJilya 's specific 

instruction, is: A (King) should allot pastures for cattle those land only 

which are unsuitable for agriculture (KA . .IL2. Lp. 59). So there is the 

mention of basic classification of soil on the basis of its productive 

qualities. Kaulilya categorizes different kinds of soil according to there 

suitability for various types of crops (KA., Il.24.22 p. 151). Selection of 

crops for cultivation was made accordingly. This may be shown with the 

help of the following table. 

1. Land bordering river or sea-
Valliphala ~pumpkin gourd, 

water melon etc. i.e. the creeper 
beaches (Pheniighiitaf;) 

Fruits. 

2. Land overflows by water Long pepper, grapes (mrdv ikii) 

(Pmiviihanta) sugar cane 

3. Vicinity of wells Root crops and vegetables. 

4. Low and moist bed of lakes 

(haran i paryanatah) 
Green crops, green grasses. 

. . 
5. Ridge of earth i.e. marginal 

Fragrant plants, medicinal herbs, 
furrows between any two rows of 

uSlragrass, hriberii, pipfliiluka etc. 
crops. 

The last suggestion in this siltra deserves special mention. Regarding 

the medicinal herbs, Kaufilya says that those plants which grow in 

marshy grounds are to be grown not only in grounds suitable for them 

but also in pots. (sti1ii!yiim)
40

. Is it not hinting at the cultural practice of 
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medicinal plants in artificial bed? The highly needed herbal plants, which 

were suitable for artificial cultivation, possibly were produced by 

householders so that they could be available in times of urgency. 

Besides, along with their domestic use there should have been some 

economic prospect of the medicinal herbs and plants. In those days when 

herbs and plants dominated the whole medicinal science, 

commodification of the herbal items is a mere truth. 

Kangle' s interpretation is not similar to that of Shamasastry. He 

mentions: (A region) where the foam strikes (the banks) is (suited) for 

creeper fruits, (regions on) the outskirts of overflows, for long pepper. 

grapes and sugar canes. (those on) the borders of wells for vegetables 

and roots. (those on) the borders of moist beds of lakes, for green 

grasses. ridges for plants reaped by cutting, (such as) perfume-plants, 

medicinal herbs. n5Tra-grass, hr[bcnl, pindiiluka and others. And lands 

suitable for each. he should raise plants that grow on dry lands and that 

grow in wet lands (1 1.24.22 p. 151). He has not referred to any artificial 

pot for cultivation. 

Instructions regarding seed treatment are offered as follows: The 

seeds of grains are to be exposed to mist and heat for seven nights; the 

seeds of ko§[ are treated similarly for three nights; the seeds of 

sugarcane and the like are plastered at the cut end with the mixture of 

honey, clarified butter, the fat of hogs and cow dung; the seeds of 

bulbous roots (kanda) with honey and clarified butter; cotton seeds with 

cow-dung; and water pits at the root of trees arc to be burnt and manured 

with the bones and dung of cows on proper occasions. The sprouts of 

seeds, when grown arc to be manured with a fresh haul of minute fishes 

and irrigated with the milk of snuhi. 

The use of fish water for vigorous growth of plants is a popular 

practice. This is evident in many of the texts related to agriculture and 

botany of the later period. The ancient Indian cultivators were aware of 

the utility of organic manure, the developed form of which is Ku!'apa 

jalam which finds mention in different texts of various regions of the 

country in the later days. 
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The Agnipurina has a distinctive section on Vrksiiyurveda. In 

chapter 282 instructions are given regarding different plant related 

issue~. Mode of planting trees is described in chapter 70. Some verses 

may be quoted here to get a good idea of the content of the particular 

section of the Agnipuriina. 

Dhanvantari is spokesman. Dhauvantan' is known to have been a 

great mythical medical authority. He is known as physician of the gods. 

He is said to have been produced at the churning of the ocean with a cup 

of nectar in his hanl1
• Wheather Dhanvantari of AgnipuriiJ;a is identical 

with any historical person can not be proved. Dhanvantari here in the text 

specifically states that he will describe the science of medicine relating to 
42 

trees . He suggestes that a plakfa tree should be planted on the north, a 

barnyan tre on the east, a mango tree on the south and a holy fig tree on 

the west (of a residence) (Ag., Pu., l.p.764). 

"It is better to have thorny trees on the south near the house. A 

garden should be near the house. Blooming scsamum plants should be 

gathered and the trees should be planted after worshipping a Brahmin 

and the moon. The five fixed asterisms sviiti, basta, rohini~ .S:rav"!la and 

milia are commended for planting the trees' (V. 2-4) Importance of 

source of water for growing healthy plants is indicated in the verses. It is 

said. - the trees should be planted such that they are fed by rivers or 

should be made to be on the banks of a tank. (The asterism) basta, 

mangha, anariidhii, a§vini, pufya, and jyesfhii as well as Satabhi~ak and 

the three uttaras (ultaraphiilguni, uttariisii<jha and uttarabhiidrapada) (arc 

good) for beginning (the constmction) of tanks (4b-5, p.765). 

It should be done after worshipping (lords) Varu!'a, Visnu and 

Pm:janya. (Trees such as) ari~fa, a.foka, punniiga, .S:iri~a, priyaflgu, 

plantain, jambii, bakula and pomegranate (should be planted) as above 

(6-7a. p.765). 

The planted trees should be watered morning and evening in the 

summer season, on alternate days in the winter season and in the night in 

the rainy (season) if the earth has become dry. (Trees planted) twenty 

cubits apart are (deemed as) excellent and sixteen (cubits) apart are 
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(deemed as) medium. There should be minimum twelve cubits distance 

in between one tree and the other. Trees (planted) densely would not bear 

fmits. They should first be pmned with a cutter (7b. 9. p. 765). 

Suktiiciirya gives a slightly different advice
43

: 'the king should 

have the domestic plant planted in villages and the wild tress in the forest 

- the good ones at a distance of twenty cubits from one another, the 

middling at a distance of fifteen cubits and the ordinary ones at a 
' distance of ten cubits and the youngest at a distance of five cubits (Suk., 

IV, 91-93, p.16S). There are some variations regarding the measurement 

of intervals between the plants but the advices given in such texts on 

plant science reflect a general standard of knowledge of the people of the 

time in such cuitural practices. The issue of distance between two trees is 

intricately related to the problem of nutrition of plants and trees and that 

is why almost all the texts on this branch of knowledge from early age to 

the later period agree to the view that trees if thickly sown are hindered 

in their growth. Simultaneouly it is the view of the ancient authorities 

that if they are sown very sparsely they are in danger of falling down 

even as consequence of mild winds. So in laying out a garden, planting 

after the method described above is wise. 

Rules for manuring the plants are almost similar in aH the texts. 

Regarding fertilizer, the instmctions in the Agnipuriil}a are: '(The trees) 

should be sprinkled with cold water mixed with a paste of viranga and 

ghee. If the fruits get destroyed. (cold water should be sprinkled) with (a 

paste of) horse gram. bJack-gram, green-gram, barley and 

sesamum' (Agni. pu .• 10.p.765). 

The concept of kul}apa-.falam has a long history. It is said- 'one 

should always sprinkle with cold water with ghee for (getting abundant) 

fmit and flowrs. Sprinkling with the excrements of sheep and goat and 

pulverized barley, sesamum allowed to be soaked in meat and water for 

seven nights would also increase the bearing of fmits and flowers in all 

the trees' (Agni. pu .• 11-12. p. 765). 

The next verse also indicates that general vigour of plant-;, which 

may be increased by the application of special organic fertilizer made of 
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fish, meat virJariga and rice, practically protects trees from all diseases. 

The exact verse is: 'Sprinkling with the washings of the fish would also 

increase the growth of the trees. Fish and meat mixed with the vitjmiga 

and rice would make (them) bear fruits. This would universally control 

the diseases of all the trees' (Agni. pu., 13. p.765). The verses prove that 

a common formula was made for preparation of a strong organic manure 

which came to be known as kunapajala in the texts of the later period 

like Vrkfiiyurveda of §urapiila, Upavana Vinoda, Lokopakiira or Visva· 

Vallabha. The methods described in all the texts since early days if are 

examined minutely; it appears that common cultural practices prevailed 

through the length and breadth of the country since very early days. 
/ 

Silkra makes mention of stools of goats, sheep and cows. water as 
/ 

well as meat as ingredients of manure (Suk., 94.p.165). He gives a long 

list of trees which bear good fmits. These arc: udumvara; a§vattha, vara. 

cinca, candan, gambhala, kadamba. aSok~1. vakula, vilva. amrta, 

kapitthaka, riijadan, iimra. punniiga, tuda, campaka, nipa, koka, iimra. 

sarala, diirima, ak~ota, SimSapa, radara, nimba. jambira, kjirika, khm:iura, 

devakar~fa, phiilgu, tiip1nchha, bhala, kudviila. lavali. dhiitri, kramuka, 

miitulungLlka. Jakuca, niirikela. rambhii. Sarkar has provided the scientific 
/ 

names of all the trees (Suk .. 95-102, p.165). The large big size trees 
' -mentioned in the Sukraniti are: 

khadira, asmanta. Siika, agnimatha, syauniika, vabbuta, tamiila, 

.5iila, kufaja. dhava, arfuna, paliila, Saptapan;a, Sami, tunna, devadiint, 

vikenkata, karamm;J(/a, ingudi, bhl7Ija, vi.o;amUffhi, kariraka, sallaki, 

kii.Smari, piitlw, tinduka, vifaiisraka (not identified), hantak1~ bhallala, 

sampiika (nol identified) arka, pu7kara, anmeda, pitadru. siilmali, 
/ 

vibhitaka, naravela (not identified) madhuka and others. (Suk., 115-122, 

p.l66). There is specific distinction between the trees having thorns and 
/ 

without thorns (Suk., 113-114, p. 166). 

Sukra 's specific advice: expansive trees, shrubs and creepers are 
' to be carefully planted in villages if domestic, in forest if wild (Suk., 

123-124, p. 166). 
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/ -
Thus in the Sukranitisiira we get considerable information. The 

text is probably of much later date than the Kiimasiitra. But it contains 

traditional knowledge on plant science. By the days of Kiimasiitra, 

V.rkfiyurveda flourished as a distinct branch of study on plant life and 

possibly for this reason V[k§iiyurveda is regarded by Viitsyiyana as one 

of the sixty-four Kaliis or arts. Futher, it is to be noted that the author 

suggests that this art should be acquired by women 
44

• Women's 

participation in such scientific activities 1s a very fascinating 

development in the history of plant science in India. 

That the branch of knowledge in botanical science reached a 

consummate perfection 

\ . 
45 I h corro Joratwn . n t e 

mentioned: 

in ancient time is evinced by inscriptional 

Second Major Rock Edict of A5oka, it is 

'The king with charming appearance, the beloved of the Gods in 

his conquered territories and in the neighboring countries thus enjoins 

that medical attendance should be made available to both man and 

animal; the medicinal herbs the fruit trees, the roots and tubers arc to be 

transplanted in those places where they are not presently available, after 

being collected from those places where they usually grow; wells should 

be dug and shadowy trees should be planted by the roadside for 

enjoyment both by man and animal '
46

. 

From the above. it is evident that by the time of the Mauryas, 

Vrk~iiyurveda as a branch of knowledge was highly developed and work 

_of transplantation of plants, herbs, fruit trees from their natural habitat to 

other places for the benefit of the living world was a common state

sponsored programme. 

That the ancient people were fully aware of the existence of life in 

the trees and plants are proyed beyond doubt by a series or texts 

composed by wise personalities appeared at different centuries. Often 

knowledge on the subject was used for negative purpose. There is a story 

in the MahiivarpSa relating the misdoing of the queen Tissarakhii who 

being jealous of ASoka 's devotion to the Bodhi-tree, injured the tree by 

piercing it with a poisonous thorn, thereby causing it to wither awa/
7

. In 
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the S~urapiila 's Vrk~iiyurveda, this (same) technique of piercing a plant 

with sharp instrument smoked with fat of tiny fish, marrow of hog etc. is 

advised to be followed to make the plants bear fruits and flowers. Thus it 

appears, there continued an incessant process of empirical research on 

plant science in ancient India. 

Scientific knowledge can be used both for benevolent and 

mischievous purposes. The two references, mentioned above of course 

rc11ect different types of human attitudes, sometimes very positjve and 

sometimes very frustrating. As a result different texts on plant science 

arc still available in different languages which will be brought under the 

scope of discussion in a sequence. 

Plant culture has been dealt with by Var5hamibir in his 

Brhatsarphili. DifiCrent aspects of plant culture which have been treated 

show that some of the practices recorded arc more or less followed by 

Indian peasants even to this day. Preparation of the soil and manuring, 

reproduction of plant life, plant diseases are some of the main headings 

discussed by the author. 'A soft soil' it is said, 'is suited to the growth 

all sorts of trees'. 

Green manuring as it is known today was prevalent in this country 

since early days. It is said in the text, one should sow thereon sesamum 

which must be crushed when in bloom. This is the first act in the 

preparation of the sol
8

• Besides a number of ingredients of organic 

fertilizer having manuring properties have been mentioned. Thus dung of 

cows, buffaloes, goats, sheeps, clarified butter. honey, vifimiga, milk, 

milk water, mud, horse-gram, black-gram. green-gram, barley, groats, 

rice, roots of certain plants, ashes, paste of alangium fmits, stalemcnt, 

beef and marrow of hog in various combinations are used as manure. 

Fumigation with few substances also was in vogue. 

Sowing is described as the simplest method of the propagation of 

plants. The B!hatsmphitiiprescribes that seeds which are to be sown with 

the addition of pork or venision into the soil. Elaborate method of 

treating the seeds is described by the author. 
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In order to ensure sprouting and growth of luxurious stem and 

foliage, according to the B[hatsarphitii the seeds should be soaked in an 

infusion made of paddy powder, urad (miiJa), sesame and barley which 

are mixed with decomposing flesh and the whole mass steamed with the 

addition of turmeric. The soaked seeds are then to be dried in the sun and 

the process is to be repeated
49

. 

The method of cuttings wa~ also known and appears to have been 

widely practised. G.P. Majumdar points out, In addition to the ordinary 

method of propagation by seeds the methods of propagation by cuttings 

and grafting were known from time immemorial, so much so, that plants 

to which these methods can be applied were definitely named'
50

. 

The ~ Brfuusmphitii distinctly names the plants a.'1d the methods; 

'kiiuthiil (jackfruit tree), a§oka. kadali, jambu, lakooca. diicjima, dnlk~yii 

piilibata, vi;apum, atimuktaka- these are the plants to be propagated by 

means of cuttings besmeared with cowdung
51 

(BS., 54.4-5). 

Varii/Jam1hira regards the method of propagation by grafting as 

superior to that by cuttings. Two methods of grafting are recorded. It is 

stated- Better than this cutting method is the method of propagation by 

graftings. This can be done in two ways - the cuttings of one plant is 

either inserted on the root of another plant, or on the stem of another 

plant, the junction of the two in both the cases being covered with a 

coating of mud. It is thus evident that grafting was known to Indian 

cultivators in the time of V~uiihamihira as an established method. Thus 

the evidence disproves the view of P .K. Godc that grafting was used for 

the first lime on Indian trees by Jesuits of Goa about A.D. 1550
52

. 

The history of the ar~transplantation in India goes back to a very 

hoary antiquity. We have inscriptional evidence for the days of the 

Mauryas, as it is already shown. 

There is specific instruction on the order of plantation while 

laying out a garden whether pubic or attached to a homestead. The order 

of plantation of specific trees in particular side of the residence as 

suggested in the text, is certainly aimed at improving the aesthetics and 
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hygienic condition of the surroundings. Watering n1les also are given in 
/ 

the Brhatsamhitii. Kiilidiisa has referred to secanaghata in Sakuntalii. It . . . 
possibly means watering jar. Plant diseases and treatments have been 

also discussed by. V ariihamihira. He has made classification of plants 

and herbs. V ariihamihira 's botanical classification seems to follow the 

broadest classification of plant life into (1) trees (taru, vrk~a, druma, 

piidapa). (2) succulent shrubs (gulma) and (3) creepers (latii. valil) in 

general. Thus, the ceaseless efforts and enquiry of the scholars resulted 

in the accumulation of knowledge on plant life which are of scientific 

value and on the basis of which a number of texts began to be written by 

the interested researchers in different languages in the sub-continent 

incorporating information variable from region to region due to different 

types of soil and climatic conditions. 
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Section II: Later Phase 

Vrksifyurveda which literally means 'the science of plant life' is known . . 
to have existed in ancient India as a distinct branch of knowledge. 

Specific references to the Vrk~iiyurveda is found in the ArthaSiistra, the 

Brhatsamhita and in the Agnipuriina. The earliest of these three texts, the . . . 
Artha§iistra designates this branch of study as 

f\.I~silantragulmav,rk~iiyrveda whch makes an implication that during the 

period of the Artha.Siistra, K[~itanlra i.e. the science of agriculture and 

\f.rkfiiyurveda i.e. the science of plant developed as a combined subject 

of study. In the Kiimasiltra of Vatsiiy~1na, we get Vfk~·iiyurveda as a 

district branch of study being designated as one of the 64 arts that 

developed in ancient India. The Vtk~iiyurveda of PariiSara is a complete 

treatise on plant science. It has a distinct identity of its own which 

warrants an elaboration and comparison with the subsequent texts on 

VrkJiiyurveda. 

The name of Surapiila 's Vrksiiyurveda is preserved by tradition. 

The actual text was out of reach till very recent days and historicity and 

time of the author are also not founded on solid evidences. 

Notwithstanding Swapiila as a writer of Vrksiiyarvcda seems to be on . . 
the record o[ history of ancient Indian medical science. Thanks to Dr. 

Y .L. Nene, Chairman, Asian Agri-History Foundation. He procured a 

manuscript of Vrkfiiywveda of Swapiila from the Bodleian Library, 

Oxford. U.K. 

The manuscript is written in an old form of Niigari script. "The 

script of the manuscript', says Sadhale, 'represents, most probably, the 

stage immediately preceding the modern form of Niigari '
1

• There are 325 

verses in the text, and a few verses are missing. The work starts with 

salutation to the Lord GaneSa and concludes with a colophon stating the 

name of the work as Vrk~iiyurvcda authored by Surapiila and that of his 

patron as Bhimapiila.. It then proceeds to discuss various topics 

connected with the science of plant life such as: 

(a) Importance of trees 



(b) Merits and demerits of trees planted near the residence 

(c) Soil 

(d) Propagation 

(e) Method of planting 

(f) Nourishment 

(g) Ailments 

(h) Treatment 

(i) Horticultural wonders 

(i) Pleasure gardens 
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(k) Natural indications of ground water for construction of 

wells 

(1) Plant indicators for crop and animal production 

Regarding the identiy of Surapiila there is no consensus among the 

scholars. The manuscript gives no clue to the date or place of the author. 

The King Bhiillapiila, mentioned in the colophon of the manuscript as 

Surapiila ',,. patron, is known in traditional history as the son of 

Trilocanapiila. 

But there are two kings of that name belonging to the 11
111 

century, 

one in LiiJa and the other in Punjab. Whoever the royal patron might 
' -have been, the epithet SrivaidyavidyiivareiJya clears a point that Surapiila 

was a prominent physician. He is said to have earned reputation on 

account of Siddhayogas. 

As for external evidence of Suraplila 's time, it is reasonable to 

expect his name to be cited in the other texts of Vrksiiyurveda. In the 

absence of corroboration for want of such texts, the Upavanavinoda 

which constitutes a chapter of the Siirarigadharapaddhati (13'h cent A.D.) 

should have been of great importance in deciding the approximate time 

period of Surapiila. But inspite of overwhelming resemblance between 

the Upavanavivoda and the Vrk~iiyurveda of Surapiila there is no 
' mention of Surap.ila in the compilation of S.irallgadhara. 

Surapiila was an eminent physician. As the present manuscript of 

Surapiila reflects the application of Tridhiitu theory to the trees and 
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plants, (the basic principle of Ayurveda), it may be logically conducted 

that Surapiila 's work is the original one and the manuscript itself is the 

best evidence to prove it. It is hard to believe that a great expert in the 

science of plant life should borrow a lot from compilations the authentic 

work of Surapiila deserves the fame and the tribute that tradition has paid 

to him. The resemblance between Upavanavinoda and V[kJiiyurvcda 

may be explained by proposing a theory that both have made use of texts 

of their predecessors in the field. 

Soil: It is evident from the study of V[kf§yurvcda that the people of the 

day were well aware of the impact of the quality of soil on the growth of 

trees. Three types of soil with respect to water content were recognized. 

It is said in the Vrk~iiyurveda of Surapiila
2 

on soil: 

Arid, marshy, and ordinary are the tree types of land; it is further 

subdivided into six types by colour and savour (Su. Vr. V.35, p.45). 

Black, white, pale, dark, red and yellow are the colours and sweet, sour, 

salty, pungent, bitter and astringent are tastes by which land is 

subdivided (Su. Vr. V.36. p. 45). 

Land with poisonous element, abundance of stone, ant hills. holes 

and gravel and having no accessibility to water is unfit for growing trees 

(Su. vr. v. 37, p.45). 

Bluish like saphire, soft like a parrot's feather, white like conch, 

jasmine. lotuses, or the moon, and yellow like heated gold or blooming 

champaka is the land recommended for planting (Su. V,r., V.38, p. 45). 

Land which is even, has accessibility to water, and is covered with green 

trees is good for growing all kinds of trees.( Su. Vr. V.39. p.45). Arid 

and Marshy land is not good. Ordinary land is good as all kinds of trees 

grow on it without faiL (Su. Vr. V. 40, p. 45). Panasa, Lakuca, liila, 

barp§a jambeera, jambu, tilaka, va[a, kadamba, iimrata, kharjura, kadali, 

tini.ia, mrdvi, kelakf niilikera etc. grow on a marshy land (Su. Vr, V.4L 

p.45). 

Sobhiinjana, Srfphala, saptapama, sephiilika, a§oka, sami, karTra, 

karkandhu, keSara, nimba and Soka grow well on an arid land (Sa. Vf-. 

V.42, p.45). 
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Bijapuraka, punniiga, campaka, iimra, atimuktaka, priyaiigu. 

diiljimba etc. grow on an ordinary type of land (Su. Vf .• V.43. p.45). 

If wealth, destiny, and the king are favourable any tree can grow 

anywhere with special effort (Su. Vr. V.44. p.45). 

A striking resemblance is noticeable with the verses of the section 

Bhuminirupanam in the Upavanavinoda
3

• These are: 

Three main types of soil viz. jruigala (barren), aniipa (moist) and 

siimiinya (ordinary) are divided into six on the basis of colour and taste. 

(Up-van .• V. 34. p.71). 

Soils having black. pale (shady). blue. red. yellow and white 

colour or appearance are respectively associated with sweet, acid. salty. 

sour. bitter and pungent tastes (Up-van .• V.35. p.71). 

The soils that are poisonous, or stony. or full of ant hills. or barren 

or full of gravels and that which stili remain uneven even when 

ploughed, or that which has water hidden in its depths are not favourble 

to the growth of trees (Up-van. V. 36, p.71). 

Do well to know that the soil which has the brilliance of blue 

gems. that which is as soft as the feather of the Suka bird, that which is 

as white as the conch the kumuda flower, or the moon, and that which 

has the colour of melted gold. or that of a blown champaka flower. · all 

these are favourable for the growth of trees (Up-van. V.37. p.71). 

All kinds of trees flourish in the soil which is even, the soil ncar 

which there is water and where the sprouts of trees put on green 

appearance. (Up-van .• V. 38. p.71). 

The soiL which is neither barren nor watery, may be said to be 

ordinary. and there all types of plants grow (Up-van .• V.39. p.72). 

Panasa, lakuca, tiili, barpSa, jamblra, jamba, tilaka, vafa kadamba, 

iimriitaka, kharjura, pilga, kadali: tiniSa, mrdvi, ketakl and niilikera- all 

these trees grow in aniipa soil (Up-van. V.40. p.72). 

Vijaptlraka. punniiga. champaka. amra. atimuktaka. priyangu. 

dii-flima and similar other- all these trees grow in the oridinary soil. 
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The trees which do not oridinarily grow in a particular type of soil 

may do so if there is wealth hidden under it, or through the grace of gods, 

or through the grace of sovereigns (Up-van., V.42, p.72). 

The similarity between the above mentioned two texts on plant 

science is so obvious that N.Sadhale in the preface of the translation of 

the Vrk~iiywvcda of Surapiila makes a straight acknowledgement of the 

help, she drew from the text and translation of Upavanavinoda by 

Majumdar. whenever she felt it necessary due to some defective portions 

or lapses in the script of the manuscript she was dealing with. 

Referentially, it may be stated that there is a Marathi version of the 

Upavanavinoda. N. Sadhale also records her debt to this Marathi 

translation ofD.B. Borkar (Punc). 

In this context similar information may be cited from 

ViSvavallabha, a sanskrit text by Cakrapii~1i MHra composed about 1577 

A.D.
4 

. C'Jwkrapiilyi Mi<fra who is said to have nourished under the 

patronage of renowned brave n1ler Maharana Pratap Singh of Mcwar in 

Rajasthan wrote three treatises: 

(a) Rii.jyiibh(sekil Paddhati dealing with administration. (b) 

Muhurtam5lii covenng astronomy and portents, (c) 

ViSvavallabha describing the art of agriculture in arid, semi

arid and hilly regions. 

Going by the book Maharana Pratap and Hi5 Time.<.,·, it may be stated 

that Cakrapiini was a brahmin and well-versed in the Vedas, the six 

systems of philosophy and also in other religious treatises and several 

branches of science. 

The following excerpts relating to soil qualities and propagation 

of plants as described in the TiitTya ulliisah of the Vi§vavallabha reveal 

that the synchronization of periods of cultural history with the sequence 

of political periodization may not always match accurately with all its 

connotations. Descent of ancient traditional knowledge as embodied in 

the manuscripts of the later period supports the above statement. 

Excerpts from V1lvavallabha, Chapter III dealing with soil:
5 
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Soil is of six colours viz., dark gray, pallid, black, white, red and 

yellow. Sweet, sour, saline, bitter, pungent an astringent are the 

corresponding tastes. But this is an old theory. It is my considered 

opinion that the savour can be determined only by tasting the soil (ViS

va .. III, V. 2-3, p.70). 

A piece of land that is infested with ant hills, stones, and holes 

that which is impregnated with salt, that which is inauspicious, that 

which is distantly located from water source. and that which is sandy is 

poisonous for planting trees ( V£5. va.,III, V.4, p. 70). 

Land where the soil is soft and water is available ncarhy is good 

for plantation. Gardens should be planned on such sites in the interest of 

both the worlds (Vii-va., Ili.V.6-7, p.70). 

Whether rock-strewn or soft, if the land has the colour of heated 

gold. plants. flowers, punnaga, r~iadana, campaka and such other trees 

grow there without much effort. 

Due to divine power and due to extraordinary effort on the part or 

the rich and the mlcrs trees and creepers grow even in unfavourable 

regions yielding fruits and !lowers ( Vi.i'-va .. III. V.l2, p.70). 

The lines quoted above bear remarkable similarity with the verses 

g1ven by the author of the V[k~iiyurveda as well as of the 

Upavanavinoda. This resemblance hints at the extension and descent of a 

uniform system of knowledge for all practical purposes through the 

length and the breadth of the vast Indian sub-continent often allowing 

variations, additions, deductions and alterations due to varying 

geographical and local am bience.s. 

Propagation of plants according to the suitability of soil is a 

mainstay of successful agricultural operation. Naturally most of the 

authors of the texts on plant science have left pmdent suggestions to this 

aspect in there compositions. Delineation of the instmctions given in the 

texts already mentioned again substantiates the proposition of a uniform 

knowledge system of the people prevailing in the country through the 

centuries in the past 
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Types of Plants 

In V[k~iyurveda of Surapila:
6 

Vanaspati, druma, Jatii and gulma are the 

four types of plants. They grow from seed, stalk, or bulb. Thus the 

planting is of three kinds (Su.vr., V.45.p.45). 

Those which bear fruits without flowers are vanaspati (type). 

Those which bear fruits, with !lowers are druma (types) (Su. Vr .. V.46, 

p.45). 

Those which spread with tendrils are Jatii (types) i.e. creepers. 

Those which are very short but have branches arc gulma (types) i.e. 

bushes (Su. Vr., V.47, p.45). 

In the Upavanavinoda: 
7 

This text also imparts the same know ledge. 

Plants are classified into trees, shrubs, creepers and herbs and they 

propagate through seeds, cuttings and bulbs (Up-v.m., V.43. p.72). 

The tree which produce fmits without flowers are called 

vanaspatis, and those which produce fruits and t1owers are called druma.<t 

(Up-van., V.44. p.72). 

Those lhat spread themselves on the ground arc called }allis and 

those tht spread themselves in several branches a little above the ground 

are called gulmas (Up. van., V.45, p.72). 

Coming to the section on propagation of plants m the 

Viivavallabha, same type of directions are met with (Table III). 

I . .ds 
t IS Sal : 

Bijodbhabiif; killiflabhabasca canye kandodbhabii gulmalatii 

drumiidyiif; I 

Uktiistathiinyepi ca b[Jakiindabhabii bibhedam kathayiimi lesiim II . . . . 
Eng. Trans: Bushes, creepers, and trees are propagated from seeds, stalks 

and bulbs. Some are stated to grow both from seeds and stalks. [I shall 

now distinguishing them accordingly]. 
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Table ill : Propagation methods recommended for different plants in 

different texts 

Tat S.,d< Seeds and Stalks s""" Bllib< Bllih< 
¥_rlqAyurvt:ds of Jambu, Campaka, Piita:ta, dagllni, Tiimbuli, tagara Effi, Kumkuma 

Sumpiila punniiga plak~ii karavira. sinduviira etc. padma. ardra rnsona, 

12"' cent. A.D. nS:gakdam. vaVI, mallikii utpala alukanda 

tamarind, Kapittha. udumbara, 

badari, bilva, kunda etc. 

kumbhakari, 

priyaTigu. panasa. 

amra. madhuka, 

kammarda 

Swl< Seeds and Klil}l;ia or p:lrtion of Kii~J.':la Kal}-ga (bulbs 

cuttings/stalks stems i.e. cuttings ond and such other 

seeds underground 

f-cc--·-··· I -=-···---- Ela.---
__ stems) ··--· ··-·~-·-·· 

Upavanavinoda Jambu, campaka. Piita13, diicJima Tiimbuli Kumb."Uma. 
13'h Century punniiga. plak~a. karavira, sindhuviira. tagara padrna. Mdra, rasona. 

A.D. niigakdara, ciii.cini. vata maUikii, utpala, iiluka. 

kapittha, vadari. udumbara. 

·vilva. kumbhakari kunda and 

priyailgu. panasa. others. 

amra. madhukn, 

karamarda 

ViSvavallablla. Swd< Seeds and stalks s""" Bllib< ""'"' 1 Gh Centmy ond 
A.D. (1577 """" A.D.) 

Ciiica, 1imra. Bimba, snuhi, Jli!L gu!iila tamnL Rambhii Kumkuma. 

madhuka kapittha, candrakn. malli,nav amallikli. s:1igavera. 

jambu, punniiga, sinduvara, japa. tarala, kunda, vidarika. Sural}a 

bilva, bakula, Srikhandika. ~ikhangL kubja, pitika. 

aSana. kiincanara, aSvattha. va!a. tambulika, salila, 

k~iri, kamu panasa. palii~a. plak~a. ketaki, ketaka 

ak~aka, nalikcrL munidm. driik~ii. 

tiila, tilaka, val]lSa, 

jambira, nimbuka, eia, ambuja etc. 

sadliphala bijapura, (In the other two 

nariliga, seva, texts e!a is said 

karamarrlaka, to grow from 

campaka, kan;li seeds and bulbs) 

vidama, kamala, 

panduraga, syiimii, 

atimuktaka etc. 
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Text in regional languages: Side by side with the composition of Sanskrit 

texts on various sciences, initiatives were taken to create such literature 

on science subjects in regional languages during the early medieval 

period as regional languages by this time had taken over as means of 

communication in most of the areas. The knowledge in Sanskrit was 

accessible only to those who were well versed in the language and a 

large number of people were gradually segregated from the knowledge 

of Sanskrit language. 

Consequent upon. it may be argued that the rulers in various 

regions too took an enterprising attitude and encouraged literary activity 

in regional languages in the interest of the common people. As a result 

we have in our possession a few technical texts in different regional 

languages. A number of manuscripts are kept preserved in different 

libraries and institutions but many of the manuscripts are still lying 

undiscovered. Among the few manuscripts pertaining to the study of 

plant science in regional languages, mention may be made of 

Lokopakiira which was originally written in Kannada language in 1025 

A.D. by Ciivundariiya, a poet in the court of Western Ciilukym;. 

The original work is encyclopaedic in nature. It contains the 

following chapters: 

I. Astrological aspects 

2. Auspicious and mauspiCwus time for vanous mundane and 

religious affairs. 

3. Vastll (Architecture) 

4. Portents. 

5. Water Divining 

6. V1ksiiyurveda . . 
7. Perfumes 

8. Recipes 

9. Medicine for human and animals. 

10. Treatment for snake bites etc. 

11. Characteristics of animals. 

12.0mens. 
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The text was written as poetry in the old Kannatja language i.e. 
9 Halagannatja . 

The present English translation of Lokopakiira is an abridged 

version of the original text published by the Madras Government 

Oriental Manuscripts Library. Madras (Adyar Library. Chennai) in 1950. 

In Kamataka, the Calukya kings encouraged literary and academic 

compositions by poets and scholars in various fields. Mfinasolliisa, the 

encyclopaedic work, attributed to the western Calukya king Some.Svara, 

was composed in Sanskrit but Lakopakiira ascribed to Ciivundariiya, a 

poet of the same period and from the same region, was composed in old 

Kannafla language. This important development in respect of the use of 

local lar1guages for better communication with a view to extending 

benefit of knowledge to the people at grass-root level practically marks a 

new beginning in the course of historical developmental process. 

After a thorough analysis of the contents or the two texts and 

other literary works of the period Sadhalc and Dave made a critical 

assessment and commented, 'The literary activity of this period can he 

described as falling mainly in the following categories: 

• Compositions of commentaries in Sanskrit on important Sanskrit 

texts of literature and science. 

• Translations of important and popular Sanskrit works into 

regional languages. 

• Creative reproductions of Sanskrit epics, purtll}as and classical 

texts in regional languages. 

• Compositions of works of encyclopedic nature both in Sanskrit 

and regional languages into which was culled together useful 

information from earlier works' 
10 

Lokopakiira according to these commentators falls in the last mentioned 

category. Rendering information on several useful and interesting topics 

available till then only in Sanskrit the language of the elite society into 

the local or regional languages spoken and understood by the common 
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people was the pressing need of the period. Diffusion of knowledge in 

different technical and scientific subjects through communicable 

languages, which obviously incorporated regional languages, exhibits a 

utilitarian attitude of the society at large. 

As for the exact content of the Lokopakiira, Chapter V, VI, IX and 

XI of the text contain valuable information regarding plant science and 

animal science in early-medieval India. Chapter VI deals with 

Vrksiyurveda i.e. Ayurveda for plants and trees which discusses the 

issues of health management of trees, bushes and creepers. In this 

context it should be remembered that the contents of the text bear a high 

utilitarian value from the practical point of view of the common and of 

lhe royal people as well. At the same time. the fact remains that it is not 

an original work rather it may be described as 'a compendium of various 

sciences' of the time in a concise form.
11 

The text has its roots in the 

traditional classical texts of ancient India. All the subjects dealt in this 

book were already available in many ancient Sanskrit works like 

Hrhatsaiphitii, Carak:ISaiphita, Mayamatam etc. The poet himself 

acknowledges his debt to his predecessors
12

. The treatment of the subject 

in the Lokopakiira is not so exhaustive as compared to that of the 

Vt-k;siiyurveda or Surapilla or the Vrk~siiyurveda of Pariilara. The name of 

PariiSara has come down to us from the hoary past as an authority on 

different aspects like smrti, astrology, astronomy. agriculture, 

meteorology, omens etc. The name Parii.San.l is linked with plants science 

also. Bha!fopiila in his commentary on the Brhatsarphitii cites a verse 

from PariiSara dealing with plants. More light on ParJ,(ara 's 

V[kfilyurveda will help to constmct a comprehensive picture of the 

V,rkfiiyurveda or the science of Botany in its archaic form that prevailed 

in ancient India. The task will be undertaken hereafter. 

Now. information may be cited here from the texts of Surapiila, 

Ciivundariiya and CakrapiiJ;li Misra. 

Seed Treatment: Regarding seed treatment, Surapiila suggests: 

Seed is extracted from dried fruits which become ripe m the 

natural course and season. It is then sprinkled with milk and dried for 
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five days. It is then smoked with mustard seed mixed with biflanga (Su. 

Vr V.52, p. 45-46). 

Seeds sprinkled with milk, smeared with mustard and ash of 

sesame and b[hati~ mbbed with cow-dung and smoked with marrow 

<Su. Vr. v. 53, p.46). 

Seeds sprinkled with milk, rubbed with cow dung, dried and 

profusely smeared with mak~ika (honey) and biqanga definitely sprout 

(Su. Vr .. V.54, p.46). 

According to the experts, seeds soaked in milk, dried well in 

shade, and rolled into powder of brhati, tila and nala (hollow stalks of 

lotus) mixed with mustard are also excellent for sowing (Srt Vr., V.55. 

p.46). 

The seeds of m£1kanda, jambu and panasa are excellent when wet 

and treated as stated above. The seeds of ksirika and baku/a are 2.ood . ~ 

when dried and treated as stated above and when the Lips are cut (or bent) 

(Su. Vr. V.56. p.46). 

The seeds of urv,;1nr become fit for sowing when sprinkled with 

water mixed with plenty of jaggery tied in a leaf-vessel, put on the 

ground, heated incessantly with fire for three days and then taken out 

<Su. Vr. V.57, p.46). 

Seeds which are treated and preserved in this manner are all good 

for use. Trees grown from such seeds bear forever abundant flowers and 

fmits of an excellent quality (Su. Vr, V.58. p.46). 

After sowing, the seeds should be covered with grass and 

sprinkled with water mixed with milk. Water should be sprinkled after 

they sprout. Grass should be removed and the soil should be allowed to 

dry (Su. Vf., V.60, p.46). 

In the Upa.vana.vinoda the instruction as follows: It is said: 

One should lirst of all sow seeds in the seed-bed, spread grass 

over it and sprinkle milk and water, and then when the seeds germinate, 

remove the grass. dry the earth a little, and transplant these sprouts 
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together with there roots and earth attached thereto (Up. van., V. 56, p. 

73). 

The act of planting and sowing was considered to be very sacred 

one and it was to be performed by one being properly sanctified. Both 

the Su. V,r. and Up. van. contain verses reflecting the holy attitude of the 

people to the act of planting. The social attitude in general is nicely 

represented in the relevant verses of the texts: 

Sarpiila states, 'The owner of the farm should wear clean clothes 

after bath, worship God, offer salutations to his preceptors, offer wealth 

or land to the worthy, offer salutations to the Viistu deity (superintending 

deity) and then (he) himself should sow some seeds. The servants should 
' then follow him (Su. Vr-. V.59. p. 46). 

The same attitude is apparent in the verse no 55 of the Up. van. 

where it is said, 'A person (the master of the household) after taking 

ablution and putting on well-washd clothes, and after worshipping the 

gods, and making obeisance to his Guru (spiritual preceptor) and giving 

away earth or money to a qualified Brahmin, ami making obeisance 

again to the presiding deity' of foundation ( Viistupuru~a) should himself 

sow seeds. His attendants should follow suit (Up. van., V .55, p. 73). 

Most of the verses in the Up. van. are similar to those mentioned by 

Surapiila. 

The seed treatment prior to the sowing according to Lokopakira is 

as follows: 

The seeds of a naturally ripened liuit is to be collected, mixed 

well with cowdung and dried (in shade) lor five nights (and days). This 

has to be soaked in milk for seven days. Afterwards, it has to be coated 

with the mixture of Indian night-shade (Solanum indicum) tiuit juice and 

saltwater. This coated seed is to be fumigated with the powder of 

vi~anga (Embelia ribes) seeds and ghec (Loko., V.6. p. 23). 

Such treated seed should be sown in the pits at auspicious timings 

(muhurtas) and auspicious ascendants. The pits have to be sprinkled with 

kunapa water. Such seeds will sprout and grow well (Loko., V.7). 
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A comparative examination of the verses of V[kfiiyurveda given 

in different texts makes it clear that same type of cultural practices were 

going on in different regions of this vast country. 

Constellations for Sowing: Regarding favourable constellations for 

sowing SiirapaJa states: 

'v·'akh IS a, Mula, Citrii, Uttara, Uttariisiidhii and 

Uttariibhiidrapada, Anuriidbii, Jyesfha and Krttika are good stars. Steady 

Lagna is good (Stl. Vr.,V.62, p. 46). 

Much the same statement is made in the Up. van. with slight 

variation. The relevant verse is quoted here: Dhmba (Rohini, 

Uttariiphiilgllni, Uttarii~iiflii and Uttariibhiidrapada), Mrdula (Citrii. 
- ' 

Anuriidhii. MrgaSirii and Revati). Milia, ViSiikhii, Pw;ya, Sriivanii, . . . 
ASvini and l-Iastii- all these constellations are characterized as mild and 

they arc favouraldc to the planting of trees according to the sages 

(Up. van.,V.58,p.73). Ciivundariiya specifies the eight mling 

constellations during which seed sowing should be done. These are: 
- ' 

Rohipi, MrgaSirii, Miiglla, Hastii, Citra, Vi§iikhii, Milia and Sriivana. But 

Vi§vavallabha, written by CakrapiiiJi MiSra does not specify any 

constellation which is according to Y.L. Nene, 'most likely because of 

the uncertainty of rains in Rajasthan in Western India'
12

. 

Instructions for following favourable constellation for sowmg 

seeds were largely based on observation of stars. How far the 

observational statements pertain to science is a controversial question. 

Ho_v.r~ve~, the __ whole issue of favourable asterism may be examined with 

a rational approach in which the situation along with its time frame is 

considered as determinant factor. 

As for ViSvavallabha. the rainy season is recommended by the 

author for sowing all types of seeds and planting trees. Autumn and 

spring are considered as mediocre seasons for the purpose. Winter and 

summer are both contraindicated for plantation. Experience of aged 

people engaged in this vocation is highly valued in the text. Practical 

knowledge of the local people attached to the particular region, often 

came into usc for fmitful operation. The Up. van. also prefers the rainy 
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season as the season for sowing of seeds because it is the best sprouting 

season. The exact instruction is: Seeds (of trees and other garden plants) 

should be sown during the months of A,siif!ha and §riivat}a; and some 

opine that they may be sown in any season of the year except summer 

(Up. van. p. 74). Referentially it may be noted that Asiidha and Sriivana . . . 
constitute the main showering period in a year in northern and eastern 

India. This is clear from the instructions given in different texts as 

mentioned above that the cultural practice is looked as a total scheme 

ranging from soil preparation, sowing, watering, manuring, treatment of 

ailing plants etc. to ripening of the fruits. Naturally, experience, 

expertise, labour. strict vigilance, care, compliance of specific methods 

all these lead to successful return from the whoie operation. 

That all the texts related to agriculture and cultural practices are 

imbued with pragmatic philosophy is evident from each and every 

section dealt with in these works. Obviously, sections containing 

portents, omens or other fortuitous elements in such texts. claimed to 

belong to scientific category, often create big confusion on the 

fundamental nature of the works. But, from the perspective of history, to 

get a justification of co-existence of scientific and unscientific elements 

is not unlikely. Whatever may be the degree of wisdom of the people of a 

society, their proneness to fortuitous beliefs can not be distracted. 

Natural science, as a result is traditionally mingled up with speculative 

elements which apparently seem to be prating to the theme. A sense of 

pragmatism always dominates the discourse in all the texts. They all 

agree that extra effort, investment, royal support along with good fortune 

can bring success even if operations arc carried on in unfavourable soil 

cind in an area not endowed with natural source of water and even out of 

favourable season. 

Distance between Plants 

Now it is time to examine the rules for maintaining distance 

between two plants or bushes (Table IV). It is speciflcally mentioned 

both in the Up. van. and the Sii. Vr. that trees if thickly sown are hindered 
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m their growth and if sown very sparsely they are in danger of falling 

down even in consequence of mild winds; hence for lean plants, in the 

laying out a garden, planting after the method is wise (Up. van., V.66, p. 

74). So the recommendation is: one should plant trees at an interval of 10 

cubits in the lower level of the garden, and at 20 cubits in the higher and 

at 16 cubits in the middle; but if the surface of the garden be plane one 

should plant grass-like plants at an interval of 2 cubits. trees at 4 and 

gulmas at 3 cubits. 

Table IV : Distance between two plants recommended in different texts 

for plantation 

Text Type of plmlts and /or land 
Distance 

Superior I Medium I lnferiOI 

Vrk~yuiVeda ! 20 foreann I 

of Surapiila Por trees length 16 foreann 14 forem111 

Pur lmshe~ 4/5 forearm length- length" 

I length 
·I I 

For tree~ on rcl11tively high land 20 cubits - . 

For tree~ on land of n1iddle 

heigh I 
16 cubits -

For trees on land of low heighl 10 cubils 
Upavanvinoda ----·-

On pl11in and leveled land: 

(i) For trees 4 cubits - -

(ii) For gulmas 3 cubits -

(iii) For grass like plants 2 cubits . . 

Lokapolcir:a For trees 16 cubits 14 cubits 10 cubits 

J-ior tall trees with wide 
20 Karas . . 

diameter (Superior) 

For trees of medium height and 

diameter (Merliocr<') 
16 .Taras 

I llitFa-vallava For trees of low hdght and 
12 Karas . . 

diameter (inferior) 

For bushes 3 Karas . . 

Por grasses 4 Karas - . 

For creepers. 2 Karas . 

Likewise in the Up. van., the similar arguments have been 

extended by the authors of the texts under discussion. 

I 
! 
' ' ' ! 
! 
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Surapiila says: The distance between two plants is fourteen, sixteen or 

twenty fore-arm lengths. These distances result in inferior, mediocre and 

excellent yield of trees respectively. (Sa. Vr. V.64. p. 46). 

Distance between two bushes should be four or five fore-arm 

lengths. Puga etc. are planted carefully at a distance of two to three fore

arm lengths. (Su. Vr. V. 65). A clear sense of caution is expressed in the 

next verse: 

If planted at farther distance there is the danger of strong winds. 

But if planted closer than this (2-3 fore-arm lengths) there is no yield. So 

one should strictly adhere to the correct distance for proper yield from 

the trees (Stt. Vr .. V. p.66). 

We may now tum to the old Kannarla text Lokopakiira where 

Ciivundariiya. the author. gives brief but clear instruction as follows: The 

distance between two pits should be maintained such that the branches of 

the two trees do not overlap each other. The distance of sixteen cubits is 

superior; fourteen is moderate; and ten is inferior. (Lok., VI.4.p.23). 

Healthy growth of plants and trees depends on several factors and 

it is noticed that the writers of early period pay much attention to all the 

issues related to cultural practices. Same type of wisdom spreads through 

out the vast territory of the country and descends down from generation 

to gcncraton till the introduction of the modem western scientific 

techniques. Percolation of traditional knowledge through treatises 

composed either in Sanskrit or in regional or local languages has been in 

practice since long. Naturally commonness in the content of these texts is 

obvious. Thus we notice, instructions in the ViSv~1vallabha arc not very 

_s:l~ff~rent [rom those mentioned in other texts already discussed. 

Directions on the issue of distance between plant and plant resemble to a 

large extent the instructions extended by the earlier authors in their 

works. For our proper understanding a few verses are cited here. 

Mediocre. superior and inferior types of trees should be planted at a 

distance of sixteen, twenty and twelve kara,<,' from each other 

respectively. But this is an old theory (Vis-va .• IV. V.l7. p. 74). The last 

sentence in the verse bears extra connotation. 'Old theory; certainly 
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implies the conventional knowledge prevalent up to that point of time 

when the author undertook the task of composing this book. So a fact is 

clear that alterations and additions were continuously found out in the 

process of evolution of knowledge through trials. Hence after referring to 

earlier practices, 

Cakrapiini MiSra expresses his own preference for distance to be 

maintained between the trees. First he mentions the existing rule set by 

others on this issue, then he expresses his own view. This approach is 

very rational. He says: Big trees should be planted at a distance of 

twenty. medium ones at a distance of sixteen and smaller varieties at a 

distance of twelve karas. Such is the rule made by some others regarding 

interim distance. But in my opinion - kan_Ji, biidiima. lakuca, iimalaka. 

h1japura and diidima should be planted leaving a distance of rive, seven 

and Len karas in between, campii and others of its class should be planted 

with seven, ten, and twelve karas distance in between and cinca, ra.'>ia/a, 

rajadanala1 at a distance of sixteen and twelve karas from each other 

( Vis-va .. VI, V.l9-20. pp. 74-75). 

From the above survey, it becomes clear that the ancient authors 

set these rules keeping in view two prime considerations: (a) adequate 

availability of nutrients from soil, and (b) sufficient availability of sun 

light for each plant. It needs no explanation that maintenance of proper 

distance ensures growth and vigour of the plants and hence the best 

Yield. But simultaneously it comes to our vision that a subtle change 

towards lowering the intervening distance between the plants is 

functional. This is perhaps because of the fact that the experience of 

years had made the people conscious of pmdent and intensive use of land 

and hence changes are noticeable in the prescribed formulas to avoid 

redundancy in land use for space in between the trees. Besides, the fact 

should not be ignored that conversion of forested land into cultivable 

plots involved much of labour and money. Naturally, unnecessary 

wastage of man-power and thereby investment might have been few 

factors that inspired deductionist approach in the spacing. 
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Designing and Layout of Planting 

Designing and laying out of the trees and plants as per the 

instruction in the texts is strictly adherent to the architectural principles 

of Indian silpa Siistra. In this context, it may be remembered that most of 

the diagrams in the Indian temple architecture are designed with a proper 

attention to the maintenance of structural balance and projection of light 

and shade along with their outer beauty and religious significance. 

' In the Su. V[., the designs prescribed for planting trees are: 

man{lapa (canopy), nandyiivarta (quadrangle with an opening to the 

west). swastika (famous diagram of religious signiticance), 

caturiiSra (square), sarvalobhadra (a square enclosing a circle). vithi 

(line), nikunja (arbour) andpuii;,'lka (cluster). (Su. V_r,, V. 94. p. 48). 

The same verse is represented in the Upavanavinoda. The 

application of the architectural design in the scheme of planting the trees 

is probably intended with the purpose of providing proper sun-light for 

the vigorous growth or branches and foliages and there by enhancing the 

aesthetic attraction of the whole arrangement. 

In the ViSvavallabha a few designs have been recommended with 

regard to grass. bush and creeper e.g. vithi, swastika and circle. ( Vi§-va .. 

IV, V.l8, p.74). 

Surapiila categorically mentions that pits should be prepared well 

m advance. The length, breadth, and the depth of the pits should be a 

forearm measure uniformly. They should be properly dried, filled with 

cow bones and cow dung and burnt. 

Continuous researches on the basis of observation and application 

of new techniques evolved knowledge of improved methods. Planting 

proved better yield than sowing of seeds in some cases. As for specific 

instance the following verse is quoted: Sowing seeds for makanda, 

dii{lima, kufmiinda and iilambuka is good but planting is even better (Su. 

vr. v. 69. P· 47). 

The method of sowing and planting in the Su. Vr, is more 

elaborate and exhaustive in its treatment. Distribution of the verses 
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numbering 325 in total (including the missing nos. 184,202 and some 

lines) in the text under different appropriate headings reflects the 

technical perfection of the text. 

It is said: Large seeds should be sown singly but smaller ones 

should be sown in multiples. The seeds of naramga should be sown in a 

slanting position with hand. (Su. Vr.,V.72, p.47). The instruction for 

laying the seed in slanting position in the pit is a clear example of minute 

attention of the author for every detail of the science of cultivation. 

In case of propagation by stalk. the prescribed mle is- The stalk 

should be eighteen aiigula, not too tender nor too hard. Half of it should 

be smeared with plenty of cowdung and then (it) should be planted with 

three fourth part in the pit and should be sprinkled with water mixed with 

soft sandy mud. (Su. Vr. V.76, p.47). 

' The lower part of the stalks of Salapiitrika should be planted in a 
' carry and drenched with water for about two months (Su. Vr·-· V. 77, 

p.47). 

As a result the stalk will be covered with leaves and there will be 

no crisis if uprooted and transplanted elsewhere according to choice. But 

transplantation is advised to be undertaken in the beginning of rains. 

Small trees are suggested to be transplanted by day time but in case of 

big trees, evening is considered as perfect. 

Watering of Plants 

The adviccs given in the texts relating to agricultural sctences 

touch all aspects of plant life for the healthy growth from the very 

beginning, and recommendations for watering the plants are more or less 

similar in all the works. 

According to Surapiila: Newly planted trees in arid land should be 

watered every morning and evening for a period of fifteen days until the 

soil is fully soaked (Su. Vr. V. 109. p. 49). But for marshy land the 

instruction is obviously different. Here, watering should be restricted to 

only once in five days. In ordinary soil. watering should be done for ten 
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days every morning and evening. but the quantity of water should be 

limited (Su. Vr. V.llO. p.49). 

Watering should be in keeping with the nature of the season and 

also the size of the plants and hence the mle is: 

Well rooted plants should be watered every alternate day in 

winter, every evening in spring and thrice a day in summer (Su. Vr., V. 

111, p.49). 

A Slight difference in regard to drenching of water is marked in 

the Up. van. In case of newly planted trees. watering twice is 

recommended, once in the morning and another in the evening. Watering 

rules vary from season to season. In the autumn and in the winter it 

should be done every alternate day but everyday in the spring. 

Regarding summer, there is clear difference between the Su. V[., 

and the Up-van. The instruction here for watering in the summer is 

twice. not thrice like that in the Vrkfiiyurveda
13

• 

The Lokopakiira sets the guideline quoted below: 

Such newly sown plants should be watered twice in the morning 

and evening regularly in summer. The moisture content of the soil should 

be observed in rainy and winter seasons and watering should be done 

accordingly (Loko., V. 8. p. 23). 

Water management is also dealt with m the ViSvavallabha but 

with a little more details. 

It is said: A newly planted tree should be sprinkled every morning 

and evening if it does not rain. It should be supported with sticks etc. 

fixed close to it so that it is not disturbed by a stormy wind ( ViS-va., V ., 

V.l, p.75). Provision of digging basin around a plant for storing water at 

the root for its good growth is not unfamiliar in traditional Indian plant 

science. Circular ditch around a tree is mentioned both in the Up. van. 

and the ViS-va. but with a caution that trees suffer from indigestion if the 

water in the ditches is not dried up, hence one should not pour fresh 

water in it till that is the case. (Up. van .. V. 75. p. 75). 
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The same thing we notice in the ViS-va. where it is said: When 

water is filled in the basin. it does not dry even after being used by the 

tree (after considerable time). the next watering should not be done again 

till the water remains. The wise call this the retention of water as 

'digestive disorder'. ( Vii-va .. 111.3, p. 75). 

Excess of water storage in basin around the plants proves harmful 

for development and growth of plants. Hence advices arc extended in 

these technical texts so that the people concerned with the vocation of 

plantation or agriculture may avoid some health related problems of the 

plants and incur benefit by good return from the trees and plants. 

K[i~isukti: Side by side with the instruction on watering, a number of 

verses are found in the Kiilyapiya K_rifisukti which comains information 

on irrigation. Kii~5yapiya Kpjisukti was translated into English in 1985 by 

G. Wojtilla and was published in Hungary. But the translation is not 

easily available. The second translation. which is proving to be of much 

help to the present researcher is the work of S.M. Ayachit
14

. Wojtilla has 

stated 'the date of the work in its present form is uncertain but there is a 

good: reason to date the core of the work to the 8-9
1
h centuries A.D. 

There are numerous interpolations belonging to a later age. Even some 

quite modern passages occur.' Whatever may be the antiquity of the text. 

there is hardly any doubt that kernel of the text bear the tradition of old 

wisdom. Much emphasis is given on royal initiative for creating water 

reservoirs and wells in the village settlement. 

Kii.5yapa says, 'It [=village] should be equipped as a mlc by the 

king, with wells and reservoirs of water, adorned with gardens etc. and 

enclosed by agricultural fields' (Kii.Kr, V.64.p.76). 

A reference to ghatiyantra for lifting water IS furnished by the 

author. The verse runs thus: The water raising contrivance is manifold

the best is that plied by bullocks; the middle [type] would be worked by 

elephants with their tmnks etc. with the help of strong chains and [lastly] 

the meanest [type' is that operated by human beings (Kii.Kr., V. l69b-

170, p. 82). 
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Inscriptional evidences also support the use of ghatiyantra or 

araghaf.tas, water wheels operated by oxen containing several buckets for 

drawing water from wells. The earliest reference is available in a 7'h 
century inscription and it was probably adopted from Persia

15
. 

To quote Sharma, 'the new contrivance was slow to find favour 

with the Indian peasants because of their usual ~onservatism in a 

practically stagnant agrarian society. But during the next four centuries it 

gained in popularity, for the Ciihamim1 inscription of the twelfth and 

thirteenth centuries found in south and south eastern Marwar, point to the 

wide spread use of wheel operated wells, which may have helped the 

production of such cash and commercial crops as sugar, cotton and 

hemp. ' 

B.D. Chattopadhyay says that by the word araghaf_la meant also 

deep well. Ibn Batuta on his way to Kiim111p from Chittagong witencssed 

water wheels which were probably same as araghalta. 

The reference to the contrivance in the KiiSyapiya kr~r,"isukti 

naturally makes us curious for knowing the ceo-zone dealt with in the 

text. 

According to Randhawa, KiiSyapa possibly was a resident of 

Kosala (Oudh in central U.P.). Wojtilla suggests that Kiityapa followed 

the vaisnava tradition of South India and wrote the text sometime during 

700 to 800 A.D. Nene' s view is that although Kasyapa possessed wide 

knowledge with regard to agriculture of several regions of the Indian 

sub-continent, his main focus was on the Kri~snii-Godiivari deltas and the 

adjoining northern regions. 

KiiSyapa has repeatedly stressed the need for a genuine support to 

farm activities by the ruler concerned. The ruler's support is to be 

provided in identifying land for agriculture, building water-reservoirs, 

planting trees on the banks of water reservoirs, constructing canals and 

wells, water harvesting, making seed available, ensuring sustenance, 

giving donation of land and subsidies to weaker people, arranging 

markets, standardizing weights and measures, aforestation, locating 

mines producing metals and collecting taxes. 
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KiSyapa makes another important statement that agriculture is a 

virtuous profession, and all people, regardless of their status and castes 

should practice agriculture. In the context of early medieval India, the 

attitude contained in the text towards the vocation of agriculture bears 

uncommon historical significance. KiiSyapa 's composition strengthens 

the observation of Chattopadhyaya on the pattern of economy from the 

ninth-tenth centuries onwards. His exact expression is- ' ... but agrarian 

production witnessed several features of growth such as expansion of 

areas of cultivation, increase in the use of well and tank irrigation and 

perhaps a recognizable shift to the production of certain items of 

commercial agriculture which began to enter into networks of 
,17 

exchange . Of the 606 verses in section one of the Kiisyapiya 

Kf~isukti, 180 verses have been spent on building water rcscrvmrs, 

canals and wells and emphasis on water-harvesting. In fact, verse 178 

implies that rain is assured in all places. 

It is said: 

Megha praciirakiilc lu brstih sarvatra ni§cita I 

Daivayogiinmunindriiniim sallkalpiidapisarvathii II 

It means- by the will of God or by the divine power of the great sages 

rain during the time of movement of clouds is assured in all places 

(Kii.Kr. V. 17~. p. 82). Kiisyapa extends suggestion to the king in 

respect of proper utilization of rain water which implies government's 

responsibility for developing infrastructural facility for steady growth or 
agriculture and other plantation works in the country. The relevant verses 

say: 

The king should arrange to fill up the reservoirs with cloud water 

in due time for ensuring (overall) well-being. (Kii. Kr, V. 179, p.82). 

That water (therefore) should be preserved by all (sorts ot) efforts, 

as agriculture is said to depend on water. Hence, kings and [other] 

eminent persons should obtain water by exerting everywhere in the 

seasons and conserve it - thus spoke the great sage KiiSyapa 

(Kii.K[.,V .180-181 ,pp.82-83 ). 
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Nourishment of Trees and Plants 

In Upavanavinoda it is explicitly expressed that merely planting 

or sowing will not bring return from the trees or plants. Nourishment is 

essential for getting expected yield. For this purpose the ancient 

authorities offer some rules relating to nourishment of plants. 

Nurturing of trees with manure is suggested in all the texts like 

Vrk~iiyurveda of Surapiila, Lokopakiira (Kannaga), Krsipariiiara, Kr~i

gitii (Agricultural verses in old Miilayiilam language), Kasyapiya 

Kr~isiikti, ViSva-vallabha and others. 

All the texts mentioned above emphasized the application of 

organic mar,urc which included cow-dung, goat dung or tendrils of 

creepers i.e. green manuring. Besides, many other components were: used 

as nutrients of the plants. A few rules relating to nourishment of plants 

may be quoted here from different texts to get an idea of different t;rpcs 

of manures used during the time. 

In the Upavanavinoda, this section is called as Posanavidhi. This 

section contains 26 verses covering the nutrition method for all trees and 

plants belonging to any category like timber yielding. fruit yielding or 

Dower yielding. It is mentioned: 

For the (growth of) old iimalaka trees the pulse m.i~a is extremely 

beneficial, for young tinduka trees application of water and milk is very 

helptul; powders of barley help the growth of cocoanut trees; and all 

treesrapidly grow if in the planes (Up. van,V, 149,p,8l), 

Constant efforts were in vogue for improvement of taste and 

qualities of fruits. The instance of mango or diirfima may be drawn. The 

relevant verses are: Mango trees bear very fragrant and sweet fruits at an 

early date if they are watered with decoction made up of milk, 

paiicapallava i.e. leaves of mango, aSvattha, vata, plak.sa and . . 
yajiiadumura together with the fat of deer, boar, jackal, elephant, horse. 

etc, (Up, van,, V,lSO, p,8l), 

The next verse is related to diiflima: A decoction made up of 

clarified butter, kw;apa water, vaca and pig's stool - is extremely 
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favourable to the development of fruits of diif!ima trees. And water or 

decoction made up of powders of kulattha is favourable to the roots of 

the same tree. 

To enlarge the size of the fruits with scanty number of seeds in 

them was also the target of the practitioners of plant science as 1s 

revealed in these texts of plant science. It is said - If one, after 

besmearing the tnmk or a pomegranate tree with saphari fish and 

powders of triphalii (fmits of iimalaka, haritaki and baye(lii) applies to its 

roots the powders of above three fruits and mango paste and also 

fumigates with frankincense, the fruit of the said tree is sure to be as 

large as the palmyra truit (Up, van, V, 152), 

For reducing the number of seeds to a minimum in vilva fruit the 

recommendation is: If kapittha or vilva tree be watered with clarified 

butter, milk and honey, it bears fn1its which are sweet Lo the taste, full of 

fleshy substance containing scanty number of seeds. (Up. van., V. 156). 

A plum tree bears fntits which are as sweet as sugar when its roots 

are developed through being watered with the decoction of tila and 

ya~pmadhu and with ku!mpa water (Up, van,,V, 158, p,82), In this verse, 

we notice an effort for reducing the sour taste of plums. There are 

striking resemblances between the verses of the Up. van. and the Su. Vr. 

In the matter of nourishment of trees there are some variations; the 

variations are not elementary but compositional, but all pertaining to the 

group of organic manure. The suggestion in the Su. Vr. will show that the 

basic principle of manuring the mango tree is same though difference in 

components is discernible. The relevant verse is quoted here. 'The 

mango trees are nourished well and loaded with sweeter and bigger fntits 

if treated with water mixed with ripe fmits of anko/ha, ghee, honey and 

marrow of a bear (Su, Vr, V, 123,p50), In the Su, V,r,, the cases of 

coconut, orange and other fruits have been taken into consideration for 

improvement in the qualities and quantities of production. 

Varieties of flower plants and creepers like ketaki, lotus, syiima, 

miidhavi, karavira, kttran_ta, mallikii and many other types of flowering 
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plants have been discussed in both the texts. Besides a number of 

vegetables like birbhati, alambu, karkaru, trapusa etc. are mentiond. 

In all ages and in all times easy Hvelihood obviously dt..-pends on 

the success of agriculture espacially in an agrarian country like India. So 

constant researches for agrarian development have become the part and 

parcel of scientific activities of India from the time immemorial. 

Kunapa Jalam 
• 

In a discussion on nourishment of plant life kwyapa jalam. LC. 

organic liquid manure should be treated with special emphasis. 

In verse nos. 113-114. Surapiila refers to the use of Kw;apajalam. 

In the Up. van., the procedure of preparing this liquid organic is given as 

follows: 

One should boil the flesh, fat and marrow of deer, pig, fish, sheep, 

goat and rhinoceros in water, and when it is properly boiled, one should 

put the mixture in an earthen pot and add into the compound milk, 

powders of sesamum oil-cakes, mii~a (pulse) boiled in honey, the 

decoction of pulses, clarified butter and hot water. There is no fixity as to 

the amount of any of these elements; when the said pot is put in a warm 

place for about a fortnight the compound becomes what is called km;wpa 

water which is very nutritious (Up, van, V, 171-174, p. 83), 

The ViSva-vallabha also gives the recipe of this liquid nutritient of 

the trees and plants. The composition as well as preparation method is 

almost the same. 

The dictionary meaning of the word Kupapa is' smelling like a 

dead body', 'stinking'
18

. The manure kw;apa }ala was used since the 

ancient times. Documented references to the said liquid manure are 

found in the above mentioned texts, Surapiila adds, 'This kupapa is 

highly nourishing for the trees, This is as stated by the ancient sages and 

I (Surapiila) repeat it here after verifying the same'. 
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In the Lokopakiira, there are no details of preparation. It is said 

that the pits (for sowing) have to be sprinkled with kuiJapa (fermented 

liquid prepared from t1esh etc.) water. The seeds will sprout and grow 

well. (Lok., V. 7. p. 23). 

In the ViSvavallabha the preparation technique is given but at the 
' same time the author does not forget to acknowledge Siirarigadhara in 

this context. Thus from various texts, it appears that this organic 

composition was the outcome of long experience and trials. The method 

of preparation was tmly not comfortable, it involved animal waste and 

foul odour. Surapiila mentions waste from animals like cow. porpoise. 

cat, birds, deer, elephant etc. But it is evident in the same text that the 

author at the same time suggests to store animal waste underground 

perhaps to control bad odour in the air. Y .L. Nene claims that preparation 

and use of Ku~1apa jai£1 was virtually forgotten. But V .S. Ayangarya, a 

mathematician, experimented with kunapa jala in the recent years and 

published a short note titled 'herbal kuiJap:.l' in the journal A.<.,ian Agri

History in 2004. He reported excellent results when kui}apajala was 

applied to mango and coconut.
19

. He continued his experimentation in 

Amnachal Pradesh in North East India. He developed herbal kunapa and 

called it .5asyagavya. Following the instruction of Vrk~iiyurveda he 

prepared kw;wpa jala by fermenting aerobically safari tlsh in cow urine. 

In 2006, Ayangarya reported formulation of mu~ika kui}apa. In 

Tamilnadu, Natarajan popularized the use of panchagavya the 

components of which are cowdung, urine, milk, card and ghee. This is 

actually prescribed in Garufiapurii.tpi and Variihapudi-!Ja. A person takes it 

as sip for purifying himself from sin. Use of panchagavya as manure is 

not documented here. Natarajan adds other ingredients like sugarcane 

juice, coconut water, banana etc. Further the mixture is allowed to 

ferment aerobically for a week and automatically proves to be highly 

nutritious and may be called as panchagavya kw;apajala. 

It is generally stated in almost all text books that plant roots utilize 

chemical fertilizers faster than organic manures. This is true when the 

organic manures which are soft and semi-dry, are scattered in the field. 

kUIJapajala and it' <Jpplication arc very different from the application of 
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other organic manures. kunapa jala is a liquid and therefore ready to 

reach root zone in a short time. Secondly, the ingredients of kupapaja/a 

when fermented, the big organic molecules such as protein, carbohydrate 

and fat are broken down into very simple molecules almost ready for 

absorption by plant roots. In contrast, the solid organic manures require 

considerable time for further transformation by soil micro-organisms into 

simpler forms absorbable by the plants. It is only the farmers and sages 

of ancient India who took pains to formulate and use improved organic 

manure for perennial plants. If we go by the definition of Viirttii in the 

ArthaSiistra, we will definitely mark that constant observation, 

experiments, trials which in a sense form the basics of empirical science 

were instrumental for its prospect and development. 

In the discussion of manuring. it is important to make some idea 

of the Ancient India's notion about plant physiology. Chu;wratna in his 

commentary on the ';'iafldar.sana samuccaya very aptly describes the 

influence of soil and food upon the system of the plants in producing 

health and disease. It is said: "Just as the human body receives 

sustenance throu12h the assimilation of the mother's milk, dishes, etc. so 

also the vegetables ,assimilate food according to the nature of the earth 

soil. water, etc.' "Just as the human system is at ease and is diseased 

according as it takes wholesome or unwholesome food so also plants 

grow or decay by assimilation of suitable and unsuitable food'. Thus 

connected with the nourishment of plants the most important factor is the 

soil - the principal source or sustenance
21

. G.P. Majumdar. who is a 

renowned modem botanist with sound knowledge in ancient botanical 

texts of India, delineates the whole process of absorption. transport, 

transpiration and assimilation of food in the plant-body. He has 

explained the etymology of piidapa lucidly hut aptly, and al the same 

time, discerned the underlying scientific understanding of the ancients. 

He states that plants draw food materials from the soil with lhe help of 

the roots which constitute exactly what mouth is to man, and thus 

another name for tree being piidapa meaning that which drinks through 

roots. He adds that the food materials from the soil enter plant organs, in 

the form of liquid and not solid, and the ancient etymology has evidently 
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anticipated the accuracy of the modem scientists. Majumdar also says, 

'besides the full- fledged development of the scientific knowledge of 

nutrition, we have in some of the provincial proverbs attributed to the 

mythical Khanif, the depository of the wisdom of ages, a distinct 

knowledge of the function of leaves in the maintenance of plant-life pre

supposed'. The following aphorism of Khan if is shown by Majumdar in 

support of his view regarding Khanii: 

'After you have planted the plantain trees, do not cut off their 

leaves, and this will bring you both bread and clothes' 

(Liigiye kala n/i k/ifa piit, tiitei kapwj, tiitci hhiitt, 

'The paddy develops day by day owing to sunshine by day and 

water hy night'. (Dine rod riite jal, din din hiire dhiiner hal). 

The modem scientific explanation of the fact would be, to quote 

Majumdar 'that during day time with the sunshine food is prepared, 

assimilated and stored and during night time the growth of the organism 

takes place, and for this a supply of water is needed.' 

V,rk~iiyurveda: The science of the treatment of plants may be traced in 

the BJ11at5aphitZi and Agnipuriipa. But the tradition of medical treatment 

of trees and plants developed a-; a separate branch of knowledge. Earlier 

VJ*siiyurveda constitutud a suction in the texts like Brhalsamhitii and . . . . 
others but steadily the subject developed as full fledged branch and full 

text on plant treatment emerged. We have already got the name of 

VrkJiiyurveda of Surapiila. But besides this, a full text on plant science 

has been discovered and the most significant point in this context to note 

is that the manuscript of the text has been found in Coochbchar, the 

capital of the Koch Kings in northern part of West BengaL Besides, 

VrkJiiywveda has been dealt with in the Upavana vinoda. The section 

dealing with the treatment of plants is named as Tarucikitsii. It is 

explicitly stated in the beginning of the section - Trees, like men, get 

diseases through the affections of viita (wind) pitta (hile) and kapha 

(phlegm) - the three pathological humours. One should diagnose the 
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diseases through their symptoms and cure them radically. (Up. van., V. 

175, p. 83). 

The author has made a clear cut distinction between the ailments 

of trees due to outside factor and the trees attacked by internal diseases. 

The treatment prescribed for these two different types of ailments of the 

trees are not same. The external causes for ailments are defined as 

follows: When a tree is consumed by insects, burnt by fire. broken by 

storm. stmck by thunderbolt. - one should cut away the affected parts, 

but in case of diseases the operation is to be of a different nature. 

From the verses, it appears that for want of nutrition viila, pitta 

and kapha act as the root cause of all diseases. In addition, there grow the 

worms at roots of plants. Decoction of cow's urine, clarified butter, 

virlanga. mustard and sesamum are advised to be applied to the trunk. 

Fumigation is also advised. Ku{1apa water and milk also are to be applied 

in case of sicknes of trees for repeated production of fruits and flowers. 

Excess of water causes digestive problem in the trees. Treatment with the 

mixhirc of viflariga, clarified butter and milk is suggested. 

I "ike surgical treatment of human body. trees may be treated in the 

same way. Surapiila clearly tells of two types of diseases of trees: 

internal and external. The internal ones are those which arc caused by 

viita, pitta and kaph and external ones arc those which are caused by 

insects. cold weather etc. Some common symptoms of diseased platns 

are detected. as for example- yellowness of leaves. untimely dropping 

of fmits, dryness and paleness of leaves, flowers and fruits etc. Striking 

with an axe creates injury in the body of tree and causes dryness of the 

tree. 

Surapiila describes and suggests that various diseases of trees 

should be diagnosed by the above-stated respective indications. Surapiila 

tells in details regarding diseases; verses 165 to 184 are spent on the 

diseases. Treatments are given in verses 185 to 222 of the text. In case of 

diseases caused by viita, flesh, marrow and ghee have been suggested as 

antidote. The sprinkling of kw;apa water is also advised in such cases. 

Besides, prescription is given for fumigation of the mixture of fat of the 
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hog, oil of the Gangetic porpoise, ghee, hemp, hair of the horses, and 

cow's hom- boiled and set to a decoction. 

The second type of diseases generates from kapha and is to be 

treated with bitter, strong and astringent decoctions made out of 

panchamula. Besides, the paste of white mustard should be deposited at 

the root and the trees should be watered with a mixture of sesame and 

ash. 

A scientific look out is clearly reflected in a verse where a 

measure is advised to get rid of infection following a rational method. 

This is as follows: In case of trees affected by the kapha disease, earth 

around the roots of the trees should be removed and fresh, dry earth 

should be replaced for curing them (Su. Vr. V.l89, p.54). The kapha 

diseases of plants may be due to attack by bacteria, vimses or fungi. In 

damp soil these diseases occur mostly. Hence the curative measures have 

been suggested by uprooting the plants and replacement of original soil 

by fresh and dry earth. This practice is very much popular still now 

particularly in banana cultivation. 

Pitta type of diseases are to be treated with cool and sweet 

substances. To protect the plant from insect infestation, sprinkling the 

trees with cold water for seven consecutive days is suggested 

(Su. Vf.,V.l93, p.54). The scientific rationale behind this advice perhaps 

is to wash away the eggs and tiny insects so that their population is 

suppressed to a sub-threshold level. 

The worms accumulated on the trees adverse! y affect the health of 

plant. In order to get rid of, suggestion is that the trees are to be 

fumigated with mixture of suitable ingredients so that the worms are 

destroyed or mn away. 

It is further added that any of the remedial measures when fails to 

cure, the plants should be transplanted to special sites. The underlying 

principle may be that in the original site the soil is deficient in some 

essential micro-nutrients causing the ailment of the plants. In special 

sites the nutrients may be in existence. This is a sort of experiment or 

trial for a remedy, 
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Lokopakiira: In the Lokopakiira, the author Ciivundariiya says, 'the plants 

should be sprinkled with curd-rice for protecting them from hailstones. 

Plants have to be fumigated with the ash of a tree burnt by a thunder bolt 

for protecting them from the frost. Fumigation of the plants with fish 

meat, mustard and plantain leaf helps them to grow vigorously and 

stoutly' (Loko.,V.lO, p.24). 

Regarding smoking of trees the prescribed formula IS, 

'Fumigation of trees with mixture of the powders of following 

ingredients makes them disease-free. They also bear abundant fruits. The 

ingredients are vidaiJga, Indian bdellium, fish meat, turmeric, mustard 

and arjun !lowers' (Loko., V. 12, p. 24). 

In the next verse it is said, - 'u shoots or branches are broken, 

wounded. bleachd or dried, it indicates a disease has atfected the tree. 

The diseased part~ should be smeared with hot ghee and tilled or pasted 

with vida~;ga powder and black soil. The tree gets cured and grows well' 

(Loko, V. 13. p. 24). 

Suitable season for transplantation is also fixed by the author of 

the Lokopakira. The instruction is like this: The well-grown trees have 

to be transplanted in winter (Mriga§ira-pu~<)ya i.e. December-January); 
/ 

that with fruits in the rainy season (Sriivana-Bhiidrapada or August-

September); and the young trees in the post-winter (Miigha-Phii/guna or 

February-March). The plants transplanted as above grow vigorously in 

an astonishing manner. 

ViSvavallabha: In this text, the traditional three main causes are detected 

as the sources of ailments of the trees and plants. It is clearly said, 'Trees 

may acquire disorders of viila (wind), pitta (bile) and kapha (phlegm) due 

to pungent and strong, bitter, heat generating and salty and (excessively) 

sweet, sour, oily and salty decoctions'. Wind related bile related, phlegm 

related, all the diseases along with other various diseases have been 

described in the text with their medicinal remedies. Other diseases 

described are - diseases of indigestion and over medication, insect 

related disorders, forest bum, fire bum and lightning related disorders are 

the main. Measures are suggested for avoiding contact with unhealthy 
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trees e.g. 'The (unhealthy) tree located in the midst of other trees) should 

be cut off, as a result of which other affected trees can be cured quickly. 

Alternately, if the affected tree is young, it should be shifted to a new 

place' ( Vis-va. Chap. VIII. p. 85). Furhtermore. antidote for wrong 

medicine is suggested. This is as follows: 'If the tree comes in contact 

with wrong medicines etc. the wise planter should remove the old soil 

and frll the basin with fresh soil' ( Vis-va .. Chap. VIII. p. 86). So we find 

that more or less uniform system of medicinal treatment was prevalent 

throughout the vast country for centuries, even up to present days, where 

people still are following the indigenous rural traditions. 

Vrksiiyurveda of Pariiara: The Vrksiiyurveda of PariiSara iS a very . . . . 
important treatise on plant science. A manuscript of the Vrk~siiyurvcda of 

Par&Sara was discovered by Vaidyasastri Jogendranath Visagratna. An 

article under the title An Introduction to the VtKJiiyurveda of PariiSara ci[ 

N. N. Sircar, son of Jogendranath was communicated to the Asiatic 

Society of Bengal by G.P. Majumdar and it was published in the journal 

of the Society in Vol. XVI. No.l.l950
22

. In this article a preliminary 

account of the manuscript and of the contents with a list of technical 

terms and their English equivalents arc furnished. N.N. Sircar informs us 

that Vaidyasastri Jogendranath Visagratna who Jived in Navadwip 

became a great scholar in PariiSarian Botany by its appliation in actual 

nature study. He also made a Bengali translation of a portion of the 

manuscript. 

A more cunous information which bears much significance for 

the people of North Bengal is supplied by D. K. Kanjilal in the foreword 

of the book Vrkfiiyurveda of PariiSara
23

• The manuscript was probably 

traced from Coochbehar where Jogendranath spent long span of his life. 

Coochbehar under the rule of the Maharajas from late 13
1
' century 

onwards grew up as a centre of study where scholars from distant parts 

of India assembled
24

. Coochbehar under the rule of the Maharajas 

experienced a prosperous cultural life. Roma Sarkar informs us that 

Vaidyasastri J.N. Sircar was an Aurvedic physician in the erstwhile 

princely State of Coochbehar in Bengal (North Bengal). The manuscript 

was discovered sometimes before 1928. The manuscript is written in the 
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siilra style. The style became so dominant a feature that this was adopted 

by the writers of different philosophical schools. The language used in 

this text is of course classical Sanskrit. The manuscript even with its 

simple linguistic structure contains words and expressions which suggest 

its basic antique charactel
5

. It is already noted that V [k~iiyurveda is 

known to have existed in ancient India from a very early period. N.N. 

Sircar held that Pariisara of the Vrkfiiyurveda is identical with that 

Parii..fara cited in the Carakasaiphitii. There is enough evidence to show 

that the branch of knowledge on plants and plant life was intricately 

related to the art of healing, since the most ancient days. In the hymn of 

the ]Jgveda the poet makes mention of 107 applications of plants to make 

people free from diseases. A same tone is apparent indicating the 

importance of knowledge on plants and their use in the LMakasarphitii. 

Caraka comments. 'it is only a person well acquainted with the names 

<md external features of plants and able to use them properly according to 

their properties is to be called an expert physician (Carakasmphilii Chap. 

L 56). The treatise V_rktsiiywvcda evidently made the basis or botanical 

teaching preparatory to medical studies in ancient days.
26

. 

As an illustration. may be cited the story of Jivaka given in the 

Buddhist canonical texts about Jivaka' s fmal test after completion of his 

study at the University of Taxila. Jivaka studied medicine at Taxila for 

the prescribed period of 7 years
27

. But before he was given the license to 

start his career as medical practitioner he had to undergo a unique test of 

his knowledge. He was given a spade by his celebrated teacher. Bhik~u 

Atreya and was asked to collect from the area, ajojana round the city of 

Taxila, any plant which was devoid of medicinal properties. But .Tivaka 

could discover no such plant devoid of medicinal properties and carne 

back empty handed. The teacher was satisfied with the perfection of 

knowledge of his student and allowed him to leave for his home town. 
- ' Jivaka s episode confirms that ancient Indian medical science was 

intricately related to the study of plant life. 

The text of the Vrk~iiyurveda is divided into six parts
28

• 

1. Bij'otpatti kiip}la 
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2. V anaspali kill_J¢a 

3. Viinaspalya kill_J¢a 

4. Gulmaksupa kiinda . . . 
5. Virudhavalli kiinda 

6. Cikit5ita kiinda 

The last portion of the said work dealing with the treatment of plant 

disease is found missing. The V irudhavalli kiinda which seems to be .. 
incomplete, enumerates only twenty three different creepers. The 

manuscript here ends abruptly. The first part i.e. Bijotpatti kiinda is again 

subdivided into eight chapters and the information presented in the 

various chapters bear upon the following topics: Origin of life, ecology, 

description and distribution of forests in India (Fig ........ ), morphology 

of plants, classification and nomenclature. histology and physiology. The 

nomenchlature of the eight chapters is as follows: 

Biiotpattisiitriyiidhyiiya, Bhiimivargiidhyiiya. Vanavargiidhyiiya, 

Vtk,,iinga siitriyadhyiiya, Pufpiillga siitrtyiidhyiiya. Phaliinga 

siitrlyiidhyiiya, Astanga siitriyiidhyiiya and Dviganlyadhyiiya. 
' . . . 
In the B/jatpattisiltriyiidhyiiya, there is a reference to a conference 

or the sages which was held in the Caitraratha forest. The sages under the 

leadership of Bharadwiija assembled for a conference and asked Mahar~i 

Pariilara to give an account of the herbs and plants that were beneficial to 

the mankind
29

. The verse describing the event is quoted here: 

hle k~itiruhiily sarve jagatv hilakiirakaJ;I I 

Vane L'aitrarathe ramyc sametiiJ; pUI}yakarmanalJ II 

BharadviijiidayaJ; sarve ye ciinyc munisaptamiipl 

Gniitumicchantiih papracchuh PariiSaram mahar<ayah II . . . . 
Prstena munibhih sarvaih Pariisaroabrabittatah I . . . . . . . 
Atharviingam pravak~yiimi Brahmokt11If1 

vrk~a vaidyakam
30 

II 

Eng. Trans: In order to acquire knowledge about the plants beneficial to 

the world, perfonners of holy rites like Bharadwifja and other foremost 
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of the sages assembled in the beautiful Caitraratha forest (in the 

Himalays) and questioned Pariisara (to enlighten them). 

From the above passage, it is beyond any doubt that wise and 

knowledgeable personalities in antiquities, in their pursuit of knowledge 

followed rational methods which are much similar to those followed by 

the scholars still now. The evidence of such a thematic dialogue in an 

academic assembly bears a full proof testimony to the rational mind and 

scientific attitude of the people of the day. 

The whole speech by PariiSara in reply to the queries of the sages 

like Bharadwii.J~1 and others is a fascinating account of the development 

of plant science in India in the ancient time. The V_rkfiiyurveda of 

Pari5ara is quite different in nature and in all probability, the manuscript 

under consideration is the single one. bearing testimony to the existence 

of a thorough and comprehensive account of morphology of different 

parts of plants and germination, that befit modern terminologies. The 

hope for tracing any indL-pendent text of Vrkfiiyurveda was given up by 

the scholars. G.P. Majumdar who edited and translated Upavanavinoda 

says in his introduction. 'the science of plant life, Vrk~iiyurveda was a 

distinctly comprehensive science, a branch of which dealing with the 

construction and maintenance of gardens, is only referred to here. It is 

pertinent to enquire, where is this science - the Vrk~ifyurveda? It must 

have been there at one time, but it is, like the Dhanurveda or the Science 

of Archery and many other sciences, practically lost. A reconstruction at 

the present state of our knowledge is out or the question; but we have 

significant references scattered throughout Sanskrit literature, from 

which _it is possible to have a glimpse of it'
30

• 

The despair of this great scholar certainly was converted into 

optimism when he came to know of the discovery of the manuscript from 

N. N. Sircar and could communicate it to The Asiatic Society in 1950. 

This episode in the History of Botany is also very important to the 

scholars in this field. Now we may tum again to PariiSara. PariiSara in his 

reply to the queries of the sages, stated. 'I shall narrate to you the 

Vrk~iivaidyaka (i.e. Vrk?iiyurveda) embodied in the Atharva veda and 
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as revealed by Brahmii, the creator. [Verse, 4]. The genesis of the plants. 

their nature and form as influenced by variation of land characteristics 

along with their care and treatment, and delineation of the essential 

features of the trees, shrubs, creepers, grasses, seasonal flowers Cf?.tu 

pll~pa) and annual plants (O~adhi) on the surface of the earth- what all 

the Lord Caturiinan told me I shall now narrate the same' [Verse. 5]. 

In course of the discourse, PariiSara 's text gives an exposition as 
- -

to how the first living cell (Adib1ja) came into existence. It states that 

water transforms itself into a jelly like substance (kalalcup) within which 

a dense organic mass (pii;fjasth8nukarp) is formed, which in course of 

time, being regulated (vyuhan) by terrestrial energy (vasuni) is 

converted into germ cell (Bija). 

N.N. Sircar states, 'In the Vf*~iiyurvedu cotyledons are termed 
- -

bijamiitrkii and seeds having two cotyledons, dvimiit!*abjja; and one 

cotyledon. ekamiitrkab/fa. These two terms are used in the description of 

the seeds and seedlings when they come out with one or two cotyledons 

(leaves) respectively'. 

In the manuscript it is said: 

B{jamitrikii tu bJjaSasyam I 

Bljapalrantu bi}amiilfkiiyii madhyasthamfidipatraiica I 

Miitrkiicchadastu tanupalrakavat mii~rkiicchfidanaiiaca 

kaiicukamityiicak~·ate. (Verse 5) 

bijanlll prakpyii dvibidharp bhabali 

ekamiilrkam dvimiitrkaiica I . . . 
Tatraikapatraprarohiiniim vrksiiniim bi}amekamiitrkam bhab .. 1ti I . . . . . . . . 
Divipalra prarohiiniinlll dvimiilrkancii II (Verse 6) . . 

Parii5ara then makes his discourse on the morphology of different parts 

of a plant viz. patram (leaves). pllspam (flowers), phalam (fruits), mtllam 

(roots), tvak (cortex), kiii;JrJam (stem), siiram (heartwood), svaiasam 

(sap), nkyiis (excretions), kaJ,l[akam (spines and prickles). b{jam (seeds) 

and praroham (shoots). He also makes it clear that from the resemblances 
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and differences in the characters of these plant parts, the classification of 

plants is possible. The exact lines in the manuscript are: 

Athiito vrk~anga siitriyamadhyiiyaip byiikhyiisyiima ityiiha PariiSara!J. II 

Iha khalu sarbe~iiip vrk~avallf gulmiiniimaiigapratyaflgai§ca gaJ}a 

samgraho yathodesamabhinirde k~yiima!J. I 

Tatra vrk~5avalligulmiiniirppatrapt~pa phalamiilatvak kiil}[la siirasvara 

saniryiisasnehakm;[akab[ja praroha§cctyaflgJni bhabanti I 

Aligaifcetai§ca vrksavaJJigulm8nJm sidhmmy£tm baidharmyam . . . . . 
tulyiitu/ya prak1timabhisamiksya ganabibhiigamu padeksyiimah I . . . . . 
English meaning: Parasara said: I shall now discourse upon the 

Vrk~angasiitrlyas- dealing with the different organs of the plant. I will 

deal with classification of trees, creepers and shn1bs on the basis of their 

different organs. 

Thus the text of Parii.Sara contains elaborate morphological 

information on the plant parts. Accuracy of observation is astonishing. 

It is logical to think that practical need led to the development of 

knowledge with regard to precise identi11cation of plants and we 11nd a 

system of nomenclature of plants based upon the salient morphological 

characters is an essential feature of various texts like Caraka and SuSruta 

Smphitiis. It is interesting to note that the set of plant organs that comes 

under detailed consideration in this text are found exactly mentioned in 

the Caraka-Sarphitii as plant parts for medicinal importance. The 

knowledge of plant science as embodied in this text is both extensive and 

intensive. The author makes an indepth study on classification and 

nomenclature of plants, their morphology, anatomy as well as 

physiology. In addition. the text describes quite in detail the modes and 

mechanism of germination of seeds. One unique feature of the text is that 

the author in the remote past conceived an idea of origin of life and first 

cell on the earth from water and soil, a concept that has bean established 

in modern days most scientifically by Oparin, a famous Russian 

b
. h . 32 wc emtst. 
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The present text records a fair knowledge of the internal 

organization of an ovary. The ovary is recognized to be divided into 

chambers (pufaka) and to contain the placental tissue (puJa) inside. 

Terms like prapu~5a and tripu!a are traditionally known. Sircar and Sarkar 

think that the derivative meanings of the terms seem to suggest that the 

internal stmcture of an ovary was noticed even at an early priod
33

• 

The text contains developed knowledge of the anatomy of the leaf 

and rudimentary concept relating to the fluid transporting system inside 

the plant. It is stated that there are innumberable cells in a leaf which 

serve as a store house of sap. The leaves take in air, heat and the calorific 

principles. High degree of precision in expressing scientific concepts is 

conspicuous by the use or proper terms like rasasyaca-iidhiirasca, 

paiicilhhautic guna, anavasca, raiijaka kalilbesfitena and other likely 

terms. 

The meanings of some of the terms are like these: 

Rasasyaca i.dhiirasca- store house of sap. 

Paiicabhautic gu!la- elementary properties. 

Patrapak;;am- leaf blade 

Vrntam- petiole 

PatraSira- veins 

Rasakosa- cells 

Miirhi - rachis 

Vistiira - tendri I 

Paffika- leaf sheath. 

In order to get a specific notion of the scientific researches on plants an 

example may be cited
34

• Regarding rasako~5a it is said: 

Patre rasakosaslu rasasyiiSraya iidhiiraSca I 

Khalu VfkJapatre rasakofiistu parisa![lkhyeyiif; santi I 

Tc kaliibe~fitena paiicabhaulikagw;a-samanvitasya rasasyii 

SayaSca I 

h'te raiijaka yuktamai.Java§ca I 
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Kalii tu siik~miicchapatrakii yii bhiito7miipiicitii kalaliidupajiiyatc I 

A(aya iidhiiralceti I 

English Translation: The lea[ cells are the reservoirs of the fluid. The 

cells are also called a§aya which means a receptacle. A leaf is made up of 

innumerable cells, each being surrounded by a membrane (kalii), 

containing the fluid constituted of the five elements of the paflcabhautic 

gu.pa. Cells are microscopic (ll!lavaSca) and contain a kind of coloured 

substances. The membrane of the cell is fine and transparent. It is 

derived out of the kalalarp (jelly like substance) as a result of the 

metabolic changes under the influence of the heat energy (bhilto~mii). 

The information contained in the verses just mentioned above is a 

clear proof of acquirement of knowledge of the botanical scientists of Ll-)e 

past. The accumulation of knowledge in sciences is of course an endless 

process. That Vf"k?iyurveda developed steadily by the efforts and 

observation of the scholars in this field is merely a fact. More examples 

may perhaps jumble our historical discourse. But the whole content in 

the present text leaves no doubt that the ancient people had made a long 

headway in this branch of study. 

Arbori-Horticulture: The science of arbori-horticulture developed during 

this period as a distinct discipline, though fundamentally it is a part of 

the Vrk~ffyurveda, it deals with the construction and maintenance of 

gardens and parks for health, recreation and enjoyment of the public. The 

existence of this science in a mdimcntary form can be traced to the 

.f.gvedic times. 

With the emergence of the state system, the concept of public , 
parks and pleasure gardens took a concrete shape. Government s 

- ' -
initiative is indicated in the Arthaliistra, Kiirpangakiniti and Sukraniti. 

In the Arthasiistra it is clearly mentioned - A forest should be 

provided with only one entrance, rendered inaccessible by the 

construction of ditches all round, with plantations of delicious fruit trees. 

bushes, bowers and thornless trees, with an expansive lake of water, full 

of harmless animals and with tigers, beasts of prey. male and female 
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elephants, young elephants, and bisons- all deprived of their claws and 

teeth- shall be formed for the king' s sports
35

. 

According to Viitsyiiyana, all big houses and palaces of kings had 

a pleasure garden. It Is said: Tatra bhavanamiisannodakmp 

V[k~aviifikiiva-dbibhakta kannakaksam dvibiisag_rhmp kiintyct (Kiim., 

Su., IV 4. p. 55). 

The instruction for erecting 

extended in the verse
36

. 

v1ksaviitika with source of water is . 

In the c~ukrani"ti, the requisite knowledge of the superintendent of 

parks has been defined. It is said, 'The superintendent of parks and 

forests is he who knows of the causes of growth and development of 

tlowers and fruits, who knows how to plant and cure the trees by 

administering proper soil and water at the suitable time, and who knows 
/ 

of their medicinal properties. (Sak., II. 317-319, p. 80). 
/ 

Sukriiciiiya calls the superintendent as Arimiidhipati which 

corresponds to superintendent of Botanical Gardens of modern times. 

This officer in charge of the forests as well as parks had to know all the 

ins and outs of plant life
37

• 

The author also mentions the functions of the gardener. The 

gardener is to collect flowers and fruits after having duly nourished the 

trees with care. He is also entrusted with the duty of collecting taxes. 

From the text it appears that some fruit and flower gardens were 

built and maintained at the initiative of the govemment
38

. 

In the Rimacarita, Sandhyakaranandi gives a glowing description 

of the city of Ramavatf which was decorated with pleasure gardens and 

with vegetable and fruit gardens as well. Verse 12 in Chapter III tells us: 

Paramabirala kandiibalimayamabirala kalakanfha kiijaamakham I 

Prthula kuca srfphalakampanasahitam lolamaiijulavaJJkam 11
39 . . 

English Translation: Varendri (was) ownig the good pleasure garden 

containing the bulbous roots, bread fruit trees, bilva and jack fruit trees 

and the entrance being reverberated with the coos of cuckoos and ornate 
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with nimble and deliccite creeper. Verse 13 too in the same Chapter also 

echos the same tune. Glowing description of the garden and the parks is 

given by Sandhyiikaranandi. The garden was full of birds. deer 

(belonging to the kandala type) and humming bees. By sweet-smelling 

breeze and nagaranga trees the garden surpassed the beauty even of the 

paradise of Indra 
40

. 

Thus, we find that arbori horticulture was a long known practice 

in India. The construction of a garden and its dedication to public usc is 

mentioned as early as in the vedic period. (R. V .• III. 8. 11). 

Though the ~<:ukranlti is of much later date, we ftnd, apart from 

pleasure gardens adjoining a dwelling house, there were parks and 

pleasure gardens which came to be regarded as important features of the 

social life in ancient India. The art of arbori-horticulture gave rise to 

special classes of skilled artisans who were given patronage and 

protection by the State. The artisans used to construct parks, artificial 

forests and pleasure gardens. The parks were meant for health. 

recreation, enjoyment etc. This is clearly mentioned, 'the planting, 

grafting and preservation of plants constitute an art.' cSuk., IV. III.144. 

p. 157). 

It it is already mentioned that Viitsiiyana tells of Vfk{;aviifikii or 

puspaviitikii and gives direction for making gardens attached to the 

house. The house that the niigaraka builds for his residence shows his 

taste and love of beauty. The house is to be built in close proximity to a 

supply of water and is divided into two parts. There is a number of 

rooms, each set apart for its special purpose and attached to the house 

there must be a garden with wide grounds. if possible, where flowering 

plants, fruit trees and kitchen vegetables can grow. The verses relevant 

to arbori-horticulture are quoted here to have a glimpse of the general 

concept of the contemporary people regarding the utility of developing 

the practice of garden culture. It is clear instruction to the house mistress. 

She is to procure seeds of kitchen vegetables and medicinal herbs. The 

relevant verses are: 
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Paripiltesu ca haritaSiikavapriinik~ii stambaiijil-akasa0piijamoda Sata 

pll~piitamiila giilmiil[lfca kiirayet (Kiim., III. 1.6.p.ll3). 

English Trans: In the even and stone less ground green vegetables, sugar

cane cumin, jiraka, sar~apa, ajamoda, Satapu~pii, tamila and bamboo 

should be produced. 

Regarding flower garden V8tsiiyana suggests: 

Kubjakiimalaka mallikii jiiti kuranfaka navamiilikii tagara nandyivartta 

jabii gillmiina nyamSca bahupu~piin viilakoSiFaka piitiilikiirpsca 

vrksaviitikiiyaiica sthandiliini manogiiiini kiirayet (Kam., 7., p. 114). 
' ' ' 

The next quoted verse is related to green vegetables: 

Millakiiluka piilaiik[ damaniimriilakairviiruka 

trapusaviirttiiku ku~miil}lj iilabtl siirm:a Suka niisii svayal[lguptii 

tilapamikiignimantha-JaSuna-paliindu-prabhrtinam . . . . 
sarbbaufadhfniiiica vi}agrah8J!a'P kile viipaSca II (Kam., 29, 

p.ll6). 

That the women possessed a good deal of knowledge is evident from the 

text. The garden should be in charge of the mistress of the house. She is 

to duly procure seeds of common kitchen vegetables and medicinal 

herbs. Thus it is evident that the house wives bore the responsibility of 

producing a number of vegetables which constituted the everyday dishes. 

Verse 29 mentions a number of vegetables to be produced. These 

are millaka, trapusa. iiluka, piilarikl, damanaka, ii11Jriilaka, crvilruka. 

viiJtiika. kusmiinda, aliivu, siirana, Sukaniisa, svayamgupla, Lilapwnika, . . . . 
agnimantha, Ja.Suna, paliiJ;.fju and such others. The direction is also given 

as to how greens and vegetables are to be reared in specially prepared 

beds, sugar cane in clumps, stunted shrubs of mustard. jiraka, ajomoda, 

Satapu~pa and similar herbs in patches, and the dark tamiila trees in 

groves. The flowering plants comprise kllbjaka, iimalaka, mallikii, jiiti, 

karlll}!aka, navamallikii, tagara, nandyiivarta,jabii etc.; the shrubs include 

biilaka, uSira and other grasses which yield fragrant leaves and roots. 

The garden is also to be provided with bowers and vine groves with 

raised platforms here and there for rest and recreation. A swing is to be 
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fitted on a spot well guarded from the sun by a leafy canopy. The text 

speaks indeed of an abundance of various flower plants to be artfully 

arranged, here and there. It is said-

S'viistin!ii preilkhiidolii VJ-kfaviti kiiyiirp sapracchiiyii sthapgilapithikii ca 

.5akusumeti bhavana vinyii.5af.1 I (Kam .• 15. p. 56). Like all the texts 

dealing with Vrk~iiyurveda or the art of gardening, Kiimasiitra also gives 

emphasis on the sources of water and hence the suggestion in it- kiiparp 

viipim. dirghikam ba khiinayet i.e. a well or tank. large or small. should 

be excavated (in the middle) (Kam .. 16. p. 114). Thus arbori-horliculture 

tx:came a part and parcel of city life and domestic life in the past. 

An interesting corroborative evidence regarding the horticultural 

knowledge of the women in the past is furnished by the Deopiirii 

in..,;cription of Vijayascna 
41

. The translation of the relevant verses mns 

thus: through his grace the Briihmllf!a.•; versed in the Vedas have became 

the possessors of so much wealth that their wives have Lo be trained by 

the wives of the town people (to recognize) pearls, pieces of emerald, 

silver coins, jewels and gold from their similarity with seeds of cotton. 

leaves of siika, bottle-gourd flowers, the developed seeds of 

pomegranates and the blooming flowers of the creepers of pumpkin 

gourd respectively. From the above quoted portion of the said 

inscription, one thing is clear that the women had to bear the 

responsibility of supervising the kitchen gardens attached to their houses 

and thereby they developed practical knowledge in this branch of 

science 
4

:!. This cultural practice was a special area of interest of the 

women in the past and they were traditionally associated with this area of 

scientific activities
43

• In the Up-van. there is a distinct section on 

'construction of a garden house'. Up-van. constitutes a chapter of the 
' encyclopaedic work Siirarigdhara Paddhati dealing with a variety of 

subjects along with arbori-horticulture. 

The constmction of a garden and its dedication to public use is 

mentioned as early as in the Vedic period we know. In the G[hyasutra of 

Siirikhiiyana, there is mention of a Vedic ceremony- 'the consecration 

of a garden'. The Matsyapuriina also enjoins that 'some space should be 
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left all round the house. The front is not to be covered with trees, in a 

building but the back should be so covered with them. Apart from the 

pleasure gardens adjoining a dwelling house, the parks and public 

gardens used to feature the social life in Ancient India In the Up-van. the 

construction of a garden is termed as Upavana - prakriyJ . There are 

some similarities in the process of construction of the garden described 

in diffcrents texts. Verse 83 of Up-van. has a striking similarity with the 

verse 15 in the Chap. IV of the KiimaSutra. It is said, one should make a 

swing out of the strong creepers attached to the branches of two trees, tit 

for a couple to sit (Up-van .. 83, p. 75). 

There are provisions for swing, artificial but fine cave decorated 

'Nith branches of trees. leaves and creepers. peacocks, rows of trees, 

ponds of transparent water. steps to the lake-, pleasure-boats and nuvvcr 

plants in the pleasure garden. 

A pleasant picture is drawn in the following verses- 'In places 

one should constmct artificial lake with such eye-delighting water in it 

that the reflection of the moon-beams in it causes the illusion of a garden 

in water' (Up-van., 89. p.76). 

'One should plant trees bent down under the weight of sweet 

flowers on all sides of the white and well ventilatd houses as white as the 

peak of the Himalayas-built inside the artificial lake referred to above. 

And in places of the garden one should constmct circular seats as white 

as marble, and should make bowers of plantain trees in places where 

there is gentle breeze'. (Up-van .. 90 p.76). 

'In places of the garden deep wells, paved on all sides with stones 

with sweet water in it should be dug with the water of which all the trees 

' of the pleasure garden may be well watered (Up-van., 91. p.76). A very 

interesting information is obtainable from the verses 92 and 93. They 

bear a testimony to the concern of the people for getting pollution free 

water. This is of course an indication to rational and scientitlc thinking. 

How much the method is full proof, is to be experimented. Concept of 

pollution of water and its remedials are evident in the following verses: 
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'If the water of the well be polluted, and become pungent, bitter. 

tao;teless, salty or malodorous, alljana, musta, u.5Tra, nifgakeSar~1. kosiitaki, 

powdered amalaka together with katakapha/a should be thrown into it; 

and this will make the foul water transparent, tasteful and fragrant, and in 

addition will confer on it many other good qualities' (Up-van., 92-93, 

p.77). Consciousness for utility of pure water and different vegetal 

remedial measures as prescribed, are remarkable achievements of Indian 

people in the past. 

Horticultural Wonders 

Continuous trials had been going on since the ancient times to improve 

the qualities of fruits as well as creating some botanical uniques. 

We sec in the Upavanavinoda the use of clarified butter milk and 

honey to improve the sweet taste of vilva with scanty number of seeds. 

Creation of botanical marvels is named in the text as Vicitra Karapam. 

The botanical marvels arc: 

A tree bearing scentless t1owers may be converted into tree 

bearing fragrant flowers by applying decoction of dhava and khadira 

barks and besmearing it with sandal dusts and then fumigating it with 

clarified butter and fTankincense (Up-van., 196, p. 85). 

By applying barley, scsamum, ni.Sii and powdered bark of paliisa 

tree to the root of a cotton tree, fibers of red colour like burning fire may 

be produced (Up-van., 197. p. 85). Again tihers of yellow colour as the 
' feather of a Suka bird may be produced by the application of .G/mali 

barks, turmeric, indigo, triphala, ku~tha and rock salt and wine (Up-van., 

l98. p. 85). 

Blue fibres also may be made with the paste made of maiifisthii, . . 
ti1a, yava, pitas8ra, leaves of .fivanti, powdered manaflSilii mixed with 

milk applied to the root of a cotton tree (Up-van., 199. p. 85). 

Thus by the application of decoction produced from variant herbal 

ingredient"' and minerals to the cotton root, fibres of different colours can 

be procured. 
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There are also provisions for producing flowers out of season, 

fmits without any seeds. 

Ripening of fruits may be delayed. Speedy sprouting and 

fmctification are said to be possible by adopting some measures as 

suggested in the text. Colours of water lily may be changed, and even the 

text claims that the seeds of water lily may sprout as karavira trees if the 

seeds receive a special treatment. 

Different methods are prescribed to Improve the s1ze of gourd, 

hrinjal, patola and such other plants. 

There is a verse in the text which indicates that a plantain tree may 

bear pomegranate fruits if the tree is treated with infusion of the blood 

and fat of boar and iinkola oil. Castor seeds if treated likely, may giVe 

birth to kiiraiiji fruits. 

Even nimba fruit is said to develop sweet taste if it is treated with 

paste made up of vkjaiiga, ya?!imadhu, molasses and milk. Among the 

botanical marvels. the art of "bonsai' is very important. It is said ~If one 

digs u pit in the ground with bricks all around. 4.5 cubits deep and plants 

a tree in it (pit). it (the tree) always remain dwartlsh and hears flowers 

and fruits (Up. van.. p. 88). 

Slirapiila 's vrksiiyurveda Is more or less identical with the 

Upavana. '-'>'lirapiila says, ~If a tree is planted and grown faithfully with 

ellorts hy a person. in a pit as deep as man's height and properly covered 

from inside with new bricks it blossoms even in a clwart condition 

(Su. Vr. 261. p. 58). 

The author of the Visvavallabha says: Dig a pit deep enough for a 

man-height. Cut it off from the rest of the soil by casing its walls 

internally with bricks on all sides. The tree planted in it bears fmits and 

flowers even as it is dwarf, always being a source of astonishment to the 

world (VIS"-va .. 14. p. 88). In the present days 'bonsai culture has 

important economic prospect due to decorative value. People with 

aesthetic sense are ready to spend a lot for collection of miniature trees 

with all the characteristics of grown up trees. Thus different botanical 
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marvels have been described in different texts like the Upavana. 

Surapiila 's text and the Vi§avallabha. 

Lokopakira also contains prescribed formulas for bringing 

changes in the quality, size, taste, smell in the fruits like mango, plantain 

etc. (Loko. 25, 26, 27, 28, 39, p. 25). Different types of flowers with a 

common rhizome can be produced with special treatment. Art of grafting 

is also described in the Lokopakiira (Loko .. 22, 23, p. 25). Thus ancient 

Indians' knowledge on different aspects of plant life is clearly evident in 

a number of texts. 
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CHAPTER IV 

Animal Science 

Yathottamii narii Joke ga{lyante sr!tikarmlllJil 

Tathii mrgii madhyamiiste b:nihinii bud4hi saipjutiil} II 

Niinii kiiryak!amii nity;up naradevahitapradiilJ I 

Rii!lriiniirp k!emajanakiilJ sarvasadlJU!la s;upjutiip. II 

Hamsadeva. 
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Human beings have co-existed with the beasts and birds since the 

beginning of human origin. During the period when human society 

turned from the hunting stage towards agricultural and pastoral li:i'c, the 

domestication of animals was also carried on. This could be feasible only 

when people became gradually conversant with the habits and habitats of 

animals. The time sequence of domestication of wild animals during that 

period was goat and sheep at the lirst step; Cattle and pigs at the second 

step followed by drought and transport animals like the horse ass and 
I 

llama. 

The earliest concrete evidence of familiarity with the animals In 

India is furnished by the hematite drawings (Fig.!) made hy the 

Neolithic people in India, on the rocky walls at the Vindhya Hills in 

Mirzapur district of Uttar Pradesh. That these Neolithic people of the 

country out of sheer necessity for existence must have acquired 

familiarity with the animals is self-evident. This familiarity and 

association with the progress of time steadily increased and again 

accumulated knowledge on animal life was developed into a systematic 

branch of study ultimately leading to the emergence of animal science in 

the remote past. Ancient Indians collected information about the living 

world but their contributions in this field have been overlooked by the 

modem authors in the books of history of biology. As for example, the 
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remarks of one modem historians of biology may be quoted: 'The 

civilized peoples of Eastern Asia, the Hindus and Chinese, have likewise 

contributed very little of importance to the development of the science of 

biology. Hindu Science indeed, especially in the sphere of mathematics, 

reached a high standard ... '
2 

This kind of remark perhaps is due to the 

lack of knowledge in Sanskrit and other regional Indian languages on the 

part of the scholars in the field. 

The animal remains excavated from the Indus site fall under three 

categories: domestic, semi-domestic and wild-beasts. The commonest 

domestic animals were the humped bulls, buffalo, sheep, goat and pig. 

The elephant and bull were quite familiar (Figs.2,3). Perhaps they did not 

know the use of horses and remains of horses are not found in the earlier 

stratifications. The horse became much popular with the Aryan people. 

The animal remains excavated from the pre-historic sites give clear 

evidence of close association of the people with the animal world. The 

animal representations on pottery, seals, figurines and toy also give some 

idea about their extent of mental involvement with these living creatures. 

Domestication of animals and study on their particular behavioural 

characteristics remain at the root of the origin and development of animal 

science in its archaic stage. There is hardly any doubt that this 

knowledge bank is a product of social needs and continuous 

developmental process. The exact utility of the process of domestication 

of animals may be grasped from the view of S. Bokonyi where he depicts 

domestication as 'the capture and taming by man of animals of a species 

with particular behavioural characteristics, removal from their natural 

living area and breeding community, and their maintenance under 

controlled breeding conditions for profit '
3

• 

There are different views on the question of why men 

domesticated animals. In a logical analysis of all the proposed theories, it 

may be stated that the factor of economic benefit can not be overlooked. 

To make it more clear we may quote Sahu, Given the prehistoric 

hunter's knowledge of the ecology, the introduction of domestication 

must have been related to its adaptive advantage when domestication 
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produced greater yields than did hunting, it would have been 

economically more efficient to pursue that course '
4

. 

Large number of seals with engravings of animals have been 

unearthed from Harappa and Mohenjodaro. Some of the animals 

depicted appear to be mythical having fabulous external morphology, but 

others are vividly reproduced. Among the animals, the most popular 

animals regularly reproduced on seals are various types of bulls. The 

next popular one on the seal is elephant figure. 

Quite interesting is the non-representation of cows on the seals. 

But the regular presence of bulls on the seals proves beyond doubt the 

abundance of cows as a natural phenomenon. Why the cows are absent 

on the seals is an interesting question to be investigated to get at the 

inner most nature of the culture. 

The accuracy and perfection of the artists of the Harppan Culture 

m depleting figures of animals stir our imagination and it clearly 

indicates that the artists had a deep interest on and close acquaintance 

with the animals. Such perfection can be reached only by clear and close 

observation. 

The animal bone remams studied by Sahu strengthens the 

proposition regarding the association of the Harappan people with kinds 

or animals. Animal bone remains were more ubiquitous at Harappa than 

at Mohenjodaro. Further, the numerous sling balls of clay, the copper 

fishhooks, the arrowheads. the flaying knives constitute sufficient proof 

of the degree and extent to which the Harappans depended for their food 

on birds, beasts and aquatic fauna
5

. The present climatic conditions in the 

Punjab and Sind are hardly suitable for the type of fauna that this tract 

supported in prehistoric times. 

The engraved figures of wild animals like elephant, tiger and 

rhinoceros (Figs.4,5) bear eloquent testimony to the abundance of these 

animals in pre-historic times. This further provides evidence in favour of 

the existence of thick forested area in that region. The huge amount of 

bricks used in Harappan sites also indicate the presence of wood tracts 
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which also might have been the shelter of wild beasts including tiger, 

elephant, rhinoceros or the buffalo. 

One of the most celebrated finds from Mohenjodaro is a seal 

bearing the image of a homed three-faced male deity, seated in a yogic 

position and surrounded by the animals like elephant, tiger, buffalo, 

rhinoceros and deer. This is evidently a prototype of the great god Siva, 
' the lord of the beasts (Siva Pasupati) (Fig.6). 

Advent of the Aryans 

With the advent of the Aryans and the development of the vedic 

literature, prehistory passes into history in India. The I.Jgveda is replete 

with rcferenes to beasts and hirds. That the Indians knew the use of 

horse, cattle and elephant in hoary antiquity is attested by the IJ.gveda. 

But animal world to the vedic people, was not a separate entity, 

but a part of the great cosmic system embracing the whole world
6

. 

Biological phenomena, it is true, are not separately treated in the vedic 

literature but information on the aspect are diffused throughout the whole 

literature. A few extracts may be cited from the ]Jgveda on the references 
7 

of horses, cattle or elephants . 

On Horse 

(i) They who for h1dra. with their mind formed horses harnessed by a 

word. 

Attained by works to sacrifice (RV., I. 20.2.,p.ll). 

ii) Best strength-givers, yc stretch wide jaws, 

0 Sacrificial Implements, 

Like two bay horses champing herbs (RV., I. 28.7., p. 17). 

Both the horse and kine have been mentioned in the following 

verses: 

(iii) Thou, Indu, as a vigorous horse, hast neighed together steeds and 

kine: Unbar for us the doors to wealth (RV., IX.64.3 .. p.492-493). 
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(iv) Out of desire of cows and steeds and horses potent soma-drops, 

Brilliant and swift, have been effused (RV.,IX.64.4.,p.493). 

(v) Like a dark steed adorned with pearl, the Fathers have decorated 

heaven with constellations. They set the light in day, in night the 

darkness. Brhaspati cleft the rock and found the cattle (RV., X. 68. 

II., p.582). 

(vi) Mighty, with wondrous power and marvellously bright, self-strong 

like mountains, ye glide swiftly on your way, 

Like the wild elephants ye eat the forests up when ye assume your 

strength among the bright and red flames (RV .. I. 64.7 .. p. 43). 

(vii) Exceeding wise they roar iike lions mightily, they, all possessing, 

are beauteous as antelopes: stirring the darkness with lances and 

spotted deer, combined as priests, with serpents' fury through there 

might (RV .. I. 64. 8.,p. 43). 

The watchfult:yes of birds have been used as simili in the following 

verse of the ~gveda: 

(viii) Like birds who keep their watch. plashing in water, 

Like the loud voices of the thundering rain cloud, Like merry 

streamlets bursting from the mountain. thus to Brhaspati our hymns 

have sounded (RV .. X.68.l.,p. 581). 

That the IJ.gvedic people attached great importance to cattle as the 

most essential component of agricultural infra-structure is reflected 

in many verses of the text. A lj.gvedic hymn says: 

(ix) We through the Master of the Field, even as through a friend, obtain 

what nourisheth our kine and steeds. In such may he be good to us 

(RV., IV.S7.l.,p. 235). 

(x) As the cow yieldeth milk, pour for us freely, Lord of the Field, the 

wave that beareth sweetness. 

Distilling meath, well-purified butler, and let the Lords of holy law 

be gracious (RV., IV.S7.2., p.235). 
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Thus we get many verses from which we may form an idea about 

the level of knowledge of the Jfgvedic people regarding the behaviour, 

strength and appearance of different animals both tamed and untamed. It 

is clear from the ~gveda that cow was highly venerated and regarded as 

symbol of fortune. 

It is said-

(xi) The kine have come and brought good fortune: let them rest in the 

cow pen and be happy near us. Here let them stay prolific, many 

coloured, and yield through many morns their milk for h1dra 

(RV.,VI.28.1., p.302). 

Longing for abundance of cattle was a natural desire of the 

people. But simultaneously in the chapter VI of the Rgvcda. we have 

very curious information regarding the health and hygiene of the kine 

and people's concern for it. In this verse it is clearly expressed that cattle 

should drink pollution free water. The exact lines are quoted below: 

(xii) Crop goodly pasturage and be prolitlc: 

drink pure sweet water at good drinking places (RV., VI. 28.7., p.302). 

This verse in particular, is very significant from the scientific point of 

view. Full nutrition and pure water. both are the pre-condition of good 

health for every living being. In the case of cattle, good pastures and 

sources of pure water may help the creature to grow with strength and 

vigour which in tum make them prolific and abundant. 

Hence glimpse of proto-scientific knowledge of the Rgvedic 

people is discernible in the concerned verse. 

There are hymns in the Atharvaveda praising the kine 
8

: 

The kine have come and have done what is excellent; let them 

stay (sad) in the stall (go~!ha); let them take pleasure with us; may they 

be rich in progeny here, many formed, milking for lndra many dawns 

(A V.,Vol.I.IY.21. 1., p.l86). 

The excellent service extended by the cows to the human being is 

again substantiated in this verse of the Atharvaveda. 
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That the awareness of the Vedic people about the utility of good 

drinking water and good pasture for the cattle was taking a concrete 

shape throughout the period is amply borne out by a verse of the 

Atharvaveda. The verse in fact repeats the same urge as that in the 

Rgveda {VI. 28.7) as is already mentioned. The verse runs thus: Rich in 

progeny, shining in good pasture, drinking clear waters at a good

watering place ~ let - not the thief master you, nor the evil plotter; let 

Rudra '.,weapon avoid you. (AV. IV. 21.7.p.187). 

Thus the verses taken together throw considerable light on some 

scientific aspects of animal life. Biological information, though not 

presented in a scientific method, but may be sifted from the Vast mass of 

literature which may help us to trace the origin of animal science in India 

at the dawn of history. 

Animal remains especially the bones, unearthed from different 

sites. tcrracotta figurines of the Harapan Culture and the literature of the 

Vedic people bring out that the Indian people had long association with 

the animals and domestication was done to realize the economic benefit 

from the animals. Cow, buffalo, goat, and sheep practically were reared 

as dairy animals and the main food stuff constituted of meal as well as 

milk. The development of dairy culture in ancient India is nothing but a 

historical tmth. The practice of keeping a number of animals under a 

single shade (which is very much a practice even today) often might 

bring disaster in the events of infectious diseases. 

Such events, even if not been mentioned or documented, must 

have occurred repeatedly as it is a truism. A rational analysis then urges 

upon to think that animal science had its origin in the process of 

domestication of animals. Hypothetically it may be stated that some 

preventive and remedial measures against health hazards of the animals 

were evolved on the basis of observational data. 

The S:nphitiis, the BriihmaJ}as, the AraJ}yakas and Upani~ads 

contain several names of animals. In the Briihmanas we find two broad . 
classes of animals, viz. griimya (rural) and araJ}ya (wild) probably 

meaning domesticated and untamed
9

. 
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A list of over 260 animal names has been compiled by Macdonell 

and Keith
10

• Rao has also dealt with Vedic animals
11

• 

The cow continues to enjoy reverence of the people due to its all 

round utility to the mankind (Fig. 7). Horse also has been accorded an 

exalted position. Various species of the deer have been mentioned in the 

Br8hmanas. Among other animals may be mentioned the names of goat. 

mule, camel, porcupine, wolf, elephant, lion, wild cow, cat, wild dog and 

tiger. Besides these, small creatures like the tortoise, the frog, the mouse, 

earth-worm and various types of serpents are mentioned in the 

Briihmanas. That considerable zoological knowledge was possessed by 

the people of ancient India is attested by Piinini. He refers to the 

determination of the age of an animal by the number of its teeth. the 

growth of horns and hump
12

• The two great medical works. the Caraka 
/ 

Sarphitii and Susruta Sai]Jhitii give an almost complete list of animals of 

various groups known till then as also some details about anatomy. 

zoological classification. ecology and dietary value of animals and 

physiology or man. 

Caraka mentions four primary divisions: 
13 

1. .!Brayuja 

2. Andaja 

3. Svedaja 

4. Udvijia 

Pra.5aslapada begins with two divisions: (1) Ayomja (2) Yonija 

SuSruta mentions four great divisions
14

• 'Sansvedaja, .Tariyuja, AnflaJ~1 
and Udvijja. Su5ruta mentions man, Vya/a (carnivorous quadrupeds) and 

Pa.Su (herbivorous quadrupeds) as examples of the viviparous; birds, 

snakes, and sarisripas as examples of the oviparous; Kn·mi5, klJas and 

pipilikiis as examples of the moisture-born; frogs and the Coccidae (the 

Coccine/la) as examples of the animals that burst forth' (eruptive or 

metamorphic)
15

. 

The asexually generated animals, are called K~udrajantus. 

Pataiijali in the Mahiibhii~ya gives several alternative defmitions or 
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descriptions) of this class of animals. They are defined (1) as animals 

without bones or (2) as animals that do not possess any blood of their 

own; or (3) as numbering more than thousand in a palmful, i.e. minute in 

size; or (4) as not easily crushed; or (5) as comprehending all animals up 

to the ichneumon (in the animals series). 

Panchanan Ghosal gets hints of evolution of life in the texts of 

ancient India. He quotes from Pataiijali: 

Dravyarp karma kiila§ca svabhiibo)Tva eva ca I 

YadiinugrahataJ; santi na santi yadupekfayii_ll 

According to him, Hindus had belief in the changing nature of the 

living beings due to changes in the environment, a central concept or 
organic evolution. He quotes a series of verses from the Vi~~wpuriiiJa. 

Miirkmy.<jeyapllr8J}a. P5taiijala. GanTrfapurii~w. Nibandhadhrtabrhad

vi~~·nu-puriil}a and Karmavipiika and other ancient texts to constmct an 

idea on the attainment of the Hindus (or ancient Indians) in scientific 
• lti 

pursmts . 

The Dharmasl7tras mention a number of beasts, birds, aquatic 

creatures. etc. The beasts, mentioned in them, admit of four broad 

division, viz. (l) Eka§apha, having one hoof, (2) Dvikhurf. having two 

hoofs, (3) Paiicanakha. having tive nails. (4) Ubhayatodat, having two 

rows of teeth, one each in the upper and lower jaws. 

From the foregoing account of the fauna we find that the ancient 

Indians possessed considerable knowledge about biology, zoology, 

ichthyology and ornithology. 

A more thomgh classification of animals is found in the ancient 

Jaina work, the Tattviirthiidhigama of Umiisvati, which, the Jaina 

chronological lists enable us to assign to the first half of the first century 

A.D. Umiisvati 's classification according to B.N. Seal, is a good instance 

of classification by series, the number of senses possessed by the animal 

being taken to determine its place in the series. Most probably, only 

senses were counted as determinant of life habits by Umiisvati. Ghosal 

thinks that the repeated use of some terms in different texts to indicate 
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particular species or group of animals gives a clue to the existence of 

texts on ancient animal science. 

For reference, he cites two terms ekatodata and ubhayatodata, 

both the words are used in the If.gveda, the Bhiigavata and Manusmphitii. 

These three texts are distanced from each other by time gaps. But the 

repetitive use of the same terminologies, according to Ghosal is highly 

indicative of the existence of a distinct science in the past on animal life. 

Both Seal and Ghosal refer to the description of Diilvan. Diilvan 

flourished during the first/second century A.D.
17 

Diilvan 's descriptinios 

or deer and birds are brief. dealing with coloration. habits, of life, etc. 

e.g. the descriptions of the Rum (a kind of spotted or black antelope). the 

k.inl!1fiava (a sort or duck) and the kailkn (a heron) are quoted from some 

(unnamed) hand books: 

Kiilccaramiiha ... rurufl §aradi §nJgatyiig[! 

Tallak~tll}am uccate-vika!abahubijifr}a/;1 §ambariikiirade/Iaf;l, 

solilata!acaritviit, saiicarebhyo vicitra~! 

Tyajati Saradi §p}gam rauti- ityasau rurufr syal ! 

Kiirm,J>favaf;J §uklaharpsab/Iedoalpap anye kara/Iaramiihuf;JI 

Uktaiica-kiirtll}flavaf;l kiikabaktro 

d[rghii .Iighrifr-k_r~iiavan,wbhiik iti I 

Prasah£iniiha- ka1ikai} d[rgha caflcurmmahiipriil}a{l ! 

Uktaiica-kankaf;l syiit kankamalliikyo biil}apatrarha pak~akaf;JI 

Lohaprstho d[rghapiidah paksiidhah piinduvarnabhiik II . . . . . . . . . 
Iti (quoted by Ghosal and Seal). 

The source from which Diilvana derives detailed information 

about these varied forms of animal life are not available, but these 

extracts leave no doubt about the development of animal-study and 

abundantly testify to the minute Nature Study of the Hindus. The value 

of accurate identification of animals was not unknown to the ancient 

Indian people. The nomenclature adopted by them. and their 

classincation of the animals arc adequate testimony to the efforts in this 

direction. 
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With the birth of imperial kingdoms a significant change may be 

viewed in the attitude of the ruling authority. Uptil that time there was 

absolutely no state control over the forests and any person could utilize 

forest products like plant, trees, animals according to their needs. But a 

change came with the birth of imperialism in Northern India. King 

Bimbisiira ascended the throne of Magadha in or about B.C. 543 and it 

may be slated that with his accession, imperialism had its birth. From 

that time onwards, the rulers in Northern India became mindful of the 

forest products which they considered to be the sources ofrevenue
18

. 

As it appears, the measures adopted by the rulers in Northern 

India. up to about B.C. 32L were mostly for the purpose of defending 

their respective kingdoms against foreign aggression and to some extent 

also for filling up the royal treasury. Hut with the establishment of the 

Mauryan dynasty, a new chapter began in the Indian history, the impact 

of which is discernible in all spheres of life. The study of plant and 

animal science could not remain isolated from the all pervading 

influence of a storng monarchy like that of the Mauryas. 

The association of animals with the tribal and primitive polity is 

amply borne out by the practice of rituals like cow-raid or chariot race. 

The ceremony of cow raid primarily must have meant the ability to 

capture cows from the enemies of which we have many instances in the 

Vedic period, the very term gavi~fi having the secondary meaning of 

war. 

The chariot race, the product of a developed social stage. seems to 

have been a late version of an older method to test the competitor's 

superiority in valour and physical power; it was intended to detect the 

military qualities of the candidate for the post of the king or the chief of 

h "b 19 tetne. 

An inference may be drawn on the basis of these information that 

the animals accompanied man in every stage of their development. Their 
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utility was fully realized by the state authority consequently. Thus 

scattered knowledge on different subjects began to be codified and an 

organized knowledge data base carne to be accumulated. The state 

authority began to show more concern for promoting the cause of 

elephant, horse. and cattle and other animals. Kaufilya 's ArthaSiistra is a 

production of this social and political milieu. 

Man's keen interest for sustainable live stock development has 

been profusely illustrated in KauJilya 's Artha§8stra. Artha.fiistra contains 

an elaborate analysis regarding various aspects of livestock with 

prescriptions for their better management. Kau,filya was also highly 

conscious of the benefits man derives from different species of animals. 

Since 1{aup1ya considers animals as wealth, it is only logical that he 

would be concerned about the upkeep and welfare of the same. KaHfilya 

gives instructions for each domestic animal separately and it may be 

inferred that with better know ledge about the animals, man can take 

proper care for their health and hygiene and make arrangement for 

treatment of ailments and diseases. 

Cattle: Kaup'Jya has defined the functions and responsibilities of the 

superintendent of cows
21

. He says: The superintendent of cattle should 

know about (cattle) look after in return for a wage, tended with a tax and 

a fixed return, become useless and cast off, entered (in the state herds) by 

payment of a share, the total number of (cattle in) herds, (cattle) that are 

lost or have perished, and the total produce of milk and ghee (K.A., 

ll.29.l.p.165). 

There should not be more than one hundred animals under charge 

Qf each h~rp_~~ap. Each animal of the state stable must be distinguished 

by some marks. The Go-adhyak~a should maintain a register where the 

branded marks, natural identification marks, colour, the distance of one 

hom from the other of each animal should be recorded meticulously
10

. 

The Superintendent of Cattle must ensure that the cows and other 

cattle are regularly taken to graze in forests, which are severally allotted 

as pasture grounds for different seasons. The grazing areas should be 

cleared of thieves, tigers and other predatory beasts. Cowherds should 
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play an important role in the maintenance of cattle. Herdsmen are to treat 

the animals during the period of their illness and also take special care of 

calves and aged animals. 

KaufJ1ya prescribes various quantities of food for different types 

of cattle: 'For bullocks, with nose-string and capable of driving at the 

speed of a gentle horse, (the ration shall consist of) half a bhiira of green 

fodder. grass double that, a tu/ii of oil-cake from the press, (or) ten 

iidhakas of broken grains and bran, five palas of rock-salt, one kurfuba of 

oil for the nose (and ) one prastha as drink, a tulii of meat and an iiflhaka 

of curds. a drol}a of barley or of half cooked mi(sa- beans; a drol}a of 

milk or half an iidhaka o[ liquor, a prastha of fat, ten pal as of sugar and a 

pa/a of ginger (as) a strength-giving drink. (K.A., 1!.29.43 .. 169). One 

quarter less (is the ration) for mules, cows and donkeys. double for 

bullaloes and camels (K.A.,II.29.44.p.169). For bullocks used for work 

and for milch-cows suckling their calves. the giving of rations (shall be) 

according to the time of work and the yield (of milk respectively) 

(K.A.,II.29.45.p. 169)'. 

Kaufilya states that a cow or a buffalo may be milchcd twice a 

day during the rain, autumn and the post-autumn, but during the winter, 

spring and summer it should be milched only once. If anyone milks an 

animal a second time during the latter seasons. the thumb of the offender 

shall be cut off. The milching rule as prescribed in the text befits the high 

moisture content and nutrients in vegetation during the rainy. autumn and 

post-autumn seasons and a converse during the winter and drought 

seasons. This rule is undoubtedly based on scientific rationale for 

maintenance of good health of the cattle. 

Kaufilya continues, a herd of one hundred donkeys and horses 

should have five stallions: a heard of one hundred goats and sheep 

should contain ten males and a herd of hundred cows should have four 

bulls. The same principle is equally applicable to the herds of buffaloes 

and camels (K.A., 11.29.49.p. 170). 

Depending on the oestrous frequency of each category of animals, 

the number of males recommended for a herd of hundred animals 
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appears to be adequate for successful insemination and for getting viable 

progeny. 

The nutritional and therapeutic values of milk are described even 

in the earliest Vedic literature. 

The SuSrula S;uphitii gives a detailed account of similar values of 

milk of other animals and the products obtained from them. This and 

other passages scattered in .Ayurvedic works refer to examination and 

care of milch cows. A treatise dealing exclusively with medical 

knowledge concerning bovine animals i.e. Gaviiyurveda attributed to 

Golama must have been current up to the middle ages, as quotations 

rrom it are found in the RifjamJrtaf!fla. but no authentic version is known 
0' 

at present-. 

In the Mahiibhiirala, Virii[a Parva (Chapter Ill). Sa!mdeva, the 

firth Piindavd, ha'S described himself as wcllversed in the science of .. 
management and treatment of cows. According to the famous indologist 

P.V. Vartak, the two Piindavas, Nakula and Sahadeva practised 
" 

veterinary medicine. The information on ancient veterinary medicine and 

the treatment of disease are available largely in Sanskrit. Some 

information is also tOund in local vernacular languages of the Indian 

states, which indicate the incessant and relentless effort of the people 

from every part of the sub-continent for development of veterinary 

medicine. During the reign of Emperor, Asoka, many well-equipped 

veterinary hospitals were built. Full care and protection was to be 

provided to the animals and in this regard the positive role of the state 

authority is declared in no uncertain terms. It is stated in the second 

major Rock Edict 
23

: 

Everywhere in the empire of the Beloved of the Gods. the King 

Piyadassi and even in the lands on its frontiers, those of the Colas, 

Pill;J}iyas, Satyiiputras, Keraiaputras, and as far as Ceylon, and of the 

Greek King named Anliochus and of those kings who are neighbours of 

that Antiochus, everywhere the two medical services of the Beloved of 

the Gods, the King Piyadassi, have been provided. These consist of the 

medical care of man and the care of animals. Medicinal herbs whether 
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useful to man or to beast, have been brought and planted wherever they 

did not grow; similarly. roots and fruits have been brought and planted 

wherever they did not grow. Along the roads, well have been dug and 

trees planted for the use of men and beasts. 

The edict makes it evident that many medical centres, for the 

animals were established at length side by side with the hospitals for 

men. Thus there is hardly any contradiction regarding the long heritage 

of studies on animals and plants in ancient India. 

In the Agnipuriina there is a series of verses praising the greatness 

of cows and prescribing remedies against cattle disease
24

• 

It is said-

A king should protect cows and brahmii;s. Cows arc sacred and 

auspicious. The world is sustained by them. Such reverence for cows was 

generated from the high utility of the beast !rom the practical point of 

view. 

Dhanvantari. the mythical physician describes the treatment of the 

diseases of the cows: 

'Oil mixed with rock salt and decoction of Snigavcra, balii and miim.sa. . . 
together with honey should be used for the diseases affecting the horns 

of cows' (Agni., 292.23.p.800). 

'Oil prepared with maiijljJhi, asafoetida and rock salt or garlic 

alone should be used in all kinds of pain in the ears'. (Agni., p. 24). 

'Besmearing a paste of the roots of bilva, apiimiirga, dhiitak1~ 

piifakii and ktqaja at the base of the teeth would remove the pain therein' 

(Agni., p. 25). 

' . . . . Ghee heated with the ingredients used for removmg 

toothache is known to r~move the disease of mouth. Rock salt. (is used) 

for the disease of tongue' (Agni., p. 26). 

' ' Spigavera, the two varieties of turmeric and the three kinds of 

myrobalans (arc useful to remedy) the stiffness of neck. The three 

myrobalans mixed with the ghee given as a drink to cows is commended 
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m heartache, stomachache, rheumatic complaints and pulmonary 

diseases. The two varieties of turmeric and pifhii may be given for 

dysentery'. (Agni., pp. 27-28). 

' Srrigavera and bhiirgi may be given for the diseases of the 

digestive organs and the pulmonary capillaries, cough and asthma. 

(Agni., p. 29). 

1

Priyarigu together with salt should be g1ven for JOmmg the 

broken (bones). Oil that removes wind, 

(would cure) biliousness'. (Agni., p. 30). 

when heated with madhuyasti , 

'Mustard mixed with honey (would be the remedy) ror 
(derra11gcd) phlegm. (For the diseases) of the flesh, the same with the 

dust of P"Haka (Would be the remedy). One should apply oil, clarified 

butter and haritiila on wounds from which blood oozes out.' (Ibid. p. 31 ). 

'Blackgram, sesamum. wheat, cow's milk and ghee made into a ball 

with salt gives nourishment to the calves. It would give strength to the 

young bulls. Fumigation would destroy the affliction due to evil planets. 

Fumigation with devdiru, vacii, miipsi, guggulu, asafoetida and mustard 

is beneficial for cows against pain due to evil planets. After fumigation a 

bell should be tied to cows'. (Agni., p. 32-34, p. 801 ). 

'If a cow is fed with aSvagandhii and sesamum it would increase 

its strength and make it yield profuse milk. For a bull that is maintained 

in the house, oil cake (would be) the elixir'. (Agni., p. 35). 

From the prescribed medicines mentioned above for treatment of 

cattle diseases and health care, it comes to be clear that the Ayurveda 

meant for the cattle falls within the limits of Trido~a theory. viiyu. pitta 

and kapha are supposed to be present in all living creatures, diffused 

simultaneously in every minute portion of the organism to activate and 

govern the entire biological process between conception and death. 

Hence, diseases can be cured by administering bhe~ajas which bear the 

potentiality of restitution, restoration or pacification in case of any 

irregularity. 
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Cattle were important resources for food and farm power. Verses 

84-111 in the K[Ji-PariiSara emphasize that management of cattle must 

be done welL Cattle sanitation, health and nutrition are stressed in verses 

84-98
25

• 

Some of the verses are as follows: Carry on cultivation in such a 

manner as does not inflict pain on the draught animals. Grains obtained 

through the suffering of draught animals, are condemned in all the rites' 

(Kr.Pa.,V.84) 'Corns, obtained through oppression of draught animals, 

though grown fourfo{d, are quickly destroyed by their sighs' 

(Kr.Pa., V.85). 

By molasses fodder, smoke and other nourishments and also by 

grazing in the morning and evening draught animals never suffer' 

(KI:Pa .. V. 86). 

' The draught animals of one, whose cowshed is very strongly 

built, pure and free from cowdung, grow up even without 

nourishments' (Kr.Pa., V.87). 

'Where the bullocks are allowed to move out of the cowshcd 

daily, smeared with cowdung and urine, nourishment can serve no 
, 

purpose. (Kr.Pa .. V. 88). 

'A cow shed measuring five steps, is known to be conducive to 

the growth of cows. Made in sirphageha, it surely causes destruction of 

cows. (The period of sun's stay in Leo i.e. July-August should be 

avoided)' (Kr.Pi!., V.89). 

' Cows cry at the sight of that place, bereft of the Goddess of 

wealth, where a light is not put in the cowshed in the evening' (Kr.Pa.,Y. 

95). 

'A plough is said to have eight bulls, six for ordinary use, four for 

!he cruel and two for the cow killers' (Kr.Pa., V. 96). 

The verses stated above are important in the sense that good farm 

management is essentially related to the maintenance of healthy and 

strong draught animals like cows and bulls. But at the same time 
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ParfiSara 's direction is that farm should be tilled causing no hardship to 

the bulls. Excessive exploitation of the animals is condemned in the text. 

Cleanliness and good condition of the cowshed have been considered as 

essential for wellbeing of the cattle and sometimes counted even more, 

than special nutrition. A cowpen where a lamp is not lighted in the 

evening is without the blessings Laxmi. The connotation is that cow-shed 

should not be left without lamp after the sun-set. This is natural that a 

cow may feel comfortable in lighted shed as the animal feels unsafe in 

darkness. 

Verse 90, 91, 93, 94, etc. contain some superstitious beliefs. 

L1kc KJ:si-P:Jrii.Sara, Gocaritra' a script written in 1852 and considered to 

be of similar period as of Kr~i-PariiSara describes the importance of 

cattle, their selection and treatment
26

. It has been suggested to select a 

white cow having a large body, simple small horns, circular hooves, 

broad mouth and long tail, because such a cow will yield two times 

more mill<. Preference wa~ also given to such cows of various other 

colours such as grey, almond and red with patches on face, smooth skin. 

fine hair coat, large body, large abdomen and long neck and tail for 

selection, 

Thus on the basis of observation and experience, people gathered 

adequate knowledge on different aspects of cattle science especially on 

health and hygiene. Though in the light of modem advances made in the 

field of veterinary science, the techniques adopted for the diagnosis of 

the diseases of an ailing animal and its treatment in the older days may 

appear to be crude, yet these are scientific and result orientct_'t. 

The Ciilukya kings encourages literary and academic 

compositions by poets and scholars in various field. While there is 

Miinasolliisa, the encyclopaedic treatise of the western Ciilukya King 

Some§varadeva in Sanskrit, there is also text like Lokopakiira by 

Cllvnndarilya written in Kannapa (as already mentioned in earlier 

chapter), a regional language. 

Chapter IX of Lokopakiira has documented in old Kannaf!a, 

knowledge pertaining to animals and animal diseases which were much 
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prevalent in the north Kamataka regwn m the beginning of the 11
111 

century. Chapter X deals with the treatment on snakebite and Chapter XI 

deals with characteristics of animals. Out of 58 verses in Chapter IX, 

almost 30 verses have been spent for discussion on diseases and 

treatment of cattle. 

The first 6 verses describe different remedial measures for treating 

barrencss of cow, easy release of the chorion of cow, buffalo. horse, goat 

and other domestic animals and also to rectify some behavioural 

irregularities of a mother-cow during the post-natal stage. Besides. 

treatment is prescribed for unnatural complications during the period of 

pregnancy. A verse may be cited here for our full understanding: If the 

calf appears to come out of the uterus of the cow well before the 

completion of the pregnancy period, it should be washed with sour gruel 

and later smeared with the juice of black night shade fruits or of prickly 

chaff flower plant root and should be pushed in with lhe fist. This will 

enable the calf to return to its proper place in the uterus of the cow
28

. 

Verses l 0 and 11 deal with the diseases in the mouth of cow and 

their treatments. Cough and its treatment have been discussed in V.12. 

Besides, a number of ailments like albugo (eye infliction). swellings. 

swollen belly. stomach pain, fever, nervous disorders. twisting diseases, 

kogile disease, waning disease. boils of gum and hoof, boils on the 

nerves, veins etc., worms in the horns, swelling of shoulders and their 

medicinal remedies have been discussed in the Lokopakiira so that the 

rural agrarian people may benefit from the instructions. 

An excellent piece of sculpture depicted on a rock wall of 

Mahabalipuram bears an eloquent testimony to the practice of animal 

husbandry in the past. The cow is licking the calf with natural affection 

while being milched by a man. A single sculpture reveals at a moment 

the whole behaviour of the animals and cow-calf relationship and 

economic viability of cattle as well (Fig.7). 

The Mrigapakshi Shastra by Hamsadeva (C.l3u' century) contains 

information on cattle
29

• Different varieties of buffalos, bull, cow. sheep, 

goat have been described along with their behaviour (MPS .• V.502-655a). 
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Harpsadeva has given age limit of all animals and birds, which 

information carry much importance from the zoological point of view. 

This book is regarded as an asset to zoological studies in ancient time. 

Horse: That the Indians knew the use of horse in hoary antiquity is 

attested by the Rgveda. 'Both at Harappa and Mohenjodaro the horse 

bones appeared in the upper levels and hence can not be assigned to the 

mature Indus phase'
30

. There are also occasional representations of the 

horse in terracotta art, still the exact situation may be delineated by 

quoting Sahu, 'piecing together the available evidence it can be inferred 

that the animal was known to people at least by the early 2nct millennium 

B.C. if not earlier. Nevertheless, the material remains do not indicate any 
· 'j" , ,- h 1 ,:>J s1gm ·1cam use 01 t e norse . 

Obviously, the study on the horse is to be started from the days of 

the Rgveda on the basis of information therein. A few verses may be 

quoted to evince the use of horse in the period. Mighty horse was used 

for many purposes by the f.?gvcdic Aryans. It is said in the f.?gvcda 

regarding the horse: ~Best strength-givers, ye stretch wide jaws, 0 

Sacrificial Implements, Like two bay horses champing herbs
32

. Vigorous 

horse along with kine has been regarded as source of prosperity. 

In one verse it is explicitly expressed: 'Thou, Indu, as a vigorous 

horse, hast neighed together steeds and kine: Unbar for us the doors to 

wealth
33

,. A beautiful comparison has been made between a dark horse 

decorated with pearls and the sky studded with bright constellations. 

Like a dark steed adorned with pearl, The Fathers have decorated heaven 

with constellations. They set the light in day, in night the darlmess. 

Brlwspati cleft the rock and found the cattle
34

• 

The ASvamedha sacrifice was a great event in the political life of 

India. The horse was used for many purposes, e.g. drawing the plough. 

carts and chariots, carrying mails and soldiers in battles. It was also used 

as a mount in hunting. Cavalry formed an important part of the military 

set-up. Caparisoned horses added to the grandeur of processions. The 

king when remained engaged in hunting in open grounds. some women 
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guards used to take position on chariots, some on horses and some even 
35 

on elephants. 

' Megasthenes gives the tmpresswn that no private person 

permitted to keep a horse or elephant. The possession of either is a royal 

' privilege, and there are men to take care of them . The comment of 

Megasthenes is in sharp contradiction with that of Nearchus. But 

Trautmann finds out the reason of this apparent contradiction. He says 

that 'Nearchus' description is confined to the region which bore the 

bnmt of Alexander's invasion. But Megasthenes on the other hand 

describes the situation he found two or more decades later in the 

Mauryan Empire, probably at Pii!aliputra in which he resided. The 

private ownership of elephants and also of horses, camels and asses, may 

be seen. prevailed then in that north-western sector of the Indian 

subcontinent which Candragupta Maurya was shortly to absorb within 

his empire. It is this empire which Megasthenes depicts for us, and its 

monopoly of the sinews of war, that must have been a factor of the first 

importance in achieving its success against the more loosely ordered 

states of the north-wese
6

. So the studies on Horse and Elephant as both 

the animals constituted the limbs of 'Caturallga army came to acquire 

much importance in nmning the state craft and the polity. In the 

Artha§iistra, we find that the Superintendent of Horses is a notable 

dignitary in the royal service. Kau,tilya instmcts a king to appoint a 

person, thoroughly conversant with the equestrian science as the 

A.5viidhyak~'ia. Kaufilyc.l states that the A§v!idhyak?a should maintain a 

register of horses containing the data about the breed. age, colour, marks. 

class and the place of collection. It is his duty to report on crippled or 

diseased horse
37 

(K.A., 2.30.2.p.l70).Kaufilya gives some guiding 

principles about the construction of a stable (K.A., 2.30.4-7, p. 170). The 

stable should be spacious. The width of the stable should be double the 

length of a horse. It must have four doors on four sides and a rolling 

ground in the centre with an entrance-hall, provided with sitting 

arrangement. There should be number of monkeys, peacocks, spotted 

deer, ichneumons, cakoras, parrots and §!irikiis. Kaufilya has not given 

any reason for keeping these animals and birds. But Sensarma explains 
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that the mongoose and peacock can save the horses from snakes, the 

birds can weed out the wonns from the body including ears of the horses~ 

and the monkey can make noise at the sight of strangers, even they can 

drive them away. Thus it may be held that Katifilya wants these animals 

and birds as natural guards and scavengers of the horses: But he is not 
38 

sure of the role of the spotted deer . 

Kaafilya further suggests that the stable should be constructed in 

such a way that each horse can be kept there facing either the cast or the 

north. The floor should be buill of smooth planks with a trough for 

fodder of each horse and also passages for removal of urine and dung. 

He continues that there should be separate chambers for vatjiiva 

(pregnant horse) vrsa I.e. stallions and kiSora J.e. foals 

(K.A..l 1.30.5.6.7). All these instructions practically are involved with 

the question of hygiene of the horses and clean and pollution free 

environment within the stable. 

Kcwfilya states that quantity and quality of food for horses should 

be compatible with the age, type and work~Ioad of the animal. The 

normal diet of the best type of horse should consist of two drniJaS of half 

dried or half boiled Sii!i rice, vrfhi rice, barley, priyaflgu or same quantity 

of mudga or miifa and a prastha of fat. five palas of salt fifty palas of 

flesh, one iidhaka of rasa or two iidakas of curd, five palas of ksiira, one . . . 
prastha of surii (alcohol) or two prasthas of milk (K.A .. II.30.18). The 

same quantity of drink shall be specially given to those horses which are 

tired of long journey or of carrying loads and one additional prastha o[ 

fat should be given. They should also be served with one Kudava (of fat) 

for inhailing through nose, half a bbiira of green fodder, and twice as 

much of ordinary grass and hay stalk or grass shall be spread over an 

area of six arantis (K.A., Il.30.19) this is probably to form a bedding for 

the horse. 

The horses of medium grade should be served with the same 

ration as that of the best horses but less by one quarter. Similarly horses 

of lower size shall receive the same quantity as a horse of medium size. 

Steeds and paraSamas shall have one quarter less of rations. 
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Kaufilya also discusses on the food to be served to a horse at post

natal period as also to the new born colt (K.A.,l1.30.8,9). The horses 

which are incapacitated due to injury in battle, disease or old age should 

be given only that quantity of ration which fill their stomachs. The horses 

which are unfit for war (inspire of having good health) may be utilized 

for the purpose of crossing the mares in the interest of the country people 

and they may be given ration of mares (K.A., 11.30,27,2). 

The horses should be bathed twice a day and bedaubed with 

sandal powder. 

Veterinary surgeons should look after the horses and should make 

change in the diet if and when it is needed. Any mistake or carelessness 

in the treatment of diseases of horses are considered as punishable 

otl-'ence. 

It appears that, according to Kaufilya, the able teachers should 

train the horses because regular training of a horse is nothing but 

preparation for war. Different types of movements, jumping and 

galloping are to be practised by the horse. 

Kaufilya makes a qualitative classification of horses: 

Breed Quality 

Kamboja 

Sindhu 
Best 

Aratta 

Vanayu 

Biihlika 

Piipeya 

Sauvira 
Middle 

Taitala 

And the rest Ordinary. 

Kau[ilya does not make any specific mention of diseases of 

horses, nor their remedies. Perhaps, it was exclusively the area of 

concern of the veterinary scientists. Texts exclusively dealing with the 
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different aspects of horse's life indicates that the equestrian science 

bears a long background since the ancient time. 

' The Sa1phitii of Sailhotra, an ancient and famous treatise dealing 

exclusively with horses may be regarded as the source book of all the 

later works on science of management and treatment of horses. The 
' Smphiti of SaJihotra was, according to some redacted by Kalhana under 

the title Siilihotrasirasamuccayi
9

• A translation in Arabic was made 

tmder the Caliphs of Baghdad and came to be known as .S,iiliitm: Besides, 

there are more editions or redactions of this work. These are 

A§vavaidyaka by Jayadattasurf and A§va.Siistra by Nakula. 

Of all the .sages who are renowned in connection with the teaching 
' of the veterinary science, Siilihotra stands pre-eminent. He is said to have 

learned the science from Brahm§, the fountain head of all medical lore 
40

. 

He described the subject of 'Horse ·and its treatment' which is also 

known to the world as Hayilyurvcda, Aiviiyurveda or Turarigama ,__{astra. 

Some chapters of this book are quoted in the AgnipwW;a. Hayiiyurveda 

is also described in Matsyapurillya and GarwjapurJJ:a. Garga was another 
' -

ancient writer on horse. Sukriiciirya in his Nitisill:a treated the subject in 

detail. and he is largely quoted in the commentary on the ASva-vaidyaka. 

King NaJa had an epithet Asvavit. Nakula and Sahadeva. the two 

Pill_Jflavas were taught by DrmJiiciirya in equestrian science and cattle 

science respectively. 

To Nakttia is ascribed the work called Aiva§iistram which is still 

extant
41

• The manuscript on which the edition is based contains picture of 

twenty one horses of different types. (A few selected pictures are given 

in the Appendix at the end) (Figs. 8,9,10,1], 12,13,14). 

Reference is also made in ASvalakfaJ.18 .5iistra to a big treatise on 

the subject by Sirphadatta. Another important work is A§vavaidyaka by 

Jayadattasuri. This book has 68 chapters dealing with many topics 

including separate chapters on different breed of horses; their 

characteristics according to age, sex and breed; the features to be desired 

in horses for riding, drawing carriage and for stud purposes, foaling, 

1.ctation, diet, various types of internal medicines and external 
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applications for equine diseases like cough, indigestion. diarrhoea, skin 

diseases, apoplexy, madness etc. and surgical operations for treatments 

of malformations. diseased conditions, castration, etc. The medical and 

surgical methods follow the classical precepts of .AyrtNeda
42

• 

V.itsya is another sage versed in the veterinary science. 

An Ayurvedic lexicon, also credited to Nakula, named Clkitsi 

Samgrah£1 contains a glossary of terms and materia medica relating to 

this branch of knowledge. 

Jayadeva also wrote on the treatment of horses. The work is 

known as 'Hayaliliivatlniimasarpgraha. Malliniitha Siir[ has quoted 

verses from Hay,1JfJiivati. Bhoja was a writtcr on the same subject, but 

the text is not available. In Yukllkalpataru, draught and other animais are 

described. 

There IS another work A§va-vaidya c9iistra by Dipaflkara. In 

Kavikalpalatii. there are some descriptions of horses. Siiraflgadhara is the 

author of Turaflga-par[k;sii and Vifii-cikitsii. 

In the Lokopakiira, horse diseases and their treatments have been 

described in chapter IX
43

. In the introductory verse (V. 31) the author 

deals with the theory of the diseases and treatment of horses. He states 

here that the disorders of horses are also due to the disorders of the 

trida~r.,·as. Thus it is expressly stated that the sciences like aSvavaidyaka 

and govaidyaka arc based on the fundamental principles of Ayurveda. 

From the statement in this section on horses, it appears that the readers or 

listeners which the author envisaged were two different groups of people. 

One group (to whom the section on cattle appears to have been 

addressed) included the masses for whom for all practical purposes, the 

Siistra was more useful, while the other group (for whom the section was 

addressed) included the upper classes, kings, army oft1cers, physicians 

qualified in Ayurveda, wealthy people, and trades men who were also 

interested in obtaining wisdom in the fundamentals of the science. We 

find in Indian sources like the Mahiibhiirata, high dignity of elephants 

and of horse-drawn chariots. These majestic animals were meant not 

only for warfare but these were signs of rank and dignity in a society in 
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which their ownership is broadly diffused. The same tradition 

predominat the social and political ideas even up to recent days 
44

. 

' Next may be mentioned Mrgapak~i Sastra (MPS) by Hmpsadeva 

(C.l3
1
h Century A.D.). As the title denotes, it is a science of animals and 

birds. The MPS describes seven variants of horses. In India the twirling 

markings on the skin are considered auspicious signs indicating a good 

horse. The season of Vasanta March-April) incites mating. The gestation 

period is correctly recorded as 10-12 months. Maturity is attained at 4 to 

6 years. Training has to be given from young age. The life span is again 

correctly indicated as 25 years. Thus it transpires that a thorough study 

was made on the horses regarding their behaviour, reproductive 

physiology, and life span. It is also suggested that the training of the 

horses should be imparted at early age and proper time when 

receptability of any training remains its peak. 

Besides, even as late as 1812. King Indusena wrote his 

Sirasarpgraha, a short treatise on veterinary medicine, based on 

~~ilihotra 's work. Manapiiyamalam is a book on the characteristics of 

good and bad horses with hints for ascertaining their age etc 
45

. 

The extant treatises on horses arc broadly of two classes. One 

class discuses the breed and the good and bad signs of horses. In the 

other class, various diseases of horses and their treatment have been dealt 

with. 

The Asvasastra of Nuka/a belongs lo !he former class. Nakula. the 

author of the text appears from the fourth and fifth verses to be identical 

with Nakula. one of the five PiiJ;lflava brothers of the Mahabhiirata. The 
46 

contextual verses are . 

Jayati sa pa!'flavanathafl Kr~no raja Yudhi~fhiro Bhimof;ll 

Piirtha Nakula Sahadeviistadanu Vajisastratattvajiiii!J II 4 

Drstva samastam Nakulah sastram tacchiilihotriyam I . . . . . 
Brute tattviirthamanadharp Siistnup krtvif sam5sataJ; 11 5 

' PraiJipatya dhavalatanarp timirahara!p gopatiip SaSiirikarp ca I 

Asvayurvedanidhim Mahiimunim Salihotram ca II 6 . . . 
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/ 

Yc Siilihotra Susmta Gargiidi maharfihhiJ; puriigaditiiiy I 

Sve svc lurariga Siistre yo gap Siintyai vik8riiJ;.iim II 7 

The meaning is - Lord Krsna and the Pindavas are adepts in the science . . . . . 
of horses. 

Naku/a, the fourth P8flgava, compiled this work on horses with 
/ 

the help of all the texts of Siilihotra, the first and foremost exponent of 

this branch of knowledge among human beings. The exponents of this 

science are as follows: (1) Siirya (Sun), (2) Candra (Moon) (3) Sage 

Siiiihotra, (4) Su§ruta, (5) Garga and others. This treatise on horses is the 

quintessence of the works of these great authorities. 

The topics, dealt within the work are bricJly as follows: 

In Praise of Horses: In this chapter, horses are described as useful mainly 

in warfare. Physically and psychologically they arc uniquely fitted for 

this purpose. Their fearlessness. accuracy, acute sensitiveness and extra 

ordinary team spirit are highly appreciated. It is said that the horses arc 

capable of enduring hunger and thirst. The horses are tit for all seasons. 

Extreme utility of horse for the army has got nice literary expression in 

the following versc:
47 

- -
Candrahinii yathii ratrilj patihinii palivratii I 

Hayahfnii tathii sena vistffl}iipi na Sobhate II 32 

In praise of Raivata: In this chapter are given a few verses in praise of 

Raivala, the divine master of horses. 

Horses Lose their Wings: It has been said that the horses were originally 
/ 

winged creatures. Siilihotra clipped their wings on request of Indra and 

they became useful to mankind. 

Anatomy of Horses: This chapter enumerates and defines various parts of 

the body of horses. 

Characteristics of Horses: In this chapter it is said that before selection of 

horses, there appearance, formation of body and signs are to be 

examined. Particularly condemned are those having inauspicious signs in 

the lips, face and nose etc. Good signs also are detected. 
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One should consider the following eight distinctive aspects in 

choosing a good flawless horse. They are in the order of importance: 1. 

Body, 2. Character, 3. Colour, 4. Steps, 5. Voice, 6. Smell, 7. Shade. 8. 

Avanas. These aspects are separately dealt with in subsequent chapters 

in the text. 

An ideal horse must be stout in chest, forehead and back, short in 

back, ears and Kusfhika. soft in hair and mane, big in mouth, eyes and 

head, thin in lips, tongue and ends of mouth and long in neck. forelegs 

d f
. 48 

an ace . 

In the Agnipurina detailed information are available on diseases 

and management of the horses 
49

• In Chapter 288, Dhanvantari said, 'I 

shaH describe the essence of (science relating to) the management of 

horse and the treatment of their diseases. In order to achieve dharma, 

artha (virtue) and kiima (enjoyment and prosperity) (a king) should 

acquire (good) horses'. In this chapter, the author gives emphasis on the 

proper mle of riding and taming. The development of inherent natural 

qualities of horses depends on the management capability of a rider. In 

this context Dhanvantari's instructions are: 'Generally the defects in the 

horses arc produced in their bodies. The excellent riders should convert 

them into good qualities with much effor,t' (288,¥.21). 

'The good qualities that are due to the ability of the riders would 

appear as natural'. (288.v.22). Measures have been devised by the sage 

for protecting the horse from bites of flies and tiny insects (288, V. 57, 

58). Dhanvantari has classified the horses into four classes, namely -

bhadra, manda, ma;a and sallkffl}a. 
/ 

In chapter 289, the speaker is Sii!Jhotra. He defines bad symptoms 

of horses. Simultaneously he has given elaborate prescriptions in order to 

cure the horses from ailments with the help of herbal medicines, honey, 

sugar¥ind saindhava (a kind of rock salt). 

Like in all other scientific endeavours, equine science was not free 

from the beliefs and practices. It was entangled with speculation or more 
/ , 

specifically with superstitions. saJihotra, in chapter 290. obviously has 
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gtven instmction for propitiatory rites to be perlormed for curing the 

disease of horses. 

That the horse was an indispensable part of state machineries is 
/ 

also attested by the composition of the authors like Sukriiciirya. In course 

of description of the functions of the crown prince and other state 

officials. the author declares explicitly the qualifications to be possessed 

by the Superintendent of Horses of a kingdom. 

Sukra says, 'the man who knows of the feeling of horses and can 

discover and distinguish their qualities by studying their species. colour 

and movements, who knows how to guide, train and treat them and is 

aware of their mettle, spirit and diseases, who k..nows what is good and 

what is bad nourishment for them, who knows oi' their weight, their 

capacity for bearing weights, their teeth and their age, who besides is 

valorous, adept in military parades and is wise, should be appointed to 

the superintendentship of horses 5° (§uk., II, V. 260-263). 

The primary sources already taken into consideration point to the 

fact that the behavioural science of animals i.e. Ethology had its origin in 

India in the remote past. 

In a discourse on animal science, a text on horse lore of Assam 

deserves special mention. The text is known by the name (]horii Nidiin
51 

The author as well as the date of its composition is not definitely known. 

The original manuscript was handed over to T.C. Bhattacharjee by the 

Kammpa Anusandhan Samiti through Pandit Hemchandra Goswamy. A 

meticulous examination of the style and vocabularies of the 'Puthi' 

induce Bhattacharjee to decipher that in this treatise, there is no trace of 

int1uence of the Vaisnavi writers which is much dominant over the 

literature of Assam. 'Rather its style and diction are plain and homely 

and resemble more faithfully those of the Buranjis of Assam than other 

literary production. As such it. can naturally be regarded as a piece of 
' work compiled sometime during the administration of the Ahoms... . 

Horse obviously constitutes an 

'Caturariga Senii according to traditional 

important component of 

rule. In the case of Ahom 

regime, naturally there was no exception, as is evident from the paintings 
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of the HastividyJn;wva. A beautiful illustration of the King on the 

elephant with the fourfold division of the army makes it clear that the 

Ahom rulers maintained horses with great care and they had under their 

command, Caturanga Senii (Fig. 15). 

Obviously, the horse was an important factor in the civil and 

military functions of the state and there was a special department under a 

Ghora-Barua. 

Bhattacharjce after a careful examination of the related factors 

forms an opinion that it carmot be held that this treatise has any 

connection with the traditional Sanskrit treatises on horse of ancient 

India. The inherent mdvety of the text proves that it should be a product 

of experience acquired independently in Assam with reference to the 

horses trained and domiciled in the land of Assam. It may be considered 

as a valuable supplement to those Sanskrit treatises recognized at all 

India level as source book of knowledge. 

The original puthi contains 40 leaves and written in old Assamcse 

script and it was discovered from Mangaldai Subdivision in the Western 

part of Assam which was the main centre of horse trade in the past. 

Though horse is not an endemic animal of Assam, yet Bhutan was 

known for its horses since the days of yore. Rulers of Assam most 

probably procured horses from Bhutan. ll is learnt from Minhaj that a 

regular supply of horses used to reach Bengal from Tibet (Bhutan) via 

K - . h 1"'" amrup m t c ~J century. 

A. Ouha has shown that unlike the trade with Bengal. Ahom trade 

with Tibet and Bhutan was favourable. The latter countries offered rock

salt, woolens, gold dust, horses, yak-tails, musk and Chinese silks in 

exchange for Lac, dried fish, cotton and silk fabrics and perhaps rice and 

iron
52

• The bulk of this caravan trade was between the Ahom Kingdom 

and Lhasa and was negotjated at a place in the foot"hill. Thus the western 

part of Assam particularly Mangaldai and Kamrup became the main 

centre of horse trade. Therefore, in the opinion of Baishya, there 

developed traditional veterinary practices for looking after and treating 
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the horses and as such scientific traditional veterinary lares are extant in 

a number of manuscripts in the localitl
3

• 

Bhattacharjee refers to two more Puthis on horse lore namely 

Ghorar Lokshana and Ghotoka Ratna in the custody of Goswami of 

Kulbil Satra. Besides he came across several copies of Ohara Nid8n, 

which differ a great deal so far as their style and composition are 

concerned. 

The method, style and treatment of the subject make it distinct 

from other Sanskrit treatises. A viable logic for designating the text as 

Assam's native production is that the treatise has no mention in it of 

either spices or herbs which are rare in Assam 5
4

. 

The puthi may he divided broadly into two sections, one dealing 

with the classes, colour and characteristics of ponies and the other with 

diseases, their symptoms and curative measures. 

Section I contains: 

(!)The horse, kinds and characteristics 

(2) Colours and characters according to colours. 

(3) The parts of body, and what they indicate, natural marks and their 

inductions. 

(4) Vices and their cure. 

(5) A few instmctions to the riders. 

Section II contains: 

( 1) Diseases, their general symptoms and treatments. In this section, 

as much as 109 names of diseases and their antidotes are given. 

There is hardly any doubt that this hand-book on horse lore of course 

reflects an individual and distinctive local character and can not be 

equated with other ancient Sanskrit treatises on equestrian science. 

The text, as is evident from the contents, thoroughly deals with 

the Tatuk (Bhutan pony) and the Turuki (Turki pony). They have each 

three varieties. The male is called Tangon and a mare is known as Taji. 

By Achowari (a local term) means an expert rider who knows about the 
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strength, intelligence and gait of the pony. Typically indigenous terms 

and words are used in the Ohara Nidiin e.g. Ablakh pakhara, Bagh 

darya, Baghno/a, Bagh pakhora, Bamuna pakhora, Clu'Jimi, Chai

Chilimi. Chabua Ch1limi. Chakar, Dabla or Dapona. Deocharai, Fulam 

pa.khora and such other likely words which attribute much native flavour 

to the text and gives it a distinct entity. Still by collating the essence of 

the Sanskrit treatises as well as of the Assamese text it is felt that 

obviously there may be rules variable fTom those given in the Sanskrit 

treatises with regard to selection of good horse. colour prejudice, natural 

marks and their indications i.e. whorl, riding etc. due to ecological 

factors. but thematically, the text is not totally dissociated from the 

principles founded on the experience of the past. From the 

HLISlividyiirnava it becomes apparent that the Assam people were fuily 

concerned with the developmental process that was going on outside 

their orbit. But the people, of course had that capacity to distinguish 

themselves by adding fundamental know ledge to golden treasury of 

knowledge of the country as a whole, accumulated through the ages. 

Elephant Science 

The word Hasti.fiislra may be translated into English as 'Elephantlogy. 

The science deals with topics like genealogical, physical, mental and 

intellectual characteristics of elephants, techniques of tracing and 

capturing elephants from forests, nourishment for healthy growth and 

general upkeep, taming and training them for war and work and 

diagnosis and treatment of their diseases. It was seriously studied in 

India since very ancient times in great details and has a continuous 

written and oral tradition 55
. 

There are two species of elephant viz. African and Asian, their 

scientific names are Loxodonla africana and E/ephas maximus 
56 

respectively' . It is obvious that the elephantolgists of India in the 

ancient past must have studied and recorded their observations on the 

details of the Asian type. 
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The study of animal behaviour has started by the western scholars 

only recently. But it may be concluded with confidence that this sort of 

science has its roots in India from the yore. Even if we go by the recent 

definition of ethology, we think the conclusion regarding India's 

achievement in this field would remain unaltered. 

The noted European ethologist Niko Tinbergen has provided a 

useful and widely accepted framework which is much similar in 

approach to the study of animal behaviour in ancient India. Tinbergen 

pointed out that the first tasks of the study of behaviour are observation 

d j . . 57 
an (_ escnptwn . 

The animal remains excavated from the Indus site fall under three 

categories: domestic, semi-domestic and wHd beasts. Among the 

animals, the most popular animals regularly reproduced on seals are 

vanous types of bulls. The next popular one on the seal is elephant 

figure. 

We get several references to elephant in ancient literature. The 

powerful and huge animal has got nice expression in the hymns of the 

J,?.gveda. One of such hymns is as follows: 

~Mighty, with wondrous power and marvellously bright, self 

strong like mountains, ye glide swiftly on your way. Like the wild 

elephants, ye eat the forests up when ye assume your strength among the 

bright red flames' (RV., 1.64.7.p.43). 

The ancient Indian kings maintained huge armies in which foot 

soldiers and warriors riding in chariots, on horse backs and on elephants 

formed the four division, combinedly known as Caturmiga sena, 

Breeding, maintaining and training of elephants as well as of horses and 

studying and treating their ailments, therefore, occupied a place of vital 

importance in the defence of the state. 

Consequently, the ruling class used to pay much attention to the 

development of knowledge in this branch of study and engaged scholars 

and experts who investigated the veterinary science, right from the early 

days. Their knowledge was naturally based on observation and 
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experience. But simultaneously, it should be remembered that the 

information culled from those down to earth people who in fact used to 

take main part in the entire process of taming the wild animals and 

making it possible to ride on, practically made the foundation of branch 

of study on the animal through direct association with the wild life. 

The detailed description given by Megasthenes on catching and 

taming of wild elephants suggests that the government had to maintain 

people, experts in such works. 

The whole process of chasing and taming IS described m the 

rollowing quoted lines from Megasthencs: 

'They dig a deep ditch round a tree-less tract about four or five 

stadia in circuit and bridge the entrance with a very narrow bridge; and 

then, letting loose into the enclosure three or four of their tamest 

females. they themselves lie in wait under cover in hidden huts. Now the 

wild elephants do not approach by day, but they make the entrance one 

by one at night; and when they have entered, the men close the entrance 

secretly; and then, leading the most courageous of their tame 

combatatants into the enclosure, they fight it out with the wild 

elephants, at the same time wearing them down also by starvation; and 

once the animals arc worn out, the boldest of the riders secretly 

dismount and each creeps under the belly his own riding-elephant. and 

then. starting from here, creeps under the wild elephant and binds his 

feet together; and when this is done, they command the tamed elephants 

to beat those whose feet have been bound until they fall to the ground ... 

Of the elephants captured, they reject those that are too old or too young 

for service and lead the rest to the stall; and then, having tied their feet 

... they subdue them by hunger; and then they restore them with green 

cane and grass. After this the elephants are taught to obey 

commands .... Those that are hard to tame are rare; for by nature the 

elephant is of a mild and gentle disposition, so that it is close to a 

rational animal; and some elephants have taken up their riders who had 

fallen ... safely out of the battle. And if in anger they have killed one of 

their feeders or masters, they yearn after him so strongly that through 
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grief they abstain from food and sometimes even starve themselves to 
,58 

death . 

The description of the entire course of the operation with minute 

details makes it clear that the whole matter of elephant catching and 

taming is related to the behavioural study of this gigantic animal. 

Richly decorated elephants always constituted the attractive and 

glamorous part of royal processions
59

. The sculptural piece of Dhauli 

elephant in Orissa is indeed a loud expression of 'His Imperial Majesty 

King Afoka' presenting himself with quiet dignity before the people of 

Killiiiga. The artist chose this giant animal in a dignified motion perhaps 

to exhibit the majesty and dignity of the Mauryan imperial glory
60

. N.R. 

Ray's comment in this context may be recalled, 'Indeed, such plastic 

presentation of bulky volume. such feeling for living flesh rendered with 

remarkable realism, such lmowledge of the physiognomical form of the 

subject treated and such sense of dignified movement and linear rhythm 

have no parallel in Mauryan animal sculptures '
61

• 

In the state building process, the importance of elephants and 

horses can never be missed. Formation of a state and its consequent 

defense measures could never be imagined without utilizing the inherent 

strength, power and qualities of the animals like horses and elephants. 

How imperial dream was intricately connected with the vigour of the 

giant _animal i.e. elephant, is revealed in the writing of Quintus Curtius, 

giving a glowing picture of the King Puru in the battle. 'In the centre of 

the line of elephants, on the tallest elephant in the field could be seen the 

towering figure of Poros nearly seven feet in height '
62

. 

The picture of vigorous Paras here indeed is blended with the 

valour of the mighty elephant. Setting it aside, we notice that this huge 

creature finds its mention repeatedly in the Buddhist literature 

symbolizing the Budha himself. The magnitude of the animal in its 

physical and behavioural expression certainly led the authors to select it 

to indicate the height of the Great Master. 
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Thus it is no wonder that this species could draw the cunous 

attention of the royal personage and became the subject matter of 

empirical study and observation parse. Among the seven constituent 

clements of the state. as enumerated by KauJilya, Dapfla i.e. coercive 

power mainly in the form of army is mentioned as the sixth element 

(K.A., VJ.l.l.p. 314). Elephant army constituted one of the vital 

components of the Caturmigapi Sen8.
63

. The other three wings are 

infantry, cavalry and chariots. Thus the process of study on different 

aspects of elephant's life found expression in the composition a~ well as 

compilation of a number of texts from a very early period. In the 

Artha§iislra it is explicitly mentioned - 'The victory of kings (in battles) 

depends mainly upon elephants, for elephants being of large bodily 

frame, arc capable not only to destroy the arrayed army of an enemy, his 

fortifications and encampments. but also to undertake, works that are 
. ,64 

dangerous to hfe . 

By the time of Kaufilya, study and investigation on different types 

of elephants available in the sub-continent reached a considerable 

maturity. According to Kau{J1ya. elephants bred in countries, such as 

Kaliriga, Allga, Karii.Sa and the East are the best; those of the DaSiil1}a 

and western countries are of middle quality; and those or Saurii?fra and 

Paiicajana countries are of low quality. The might and energy of all can, 

however, be improved by suitable training
65

. 

There is slight diffcrene in the translation of Kangle. Acording to 

Kangle' s translation - 'elephants from the Kaliflgas and the Ailgaras 

are best; those from the east, those from Cedi and KariJsa and those from 

the Dasiirr;as and the Apariintas are considered as of medium quality 

among the elephants. Those from the Sauriistras and Paiicanadas are 
" 

declared to be of the low of the lowest quality among them. Of all these, 

valour, speed and spirit increase by training' (K.A., 11.2.15, Kang., pp. 

60-61). 

Inspite of differences between the two sets of translations, both 

the authors infer from the text that proper training may develop the inner 

qualities of the elephants, wherever from they hail. True to say, this 
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assertion is a peculiarly scientific expression. Besides, the comparative 

comment of Kau_tilya on the qualities of the elephants from different 

regions of India makes us believe that without a thorough data-base on 

behaviour of elephants hailing from different parts of the sub-continent, 

it would not have been possible for him to draw such conclusion. 

An analysis of the Mauryan sources brings out that the Mauryan 

state was keenly interested in pushing the frontiers of cultivated tracts 

further and further back, for instance by colonizing Kalillga. The 

continuation of such expansion under the Mauryan state was not 

possible without taking the help of the elephants. The domesticated 

elephants probably played a significant role in the invasion of the 

tracts 
66 

It has already been noticed that by the time of the Mauryas, the 

elephant was established as an important component of the war-machine 

and Kaufilya 's Arlha.5Zitra discusses in some detail all essential 

information regarding elephants. 

Under the circumstances, it appears that fragments of knowledge 

acquired scatteredly by the ancient people steadily developed into an 

integrated knowledge system leading to the composition of a number of 

texts on elephantology. 

KaHfilya states that a king should appoint one Hastyiidhyak~a i.e. 

the Superintendent of elephants who should take proper steps to protect 

elephant forests and supervise the operations with regard to the standing 

or lying in stables of elephants, male, female, or young. when th~.::y are 

tired after training, and examine the proportional quantity of rations and 

grao;;s, the extent of training given to them, their accoutrements and 

ornaments, as well as the work of elephant doctors, of trainers of 

elephants in warlike feats, and of grooms, such as drivers, binders, and 
67 

others. . 

Kaufilya specifies the measurement of the elephant stall. Hence 

his instruction is: He (Superintendent) should cause a stable to be 

constmcted double an elephant's length in height, breadth and length 

with additional stalls for female elephants, with an entrance hall, with 
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posts and with its door facing either the east or the north (K.A., 1 1.31.2. 

Kang., p. 175). 

To ensure proper disposal of urine and dung of the elephants, the 

square space in the front of the smooth posts to which elephants are tied 

should be covered with smooth wooden planks. The front ends of the 

planks should be slightly elevated, and there should be holes in the 

planks. The lying place of an elephant should also be commodious 

enough, and should be provided with a platform, one end of which is 

raised to half the height of an elephant 

The stalls for the elephants serviceable m war and I or fit for 

mounting and load carrying should be arranged within a fort, but the 

same for Lhe dephants which are under taming process or arc of bad 

temper should be kept outside a fort. 

Daily routine to be maintained for proper health care of the 

elephants is also chalked out in the text. 

(a) If a day is divided into eight equal parts, then the first and seventh 

divisions should be considered as appropriate for bath of elephants. 

Refentially, it may be remembered that taking of bath is very enjoyable 

for elephants and splashing of water with the trunk is nice to look at by 

any spectator. 

(h) Then elephants should be served with food after each bath. (c) 

Forenoon is the time for exercise and training while afternoon is the time 

for invigorating drink. (d) Two-thirds of the night arc the time for sleep 

and the remaining one-third should be passed in wakeful rest. 

Kauplya suggests different scales of balanced diet for elephants of 

varying heights and measurements. Besides, oil in a definite quantity is 

to be applied to limbs and head for massaging. The purpose of the same 

may logically be imagined that the aim was to take care of skin of the 

pachyderm. 

The newly born cub should be fed with milk and green crops only. 

The prescribed season for capturing elephants is summer and a twenty

year old elephant should be caught 
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Kautilya imposes prohibition on capturing cub, an elephant with 

small tusk, one without tusk, one diseased, a female elephant with young 

and a suckling female elephant. 

As it is evident from the ArthaSiistra, the Mauryan government 

had to run a huge establishment with officials looking after different 

matters relating to elephant. The entire set of officials under the 

superintendent of Elephants is said to have been constituted with the 

following persons: the physician, the trainer, the rider, the driver, the 

guard, the decorator, the cook, the fodder-giver, the foot-chainer, the 

stall guard, the night attendant and so on form the group of attendants 

(K.A., 11.32. 16. p. 178). Physicians are instructed in the text, to treat 

(elephants) afflicted by long journey, illness, work, rut or old age. 

Any case of not maintaining cleanliness, non-receipt of fodder. 

making elephants sleep on bare ground, striking them at vulnerable point 

of body etc. all are dealt with punishment. Because, all these issues 

seriously concern the healthy life of elephants. According to Kaufilya 

length of the tusks. possibly for convenience or for other reasons, is to 

be reduced and the actual instruction is- 'Leaving (a length) double the 

circumference at the root of the tusks, he should cut (these, every two 

years and a half in the case of those from river-banks, every 11vc years in 

the case of those from mountainous regions. Time and space spccitlc 

variation as noted in the instmctions (K.A., 11.2. 32.22. p.l79) is 

significant, Whether there is any difference betwecnt the growth rate of 

tu~ks of the elephants residing in riparian countries and those m 

mountainous region is not specifically mentioned by the author. 

Variihamihira mentions four kinds of elephants
68

. In the 

Hastilaksaniidhyiiya of the Brhatsamhitii the following four types of . . . 
elephants have been descried: (I) an elephant with tusks coloured like 

honey, a well-proportioned body, uniform limbs, a backbone shaped like 

a bow and hips like those of a boar and which is neither too stout nor 

lean and is fit for work is called Bhadra, it is 7, 9, and 10 cubits in 

height, length and girth respectively; colour of Bhadra and its ichor is 

green; (2) Manda has a loose breast and folds on the waist, long belly, 
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thick skin and neck, long abdomen and the root of the tail, and the look 

of a lion; it is 6, 8 and 9 cubits in height, length and girth; colour of 

Manda and its ichor are yellow; (3) Mrga is characterized by short lips, 

tail and sex-organ, slender feet, neck, teeth, length and periphery 

measure 5, 6 and 8 cubits; colour of Mrga and its ichor are black; ( 4) an 

elephant with mixed characteristics is termed Sanki"fl;a. The four 

categories are also named by Kaufilya and SomeSvara. Variihamihira 

also refers to four other kinds forbidden for domestication viz. Kubja, 

Viimanaka, Matkwya, Sanfiha, Varahamihira like Kau!ilya, refers to 

elephants hailing from swampy as well as from mountainous regions. 

Haslyiiyurvcda an ancient work of unrecorded date by sage 

Piilakapya is an important text on the subject preserved till date, a copy 

of which is available in the Raja Serfoji Saraswathi Mahal Library of 

Thanjavur in South India. We are informed that Piilakapya narrated the 

science exhaustively to Romapiida, the King of Aflga, at the latter's 

request. The date of the work is not known. The author of TrikiindaSesa . ' . 
identifies Piilakapya with Dhanvantari, the founder of the surgical school 

in India. Su§ruta is said to have learned major surgery from Dh~mvanlilri: 

but from other accounts it is learnt that Su§ruta also learned the 

veterinary science from Dhanvantari. 

Though the identification of Piilakapya with Dharvantmi does not 

seem to be impossible, but without the support of concrete evidence, no 

l ' . "bl 69 
cone ustve comment IS poss1 e . 

The Hastyiiywveda of Pfilakapya rivalling the Carakasamhitii in 

bulk is written in the form of questions and answers between the sage 

and his disciple Romapiida. This branch of medical knowledge is also 

based on the trido~a theory of origins, symptoms and treatments of 

diseases. The Palakapyasarphitii is divided into four sections each of 

which is called sth1ina
70

. These are Mahiirogasthiina, Ksudrarogasthiina. 
' Salyasthiina and Uttarasthiina. Each sthiina is sub-divided into several 

adhyiiyas. 

In the first section, there is a discussion on the fatal diseases of 

elephants and their remedies. In the adhyiiya called Roga-vibhakti, the 
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diseases are divided into two classes, viz. Adhyiitmika and Agantuka. Of 

these diseases, 76 are viitaja (caused by wind) 27, pitlaja (caused by bile) 

and 32 §Je~maja (caused by phlegm). 

In the second section, many ordinary diseases and their treatment 

have been dealt with. 

Elephant surgery has been treated of in the third section. Surgery 

ts the most illustrious aspect of ancient Indian medicine. Since olden 

days, the Indian doctors were renowned for their surgical operations. In 
' the section of Salyasthiina, the following instruments have been 

mentioned: vrddhipatra. kUfiipatra, m~9aliigra, vrihi-mukha, 

kttfhiiralqti. vatsa-danta, utpalapatra, Saliikii. sUci and rampaka. 

The topics, dealt within the last section, arc food and drink of 

elephants, flow of ichor. elephant-stall, description of various kinds of 

elephants, nir5Janii or elephants. etc. In the thirtieth chapter of this 

section called Piim.5udiina, elephants have heen divided into four classes 

- iinuyya (wild). d;1myamiina (being tamed and under training), diinta 

(trained) and purii{'a (old). 

The MiitaJiga-Jilii is written m 263 verses divided into twelve 

chapters called Patalas. The contents of the chapters arc briefly as 

follows: 

1. A legend on the origin of elephants. 

2. Good and bad signs. 

3. Evil signs. 

4. Signs helping the ascertainment of longevity. 

5. Signs indicating age and different stages of life. 

' 6. Measurement of the elephant s body 

7. Valuation of elephants. 

8. Different types of the nature of elephants and their external 

signs. 

9. Flow of ichor due to excess of joy or excitement. 

l 0. Five methods of capturing wild elephants. 

ll. Maintenance and food of elephants. 
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12. Qualifications and disqualifications of the rider. 

The authorship of some more works like Gajaparikfii, GajadarpaiJa and 

Gajacikitsii is also ascribed to the sage Piilakapya. Another book on the 

Treatment of Elephant is referred by AI-beruni. 

The study of elephantology formed an essential part of the formal 

training of the princes. 

In the Art!JaSiistra, there is clear mention that a king should 

superintend elephants. horses, chariots and infantry. besides, with a view 

to acquiring efficiency in the skill of shooting arrows at moving objects, 

a king should go to a forest, which is free from dangers specified in the 

texts. 

Kiimavf!aka is in agreement with the efficacy of hunting to be 

practised by a king while he designated it as Vyasana at the same time. It 

is mentioned, 'physical exercise (in hunting expeditions) produces power 

of endurance (or strains) and immunity from indigestion, heaviness (due 

to growth of fat) and susceptibility to catching cold, whereas hunting 

develops cxccllcncc in successfully hitting stationary or moving targets 

with darts '
71 

(Kiim .. XV.25.p.312). 

KiimaiJfiaka in this context reminds the king of the great utility of 

elephants for kingdom and king' s responsibility in taking personal 

initiative for their proper care in the army division. 

He states: 'The great rutting elephants (from whose temples flow 

fragrant ichor) capable of rendering rocks with their tusks, with bodies 

effulgent like the blue clouds, constitute a stable support for the 

kingdom.' (Kiim., XVI. 10. p. 328). 

'Arranged in battle formation and well trained, each elephant 

mounted by an expert driver. is capable of destroying, (killing) a cavalry 

of six hundred horses.' (Kiim., XVI. II. p. 328). 

' An army supported by elephant forces 1s sure of success in 

battles whether in a water-logged field or an high lands, in a forested 

defile or plains or in a rough (uneven) region, whether there is (passable) 
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road or not, and also in breaking through ramparts or mansions' (Kiim., 

XVI.12.p.328). Hence KiimllJ.lpaka 'sdefinite instruction is-

'The king should personally inspect the exercise (caryim) or 

parade of the contingents of elephants, chariots, cavalry and infantry in 

group formation (siimiimkam) as well as severally (unit by unit). He 

should also inspect twice a day (dvirahna, in the morning and evening) 

the arrangement of distribution of prescribed food and drink to the 

elephants and horses (of the army) (Kiim .• XVI. 48. p. 345). 

The verses quoted, lndlcate the behaviour, power, fitness as well 

as its all-round utility [or the security of a kingdom. The animal by virtue 

of its utility deserves royal care. Prescribed food and drink were to be 

afforded in order to maintain their health and hygiene. 
/ 

Sukriiciirya also is in accord with the rules prescribed in the 

Nitisiira. He states that hunting is essential for developing agility, 

fearlessness and striking the target. So a king should promote the 

strength of valour and prowess by means of hunting excursions. 
/ 

Sukriiciirya. gives some behavioural and physical features by 

which a good elephant may be distinguished from a harmful one. 

He is also in accord with the conventional categorization or the 

animal in the ancient texts i.e. Bhadra, MaiJda, Mrga and MiSra. Details 

regarding limbs tusks, throat. ears, trunk, eyes, genital organ, skin. 

strength stature as well as auspicious marks have been discussed. 

According to Sarkar, \he science about elephants is highly specialized in 

India. Hindu drivers and veterinary doctors are well up in the rules of 

elephant life. There are several marks known to them by which they can 

interprete the internal character of these animals and forebode good or 

"[ f h ' 72 
ev1 o t e owner . 

As we have already mentioned that Palakapya was the propagator 

of the elephant lore known as Hastyiiyurveda; he described it to king 

Romapiida. 

We find in the Agnipuriif!a the extract from the speech of 

Piilakapya
73

. Piilakapya says: 0 Romapiida! I shall describe to you the 
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characteristics of the elephants and the treatment (of their diseases). 

Verses 1 - 33 constitute the whole discourse on different aspects of 

elephant life. The discourse has two distinct components ( 1) behaviour 

and physical features; (2) diseases and their treatments. Decoction 

prepared with different herbals and salts, juice of flesh, milk etc. have 

been prescribed for curing different types of ailments of the animal. 

The main meal for them should be composed of varieties of rice 

like faftika, vri1i and .Siili. The meals consisting of barley and wheat are 

considered as mediocre. The other kinds of food are deemed as inferior. 

Some treatments have been advised in case of injury suffered by 

an elephant in a war. 

In the Agnipuriina, we find that the propitiatory rites for curing the 

ailmens of elephants have been describd by .. 'iiilihatra, who was an expert 

in Equin science. Thus it may be assumed that the veterinary science in 

general was their area of investigation and they were all great experts in 

this field but they produced texts on a particular animal which shows a 

proneness to acquire specialized knowledge dealing with the behaviour, 

characteristics and diseases of that animal, during the period. 

In a quest for getting an argument for explaining the co-existence 

of science in a positive sense and speculative rituals in the texts 

pertaining to the Hindu system of scientific study. we arc to believe that 

the practitioner of sciences in ancient India could not shake off the all 

pervading influence of the brahmanical society. Naturally, here in 

ancient science and society superstitious, practices and beliefs are found 

intermingled. D.P. Chattopadhyaya of course, due to such inner 

contradictions in Indian scientific texts comments, 'The form in which 

the source-books of Indian medicine reach us is, to say the least, most 

peculiar. It is the form of a strange amalgam of science and its opposite 

-or, to be more specific, of natural science and regimented religion '
74

• 

This is perhaps true for other sciences also, as is evident from Al

beruni. Among the 'Hindu' sciences, Al-benmi devotes special attention 

to that of astronomy partly because it was 'the most famous among 
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them' and partly because of his own interest in the su bjecl. While 

admiring their proficiency in this branch of knowledge he stresses the 

sharp distinction between 'the two theories, the vulgar and the 

scientific'. 

He states. ' even the so-called scientific theorems of the 

Hindus arc in a state of utter confusion, devoid of any logical order, and 

in the last instance always mixed up with the silly notions of the crowd 

... I can only compare their mathematical and astronomical literature, as 

far as I know it, to a mixture of pearl shells and sour dates, or of pearls 

and dung or of costly crystals and common pebbles '
75

• 

ln this context, it may be stated that conflicting ideologies arc 

always functional in social dynamics. To isolate real science from 

speculation is a rational attempt and may be imagined in an ideal 

situation, but people at different level of cultural attainment can not do 

without psychological reliance on their long practised rituals and beliefs 

in the efficacy of religion. 

Elephant lares with new interpretations and additions, 

modiHcations and abridgements, elaborations of certain selected topics 

etc. were composed continually till as late as the 19
111 

century. In 1820 

King Serfoji Bhonslc, the Maratha mler composed Gaja§iistmbha~ii 

Prabandha. This work, also in the custody of Saraswathi Mahal Library, 

is unique and immensely valuable in as much as the king included in it 

coloured illustrations 
76

• This text is different in the sense that each 

illustration in the book is flanked by the relevant Sanskrit verse on the 

top and its translation at the bottom. 

Now we may turn to M8naso!l8sa, an encyclopaedic work of 

SomelvMa III, a later Ciilukya king who mled from c. 1126-1138 A.D. 

Since the closing part of the 1dh century, a number of Ciilukya families 

mled in the Deccan as vassals of the Riis[raku[as. Some§vara lii 

belonged to the western branch of the Ciilukyas and was son of 

Vikramiiditya VI whose court was graced by the presence of the 

Kasmirian poet Bilhana, the author of Vikramiiiikadeva Carita and 

Viji1ffneSvara, the author of Mil8kfarii
77

• 
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A verse of the Miinasolllisa in the introductory portion clearly 

states that, Somesvaradeva, the well-known king of the Ciilukyas 

composed this valuable work containing a treasure of information. The 

internal evidence confirms his authorship of the work. But Shrigondekar 

thinks on the basis of another verse, that some scholars in his court 

composed the work and dedicated the authorship to his patron king. 

Considering the encyclopaedic nature of the work, Shrigondekar' s 

opinion can not be ruled out. These works generally represent the 

knowledge base prevailing at that time on the subjects dealing with. 

Miinasolllisa. also known by the name Abhilii~itMtha Cintiimani, 

contains about 10,000 verses and is divided into five sections called 

vim.5ati. each containing twenty chapters. 

Verse 171-331 in VimSati 2, Chapter 3 contains information on 

characteristics, habitat and methods of capturing and training elephants. 

The verses have been discussed by Sadhale and Nene, the article was 

published in the journal, Asian Agri Hislmy (VoL 8, No, 1, 2004, pp, 5-

25), 

The diseases and treatment of elephants have been dealt with in 

Miinasolliisa Section 2. Chapter 6. From the verses, it appears that 

knowledge of Ayurveda was extensively used to treat various ailments of 

elephants. Sadhale and Nene made another publication on the diseases 

and treatment of elephants on the basis of the text (AAH, VoL 8, No, 2, 

2004, pp, 115-127), 

They have given a long list of the herbs prescribed in the text for 

treatment of elephant diseases with their Latin nomenclature and the 

numbers of the corresponding verses. In the Miinasolliisa, the author 

exhibits his concerns not only for physical ailmets but also deals with the 

mind of the captivated elephants. A verse quoted below would reveal the 

mental involvement of the author for the benefit of the animal concerned. 

The exact verse is as follows: 

'Captivity, lashing ailments, memones of the happiness of 

frcc'Ciom enjoyed in the forest, staying in the captivity only physically 

with heart else where, incompatible food, indigestion, exertion, and lack 
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of sleep are the basic causes of the diseases of elephants. Those should 

be properly treated by medicines procured from forests or purchased 

!rom shops' (Man., IL 6.628,629). 

Verses 630 to 677 in the same section and the same chapter deal 

with the common ailments of domestic elephants. There is hardly any 

doubt that treatments of such ailments must have been worked out 

through a process of trial and error. A close look at the recommended 

herbals will convince anyone that the knowledge of treating human 

diseases under the fiyurvedic system had been extened to animals. An 

indication of the quantities of required medicines to be calculated on the 

basis of animals's length, (similar to the modem concept of medicinal 

doses should be in proportion to the body-weight of the diseases), is 

noticeable in the lines of the verses no. 630 and 631. The ailments here 

again included disorders caused by the imbalance of viita, pilla and 

kapha. 

The classification of Indian elephants in the Miinasolliisa is 

different from the qualitative classification of the ArthaSiistra. This 

change in the view between the two texts of two different time periods 

points to the ongoing cultural and research practices on clepahtns. 

Reclassification of elephants in the Miinasolliisa might have been the 

result of continuous observation and investigation of the experts. D.C. 

Sircar expreses some doubt and comments 'it is difficult to say whether 

the reclassification copied in the Miina.solliisa was a deliberate attempt to 

improve upon the earlier authorities on the basis of investigation and 

l 
. ,78 

persona expenene . 

In this context, problems cropping up from psychological pressure 

of the elephants in captivity as dealt with by the author in the text should 

be remembered. This is of course a distinct development in case of 

medical treatment of the animal. Earlier much emphasis was not given 

on the issue of fmstratcd mind of the beast. So improvement m 

knowledge is a fact which may be regarded as true in case of 

reclassification of the elephants also. 
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The Vi~nudhannottara mentions the names of the Dig-gajas in the 

following order- 1. Airiivana, 2. Padma (i.e. Pundarika), 3. Puspadanta, . . . 
4. Viimana, 5. Supratika, 6. Anjana, 7. Siirvabhauma and 8. Kumuda. 

The same work also speaks of four clases of the elephants born in the 

clan of each one of the eight, viz. 1. Bhadra, the best, 2. Manda, the 

medium, 3. Mrga, the worst and 4. Smikin;a or the mixed breed. Thus 

the classification of elephants in Vi~nudharmoltara is done in 

conventional line. Qualitative assessment and categorization of elephants 

practically became a compulsory practice for the imperial mlers of each 

period of history. 

Before dealing with the text on elephant lore the Hastividyiin;wva 

of Assam, it should be mentioned that the forests in eastern India were 

infested with elephants. H.P. sastri mentioned that Hastyiiyurveda or the 

science of elephant medicine developed in Cianfiu-vanga. A number of 

verses on the behaviour of elephant m the AryiisaptaSati of 

Govwdhaniiciirya strengthen Sastri' s view. 

Hastividyiirnava: Now we may tum to a text of an entirely 

different category, a treasure house of knowledge on elephants, hailing 
' from Assam. This book HastividyiiriJaVa composed in Saka era 1656 i.e. 

1734 A.D. is a unique creation of the North-East people. Though 

composed in 1734 A.D. under the instruction of munificent Ahom King 
' -Siva .__'iinha and his queen Ambikiidevi, the HastividyiiiT}ava deserves a 

special mention in a discourse on elephantology in India irrespective of 

period specification. The content of the text reveals that the scholarship 

in Assam was fully conscious of the knowledge prevalent in the 

subcontinent from the hoary antiquity and the composition reflects the 

combination of knowledge both pan Indian and local, transcending the 

barrier of time. 

The illustrated manuscript copy of the Hastividyiirl!ava was in the 

custody of late Mohidhar Burhagohain, the grandson of Purnananda 

Burhagohain, the legendary Prime Minister of Assam (A.D. 1783-1817). 

The late pundit H.C. Goswami recovered this manuscript as early as 

1912 and the copy of the manuscript was handed over to the Department 
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of Historical and Antiquarian Studies of Assam 
79

. The original 

manuscript had 193 folios out of which 135 still remain. The folios up to 

163 deal with the types of elephants and from 164 to the end with their 

ailments and treatments. The date of its composition as is mentioned in 
/ 

the colophon is 1656 Saka era (1734 A.D.). Under the inspiration of the 
/ 

Ahom King, Siva Sinha and queen Ambikii Devi, Sukumar Barkath 

composed the H£1stividyiimavi
0

. Dilbar and Dosai the two painters 

painted the pictures therein under the order of the King and the Queen 
31

. 

The total number of paintings is 170. 

In the Introduction to the text, P .C. Choudhury states that 

probably the treatise compiled originally in Tai-Ahom language might 

have been without the pictures of the elephants and later the treatise was 

recomposed by Sukumar Barkath under the orders of the King and the 

Queen with materials taken from the old text Gajcndracint5maJ?i. 

Pricyavana has been described as the natural habitat of elephants 

in the traditional texts. According to KauJilya elephants bred m 

countries, such as Kaliflga. Aflga, KariiSa and the East are the best
82

• 

The Miina';_;ol/iisa describes the extent of the Priicya forest in the 

following stanza: 

Garigiisiigara-Himiidri-prayiigiiJ;IiiJ!1 ca madhyataf;ll 

V anili!' priicyam ~its prokli1Ifl Lohitiibdhiica pascime II 

(Miin., V. 173-174). 

It means that the Priicy£1vana extended from Gaflgiisigara in the 

south to the Himiidri in the north and from Prayiiga in the west to the 

Lohitya (lower course of the Brahmaputra) in the east. 

Hastividyii£!1aVa which constitutes the main text of this discussion 

m this part was composed mainly on the basis of investigation and 

observation on the elephants of the forests of Assam i.e. a considerable 

portion of the aforesaid area of Priicyavana. The text also tells that the 

author was quite apprised of the knowledge about elephants, preserved in 

the earlier books composed in other parts of India. 
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The Ahom rulers paid much attention to the welfare of the 

elephants as one of the constituents of the four-fold divisions of the army 

during the long period of Ahom history from early l3
1
h to the early 19

1
h 

century. 

It is known from Shihiibuddin Tiilish that the kings of Assam 

maintained vast bodies of fighting men and mountain like ferocious 

looking elephants 
84

. 

In the Khalimpur copper plate, we get a beautiful description of 

elephants having the colour of cloud
85

. The elephants mentioned in the 

copper plate, of course, had their habitat in the Pricyavana if 

geographical proximity of the Priicyavana is taken into consideration. 

The elephants have been compared with dark cloud shading the 

sunlight of the day-' nirati5aya-ghana-ghaniighana-ghafii-Syiimiiyamiina

hiisaralak~·mf-samiirabdha-sanlata-jaladasama ya-sandehiit '. 

Thus as lord of the elephant producing forests, the Ahom ruler 

Pratap Sinha (A.D. 1603-164!) wanted to assume the epithet Gajapali 

by being the owner of one thousand elephants. But his desire was not 

fulfilled. Elephant catching was a very old practice in Assam and it was 

not merely a pleasure making but was intended for enhancing the 

prosperity and strength of the rulers. Obviously the scholars versed in the 

science of elephant behaviour enjoyed considerable indulgence from the 

kings. This short of congenial environment was the breeding ground for 

the composition of the Hastividyiirnava, a comprehensive manual. 

Studies on different aspects of behaviour as well as of the types of 

elephants constitute the main contents of the Hastividyii11Java. There are 

chapters like: 

L Types of elephants. 

2. The tuskers: mode of training. 

3. Female elephants: mode of training. 

4. Description of the elephant stable, measurement of ropes for 

tying elephants, measurement of doors of stables. 

5. Functions of elephants according to NTtsiira of Kiimal}flaka. 
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6. Varieties of elephants as described by Vyas. 

7. Characteristics of different varieties. 

8. Characteristics of the bad types. 

9. The kind of elephants found in different regwns with their 

characteristics. 

10. Mode of training of the newly caught elephants and calves. 

] 1. Measurement of elephants according to age. 

12. Treatment to be made to the elephants captured in aged stage. 

13. Instructions for treatment of the elephants newly caught. 

14. Medicines for treatment of ailing elephants. 

15. Medicines for making elephants rutted and strong. 

Most of the medicines mentioned were prepared from the herbal and 

faunal ingredients. Ncar about five hundred herbal and faunal antidotes 

have been prescribed in the text. 

In the concluding portion of the treatise (from p. 204-256) the 

author has dealt with different ailments and their remedies by the 

application of indigenous medicine prepared from locally available 

herbal and faunal ingredients. In the origin and the development of the 

Ayurveda or the indigenous system of herbal medicines, Assam has 

developed a long tradition and it is no wonder that the rulers of Assam 

paid much ~attention to the indigenous system of medicines, called 

Kiimariip{ Pharmacopia '. 

We know that medicinal science in ancient India was intricately 

associated with plant science. Caraka 's remark in this respect may be 

remembered here: 'it is only the man well acquainted with the names 

and external features of plants and his ability to use them properly 

according to their properties is to be called an expert physician '
86

• 

'The physicians does well to master Bhefa}a vidyii by acquainting 

himself with the various names of plants in Sanskrit and Prakrit 

consulting all classes of men by personal observations by a careful 

handling as well as by a careful consideration of its specific characters 

and sexuality' (quoted ±rom Dhanvantari Nighmyfu)
87

. The word bhefaia. 
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from which bhifak denoting physician is derived, etymologically means 
88 

vegetable dmgs . 

In the quotations mentioned above, we find the use of a technical 

term Bhe~aja vidyii signifying a distinct study of the plants and plant life 

with special emphasis on their medicinal properties and use. Thus it is 

logical to assume that the indigenous sysem of iiyurvedic medicine that 

developed in Assam was in no way distracted from the traditional Indian 

system developed by Caraka, Su§ruta and Viigbhafa. 

The huge store-house of knowledge in herbal medicines for the 

elephants as preserved in the Hastividyiin;ava reveals, as Kamrup or 

Assam constitute the natural habitat of elephants, behavioural study of 

elephants, had become principal area of interest of the people. Without 

the initiative on the part of the n1lers accompanied by the involvement of 

the people, such study and observation on the animal would have been in 

practical sense, impossible. It required the total involvement of the kings. 

the pundits. the plant scientists, the physicians and above all the common 

folk and the riders, familiar with the nature of elephants and also the 

forest area, the natural habitat of the elephants
89

• 

From the content it appears that the author Sukumar Barkath was 

fully conversant with the features and characteristics of different types of 

elephants coming from different comers of the Indian sub-continent. 

Their whole behaviour and method of taming and training have been 

documented with corresponding paintings, in the text. The author did not 

forget to mention the instruction given by the mighty Ahom mlcr 

Suhungmung DihingTa Raja to his riders for imparting the best type of 

training to his elephants. 

Medicines have been prescribed for curing serious ailments and it 

is said that 'the text has not left out a single serious ailment from which 

the animal is likely to suffer ... ' 90
. 

At the same time, it should be noted that the people of Assam has 

belief in the efficacy of mantras, the reflection of which we find in the 

depiction of Mandala i.e. a sacrificial circle in the text (Fig.l6). Ritual, 

beliefs and practices are mingled with empirical knowledge in this book. 
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The paintings in the text show a blending of realism, idealism, ritual 

beliefs and legends of the region. The warning given to the riders as well 

as to the rulers against the use of elephants without comprehending their 

nature is also indicative of a thorough knowledge of the author on the 

subject. 

The Kingdom of Coochbehar in present North Bengal, once 

forming an integral part of old Kingdom of Kiimarilpa was visited by 

Ralph Fitch during the rule of NaraniraYll{la in the 1dh century. This 

English traveller writes that they have hospitals for sheep, goats, dogs, 

cats, birds and for all living creatures and when they (animals) be old and 

lame they (authority) look after them until they die.
91 

This was in the 

opinion of Choudhury 'more true for the Ahom Kingdom'. 'In short', 

he says, 'a scientific method of veterinary ayurvedic treatment with the 

help of medicinal plants and herbs, was evolved, a fact which is best 

b b h 
. ,92 

orne out y t e present treatise . 

The paintings of the text done by Dilwar and Dosai distinguish the 

work from the traditional writings of ancient India. We have already 

made mention of the i1Iustrated GajaSiistrabhii,siiprobandha of the King 

Scrfoji Bhonsle, which was composed in 1820 A.D. But the 

Hastividyiin.Java was composed in 1734 A.D. So this is a historical fact 

that the production of Assam is a pioneering work in this discipline with 

painted illustrations depicting, types, categories, colours. physique, 

mood, temper and taming, training, application of medicine and such 

other related issues of the tuskers along with the people associated in day 

to day works for the elephants (Figs. 17,18,19,20,21). The illustrated 

manuscript of the Hastividyiin;ava is an out come of fundamental 

thinking of the King and the Queen concerned. The terse content of the 

subject has been given a lucid touch by the coloured paintings. In this 

sense it is an innovative attempt on the part of the Ahom royalty. The 

paintings cover almost everything about elephants. The painters have not 

forgotten to illustrate the picture of the author and even of their own, not 
' to speak of the patron King, the most enlightened one Siva Sinha and his 

equally enlightened Queen Ambikii Devi along with the nobles, pundits, 

courtiers, and male and female attendants. Caturanga sena, royal 
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processions and recreation performances, by the musicians and dancers 

in different garbs are depicted. We get the whole Canvas of the court of 

the Assamese King. The paintings are important from the socio-cultural 

as much as from the scientific point of view (Figs. 22, 23, 24). 

The tradition of veterinary treatment for all practical purposes 

never ceased to exist in ancient India. The practice is corning down 

through the ages. We get a definite inscriptional corroboration of the 

presence of veterinary doctor in the Gaya Stone Inscription of Nayapiila 

of the PJla dynast/
3

. The composer of the stone inscription is one 

Sahadeva, a veterinary surgeon. The composer's identity is given in the 

following verse: 

Viijivaidya-SahadevaJ;. nirukti.p tat praSastiriyamastu nitiintarp I 

Prcma-.'5auhrda-sukhaikadharitrisajjana . .,ya hrdaye ramal} Tva II 

JVakula and Sahadeva, according to the famous indologist. P.V. 

Vartak, practised veterinary medicine
94

. So the name of Sahadeva IS 

traditionally associated with animal diseases and their treatment. 

This Sabadeva as mentioned in the inscription either Is a 

veterinary doctor having that particular name or may be a doctor bearing 

the epithet after the name of the legendary veterinary practloner of the 

Mahiibhiirata. 

In any case. for the present purpose. the inscription is useful 

which bears a clear proof to the prevalence of practice of veterinary 

medicine by some professional people for giving relief from ailments 

and diseases. 
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CHAPTER V 

Attitude and Conservation Measures 

TeDll tyaktena bhuiijfthii 

Isopanisad . . 

Background 
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The history of the human civilization is intimately associated with plants, 

beasts and birds. 

With the progress of civilization man learnt to usc plants and 

herbs, the roots of some trees as food and also as drug for curing diseases 

of man and animal as well. Simultaneously studies and observation on 

animal life were continued by the ancient people. The Indus people made 

remarkable achievement in agricultural activities. They possessed good 

knowledge on animal life. All are evident in archaeological remains. 

They had reverence for some animals. But we have least information 

other than the extant remains of the Harappan culture regarding their 

attitude towards the living world. 

The Vedic Indians in this respect are in a convenient position to 

convey their message to the posterity. It is evident from the ~gveda and 

other Vedic works that the Aryans were careful observers of flora and 

fauna of the new country, they migrated to. Certain factors undoubtedly 

helped the Aryans in the study of Indian Dora. Being new comers to this 

country, they might have acquired some knowledge of Indian plants from 

the Chalcolithic peoples of the Indus valley. 

In course of time certain tree became objects of veneration 

possibly being identified as useful and having medicinal value through 

observation. As instances of attribution of divinity to plants with 

particular reference to their efficacy in healing diseases we may mention 
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a few verses from the IJ.gveda and also from the Atharvaveda. Thus, it 

appears that the healing science developed out of practical need of the 

people. The fondness for nature and animal attains a full-bodied form in 

the writings of the consequent authors. The valuable information 

regarding nature presented in metaphorical form in literature is not bereft 

of scientific value. The idea of identity of the self with the universe 

continues throughout the evolution of Indian thinking process. 

The Riimiiyana being rich in poetic imagination describes the 

splendour of nature but the Mahabhiirata being more historical, advances 

a number of arguments to establish the truth that the plant is as living as 
1 

man. 

By the time of Gautama Buddha some two thousand and five 

hundred _years before, agriculture and pastoralism had covered a wider 
' area of northern India-. Buddhism and .Tainism had played significant 

role in designing social conventions which promoted the conservation 

practice of nature. These religions extended their compassionate attitude 

towards all living creature, imposed ban on killing of animals and 

suggested plantation and protection of trees. 

With the introduction of agriculture in the Neolithic period, man 

began to exercise considerable influence on plant life. With the growing 

population and increasing demand on the forests for a clearance of land 

for cultivation, unforeseen problems started to feature the whole canvass 

of history. The people had to clear off the jungles for pastoral and 

agricultural purposes, cut down the trees for constmcting houses and for 

gathering fuels on the one hand; on the other, he came to learn more and 

more about the plants and animals. With the passage of time he came to 

learn how to use plants herbs and roots of some trees as drugs for curing 

various diseases. Taming and training of animals and to utilize their 

strength and vigour for the protection of kingdom and security of state 

came to be recognized as another area of investigation. 

Plant science and animal science as they are called, practically 

form. to a large extent the theme of Biology, a science of modern origin. 

It may seem too much to equate the two branches of knowledge in their 
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archaic form with the modern Biology. But it should be remembered that 

for each science, there was earlier processes suggesting its possibility for 

future. Plant and animal science in India thus originated through long 

association of the people with nature and urge of people for gaining 

knowledge to overcome crisis and problems of day to day life. 

It is equally important to note the concerns of the ancients for 

environment which is expressed in the code of Kautilya, Manu and other 

law-framers. These codes were formulated and reiterated in the legal 

texts of later years for the preservation of environmental and ecological 

balance and for the social order as well. 

A survey of the works deemed to be scientific, brings forth a clear 

picture that most of the texts consist of two parts, the one being 

speculative and the other practical. In one part we find metaphysical 

component and propitiatory rites even to the extreme of superstitious 

practices and the other carries the store house of empirical knowledge 

obtained through long experience and trial-error process, founding a base 

for better scientific study. 

To S.N. Sen, det1nition of science is 'a system of behaviour by 

which man acquires mastery of his environment'. This system of 

behaviour comprises man's knowledge and skills. With these two, 

human societies make and enlarge their environment for the betterment 

of their Jo{ The so called division, between scientific culture and 

humanistic culture becomes blurred when the point of social origin of 

science is taken as prime point of consideration. 

When we closely look into the basic human ends as conceived in 

the Hindu tradition, 'Purusiirthas- dharma, artha. kiima and moksa, it is . . 
not difficult to realize that this broad spectmm of values contain both 

material and spiritual elements in i{ In reality, therefore, life-denying 

and life-affirming are appraised as having existed alongside of each other 

in India and these two elements have been taken as constituting an 

organic unity in Indian world view and this is said to serve as much the 

metaphysical requirement as the practical life of the Indian people
5

• 
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The term Viirltii gives a clear hint to the growth and development 

of practical sciences in ancient India. Varttii is known to the Kau{Hyan 

ArthaSiistra as agriculture, animal husbandry and commerce. The 

literature on farming, cattle breeding commerce and banking is to be 

found in the purill}as, the epics as well as in the Brhatsarphitii. R.C. 

Majumdar, in his discourse on the functions of the ancient guilds has 

shown with the help of inscriptions, that the guilds served the functions 

of modem bank•t However, treatises on applied economics known as 

Viirttasiistra can not be yet traced back to the Gupta period. Many of the 

Viirttii and Silpa books have been regarded by B.K. Sarkar as 'exact 

sciences'. He thinks that Hindu mineralogy, Hindu botany (including 

Vrk~iiyurveda) and Hindu Zoology (including Asvasiistra and 

Gaja.'iiistra) and along with them Hindu medicine Cifyurveda) are 

essentially studies in the Viirttii positivism of the Hindus 
7

• The period of 

nine hundred years from PJI;ini to V ariihrunihira according to his opinion 

is a period or scientific growth and development of India in the past. 

The question of conservation and protection which has become 

the kernel of environmental studies to-day did not remain unattended by 

the ancient social and legal thinkers. The march of human society created 

an ever increasing demand over soil and plants. People of ancient India 

showed their height of knowledge by introducing various injunctions and 

prohibitions against any unnecessary spoil of animal life and destruction 

of plant life. The purpose of these scriptural injunctions and social 

prohibitions was to create a congenial atmosphere for the living world. 

The continuous exploitation of nature actually drags the human 

civilization towards a total environmental collapse. As the economy of 

people was totally dependent on plant resources and agriculture in early 

period, any profligacy in using the nature's wealth could be perilous to 

the very existence of man himself. The principle of rta or orderliness 

stands for a law for cosmic equilibrium, violation of which would be 

injurious to all components of nature. 

To avoid any such fatal situation. the ancient Indian thinkers 

seriously took the job of creating an environment of social consciousness 

for the conservation of plants as well as of animals by implementing 
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state prohibitions and social injunctions. Conservation has been de tined 

by the modem scientist as 'the management for the benefit of all life 

including human kind of the biosphere so that it may yield sustainable 

benefit to the present generation while maintaining its potential to meet 

the needs and aspirations of the future generatinos '
8

• The question of 

conservation as well as protection of trees and animals came to the fore 

as the utilization of natural resources by the people was intensified with 

the passage of time and growth of human population. From the literary 

texts e.g. from the Artha.Siislra, one can make an idea about the 

multifarious uses of natural resources for human welfare. The entire 

civilization practically dependent on natural resources satisfies it's each 

and every need e.g. food, drinks. garments, shelter, upholstery, medicine 

and luxuries from the nature. Therefore prudent and sustainable use of all 

the resources can only save the universe from the perilous fate. 

Consumption without a feeling of sacriticc has been discouraged in 

UpaniJadic thought. Enjoyment and sacrifice should go hand in hand -

this philosophy finds its fullest expression in the Isopanisad. . . 
It is said, 

I~ii biisyamidarp sarvarp yat kiiica 

Jagatyiirp jag all 

Tena tyaktena bhuiij lthii mii grdhah 

Kasyasvid dhanam
9

11 

The sublime philosophy underlying the lines quoted above which exalts 

the ideal of great cosmic unity and sharing of the whole as a unit of this 

great universe seems to be in accord with the principle of conservation as 

it connotes to be in the modem sense. 

Practically conservation is an ethical relationship between people, 

land and resources. It means no wanton destmction of natural resources 

but the wise and prudent use of land and resources so that they continue 

to function properly and serve human kind in the future. Without 

developing a philosophy of sacrifice in the human psyche or viewing 

everything as component unit of the whole. it seems simply 

impracticable to go on with the conservation measures for the benefit of 
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the people, the plants, and the whole living world around. The realization 

of the Upani~adic people might not have been acquired exclusively from 

a surrealistic experience, rather it had a strong footing on the ground of 

reality, nurturing at the same time a feeling of involvement and non 

involvement in human mind. 

Thus the Indians may search for the ongm of protection and 

conservation management in their ancient treatises, traditions, folk lore. 

and above all in their belief system, social institutions and pattern of life. 

Perhaps for this reason Smt. Indira Gandhi the late Prime Minister 

emphasized the Indian heritage of care, Conservation and worship of 

trees and animals while launching the World Conservation Strategy in 

India on 6
1
h lv1arch, 1989, by saying. 'The interest in conservation is not 

sc:ntimcntal one but the rediscovery of a truth well-known to our sages. 

The Indian tradition teaches us that all forms of life, human. animal and 

plants are so closely linked that disturbance in one gives rise to 

. b l . h h ' 10 
1m a ancc m t e ot crs 

The professional practices of any country can not be separated 

from social and religious belief~ of the people. The cult of tree worship is 

older than or as old as the Indian civilization. In fact the earliest objects 

to be worshipped in Indian culture were trees and animals. It has 

generally been assumed that the designs on the Indus valley seals were of 

religious character and showed that the people were animal 

h
. 11 

wars 1ppcrs. 

The representation of a figure standing in the bifurcated branch of 

a pipa/ tree appears to depict the Mother Goddess
12 

The pi pal tree is still 

held to be sacred in India though not associated with the cult of the 

Mother Goddess. 

In the Atharvaveda, urge for protection of cattle is expressed in 

the following hymn- 'To the draft-oxen [do thou] first, to the milch 

kine [do thou], 0 Anmdhati, to the non-milch cow; in order to vigour 

I Viivas], to four-footed creatures do thou yield protection
13 

(A V. VI. 

59.1). 
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A number of verses have been composed praising the excellence 

of plants and herbs in the Vedas. 

Buddhism and Jainism do not draw their inspiration from the 

Vedas but it is interesting as well as historical that both the religions 

show their deep concern for nature and animal life in the same manner as 

their Hindu counterpart do. Bddhism and Jainism began to play a role in 

designing social conventions which promoted the pmdent usc of 

resources. 'In part. such conservation practices would have been founded 

on earlier one inherited from food-gathering societies 
14

• In fact, most 

Indian rural and tribal people believe that there culture was born and 

nourished in the forest. 

The best-known ancient state-sponsored conservation campatgn 

was undertaken by the Mauryan emperor A.ioka, following his 

conversion to Buddhism. The A§okan edicts advocate both restraint in 

the killing of animals and advice for planting and protection of trees. 

Along with protection measures, we have already noticed that plant and 

animal diseases have been dealt with in a number of medical treatises. 

The realization that the animals and plants play no less in maintaining 

nature's balance gave birth to such disciplines of study. The textual 

references to the practice of medical treatment of animal alongside that 

of the man have a unique corroboration in the famous Edict of ASoka 

found in Dhauli (2"' Major Rock Edict). 

The Edict of the third century B.C. !rom Dhauli goes as: 

'Everywhere in the empire of the Beloved of the Gods, the King 

Piyadassi and even in the lands on its frontiers, those of the Colas .. , and 

as far as Ceylon and of the Greek King named Antioehus and those kings 

who are neighbours of that Antiochus, everywhere the two medical 

services of the Beloved of the Gods, the King Piyadassi, have been 

provided'. These consist of the medical care of man and the care of 

animals. Medicinal herbs whether useful to man or to beast. have been 

brought and planted wherever they did not grow; similarly. roots and 

fmits have been brought and planted wherever they did not grow. Along 

the roads well have been dug and trees planted for the use of men and 
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beasts. What a compassionate attitude for welfare of all the living 

creatures of a great statesman in ancient India! The edict announces the 

great message of Dhamma in which human being and other living 

creatures are projected as standing on the same footing as the two 

relative parts of a body. The simultaneous efforts for the well-being of 

the people and the non-human living beings bring forth to the present 

world that the Indian people since long past could understand the utility 

of both the plants and animals for the very existence of man. 

In the hey-day of Buddhism and Jainism. the ideal of non

violence was so pervasive that a widespread perception of the need to 

protect the plants and animals reached perfection in that age. These 

religions had perforce to suggest broad principles, such as compassion 

towards all living creatures, a ban on killing animals, and planting as 

well as protecting trees. The Jainas, especially the Digambara J ainas 

follow the ideal of non-violence to its extreme limit. The extreme ethics 

of non-violence led to complete ban on cow-slaughter and to the taboo 

against beef by all the upper and lower caste people
15

• 

The most direct appropriation of narratives from the folk tradition 

in the liitakas is the animal stories and even more significant is the fact 

that the Buddha himself is the principal character in the animal stories. 

Stories about animals exclusively reflect norms and values that prevailed 

in the society. Recourse to animal stories in fact indicates a close relation 

between man and animal. Even at the time that Jiitakas were taking its 

final shape, men, women and beasts continued to live in close proximity 

and the animal world was thus integral to the experience of the early 

Buddhists.
16

• The depiction of animals expressing social value in the 

Tataka stories often created a feeling of affinity between man and animal, 

which was an important factor in shaping the thought process of the 

people. 

Conservation from Above 
Protection and Conservation Measures 

The first known attempts to protect plants and trees as well as 

living creatures are codified in the ArthaSiistra. 
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The Forest Department is placed in the charge of the Director of 

forest produce i.e. Kiipyiidhyak~a. The Director had to bear the 

responsibility of improving the productivity of forests. But 

simultaneously, the Director was assigned the responsibility of giving 

punishment to the miss-doers. 

It is said, 'The superintendent of forest produce shall collect 

timber and other products of forests by employing those who guard 

productive forests. He shall not only start productive works in forests. 

but also fix adequate fines and compensations to be levied from those 

who cause any damage to productive forests except in calamities'. 

Those who depend more on plant and animals for their daily 

needs. take care to ensure protection of naturai resources from wanton 

destruction. The state played a vital role by imposing restriction and 

penal measures from above. KauJilya states that, if any one collects 

flowers and fruits from flower garden and fruit orchards. one is to pay 54 

pm_ws as fine (K.A.,2.22.11. p.l46). Probably this penalty was applicable 

in case of unauthorized collections. 

Similarly for taking vegetable, roots and bulbous roots. a fine of 

51.75 panas should be levied. For collecting crop from paddy field one is 

to give penalty of 53 panas. 

References of cities and municipal organizations are found in 

ancient literature. A graphic picture of the plan and layout of an early 

Indian city is given in Milinda-paiiha
17

• It speaks of a city 'fine and 

regulars. measured out into quarters, with excavated moats and ramparts 

about it with stout gatehouses, ... Open shops, well provided with parks, 

gardens, lakes, lotus ponds and wells, adorned with many kinds of 

temples of the gods, free from every fault and standing in all its glory.' 

Naturally, one of the main concerns of the city administration was to 

look after the maintenance of the city parks, garden and water bodies 

which were constmcted for pleasure making, beautification and 

maintenance of environmental health as well. 
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Besides city parks, animal parks were laid out for King's 

recreation. Such parks contained shrubs and bushes bearing sweet fruits, 

trees without thorn, shallow pools of water and tamed dear and animals, 

wild animals with their claws and teeth removed. Besides, such animal 

park should be established where all animals would be given full 

protection (K.A, 2.20.3.4, p. 59). 

Thus it appears that parks and gardens were essential for city life. 

So stringent measures were adopted to restrain any kind of assault on 

public parks and recreational forests for the royal people and the 

abhayiirai}yas (where animals are given full protection). 

Assaults on the sites mentioned above have been brought under 

the category of 'Physical Injury' in the Artha.Siistra which may be 

described as criminal offence as it is in the present Indian penal code. 

It is mentioned- 'For cutting the shoots of trees in city parks that 

bear flowers or tiuits or yield shade (the fme shall be) six Pi1f!8S, for 

cutting small branches twelve papas_. for destroying trunks the lowest 

fine for violence, for uprooting (the tree) the middle (fine)'. (K.A., 3.19. 

28. p.249. ). 

In case of bushes and creepers bearing t1ower and fruit or yielding 

shade, the fines shall be hall' and also in the case of trees in the holy 

places _or cremation ground. In the case of trees at the boundaries and in 

sanctuaries or in cases of prominent trees, the fines would be double. The 

same should be imposed in case of royal parks. Regarding animals 

Kmqlyas penal provisions are as follow: 

For causing hurt to small animals with wood and other things, the 

fine shall be one Pill!" or two Pi1f!8S, double that for causing bleeding. For 

these same offences concerning big animals, the fine shall be double and 

(payment of) expenses [or treatment and cure'. (K.A., 3. 19. 26.p. 249). 

On the question of conservation and protection of forests, open 

spaces etc. Kaufilya seems to be in favour of more rigorous punishment 

to deal with misdeeds in comparison to the laws of the present day. He 

even is not hesitant to make provision of capital punishment for such 
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offences. His clear instruction is: 'He (Superintendent of Forest) shall 

caused to be burnt in fire one who sets on fire a posture, a field, a 

threshing ground, a house. a produce-forest or an elephant-forest' (K.A., 

4.11.20. p. 284). 

During the days of growing agrarian economy in the days of the 

Mauryas such stringent measures had to be adopted from above for an 

undeterred and steady improvement in agriculture and also for the 

protection of all types of animals and the forests as well. 

The conservation-protection programme is not confined to such 

punishment measures in the ArthaSiistra. The Director had to possess 

knowledge regarding qualities of wood obtainable from different trees so 

that he may take measures to increase the growth and supply. Bamboos, 

reeds and canes were to be classified. He is to identify all kinds of 

flowering plants, medicinal herbs and poisonous plants. Collection of 

fibrous plants and writing materials and also the preservation of venom 

were among his responsibilities. Collection of skin of the dead animals 

also was the duty of his office. 

The defence of the country largely depended upon the vanous 

products of forests. The logs of hard woods were used for setting up 

palisades for the protection or cities. Leather constituted the essential 

element lOr making various types of defence equipments. The horn, the 

tusks or wood, bamboo were used for the hilts. Naturally wanton 

destruction of forest resources could call on a disastrous situation. 

Sustainable use of nature, therefore, became an accepted norm of the 

society. 

By this time, we have already found that elephant was established 

as the important component of the war machine and it is obvious that 

Kaufilya discusses in some details the quality of elephants, their capture 

and care as well as the conservation of the elephant forests. The elephant 

forests in the frontiers were undoubtedly inhabited by food gathering 

tribes. These tribes were the trappers, Sabaras, Pulindas and Candiilas. . . 
These forest people presumably served the purpose of guarding the 

intervening regions between the fortresses of the frontier chiefs and the 
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boundary of the forests (K.A.,Il., 1.5,6, p.56). The Superintendent of 

elephant's forest depended on the forest guards for the protection of the 

animals whether on mountainous or in swampy region because these 

forest people were familiar with all the network of paths in the dense of 

jungles and also with the entrance and exit of the forest. The forest 

guards were to maintain a record of (every) elephant in writing and keep 

keen vigil on their movements. The census of elephants by observing the 

behaviour, foot prints, dung, sleeping places of the animals was a very 

hard task in those days. But the stale had the responsibility of keeping 

complete information on the elephants so that immediate measures could 

be devised to avoid any problems and do anything if needed by the 

situation. 

Trespassers upon a forest reserve were to be severely punished. 

The forest guards were authorized to kill any one slaying an elephant. A 

person bringing a pair of tusk !rom a naturally dead elephant should be 

rewarded with four papas and a quarter (K.A., II. 2.8, 9, p. 60). 

The government of the contemporary period could realize that the 

hunters or fowlers could be instrumental in checking the onslaughts by 

the enemies or the wild tribes. At the approach of robbers or enemies, 

they should produce a sound with conch shells or drums. They shall hide 

themselves in such a way by ascending trees or mountains as to escape 

from the thieves. And he should convey to the king movements of 

enemies by means of trained pigeons carrying sealed letters or by a series 

of smokes and fires. (K.A.,II.34.9,10,11, pp.l81-182). Regarding 

conservation and protection of forests with the help of the peoples group 

living in the fringes of forest, the ancient thinkers developed a unique 

practical concept, the reflection of which we get in the ArthaSiistra. 

Along with the common aim of collecting road-cess, escort of caravans, 

resisting robbery, protection of cattle etc. a main concern of the 

government was to ensure livelihood of the people in produce (forest) as 

well as in elephant forests. In reality conservation cum protection 

programme can be materialized if the people residing in the frontiers of 

forest area are provided with alternative livelihood. This concept was not 

unknown to the author of the ArthaSiistra. At present different forest 
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development agencies have been organized for implementing protection 

and conservation programme of the government. Mention may be made 

of the Eco Development Committee' and the 'Forest Protection 

Committee'
18

. These committees are constituted mainly with the nearby 

people of the forested areas. They take active part in different activities 

for protection and conservation of the forest resources. Forest 

management of present days in India is not unrelated to India's ancient 

tradition. Rather the seeds of such rational concept may be traced in 

ancient Indian texts like the ArthaSiistra and others. 

A comprehensive idea may be made about the conservation and 

protection measures of the time by collating the instmctions and penal 

measures extended in different sections of ArlhaSiistra. The duties and 

responsibilities of the Superintendent of Slaughter-house have been 

defined by the author. obviously keeping in view the conservation and 

protection of animals. birds and fishes. It is said - 'The Supervisor of 

Slaughter should impose the highest fine (for violence) lor binding. 

killing or injuring deer. beasts. birds or fish for whom safety has been 

proclaimed and who arc kept in reserved parks, the middle fine on 

householders (for these offences) in reserved park enclosures, (K.A.,IL 

26. Lp.l57). 

For binding, killing or mJunng fish and birds that do not prey 

upon other animals, the superintendent is instructed to impose a fine of 

26.75 pa.pas and when the torture is done to deer and other beasts, the 

tine will be twice. (K.A., Il.26.2.) To maintain the balance of number of 

living creature in the sanctuary park one sixth part of the total number of 

birds and deer was to set free every year. 

Fish from sea, rivers, lakes, tanks and canals and all other 

creatures were generally advised to be protected from all dangers of 

InJury. 

In the ArthaSiistra, specific fine has been fixed for causing harm to 

animals. For causing hurt to small animals with wood and other thing the 

1ines is fixed at one or two panas, and double that for causing bleeding. 

For committing same injuries to big animals the fine shall be exactly the 
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double and the payment of expenses for treatment and cure. 

(K.A.,III, 19.26,27,p,249), 

The Supervisor of animal slaughter should ensure protection to 

the cattle. The provision is - 'The calf, the bull and the milch-cow 

among these (animals) are not to be killed. For one killing (them, there 

shall be) a fine of fifty p8f,18S also for (one) torturing (them) to death', 

(K.A., IL26, 10,11, p.l58), 

The next provision is also important as it is concerned with the 

issue of health and hygiene of man. 

It is said - 'they shall not sell (meat that is) swollen. without 

head, feet and bones, foul-smelling and (of a) naturally dead (animal), 

For such offences, the fine will be twelve pm_ws, (K.A.,IL26.12,pl58), 

The verse number 12 is also from the point of view of human 

welfare. Strict vigil is to be kept on the meal sellers so that no disaster 

should happen due to taking of decomposed flesh by the common 

people, 

The above mentioned laws probably were in force during the 

reign of Candragupta Mawya. In the time of A§oka the scope of the 

Forest and Game Laws was further widened. The Game Law was 

replaced by the Law of Piety and brought under the category of 

Dhammaniyamas. 

By the time of Gautam Buddha, settled agriculture and 

pastoralism had covered wide tracts of the country. The Brahmanical 

yagiias were antagonistic to the interest of agricultural expansion as 

because numerous animals were sacrificed in these rituals. The situation, 

thus, might have demanded a rise of social awareness for protecting the 

living creatures. The emphasis on a compassionate attitude towards all 

living-beings in Jainisrn and Buddhism may be analyzed in this 

perspective. Great emphasis is laid on Ahirpsa, perhaps to a further 

extent in Jainism than Buddhism. The catholicity which characterizes 
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norms of Jainism, yet it should be remembered that Jainism also lays 

down that where absolute abstinence from injury to life is impossible, 

one must try to live with minimum of injury to other living beings. Thus 

it tries to establish in the society the principle of 'live and let live'
19

. 

This message may be taken as the explicit articulation of India's age 

long tradition of conservation ethics. 

Asoka on Protection and Conservation 

ASoka' s conservation policy has found expression in Rock Edict 

I, Rock Edict II, Rock Edict III, Rock Edict XI, Pillar Edict V and also in 

two Aramaic Edicts of PriyadarSJ from Laghman. 

Edict I forbade the general destruction of life both in the King's 

own kitchen and in his empire. Aioka 's Pillar Edict V. which contains 

his regulation of piety, has been translated as follows:
20 

"Thus speaks the 

Beloved of the Gods, the King Piyadassi: When I had been consecrated 

for twenty six years I forbade the killing of the following species of 

animals, namely, parrots, mainiis, red headed ducks (?), cakraviikii-gecse, 

swans, nandi-mukhas (birds encountered in rice fields?), pigeons, bats 

ants, tortoises, boneless fish, vedavcy~'lkas, pupu!Wi of the Ganges (fish?), 

skate, porcupines, squirrels, deer, lizards, domesticated animals. 

rhinoceroses, white pigeons, domestic pigeons, and all quadn1pcds which 

are of no utility and are not eaten. She-goats, ewes. and sows which arc 

with young or arc giving suck are not to be killed, neither arc their young 

up to the age of six months. Capons must not be made. Chaff which 

contains living things must not be set on fire. Forests must not be burned 

in order to kill living things or without any good reason. An animal must 
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animals likewise must not be killed. On the eighth, fourteenth, and 

flfteenth days of the fortnight, on the days of the star Ti~ya and 

Punarvasu, on the three first full moons of the four-monthly seasons and 

on festival days, bulls, goats, rams, boars and other animals which it is 

customary to castrate, are not to be castrated. On the days of the stars . 

T1jya and Punarvasu, on the first full moon days of the four-monthly 

seasons and on the fortnights following them, cattle and horses are not to 

be branded. 

In the period [from my consecration] to [the anniversary on 

which] I had been consecrated twenty-six years, twenty-live releases of 

prisoners have been made. Thus in the edict a long list of animals, birds 

and fishes which are not to be killed has been recorded. M. Chakravarti 

has identified many of the beasts and birds mentioned in the Pillar Edict 

V. He has also thrown light on qualities of flesh of different animals on 

the basis or different ancient texts 
21

. 

'Three caturmiisis' has been explained differently by ditferent 

scholars. According to B.M. Barna "the fish and other creatures got relief 

for not less than seventy-two days in the year, calculated at the rate of 3 

days in every lunar half-month, viz .. the first, the eighth and the full or 

new moon'. The three Ciiturmiisis and Ti~ya full moon days arc all 

included in the list of full moon days through out the year. C.D. 

Chatterjee gives the number of non-slaughter day as 72 in a year but his 

mode of calculation varies from that of Barua. 

S.L. Hora after a careful examination of the prohibitions laid 

down by A.foka in the Pillar Edict V, expresses his view that 'there is 

some indication that ASoka 's Pillar Edict V records an advancement of 

knowledge over what Kaufilya had recommended in his Artha.Siistra 
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the peak breeding period of India's principal food fishes is July, August, 

and September but ASoka 's prohibition period extends up to the middle 

of November. This extended period is also scientifically logical, because 

after breeding in shallow areas or upriver the spent fishes fall back to 

their normal habitats in deeper water, or in the case of Hilsa to the 

estuaries and the sea. The young also move down to safer habitats after 

the rains are over and the flooded areas begin to contract. The young and 

the weakened spent fishes need protection and it is indeed remarkable 

that even this was thought of in the remote ancient age 
23

. The Great 

Emperor ASoka by this legislation set an example of highest degree of 

piety being extended to a newly spent mother fish which in reality is a 

well-thought-out conservation measure. Rock Edict VIII tells us that 

A§oka totally abolished royal hunt in the tenth regnal year. In the past 

King went on pleasure tours which consisted of hunts and other similar 

amusements. But from the tenth Regnal year, the pleasure excursions 

(vihiira yiitra) typified by hunting expedition (magavyii) were replaced by 

dhamma-yiitrii. Earlier, the hunting expedition was a favourite pursuit 

with the Kings of India. We may refer to the description of Strabo on the 

occasion of hunting expedition
24

. The King leaves his palace to go to the 

chase, for which he departs in Bacchanalian fashion. Crowds of women 

surround him, and outside this circle spearmen are engaged. The road is 

marked off with ropes, and it is death penalty, for men and women alike, 

to pass within ropes. Men with dmms and gongs lead the procession. The 

King hunts in the fenced enclosures and shoots from the back of an 

elephant or from the platform of a chariot. Of the women some are in 

chariots, some on horses, and some on elephants back and they arc 

equipped with weapons of every kind, as if they were going on a 

campaign. The portrayal of entrance and exit of the King into and from 

the royal palace for hunting games or for other purpr'~ 

Artha§aslra (K.A.,l.21.23,26, p. 54) resemble e' 

by Strabo. It is evident from various refer 
- ' -Kiimandaka Nitisiira or Sukraniti tha. 

King's routing work. 

A.foka stopped this practice in the tenth year of n1~ .... ~.-
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The two Aramaic Edicts of PriyadarS{ from Laghman arc also 

important additions to the existing knowledge on A§oka 's attempt for 

conservation of the living world through large scale implementation of 

his law ofpiet/
5

• 

B.N. Mukherjee states that there is much similarity between the 

contents of the two Laghman records and both of them have three 

distinct sections. Section one, he adds, indicates that after the expiry of 

the Sixteenth year, (from the date of his consecration) Pn"yadarSI 

expelled from his subjects those who indulged in killing of creatures and 

fishes and those who used to do frivolous things. 

In RE IV it is stated that 'as has not happened for many hundred 

years, now by the inoculation of the Law of piety made by King 

Priyadar.§J thv Beloved of the Gods have now increased abstention from 

slaughter of lives, avoidance of injury to creatures'. PE VII also tells 

\he want of injury to beings and avoidance of slaughter of living 

creatures as a result of the 'growth of the Law of piety'. A similar 

sentiment in expressed in RE Xl and the Shar-i-Kuna Greek Edict. For 

the implementation of the non-violence and no-slaughter programme, of 

the great king essential infra-structure was constituted with the 

government officials. Thus. in RE III the King asked the Yuktas and 

Pr5de.5ikas to preach among his subjects that 'abstention from slaughter 

of living creatures is an excellent thing'. ln the Taxila inscription he 

preached non-violence. The Kandahar Greek Edict also claims that he 

had given order to abstain from (consuming) animals. It appears from the 

above data that after promulgating the Law of Piety, A.Soka issued edicts 

one after another in and outlying areas of his vast empire, obviously 

keeping in view the sublime principle of non-violence which ushered in a 

new era of conservation in Indian history. All the references prove 

beyond doubt that Asoka' s purpose was to stop any unnecessary killing 

or torture of any animals whether useful or not. The Laghman edicts 

also, in the opinion of B.N. Mukherjee, are linked with the emperor's 

policy of non-violence and the Law of Piety. He thinks that the statement 

in the Laghman edict might have especially been made for the fishermen 
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who could have indulged in excessive catching of fishes in the Laghman 

river on the bank of which, the inscriptions were engraved
26

. 

Hora has identifte'ct the fishes mentioned in Pillar Edict V as 

inviolable and at the same time as no eatable. He has given an 

explanation of the instructions of the edict by way of scientific 

interpretation of prejudices against eating some of the varieties of 

identified fishes. 

Hora' s identification is as follows 
27

. 

1. Ana[hikamachhe- Sharh, boneless ftshes. 

2. Vedaveyake- Eels, ftshes easily eluding grasp. 

3. Gangiipuputake- Porpoise, ftsh-like animal with a lumpy body. 

4. Smpkujamachhe - Skate or Ray, fishes moving by contracting 

and expanding there bodies. 

5. Kapha!a sayakc - Glob-fish, ftsh like a r ·i'cupinc and feigning 

death when in danger. 

Hora expresses that even judged by modern religious sentiment of the 

Hindus which has already shaked off many superstitious practices in 

a changed social situation, the fact remains that there is a strong 

prejudice against eating of the five varieties of animals en Ll.merated 

above. The reason is that some of the fished are poisonous md should 

not be eaten. Some are of bitter taste. Gangetic-porpoise is r~-vered by 

the Hindus. It would thus appear that the present clay pre judi. cesare as 
.. ' . . old as the Asokan period. Hora s ultimate conclusion Js scientific 

when he comments, 'The Law seems to have been enacted t.o prevent 

people from eating these harmful or undesirable anim~ls'. It is 

absolutely correct, therefore, to say that those animals wer<::::: declared 

inviolable which 'do not come into man's use. nor are:: eaten by 
,28 

men 

The interpretation transcends the limit of the mono-d:::a Ihensional 

ethics of non-violence of the Law of Piety and touches 

perspective of conservation of the living world at large. 

1he wider 
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Scriptural Dicta of the Ancient Hindus 

Side by side with the pervasive impact of the heterodox religions like 

Jainism and Buddhism on the mind of the Indian people, the influence of 

the scriptural literature of the Hindus favouring the protection and 

conservation of the plant and animal worlds were functional in imbibing 

the ideological belief by the society of the contemporary period. 

Manu on Plant Protection 

The Manu's teaching, handed down in a mass of t1oating verses 

of rules and observation and were governing the life and conduct of 

people till very recent days in the past. 

Manu's dictums are essentially founded on utilitarian philosophy. 

The basic principle that the highest perfection of man can not be attained 

unless his religious and civil conduct (iiciira and vyavahiira) is refined by 

a proper regulation. The Indian sages started with this fundamental 

concept, and its realization led to the formulation from very ancient 

times of an elaborate scheme of penances and vows seeking the 

elimination of all sins and evils from the social environment. 

The Chapter Vlll of the Mamrsamhila deals with the 

administration of justice and describes penal measures tOr various 

otfences. 

Trees came to be regarded as so important that their felling or 

depletion without reason and prior permission was looked upon as 

punishable offence. Various degrees of punishment arc prescribed in the 

Laws of Manu
30

• It is said,- 'According to the usefulness of the several 

(kinds of) trees a fine must be inflicted for injuring them; that is the 

settled rule' (MS., VIII. 284). 

Manu advises for state-protect; 
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to be guarded by companies of soldiers, both stationary and patrolling, 

and by spies, in order to keep away thieves' (MS., IX. 266). 

The Ancient sages from Gautama downwards divided sms into 

two broad classes, viz. mahiipiitakas and upapiitakas. A long list of the 

minor sins i.e. upapiitakas is given by Manu. Manu classifies the 

offences injuring (living) plants (MS., XI. 64) and cutting down green 

trees for fire wood , , , (MS., XI. 65) as upapiitakaJ;. Manu has further 

laid down minor penal measures for restraining man from destroying 

plants. These are: 'For cutting fmit trees, shrubs, creepers, Hanes or 

flowering plants, one hundred Rikas must be muttered' (MS .. XI. 143). 

Another verse is. 'If a man destroys for no good purpose plants 

produced by cultivation, or such as spontaneously spring up in the forest, 

he shall attend a cow during one day, subsisting on milk'. (_MS .. XI. 

145). 

The guilt incurred intentionally or unintentionally by injuring 

(created beings) can be removed by means of these penances; hear (now, 

how) all (sins) committed by partaking of forbidden lood (or drink; can 

be expiated) (MS., XI. 146). 

Visnnu' s Dictum on Plant Protection 

In Vi~l}llsmphitifl, we find a series of laws to restrain people from 

doing any harm to plant and herbs. In the chapter dealing with crime and 

penalties, punishment measures have been prescribed to check such 

misdoings. The penalty fines are determined by the immediate utility of 

the plants. herbs and trees and respective damages done to these mute 

creations of nature. The prescribed rules are: 

1. the hewer of fruit bearing trees shall be pun' 

fine (VS., V. 54.). 

2. the hewer of flower trees with an ir 

punished). ( VS., V. 55). 
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3. The hewer of creepers and groves (shall be fined) a hundred 

karsapanas ( VS., V. 56). , . 
4. The destroyer of grass (shall be fmed) one kar~apapas (VS., V.57). 

In an ecosystem all kinds of plants contribute to the maintenance 

of ecological balance. The punitive measures even for damaging the 

grasses appear to be an example of ecological concerns of the social 

authorities of those ancient days. Viff}liSalJlhitii categorizes some 

offences as falling under the head of upapiitakas and prescribes expiation 

measures for emancipation from the guilt. Vi~pu says, 'A person may be 

guilt of upapiitakas in case of cutting trees, shmbs, creepers, climbing 

plants or cereals ( VS., XXXVII.24). Persons guilty of upapiitakas are 

advised to practice Ciindriiyana or to celebrate a cow-sacrifice by way or 

expiation' ( VS., XXXVII. 35). 

The institution of penances ts based on certain notions like 

mythological conception of heaven and hell which is deeply ingrained in 

the traditional culture of India. There arc differences of opinion among 

the Indian philosophers on whether an act of penance can remove the 

effects of an act of sin. However. the cif1cacy of penances has a wide 

acceptance among the people of India and the provision has a positive 

role in shaping the mind set of the people to abide by the orders of the 

DharmaSiistras. 

Agnipurii1,1a 

In the Agnipuriipa
32 

penal measures are defined for spoiling trees 

' In case of cutting the twigs; trunk and roots of banyan f' 

tree, the fine shall be twenty papas, forty papas and 

respectively' (Ag. Pu., 258. 25). 

It is categorically stated: that 'a man shall ca1 • 

measures in dealing with any attempt by any person to be 
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destruction of dwellings, crop field or forests, by firing. Such crimes, 

they thought, should be treated with most stringent penalty measure i.e. 

capital punishment and that also to be executed by way of burning. At 

present, for such offences, such type of punishment is not in vogue. But 

the pur8.!}ic strictures were far more stringent in preserving the 

environment, plants and animals, crop field and the forests as well. 

Here, in this context reference may be made to Bhiita-yajiia, by 

the performance of which the people discharge their duty towards the 

rest of creation. According to puriipic ethics 'the individual is but a cell 

in the vast body of creation. All lives around him are part and parcel of 

the huge world family. Man is bound to care for the life of even the 

smallest ant. The ethics of bhiita-yajiia rests on the knowledge of the 

ALman as immanent in all creatures. The puriipas have recognized life in 

the plants. Hence rearing trees is considered a great virtue; cutting them 
. . :n 
JS a great sm . 

An ideal house should have some trees in different sides; the trees 

specified are as follows - pliiksa tree in the north. nyagrodha tree in the 

east, udumbara in the south, a§vatlha tree in the west and there should be 

a garden in the north (Ag. Pu .• 247. 24-25). One thing to be noticed in 

this context is that there is no provision of cutting or uprooting the trees 

. in any circumstances even if the trees arc not planted properly following 

the Saslric dictum. In ca.;;e the trees are not favourably planted and create 

some unwarranted problems. the provision is simply to remove the plants 

and replant them in some other places. The provision for re-plantation 

certainly hints at the ancient Indians' wisdom of environmental 

awareness and their urge for conservation of nature. 

Planting, grafting and preservation of plants constitul' 
/ 

comments Sukra. He suggests that the king or the state auf 

be entrusted with the responsibility of plantation of dor 
/ 

._,;u.,_ .. """"~ ~nd wilrl trees in the forestes (Suk., IV. 91-9.'" -r 
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Manu and Visnu on Animals 
• 

On the question of torturing the animals, Manu's dictums are: 'If 

a blow is struck against men or animals in order to (give them) pain, (the 

judge) !';hall inflict a fine in proportion to the amount of pain (caused)' 

(M.S., VIII, 286). This is significant that man and animal have been 

looked with the same attitude; giving pain to a mute beast a'5 an offence 

equated with the similar crime to giving pain to a human being. 

'For injuring small cattle, the fme shall be two hundred paiJaS, the 
' fine for beautiful wild quadrupeds and birds shall amount to flfty pai}as . 

(MS .. VIII. 297). 

'For donkeys, sheep and goat, the fine shall be five mii~as but the 

punishment for killing a dog. or a pig shall be one mii~a' (MS., VJII. 

298). 

Sometimes social authorities of ancient India endeavoured to 

exploit the psyche of the people by way of creating a socio-religious 

pressure with a view to restraining the people from injuring or killing 

animals by imposing fearful provisions of degradation from one's own 

caste. Manu says, 'Killing a donkey, a horse, a camel, a deer. an 

elephant. a goat, a sheep. a fish. a snake or a buffalo, must be known to 

degrade (the offender) to a mixed caste' (Samkarlkarana) (MS., XI. 69). . . 
'Killing insects. small or large. or birds, eating anything kept 

close to spirituous liquors, stealing fruit, firewood or flower. (are) 

orfences) which make impure'. 

"'- ,,_:_ ~-~•-~,d- ;1 .. t-..--..nlrl hP. r<"-mP:mh,~red that such punishments 
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thereby facilitate the enjoyment of material benefits and social 

privileges. Consequently a threat for degradation of caste might have 

more pervasive effect on human mind which logically was imposed from 

above but functioned as smpskiira from within. 

In Vi~nusmphitii stringent punishment is prescribed to deal with 

the offences like killing. It is said - 'The slayer of an elephant. horse. or 

a camel shall have one hand and one foot cut off' (VS .• V. 47). 'The 

slayer of any domesticated animal shall be fined a hundred karfapm:as ' 

( VS .. V. 49). 'The killer of birds and fishes shall be fined ten 

' karsapanas ( VS .• V. 52). . . 
' Even small creatures like worms were not neglected and the 

killer of worms are to be fined one kar7apmya' ( VS .• V. 53). 

If one cuts organ of a beast, he is to be fined with hundred pm;as. 

From the two Smrtis, of Manu and of Visnu and the early puranic texts, . . . . 
it is evident that the sources indicate marked preference for simpler and 

easier modes of purification and expiation particular I y in respect of the 

mortal sins. The idea of the practice of gift making and pilgrimage as 

suitable modes of expiation Ls introduced for the first time in the Smrtis 

of Manu and VI~!llf which can not be dated earlier than the third century 

A.D. In Visnusamhilii, for expiation of the sin of killing beasts, some . . . 
penances have been advised. 'For killing an elephant, one shall make a 

gift of five Nilil bulls; a gift of cloth for killing a horse: a one year-old 

bullock after having killed an ass, or a lamb or a goat' ( VS., L. '24-28). 

'A k,rs'}alam weight of gold should be gifted away for the 

expiation of fhe sin of killing a camel. Having killed a dog. one shall fast 

for three days. Having killed any of these animals, such as a mm· 

cat, an ichneumon, a frog, dundubha snake or an a.ja.gara, one s~ 

and feed a Briihmana and make gift. For killing a lizard. an ov 

or a fish. one shall fast for fhree days' (VS.. L. 29-31). 

gift of a cow to a BriihmaJ?a. Having killed a snake, uu ..... 
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gift of an abhri (a digging implement). For killing a boar, a pitcher of a 

clarified butter; and for a patridge a drona of sesame was to be given for 

expiations. If one kills a parrot, a two years-old bullock was to be given 

as gift and three years old bullock for killing a Kraunca. For killing a 

carnivorous beast, a milch-cow was to be gifted as expiatory measure. A 

killer of herbivorous animals shall give a female calf ( VS., L. 34-41). 

Fasting is also prescribed for killing water-frequenting animals. 

The provision for expiatory rites substituting the stringent penalty 

of one hand and one foot being cut off indicates a paradigm shift in 

social and ethical views. The puriiiJic diina rites represent a conscious 

and systematic attempt to collect essential subsistence from the Jajm3na 

cuJd thereby giving .a loose to the people capable of purchasing release 

through the performance of expensive expiatory rites. In spite of inherent 

inner conflict in the smrti and puriinic literature and their ideologies. . . 
their over all influence on Indian mind can not be minimized. The smrti.">· 

and puriiJ;las over and over again reiterate their view in favour of non

injury to both plants and animals. 

Following the convention AgnipuriiiJa specifies the punishments 

for injuring or killing animals. 

It says 'du~khe ca Sonitotpiide liikhiriga cchedane tathii dai}daJ;l 

k~udra pasiinii1p syiiddvipf1!1a prabh[li kramat I 

LiJigasya cchcdane mrtyou madhyamo miilyamcva ca \ 

Mahiip.,§iiniimetesu sthiinesu dviguniidamiih I (Ag.Pu .• 258.23,24). . . . . 
The meaning of the verse quoted above, is - In case of physical 

torture of the small beasts. the fine shall be two plll}as; in cas· 

bleeding. the fme shall be four p8l}as and in case of amputation r 

limbs, the offender's fmc is six pai}aS. If the genital organs ar 

and tortured to death. the penalty is madhyamasiihasadfl!lfla. 

of the animal would have to be compensated. The fine wo1 

in case of the same offence done to the big animals like 
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Hunting by the royal people practically was a constant threat to 

the wilds in the forests. K8mandaka reiterates Kautilya 's provision for . . . 
laying game sanctuary for royal huntl5

. He also appreciates the benefits 

of hunting which develops excellence in successfully hitting stationary or 

moving targets with darts. Still he denounces hunting 'which' he 

proclaims, 'of course are not acceptable to us (the School of 

Kiimm;¢aka), for its inherent evil of killing (of animals)'
36 

Even 

K8maiJflaka advocates in favour of hitting at artit1cial target to acquire 

accuracy. His advice for a ruler is that he should realize the benefits of 

hunting and should take it as sport otherwise if he get addicted to it, will 
37 

turn out to be vyasana . 

In §ukra 's opinion, hunting operation should not be undertaken 

without prior permission of the King 
38

. Sukra also recognizes the 

advantages of hunting but at the same time designates cmelty as great 

defect. Thus the essence that may be extracted from ancient legal texts or 

treatises. highlights a tradition of nature of protection and protection of 

the whole living world. 

The issue of protection of animals and plants is essentially related 

to the question of forest protectiOn because these three are the main 

components of nature and the ancient Indian thinkers had a clear 

perception to this aspect. It is for this reason that in any study and 

investigation on environment and its conservation, the origin is sought in 
. . 38 

anc1ent treatlses . 

Extent of Forests 

In course of a discussion on forest protection, it is unav 

throw some light on the extent of forests in ancient India (Fi 

is hardly any doubt that the Aryans had spread over 

territory before the close of the J.?gvedic period
40

• In the r 

Aryans certainly reached the holy waters of the Jumna; 

m me next period ( 1400 B.C. to 1200 B.C.), th; 

Atharva Samhitiis and the earlier Briihmanas the geogray .. . . 
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of the Aryans had extended as far as the Gapflak (Sadiinirii) in the cast 
' and as far as the Narmadii in the south as indicated by the Satapatha 

Briihmapa 
41 

In the age of the Aranyakas and Upani~ads (c.l200 B.C. to 

700 B.C.) the eastern limit of the Aryan colonies seems to have been the 

river KoSI and the Ganges beyond which there were dense forests. 

Narmadii continued to be the southern limit till first century A.D. In the 

Periplus (1st cent A.D.) we see the following description
42

. 'Beyond 

Barygaza the adjoining coast extends in a straight line from north to 

south. and this region is called Dachinabades ... the inland country back 

from the coast toward tht: east comprises many desert region and great 

mountains, and all kinds of wild beasts leopards, tigers, elephants, 

enormous serpents, hyenas and baboons of many sorts, . . . . The 

abundance of such wild beasts clearly proves the existence of dense 

forest tracts beyond the Narmadii River covering a vast area. But on the 

upper course of the Godiivar[ there were certain flourishing settlements 

in Prati5_lhifua '. 

The ancient Indian thinkers used to think in terms of eight 

divisions of forests on the basis of availability of ekphants with variable 

qualities. Naturally it means that all these were elephant forests or dense 

forests. 

Kau?Ilya refers to elephants fi"om -

1. Kalinga. 

2. Angara 

3. Cedi 

4. Kariisa 

5. Dasiima 

6. Apariinta 

7. Sauriistra . . 
8. Paiicanadas 

The distribution of forests according to V,rkfiiyu 

follows: 

I. Caitraratha 



2. Kiilaka 

3. Kirata vana 

4. Paiicanadavlilla 

5. Priicya 

6. Vedikiin.~aka 

7. Angireya 

8. Kalingeya 

9. Dasiimaka 

\O.Apariinta 

11. Saurastra .. 
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in the Vis:,wdhMmottara Puriina also we get a list or Forest 
]) . . . '' Th _ 1V1s1on . ese are: 

1. Priicya vana 

2. Kfirusa-van~1 

3. Da§iirr:aka van a (Miirgareyaka van a) 

4. Viimana van:l 

5. KileSa vana 

6. Apariintaka vana 

7. Saurii§,tra vana 

8. Paiicanada vana 

Someivara Jl!, the Calukya King (l 126 A.D. tol\38 A.D.) gives a list of 

the forest division in the Miinasolliisa. It is stated by the Ciilukya King:
44 

Kiiliiigarp cedi kiiriiSam, dif.Siil1}a.tp ca vanarp varam l 

Angireyarp tathii priicyarp madhyamarp van am i~yatc II 

Apariintarp piiiicanadarp saura~fra~p ciidhamarp vanam l 

Evam ;;::: R§fau vaniinyfilwr gaj8niirp janmanaly padam \\ 

The names found in the passages of the ArthaSiistra are given in the later 

texts as above with slight modifications. Thus the information given in 

the texts reveal that the people were ceaseless in their efforts to collect 

more and more information about the forest tracts spreading through out 

the length and breadth of the vast country. In ancient time there were two 
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types of forests - Kuiijaravana (elephant forest) and Kanfakavana 

(thorny shmb forest). According to Kiimandaka the elephant forest was .. 
more essential from the view point of state's interest (Kim., V, 78, 79). 

In the Prak[li sampat prakari1(1am adhyiiya a king is advised to take 

necessary steps to develop resources of land. Elephant forests are 

considered as one of the resource components. It is said, 

Ramyii sakuifjaravanii biiristhala pathinvitii l 

AdcvamiiLJ*-ii ceti Sasyale bhiirvi bhiitaya ll 

A king is advised to take care of forests. Though Kiimandaka 's .. 
instmctions are made totally from economic point of view yet it should 

be taken inlo account that sustainable utilization of resources is a 

constituent: part of conservation measures. Proper measure and care for 

promotion of forest resources are widely connected with the policy of 

protection. 

There is hardly any evidence to prove that there developed a new 

system of forest administration which was largely different from the 

model given by Kaufilya. Rather it is logical to think that the basic 

stmcture of the forest administration in the later ages was somewhat 

similar to that of the Mauryas. During the days of rise of the impL'Tial 

Guptas, the vast forest tracts stretching throughout the Gupta Empire 

continued to be regarded as source of revenue as before. The importance 

of trees, plants, shrubs, grasses and woods in a kingdom was highly 
' valued (Suk .. I. 425-428. 429). 

The forest in this period did not remam unexplored. Sukra 's 

advice to connect human settlement within the forest tracts with network 

of riijamiirgas point to the fact that during this period, stale authority 

came to be conscious of forest resources and began to pay consequent 

attention for developing the communications with the forest settlements. 

The best riijamiirga should be thirty cubits wide, the average 

twenty-cubits and the worst fifteen cubits only (Suk.,l I. 207-208). 
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Sumantra and Amiityam, these two state officials, had to look 

after the affairs of revenue to be earned from forest and the settlement of 
' the forest land (Suk., ll. 211-212), 

The state officials as Superintendent of elephants and 

Superintendent of horses discharge duties of their respective 
' departments, (Suk., ll,256, 260-263), 

The Superintendent of parks and forests had to remain responsible 

for growth and development of flowers, fruits. trees and treatment or 
' diseases of plants (Suk., 11. 317-319), 

During this time, rampant destruction of living resources was 

discouraged and hunting could not be carried out without the prior royal 

approval. The king also in course of his hunting expedition is not 

allowed to kill animals which are not wild, and cruelty is always 

discouraged. 

There ts reference to a category of forests donated to the 

briihmmy1s for Vedic learning other than the elephant forests. reserve 

forests and forests for public. 

The forests granted to the briihmm;as did not fall under the 

jurisdiction of forest laws. 

There is a graphic description of an episode which shows that how 

a mighty king like Du?yanta had to restrain his arrow from throwing it to 

an antelope which belonged to the hermitage of K~va muni. 

' Dufyanta (in Act I or Abhigniina Sakuntalam of Kiilidiisa) when 

was just making an attempt on an antelope from his chariot, two hermit 

boys shouted (raising hands):
45 

'0 King, pray, do not kill this antelope, which belongs to the 

hermitage. No. no, let not your arrow strike the tender body of this deer. 

As spark falls on softest down! 

How in that right, his gentle life 

And your sharp, adamantine dart? 

Then, pray. withhold your well aimed shaft 



Your weapon should defend the weak 

And not assail the innocent'. 
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The king checked his arrow. This is a umque example in the whole 

history of protection and conservation of animals in ancient India. That 

any kind of slaughter of animals in such forests of the hermits was totally 

prohibited is clearly proved by this literary evidence. The animals in 

such forests had a feeling of habitual security and this is indicated by the 

indifferent behaviour of the deer in the tapovana even after listening to 

the rattling sound of the chariot's wheels. As the deer had no previous 

experience of being alanned, it felt no urge for paying care to such a 

sound and behaved as usual. (Act. I). 

The drama is a creation of the Gupta period and this may be 

treated as reliable evidence on the issue for the Gupta age. 

Feudal Grants and the Context of Forests 

The historical role of early Indian feudalism was significant for 

several reasons. The most important economic development related to 

feudal growth in India is that the land grants served as an important 

means of bringing virgin soil under cultivation in central India, Orissa 

and Estern Bengal and the story is same for South India also. 'All in all' 

says R.S. Sharma, 'early feudalism was a phase of great agnrrian 

expansion '
46

. But, this process of agrarian expansion had its adverse 

effect on the existence of forest tracts. The epigraphs seem to suggest 

that from the Gupta period onwards deliberate attempts were made to 

extend the arable land by means of grants. The Tippera copper plate 

grant of Lord Lokaniitha (650 A.D.) provides an important indication to a 

policy of reclaiming forest land for cultivation in Eastern India. Thus 

opening up of space within the forests as effects of feudalization process 

adds a new dimension to the environmental history of ancient India. A 

similar process can be observed in some parts of western India 
47

. 

R.S. Sharma has cited more land grants in the forest areas in 

Orissa.
47

a These land grants, as in conventionally held, throw much light 
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on the socio-economic aspects of feudalism in India. This is true that 

fiscal rights enjoyed by the rulers and transferred to the donees were 

different in the backward areas (like forest or jungle) from the privileges 

granted in the comparatively more developed parts of India. But from the 

view of environmental history, these may be considered as direct 

interference with the prevailing order of the plant and wild lives in the 

forest tracts. Such grants in forest areas were made under the Bhaiija. the 

SomavamSis and the Gaflgas. 

YaSabhaiijadeva of Khiiijali granted a village which was 

surrounded by forests. Trees, creepers, thickets and forests along with the 

rights to fishing and catching tortoises were given up. 

A Somaval['§[ charter of Mahiibhavagupta IV (!!'" CenturyA.D.) 

granted two villages. By the grant the rights of ldlling snakes and 

elephants were conferred. From the name Airiivaffa mm:1ala of the 

district, in which the villages were situated, it may he assumed that the 

area abounded in elephants. 

Some more fiscal rights are found granted in a charter of the last 

Somavarp§{King Somefvaradeva. The charter mentions granting of land 

along with the rights to the enjoyment of ivory, tiger's skin and various 

wild animals as well as trees and forests. Significantly. the boundaries 

are mentioned in none of the three grants mentioned above, and this left 

scope for their expansion and further encroachment in the jungles. 

Agricultural expansion and depletion of forest covers thus are the 

two historical inevitabilities. 

Protection I Conservation of Plants by Punya Enticement 
• 

The indebtedness of human civilization to plant and animal world 

is natural phenomenon. Extension of agriculture means decrease in the 

physical boundary of the forest territory since the primitive period. The 

primitive people followed the method of acquiring forest land by slash 

and burn for cultivation since the tribal stage of human civilization 
48

. So 

there is an incessant pressure on earth with its living creatures and plants 
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and herbs. The imposition of prohibitive scriptural injunctions to combat 

the ever-growing problems of deforestation became an essential feature 

of the legal literature at least since the beginning of the state formation. 

These scriptures are applied keeping in view two perspectives- positive 

and negative. Prohibitive injunctions have their efticacy in creating a 

feeling of awe and obligation in human mind to abide by the existing 

mles and practices and help in a negative way in the implementation of 

the policy of nature's protection. But this constitutes only the half of the 

endeavours. The positive approach of the ancient Indian authorities for 

protection and conservation of the livlng world is by pll!JYa enticement. 

The S'mrti and Puriina authorities along with the scriptural bans 

also tried to entice the people tOr acquiring pu.pya through the 

performances of some p[tnya ritual5. The idea of religious merit 

accming from planting trees or excavating ponds has had a deep 

impression on the people since the ancient period. In the medieval 

environment, acquisition of ptmya was a social compulsion
49

. In the list 

of actions condemned as upapiitakas felling of trees, sale of tanks and 

gardens etc. are mentioned along with some other blemishes. The 

concept of heaven and hell also dominated the ideological domain of the 

early medieval people. In order to liberate one's own self, pupya or 

religious merit should be purchased by offering gifts of trees. cows. land, 

paddy, edible food and also water sources like wells, tanks (sarovara) or 

ponds (pu~karir;i). 

In Vi~f}llSai[Ihilii, it is stated that trees sown by a man become his 

sons in the next world ( VS .• XCI.3); the giver of a tree gladdens the gods 

with its flowers ( VS .• CIA); the atithis with its fruits ( VS .• XCI.S). those 

with its shadow who chance to sit under it ( VS., XCI.6); and the pilrs 

with the rain water which trickles down from its leaves ( VS., XIC.7). It 

r....Teated further enticement by saying that the offerings of flowers to the 

God would bring to one the boon of having physical charm. 

The custom of planting shady fruit trees along the public 

thoroughfares or constructing gardens and consecrating them for public 

use has been of great antiquity. 
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The glory of trees is proclaimed in some of the pur§pas too. In the 

Matsyapurillya we get,: 'One who sinks a well in a place where there is 

scarcity of water, lives in heaven for as many years as there are drops of 

water in it. The effect of digging ten such wells is equivalent to the 

digging of one pond, and the excavation of ten such ponds is equivalent 

to that of a lake, and the excavation of ten such lakes has as much effect 

as that of begetting a virtuous son and the birth of ten such sons has 

exactly the same effect as that of planting a single tree '
50 

(Mat. Po., !54. 

5!1-512). 

The same Purdi:za eulogizes the planting of trees, saying 'one who 

plants even one tree, according to the prescribed rites resides in heaven 

for 30,000 years of Jndm, The planter of trees, according to the 

prescribed rites, liberates the same number of his past and future manes, 

attains to the highest perfection and is never reborn on earth'. 

AgnipuriiJ;a says that planting of trees and construction of 

pleasure gardens (for the public) is conducive to purgation of sin and 

enjoyment of prosperity. According to PadmapuriiJ.w 'plants are like sons 

to a sonless man.' AgnipuriiiJa going a step further observes: 'the mortal 

sons are meant for purely selfish purposes whereas the tree-sons serve 

purely altruistic ones'. The VariihapuriiJ;a echoes almost the same view. 

Hence Agnipuriina concludes: 'Therefore never cut down any tree 

that bears good flowers and fruits, if you desire the increase of your 

family. of your wealth, and of your future happiness'. 

The messages contained in different puriil}as thus enable us to 

perceive the exact attitude as well as notion of the ancient Indian thinkers 

regarding protection and conservation of the plant domain. At least on 

the question of plant protection, utilitarian ideology is always perceptible 

under the apparent speculative arguments. G.P. Majumdar aptly 

comments, 'Thus the general idea underlying the whole practice is one 

of public utility religiously enjoined in order to make· it universally 

understood, appreciated and followed, ..•. '. 
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The aim of all these plll}ya rituals seems to have been to inspire 

common people in the protection and conservation ideology though in an 

indirect way. It is uncertain, whether the people in general were 

conscious of the significant role of plant and trees in maintaining 

nature's balance, yet it may be asserted that the ancient social thinkers 

were quite aware of the utility of plantation of trees. To the royal 

personages, their clear instructions are in favour of planting trees in their 
' territory. From Kautllya to Sukra all the theoreticians advocate in favour 

of plantation. 

In the Tammahima, section of 'Upavanavinoda there are a 

detailed account of acquisition of various grades of pw}yas by means of 

plantation of trees. The title of the section Tarumahimii connotes grace 

and glory of trees. A king whose palace is provided with spacious 

gardens is to be regarded as the lord of the earth- the view is expressed 

in the introduction to glorify the gardening culture. The glory of trees is 

described in a series of verses. The verses are as follows: 

!. (It is ) better to have a tree (planted) by the wayside where many 

rest under its shade than to have many sons born who are devoid 

of wealth and virtue. 

2. We read in the §astra,{_; that (excavation of) a pond is equivalent (in 

virtues) to (sinking of) ten wells, a lake is equivalent to ten ponds, 

and a son is equivalent to ten such lakes and a tree is as good as 

ten sons. 

3. He. who for pleasure makes him a good garden full or fruit and 
' flower trees, is destined to go to the abode of Siva and resides 

there for as many as three ages. 

4. One should plant trees with full knowledge of these particular. in 

as much as. from trees proceed virtues, material prosperity, 

fulfillment of desires and salvation - (i.e. dharma. artha. kiima 

and mok?a)- these four sovereign things. 

5. A man is sure to reside in Vaikunfha (abode of VifflU) for a.s 

many thousand years as there is basil plants planted in his house. 
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6. Laksmi (the goddess of wealth) lives for generations in the house 
' of a man who plants the vilva trees, peculiarly favourite with Siva. 

7. He, who plants aSvattha trees after proper methods, no matter 

where, goes to the abode of Vif9U· 

8. He, who plants the .imalaka trees, reaps the fruit of constant 

asceticism, the giving of earth and of many sacrifices ( Yajiia). 

9. He, who plant.;; after a proper method two banyan trees, goes to 
' the abode of Siva, and is waited on by the seraphim. 

10. The virtuous man who plants three nimba trees attains to the 

abode of the sun and stays there for three thousand years. 

11. There can be no doubt of the fact that the man who plants four 

plakfa trees enjoys the fruits of a Rifjasiiya sacrilicc. 

12. He, who plants five iimra trees by the wayside or in the garden, 

secures salvation of fourteen generations past and future. 

backward and forward. 

13. He, who plants six §frisa trees by the way side. attains to the 

abode of Garaf!a and spends his days there in as much pleasure as 

the gods do. 

14. The man, who plants either seven or even one palii§a tree, gels at 

the abode of Brahmii and is waited upon there by the best of gods. 

15. He, who plants eight udumbara tree himself or gets them planted 

by others. reaches the abode of the Moon and enjoy intensity of 

pleasure there. 

16. He, who plants a madhiika tree, becomes free from all diseases 

and by him all the gods, especially the goddess Piirvati is pleased 

or gratified. 

17. He, who plants a tree along with any of these trees: k~irika, 

kadali, driiksii, piyii1a, panasa etc. ensures himself against all 

diseases for seven lives (births) to come. 

18. He, who plants a jambii tree, either with knowledge or in 

ignorance, enjoys the fruits of virtue in his own house every day. 
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19. He. who plants trees capable of bearing fruits and t1owers beside 

those that have already been mentioned enjoys the fruits of the gift 

of one thousand cows of gold. 

20. He, who plants a.5vattha, pichumanda, nyagrodha. one each, ten 

tamarind trees, and kapittha, V1lva and iimalaka, three each, and 

five mango trees, is never fated to see hell. 

Thus the verses in the Tarumahimii section of the Upavanavinoda 

bear a clear testimony to the earnest efforts of the social thinkers of 

ancient India to inspire the common people in every possible way with 

the ideals of protection as well as conservation of trees and plants. In this 

endeavour their project was conceived in a wider perspective. A weH 

defined comprehensive spirit and attitude are visible in most of the 

verses of the section "glory of trees'. References to all the leading gods 
/ 

like Vi~s!w, 5hva, nirvati, Surya and Gane.5a in the verses make one thing 

explicit that the author tried to touch the mind of the people of each and 

every sect belonging to Hindu religion, in a wider sense. Referentially it 

may he mentioned that the orthodox briihm8J!as known usually as 

smiirtas evolved a kind of worship described as paiicopasanii in which all 

the principal deities of five approved Brahmanical Hindu cults were the 

objects of veneration
51

• It has not yet been possible to fix the period 

accurately of its growth but archaeologically it is proved that it was 

introduced long before the medieval period 5
2

. 

In the verses of the text, taken under consideration, we get a clear 

rctlcction or a liberal attitude of compromise and amity so that a 

pervasive effect of the nature friendly principles of the treatise may be 

obtained. For example we may cite the number of the verses as they are 

arranged above and the concerned deity mentioned therein. 

1. Invocation is made to Gane5a- Ganapatya cult. 
/ / 

2. Siva in verses 3, 9- Saiva cult. 

3. Visnu in verses 57- Vaisnava cult . . , .. 
LaksmTin verse 6- Vaisnava cult . . . 
Garupa in verse 13- Vaisnava cult 
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/ 

4. Pirvati in verse 16 - Sakti cult 

5. Surya in verse 10- Saura cult 

Besides, there are mentions of fulfillment of Puru~iirtha enjoyment of 

fruits of any yajiia or Rifjasiiya yaJiia or boon to live at abode of Brahmii 

or at the abode of Moon as a result of performing the pious work of 

planting trees, in the rest of the verses cited above. 

The trees are so exalted that in the Varahapuriina, tree lS 

designated as paiicayaJiia (observer of five sacrifices). 

Thus it appears that the social thinkers showed deep concern for 

protection of plants and trees. Indians generally believe in the existence 

of a life beyond death and bear an aspiration in the deep of their mind 
/ 

that they can attain Sivaloka or Vi.snuloka by performing punya rituals. . . . 
The common people sometimes fail to realize the exact need of 

protecting the green world either due to ignorance or due to indifference. 

Often wanton destructions of plant and trees are carried out by men only 

to satisfy their immediate needs. 

The social thinkers of the past. consequently tried to bring a wise 

solution of the problem in two ways - one, by imposing restrictions and 

the other by exploiting the religious emotion and sentiment of the people. 
/ 

The enticement of Vi§'}llloka. Sivaloka or others can create a positive 

effect on the Indian mind- was their definite impression. 

Conservation from Below 

The relationship between man and forest as well a"> trees is 

multifaceted ranging ifom exploitation to protection. In the social and 

religious life of the people, the forest link is manifest tmth. Not only the 

forest-living tribal folk, even some non-tribal people have totemic 

relationship with trees and animals. It is almost a universal characteristic 

of ancient societies sorviving to-day, that the peoples living in the forest 

area borrow their names from the animal or the plant world. The essence 

of totems is that each clan associates itself with an animal which is called 
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its totem. There are also taboos associated with totems as for example a 

dog clan is not allowed to eat dogs 5
3

. Besides, the gatherers regard 

human being as merely part of a community that includes other living 

creatures. They attribute sacred qualities to individual trees, ponds or 

mountain peaks or to all members of a plant or animal species. The 

example of Ficus trees may be drawn. 'At a more concrete level, these 

ideologies of nature worship are buttressed by specific social practices 

which orient societies in the gathering mode towards the prudent use of 

nature '
54

. It has been observed that traditional practices of preserving 

sacred grove as a tribal value system in a vast patch of container of 

various biological diversitl
5

• Buchmcn says, 'sacred grove contains a 

large number of species and is considered to be a true ecological 
. I >56 JCWe . 

From the point of view of protection and conservation of 

resources the maintenance of sacred groves is one of the t1nest instances 

of traditional conservation practice 5
7

. 

The gatherer societies generally have small demands on the 

resource base. Their belief system and diversified professions for 

resource sharing with restrain may be regarded as ceo-friendly 

sustainable utilization practices. Such practice of resource-sharing is 

evident in some piili works which has been pointed out by C.D. 

Chattetjce
58

• He quotes from the Dhammapada: 

" Udakaarp hi nayanti ncttikii usukiirii namayanti tt;janarp l 

Diirurp namayanti lacchakii attiina damayanli paiJflita ll 

Trans: The conduit-makers lead the water, the i1etchers shape the arrows, 

the carpenters bend the wood, (and) the wise men subdue themselves. 

It is evident that long before the 6'" Century B.C. the descendants 

of forest dwellers were divided into a number of professional castes 

entirely dependent on natural resources of the forests. Commonly they 

are: Nalakiiras (the rush workers), Usukiiras (the fletchers). Cammakiiras 

(the leather workers), Tacchakas or Vii>f>fakis (the carpenlers). Pii~ikas 

(the trappers and the hunters) etc. 
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The four modes of resource use as analyzed by Gaclgil and Guha 

are -food gathering, pastoralism, settled cultivation and industrial. Each 

of the modes is backed by its own pattern of economy, social 

organization and ideology. The overall ecological impact of the first 

three modes was not devastating for nature in the view of A. 

Bandopadhyay, rather he comments, 'in the broad perception of man

nature relationship each of them has shown its respective preference for 

the prudent and sustainable use of resources, leading to the evolvement 

r b f
. . . ,sg 

o a num er o conservatiOn practices . 

But the industrial mode (which has nothing to do with the pre

industrial society) has proved to be a major disturber of environment due 

lo its nature of resource exploitation. 

Most of the tribal communities are living still in and around the 

forest environment and it is obvious that they are impulsive in their 

attitude to the forest. Their consciousness and knowledge on 'ecological 

niche' may be designated as traditional wisdom. With the help of this 

traditional knowledge they practically play a significant role in the 

conservation and protection strategy of the human society since the long 

past. 

In this context an instance may be cited of a recent event reported 

m a daily
60

• The Totos or North Bengal (Totopara, near Madarihat, 

Jalpaiguri) put an end to the age-old practice of using banana leaves for 

serving food in ceremonial functions with a view to avoid unnecessary 

spoils of the banana plants as well as the leaves which constitute the 

principal food of the elephants. Elephants abound in the forests of North 

Bengal. Banana plants are elephant's favourite food. By stopping this 

ancient practice, the tribal people in the locality are trying to make a new 

adjustment with the changing environmental situation. This is a clear 

example of prudence of the tribal people in resource uses and thereby 

promoting the causes of conservation and protection of plants and 

animals. 
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Some aphorisms of Khanii are much popular among the agrarian 

people of Bengal. One such maxim is related to plantain leaves. Khanii 
61 

says: . 

Ruya kalii nii keJa piit, 

Tiitei kiipar, tatei bhiit. 

English Translations: After you have planted the banana plants. do not cut 

off their leaves; then it will sustain you by food and clothes. 

It is well-established now that the food of plant is manufactured in 

the green leaves. Before the establishment of this great truth in modern 

science. Khanii, it appears, had the perception of this physiological 

phenomenon of plant. She had the clear conception that the productive 

output of plant depends on the manufacture of food in the leaves
62

. 

N .R. Ray refers to Diik and Khani whose sayings were very much 

popular among the agrarian people of Bengal from an earlier time. He 

expresses his view that these vacanas undoubtedly bear the tradition of a 

very early period. On the basis of the maxims of this illustrious lady 

(Khanii), one can easily think of her wide range of knowledge about soil. 

tilling, sowing and planting, reaping and harvesting and above all her 

meteorological observations. 
63 

But one more issue may be added to this 

lmowlcdge bank i.e. her concern for protection of plants leaves as well as 

application of manure for their healthy growth. 

The conservation and protection measures for the animals both 

domestic and wild were adopted by the ancient authorities. We have 

already seen that human civilization in all its facets of development owes 

a lot to the animals. Human-animal relationship is featured with two 

opposites - love and con11ict. Until and unless an animal is tamed or 

domesticated, it poses to be a source of danger. But after taming, the 

same animal serves beneticial purposes of the people. So by imposing 

prohibitive measures against injuring and killing, the ancient authorities 

took the first initiative to protect these mute living beings from violence 

and cruelty of the people. 
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The animals for their utility and usefulness gradually became an 

inescapable part of the human society. Consequently different Ayurvedas 

began to be composed by the scholars in veterinary sciences in different 

comers of the country. Simultaneously, the scientists began to observe 

the behaviour of the animals, essential for different purposes of the state 

as well as of the society. 

The relation between man and animal got a new colour in the 

literature of ancient India. Ethics of non-violence made a long head way 

in the protection and conservation measures. 

A recent event of hunting a chinkara (a kind of deer) by a famous 

film personality of Bombay, in Jodhpur brings before the world the 

commitment of Bishnoi community to India's long tradition of noninjury 

to the Jiving creatures. The incident occurred in 1998. The people who 

were emotionally injured are the Bishnois, estimated to be around 6 

millions. They spread over Rajasthan, Gujrat, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh 

and Madhya Pradesh. The essence of their love for nature is revealed 

from the dialogue of a Bishnoi girl made to the correspondent of 

Mumbai Mirror on 12 April, 2006, 'We are poor farmers, Though these 

animals often enter our farms and damage crops, we never hit them with 

as much as a stick. We worship nature and these animals and trees are 

d ' . . ,64 our go s remcamatwn . 

Such a bond between man and nature is not rare in Indian ethos. 

Paining nature perhaps has got her fullest expression in the words of 

Priya1pvadii at the time of departure of Saiamta/J from Ka.pva 's 

tapovana- 'you are not alone, beloved friend, to feel the sadness of 

separation. As it draws near. all the grove evidently shares your feeling. 

The browsing deer let the grass fall, 

The peacock now dances no more, 

The creepers shed upon the ground 

Their blighted leaves, like tears of grief'
65

, 

- ' (Abh1gnana Sakuntalam, Act IV) 
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' - ' Harpsadeva s Mrga-pak~i Siistra throws much light on the 

behavioural aspects of a large number of mammals, rodents and birds. In 

this text a compassionate feeling for the animals is apparent. The king 

ShautJadeva, under whose directions Hmpsdeva composed this classic, 

was concerned about the long-term adverse effects of hunting animals 

and birds on the environment. 

Hamsadeva 's observation on animal should be regarded as the 

basis of ancient Indian science of animal behaviour though his approach 

is more compassionate in character than scientific. He tirrnly believes 

that all animals and birds are created by god for service of the man. 

Many or his statements are based on religious bias. But one can not 

unrler assess the scientific spirit inherent in the text. If we go by the view 

of Dewsbury
66

, we can designate the Mrgapak~[ Siislra as a scientific 

study on animal behaviour. Hapsadeva makes a scientific observation
67

: 

The surroundings like lakes, sea, big or small rivers, mountain regions, 

forest-trees, earth, sun, wind, and so on as also difference in the 

ambience and daily activity affect the characteristics of animals and 

birds. (MPS., 715). 

Simultaneously, the author is eloquent in expressing his belief in 

God and gets the real meaning of human life in rendering service to the 

various other animals in the world. He says. 'people who hate these 

creatures miss a great deal of happiness and pleasure in life. They are in 

fact bereft of dharma and are worst sinners. Hence people should protect 

animals as per their ability. It is an act that is conducive to righteousness, 

fame, long life and good prospects here and hcreaf'ter .... As man is 

considered the best creation of god similarly these speechless but 

intelligent animals are also regarded the next best. They can work with 

humans rather than against them. With a wealth of so many great 

qualities they are always helpful to rulers in seeking welfare of the 
. ,68 

nation 
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CHAPTER VI 

Involvement of Women 

Culture is connected' witli tlie sou£ ana not 
witli tlie s~ 

Riijasekhara 
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The generally accepted view of the scholars is that the women were the 

Erst to attain the knowledge of agriculture
1

. It was only after the 

domestication of cattle and invention of plough, which came much later, 

that women were liberated from the toil of cultivation. In most of the 

provinces in India the popular practice still now is, while ploughing is 

done by man, it is the woman who follows behind, and drops the seed in 

the furrows. Ritchie Calder's depiction of women's role in the 

development of agriculture may help us to have a glimpse of the whole 

process. It is said 'When one comes to think of civilization, it is pretty 

obvious that Women not Man was the innovator who lald the 

foundations of our civilization. While the men went hunting, the woman 

was the guardian of the fire and pretty certainly. the first maker of 

pottery. It was she who went picking the wild berries and nuts and seeds 

and who went poking with sticks to unearth the edible roots. In the 

mother to daughter tradition, the knowledge of plants born of long 

observation led the women to experiment in cultivation. Biologically. 

woman was more observant than man because the recurring phases of the 

moon coincided with the rhythm of her fertile life and she could observe 

the period of gestation, not only in herself but in the animals and in the 

seasonal reappearance of the plants. So she had a sense of time and the 

measurement of time was one of the earliest manifestations of 

constructive and systematic thinking'
2 
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The largest period of human history has been spent for gathering 

food by way of hunting animals and collecting lruits and vegetables from 

jungles. The division of labour among the hunter-gatherer and shifting 

cultivators was primarily based on age and sex and to some extent upon 

knowledge and leadership abilities
3

• 

Bernal regards the invention of technique of agriculture in the 

same rank with the discovery and utilization of fire and power 
4

. 

Development of agriculture and thereby consequent increase in food 

production necessitated the making of pot for storage of food grains. 

Actually, the use of pottery extended the range of cooking operations and 

improved the diet of man. Besides, the making of pots, spinning and 

weaving is again credited to \vomen, Bernal observes. 'forms of patterns 

produced in weaving and the number of threads involved in producing 

them are essentially of a geometrical nature. leading to a deeper 

understanding of the relation. between form and hunbcr
5 

•• This may be 

regarded as the fore nmner of weaving technology. 
, 

So it is logical to think that women s role m the process of 

development is very positive. 

But to reconstruct a connected account of women's involvement 

m the scientific activities and practices during the ancient period is a 

difficult task. The study of plants and plant life ultimately gave birth to 

the sciences like agriculture, medicine, arbori-horticulture etc. This 

branch of study emerged as V [k~siiyurveda came to be regarded as one of 

the sixty-four arts by Viit<yiiyana
6 

In the Bhiiryyiidhikiirikiikhyai[l adh1karai}a of the Kiimasiitra there 

IS instruction extended to the house mistress for creating gardens. A 

typical garden attached to a dwelling house is described in the 

Kiimasiitra. The house that the niigaraka builds for his residence shows 

his taste and love of beauty. Attached to the house there must be 

V[k~aviitika or a garden with wide grounds, if possible where flowering 

plants and fruit-trees can grow as well as kitchen vegetables'. The garden 

should be in charge of the mistress of the house. It is the duty of a good 

housewife says Viitsyiiyana, to procure the seeds of common kitchen 
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vegetables and medicinal herbs and plant them each in its season. The 

exact slltra is: 

miilakiilukapiilaiik[ damaniimriitakairbiiruka trapusabiirtiiku 

ku~miii}if.iiliibu siirai}a sukaniisii svaympguptii til a panJikiignimantha 

Ja§unapalii[Jif.u-prabh[tifliilp. sarbbau~adhinmp ca bijagrahmyup kiile 

biipasca
8

11 

(Vat.Kiim., III.29) 

English trans: (A house mistress) is to duly procure seeds of mil/aka, 

lrapusa (cucumber), pii/ankl, damana (not identifwd), iimrii, crbiiruk,, 

(kankur), biirttiiku (brinjal), aliibu (bottlegourd) ku~miiprJa (a kind of 

pumkin gourd), siirarza (esculent root akin to an1m) Sukaniisa (in Bengal 

it is cailcd Soniigiicch), svayarp.gupta (sukasimbi), tila-panyika ((sesame 

and betel leaf). agnimantha, lasuna (garlic), piiliiudu (onion) and such 

others. 

The direction is also given - Paripiite~u ca haritaSiikaba 

priimk~llstambiifijiraka sar~apiijamoda Satapu~pii tamiila gulmiiqEfca 

kiirayet 11
9 

( Vat.Kiim .. Ill.6) 

It is mentioned in the siitra that a house mistress should know as 

to how greens and vegetables are to be reared in specially prepared soil 

beds free of grits, sugarcane in clumps, stunted shrubs of mustard, jiraka, 

ajamoda, .5atapu~pa and similar herbs in patches and the tamiila trees in 

groves. 

Among flowers to be planted in the flower garden, mention is 

made of kubjaka, iimalaka, mallikli, jiiti, kur!ll}laka, navamallikii, 

Jagaranandyiivarta, japa etc., the shrubs include biilaka and usira which 

should be arranged in rows in the garden, yielding fragrance. The garden 

should be provided with arbors and with raised platforms here and there 

for recreation and rest. All these are the responsibilities of the mistress of 

a house which in many ways resemble the duties and responsibilities of 
/ 

the iirimiidhipati, a government officer referred to by Sukra, who was 

entrusted with the charge of constmction and maintenance of the public 
10 / 

parks and gardens (Suk.,Il.317~319). 
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Sukra says, 'The superintendent of parks and forests is he who 

knows of the causes of growth and development of flowers and fruits, 

who knows how to plant and cure the trees by administering proper soil 

and water at the suitable time, and who knows of their medicinal 

properties'. It is likely that a house wife's knowledge was much similar 

to that of the officer mentioned by Sukra. 

Interesting corroborative evidence regarding the horticultural 

knowledge of women in ancient period is furnished by the Deopiira 

inscription of Vfjayasena. In the relevant verse it is said - Through his 

grace the Briihmaf!aS versed in the Vedas have become the possessors of 

so much wealth that their wives have to be trained by the wives of the 

town people (to recognize) pearls, pieces of emerald, silver coins, jewels 

and gold from their similarity with seeds of cotton, leaves of §iika_. bottle 

gourd flowers, the developed seeds of pomegranates and the blooming 

±lowers of the creepers of pumpkin- gourd respectively
11

. 

From the verse quoted above, of the said inscription, one thing is 

evident that the women generally carried out the task of producing 

varieties of vegetables in the kitchen gardens attached to the their houses 

and thereby they developed practical knowledge in this branch of 

science. The common village briihmai}a wives were not accustomed to 

valuable jewels and pearls rather they were quite familiar with the shape 

and appearance of seeds of different fruits, vegetables and green leavcs.
12 

It appears that knowledge of women in horticulture was a common 

phenomenon. 

Beside the ancient texts, the folk traditions in the form of 

aphorisms may be taken into account to make a proper estimate of the 

contribution of women towards the development of agricultural 

knowledge in the ancient period. The aphorisms of Khanii provide strong 

evidence in favour of women's awareness and profound knowledge in 
. I I . 13 

agncu tura science . 

The following maxim of Khanii contains the direction of aerating 

the soil suitable for different plants and crops: 

Solo cii~e tulii, tiir ardhek miilii I 
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Tiir ardhek dhiin, binii cii~e piin II 

English trans: For the successful cultivation of cotton one has to plough 

the land 16 times, for radish 8 times, for paddy 4 times, and for betel niL 

In this context. G.P. Majumdar, the well-known botanist comments: 

'The soundness of the directions becomes at once manifest when one 

takes into consideration that cotton plant has an elaborate root system, 

radish is a herb, paddy is a surface feeder, and betel is a climber that 

produces numerous adventitious aerial roots' 
14

. 

It is well established now that the food of plant is manufactured in 

the green leaves. Before the establishment of the scientiftc tmth by 

modem research, Khanii in the remote antiquity had obviously the 

perception of this physiological phenomenon of plants. She also realized 

that the productive output of plant depends on the manufacture of food in 

the leaves. This is why she comments: 

Chiil bharii kumrii piitii I 

LakshmT balen iimi tathii II 

English trans: A gourd plant if bears numerous leaves (i.e. covers the roof 

with leaves) Lakshmi, the Goddess of wealth lives there. 

or 

Kala ruyc nii kiita pal I 

Tiilei kiipar tiitei bhiilll 

English trans: After you have planted the banana plants, do not cut off 

their leaves as this will bring to you both rice and clothing. 

Khanii 's wisdom about soil is evident in the following lines: 

Sun re biipu chii~iir be pi 
miilir madhye belejetii I 

Tiite Jodi bunis pafal 

tiitei tor ashiir safalll 

English trans: Oh my rustic boy, your desire will be fulfilled if you grow 

pointed gourd in the sandy alluvial soiL 
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After a thorough analysis of the K[fi-ParifSara and the sayings of 

Khanii, G.P. Majumdar comes to the conclusion: 'The striking 

resemblance between some of the aphorisms of Khanii relating to 

agriculture and some of the verses in the K[fi-PariiSara on the same 

subject may warrant us in the supposition that the authentic treatise in 

Sanskrit might have a good deal to do with the mythical author of the 

aphorisms of Khanii who carried the lessons contained in the K[fi

PariiSara to particular applications in minute details.
15 

The study of plants gave birth to another branch of science i.e. 

science of medicine which is known as Ayurveda. The literal meaning of 

Ayilrveda is the 'Science of life '
16

. 

The Kau!ilya ALthaSJstra recommends the construction of 

bhai~~·!fyag,rha at the north-west corner of the compound of a fort
17

• The 

same Arlha.S:is'tra refers to an organization which would stand behind the 

fighting force being equipped with physicians, surgical instmments, 

machines, remedial oils, and bandages. The women would prepare food 

and beverage for them 
18

• It is well known that food and beverage have 

great importance in the ayurvedic system of treatment and the women 

certainly proved themselves competent enough to bear the responsibility 

or preparing the diet of the patients. 

Women often leave their mark of talent in original thinking. A 

story of ASokiivadiina may be remembered in this context
19

. Once, 

Emperor Asoka fell ill. Tissarakkhii. his queen diagnosed the disease and 

cured the Emperor. The diagnosis was conducted by finding similar 

symptoms in another person and then eliminating various possibilities by 

the application of variety of treatment until the proper antidote was 

identified. R. Thapar comments that this event throws light on the 

medical analysis of the time
20

. Tissarakkhii's success in curing her 

husband by following a process of trial, error and elimination indicates 

her way of scientific thinking. It shows that she was well aware that 

experiment and observation are the basic requisites for any success in 

medical research. If the core of this episode may be appreciated without 

any patriarchal or religious bias, this lady in spite of being shaded with 
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criticism for some reasons in the Buddhist literature should be credited 

for her intellectual perception. 

The women in spite of having inherent talent and merit could not 

give expression to their intellectual urge due to absence of privilege of 

education. Still. amidst this situation, a few of them displayed their 

intellectual promise, but mostly in literature. Among women interested in 

science, the name of Riisi should be referred
2
I. This lady wrote a medical 

treatise on the diseases of women which was translated into Arabic in the 

eight century A.D. Riisii, certainly was a great authority on Gynaecology. 

It is reasonable to think that Riisi 's work was of a high order; unless it 

was a good piece of work, it would not have attracted the attention of the 

Arabic world. The medical scholars of the countries contributed much to 

the mutual enrichment of knowledge and in this exchange the 

contribution of a lady authority is simply fascinating in the history of 
"' medical science in ancient India--. 

Central to the idea of conservation of nature, has been the 

tradition of conceiving nature and earth as feminine entities. As the 

natural forces were typically seen as feminine a 'feminine principle' 

existed, a reflection of women's particular relationship to nature through 

the reproductive and productive work giving birth to children and 

feeding them and keeping healthy as they grow. This feminine principle 

ensured that the natural environment was not abused but was cared for 

and used carefully'
23

. The Vedas dedicate many hymns to Prthvf which 

is regarded as one of the important component element of environment. 

'Truth and moral order sustains her. She is the mistress of past and 

future, giver of the wide and wild-life world of human life'
24

• 'Earth is 

the upholder of moral order. The Earth is indeed a female entity whose 

loyalty and veracity was unquestionable'". Perhaps, challenged by Mara 
on his claim of attainment of the supreme knowledge, the Bodhisattva 

called veracious Earth to act as witness of his innumerable acts of virtue 

and piety. The event of Bodhisattva's calling the Earth to witness in 

view of the challenge of Mara and the pose of touching the Earth 

(BhiisparSa mudrii) are the unequivocal recognition to the women ethos. 
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Countless myths relating to Earth, unswervmg, steadfast pervade the 

Indian psyche in all regions, all levels of society giving rise not only to 

major cults but also making way for depiction of feminine spirit in art as 

well as in literature. 

Consequently corresponding imageries of women as close 

associates of nature is widely available in sculpture and literature. Every 

day duties and responsibilities to be extended to the plants and animals in 
/ 

the hermitage of Ki1(1va by Sakuntalii and other girls as portrayed by 

Kiilidiisa may be viewed as true perception of the role of women in 

conservation of nature. 

In this context the name of a Bishnoi woman should be 

mentioned. She is Amn"tii Devi after whose name a memorial has been 

built near Jodhpur. The Bishnoi religion was founded by Guru .lambaji in 

1451 who believed that the environment had to be protected in our own 

interest. 

ll was in 1730, the prince of Jodhpur needed wood to fuel lime 

kilns ror building a new palace and for that purpose sent troops for 

Idling khejadi tees. But more than 300 hundred Bishnois laid down their 

lives while trying to save their trees from being hacked by the prince's 

soldiers. They were led by young Amritii Devi. She had hugged a tree 

asking the soldier to cut her before felling the tree. Amritii Dcvi became 

a martyr and the Bishnois one by one followed her and sacrificed their 

life for protection of trees, animals and Mother Nature. When the 

appalled prince linally reached the spot and stopped his men, 363 

Bishnois already lay dead. 
27

. This is a unique instance of martyrdom of a 

woman for the noble cause of protection of trees which in wider 

perspective is to be viewed as selfless sacrifice for the cause of 

environmental protection. The event though occurred at a later time 

which is beyond the time limit of this discourse, yet it should be 

remembered that the women of this community are strong believer of 

traditional religion and ideology. 

The illustrated manuscript of the Hastividyifn;ava which was 

composed in 1734 A.D. under the order and inspiration of Ahom King 
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' -Siva Sinha and his Queen Ambikii Devi by Sukumar Barkath carries 

special value from the point of view of women history 
28

• For this great 

work Ambiki DevT's inspiration was equally countable with that of 

King Siva Sinha. The Queen's vision as well as urge for documenting 

the indigenous knowledge on the characteristics and behaviour of 

elephants adds a new dimension to gender study. S. Barua finds in it an 

indication of better position of women in Assam than elsewhere in 

I I
. 29 

ncia . 
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CHAPTER VII 

Transboundary Exchange of 
Knowledge 

'11ie greatest genius is tfie most intfe6tea man . ... 
Emerson 
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Through out the ages India maintained her trade relations both 

overland and by sea with western Asia, Greece and Rome, Egypt as well 

as with China and the East. This connection with the outside world 

resulted obviously in exchange of ideas and information in different 

branches of arts and sciences. It is comfortable to observe it in the 

development of new art style like the G3.ndhfua School of art, but no less 

visible it is in the exchange of knowledge relating to medicine and 

medicinal herbs. 

Among the export commodities, India had a monopoly in the 

matter of the supply of pepper, cinnamon, and other edible spices which 

were in great request through out Europe
1

• 

India had need to import medicinal drugs along with other 

commodities like tin. lead, gla~s. amber etc. but to a small extent The 

Baveru-J§taka relates the adventures of certain Indian merchants who 

took the first peacock by sea to Babylon. Mr. Rhys Davids on the 

evidence of Digha Nikiiya of Sutta-pi[aka says that certain Indian 

commodities e.g. rice, peacock, sandal-wood were known to the Greeks 

and others under their Indian names in the 5
1
h century B.C.

3
• 

Export of Indian animals, sandal wood, monkeys and elephants' 

teeth to Egypt is historically evident'. 

An interesting side light is thrown in connection with navigation 

on the behaviour of birds, used by the mariners to know the direction of 
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the shore. These were known as diSi-kaka i.e. the direction giving crows. 

Very interesting proof is furnished by Digha Nikaya
5 

It describes how 

merchants carrying on sea-borne trade used to take with them in their 

sea-going vessels certain birds of strong wing which in case of needs 

would be let loose. The birds while flying in all directions, if found shore 

within easy reach, did not return to the vessel and if not, their automatic 

choice was to return to the ship to land being fatigued for long flight. 

This practice was also known to the sea-faring Babylonians and 

Phoenicians of early tirnes
6

• 

This information on behaviour of bird is very interesting in the 

sense that the people in that remote past could well conceive the 

instinctive behaviour of the bird' s tendency to fly towards the direction 

of land and this knowledge they could utilize to improve the methods of 

navigation in the days when there was no means of aerial communication 

with the sea-board from the deep sea. 

There is direct evidence of the influence of Ayurveda in central 

Asia. Mention may be made in this context of the famous Bower 

Manuscript which was recovered from Kucha in course of an 

archaeological exploration carried out in central Asia
7

• It contains seven 

Sanskrit texts, of which three arc medical treatises. The first deals with 

medicinal properties of lasuna and other roots and herbs. The influence 

of Ayurveda is also clearly traceable in Tibet. Tibetan medical system 

based on AywYedic principle was adopted by various tribes of the 

Himalayas. Myrabalans, blue lotus, black pepper 

cinnamon, root of costus are referred to in Tibetan 

Indian drugs were used in China, Korea and Japan. 

garlic, ginger, 
R 

pharmacology. 

It is well known that introduction of Buddhism into China 

promoted exchange of ideas between India and China. Not only 

philosophical ideas, various arts and sciences also were exchanged. As a 

matter of fact, Buddhist monks were well aware of medicine. Often they 

prescribed medicine and also surgery. Buddha himself is known as 

Bhai;;afyaguru in Chinese legends. 
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There are numerous references to Niigiirjuna. Jiva.ka and KiiSyapa 

in Chinese canonical literature. Indian dmgs and their applications were 

mentioned in canonical texts. Episodes of Buddhist monks cunng 

patients with their medicines are recorded in Chinese history. 

Buddhism thrived in China during the mle of the Tang Dynasty 

(A.D. 618 to 907) and the early Tang Emperor, Tai Song (627-650 A.B.) 

in the Seventh century A.D. developed contacts with several Indian 

Kingdoms including Magadha
9

. 

The Niilandii University famous centre tOr learning at that time 

was visited by a large number of Chinese Buddhist monks. The first 

Chinese monk to visit India during this period was Hiuen-tsang. The 

seventh century A.D. which saw the &---rival of so many distinguished 

Chinese monks in India, also witnessed the journey of noted Indian 

Buddhists to China. Since interests in Indian medicine and other sciences 

were growing, these monk-travellers wrote about the distinctive nature of 

Indian medicine in their travelogues as seen in Datang Xiyuji 
10 

i.e. 'the 

great Tang dynasty travels in the western regions'. According to 

Deshpandc, 'By and by under the directive of Tang emperors, Chinese 

monks and visitors searched for famous Indian doctors and drugs'. 

Practice of medicine in Chinese monasteries grew rapidly and it is 

evident from literature, cave-inscriptions and carvings of the time. 

Ancient caves at Dunhuang (of the 6
1
h to 1dh century A.D.) bear ample 

testimony to the thriving condition of different aspects of Buddhism in 

China. Among the vast number of manuscripts discovered from 

Dunhuang, there are some medical manuscripts. Dunhuang medical 

manuscripts contained one, named Qiposhu or Jivakapustaka. Jean 

Filliozat found that some five formulae in Qiposhu are from 

Carakaslll[lhid 
1

. 

Sino-Indian Buddhist contacts that began in the first century A.D. 

resulted in exchange of ideas between the two cultures. Needham, the 

foremost historian of Chinese science is doubtful of any long lasting 

influence of Indian medicines on those of China. But recent studies of 

Deshpande and some others show that Buddhist medicine contributed in 
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the evolution of various disciplines of medicine in medieval China and 

had a share in overall medical practice of the time 
12

. 

It is evident that Indian herbal knowledge had reached western 

world since the Greek botanist Theophrastus gives details of the 

medicinal use of various plants and herbs from India in his History ol 

Plants
13

• The Indian concept of 'tridosa' has striking resemblance with 

the Greek idea of humour, though they are not exactly identical. The 

influence of Indian system of medical treatment on certain aspects of 

Greek medicine is supported by the mention of Indian medicaments; 

including pepper in the diseases of women, part of Hippocratic 

collection. Indian medical knowledge must have seeped through the 

Parthian empire. then the overlord of parts of India and Greece alike, 

along the trade routes described by Strabo and Plin/
4

. Because by this 

time the Greek power must have been greatly weake~by the feuds of the 

rival lines of Dcmetrios and Eulaatides
15

• It is known from Strabo that 

Parthians deprived Eulaatides by force of arms of a part or Bactriana. It 

is possible that Parthian king Mithradates (c. 171-138 B.C.) penetrated 

even into India. Oro-sius, a Roman historian of 4
1
h century A.D. makes a 

definite statement that Mithradates subdued the natives between the 
]' 

Hydaspes and the Indus '. 

Megasthenes has left vivid description on behaviour of elephants. 

He described diseases of elephants and their remedial treatments and 

these were largely drawn from the Hastyiiyurveda
11

. 

The Carakasamhitii as a medical text deals with more and more . 
details about herbs and plants. Of greater importance were the plant 

products exported by India to outside world. These were exported not 

only to satisfy the ever-growing demand of luxury items but also to be 

used in the preparation of drugs and medicines and as condiments in 

food and wines
18

. The articles of trade were many. How far the medicinal 

plants were concerned it is known from the Buddhacarita and the 

Saundariinand of Asvaghosha. Both the text gives a list of medicinal 

plants some of which are the following: a§oka. aguru, a§vattha, kiiliiguru, 

candana, jambu, piirijiita, priyangu, pliiSa .. madiira, Satapatrii, Saml Siia, 
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dinduviiraka, kamala etc
19

• Thus it is evident that there was a flourishing 

Indo-Roman trade in the first century BC. 

The advanced knowledge of the Indian scholars in various 

disciplines impressed the rulers of neighbouring countries. Indian 

medical knowledge was held in high esteem. Indian plant products were 

used by Greek medical authorities and they usually prescribed plant 
20 

dmgs . 

The Arabs knew about Ayurveda. Several Ayurvedic texts were 

translated into Arabic by the order of the Caliph
21

. It is known that 

Caliph Hanm-Al-Rashid (A.D. 786-809) was cured of a chronic illness 

by one Indian physician whose name was Mankh. 

Court physicians wrote about the Indian system of medicine. One 

such court physician who wrote a summery on Indian medicine on the 

basis of the Carakasa!J1hiti, SuSrutasmphitii, Mildhavanidiina and 

A~fiiligahrdaya. was Ali Ibu Rabban. In the year A.D.77! Indian cultural 

mission went to Baghctai
2

. This mission presented a copy of Brahma 

Siddh5nta to Caliph Al-Mansur who ordered for its translation in Arabic. 

A trend was set for translating the Sanskrit works into Arabic. Such 

efforts had lasting iniluence on the Islamic Scientists. Regular 

communication had other etiects also. Among vegetables, lettuce was 

imported from Arabia but lettuce is said to have originated in Greece 

from where it first came to Arabia and then on to India 
23

. 

Nuskha Dar Fanni-Falahat (The Art of Agriculture) attributed to 

Mughal Prince Darii. Shikoh is approximately a 300-year old manuscript 

and is written in Persian 
24

• 

The text refers to about !00 plant species. According to Y.L. Nene 

the contents of the said text are almost totally different from the earlier 

indigenous agricultural texts of India. But it is historically significant in 

the sense that the age-old policy of exchange at intellectual level was 

continued even as late as the days of the Mughals. Dara Shikoh as a 

liberal scholar made an effort to encourage exchange of information 

between the cultures of West Asia and the Indian Subcontinent
25

. During 

the Mughal period a large number of persons from West Asia and West 
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Central Asia settled down in India, owned land and practised agriculture, 

horticulture etc. Thus in villages, at the level of farmers, exchange of 

knowledge continued which was started more than 1500 years before the 

concerned text was written. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

Conclusion 
'The generally accepted corollary was that the history of science 

smce antiquity had essentially been a European drama ... '. (Gegory 

Blue, 2001) A paradigm shift in this assumption began to emerge among 

the historians with the import of the theory of a 'new humanism' of 

George Sarton. Sarton in his 'Introduction to the History or Science' 

(1927-1947). argued explicitly against Bum-centrism and made 

discussion on the scientific developments in various other non-European 

civilizations mostly of Asia and North Africa. Sarton' s younger 

contemporary, Needham was strongly influenced by the 1\1arxist 

approach to the history and philosophy of science. One of his major 

conceptual contributions was the idea of Oikoumen in which people 

from all nations and cultural background could be involved. The 

conventional notion of the western writers that the non-western people 

had no indigenous scientific tradition was countered by Needham. 

Needham made a systematic study of Chinese materials relevant to the 

history of science and successfully highlighted the indigenous scientific 

tradition of pre-modem China. 'The ultimate aim of Needham's 

monumental project Science and Civilization in China was to promote 

mutual understanding among different cultures' (Goldsmith, Joseph, 

Needham, p. 146 quoted in Situating the History olScience. p. 94). But 

the study of the history of science in India is not marked by such 

Needhamian touch. The documentation of Indian traditional knowledge 

passed its different phases in the hands of the Orientalists. the 

Nationalists and the Positivists as well, since the days of its inception. 

One major concern of the history of sciences in India at this stage 

was to establish the existence of sciences rather proto-sciences or 

elements of science (based on empirical procedures) in antiquity. Bernal 

rightly observes: 'Science does not appear in the first place in a 

recognizable form .... it is necessary to search for its hidden sources in 
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the histories of human arts and institutions' (Science in History, 1969, p. 

61). The tool using and fire using animal, in his view, is well on the way 

to scientific humanity. Gordon Childe' s observation is 'Even the 

simplest tool made out of a broken bough or a chipped stone is the fruit 

of long experience - of trials and errors, impressions noticed, 

remembered, and compared. The skill to make it has been acquired by 

observation, by recollection and by experiment. It may seem as 

exaggeration, but it is yet true to say that any tool is an embodiment of 

science'. (What Happened in History, 1961, p. 9). 

In this sense India has her indigenous scientific tradition. Her 

'cumulative tradition of knowledge' is stored in different texts and 

treatises. It is true f<)r t·hp h;str\1"'"a' nerir.r1 B"' nrJ"M tn 'hat ~· < ~""-' ' ' ~.,_,,,..., L 1-' LL'-''-'' L LH t L '-'' '-' '' ' 

archaeological evidences give clear clue to the scientific or technological 

development both in qualitative and quantitative terms which induced 

Childe to refer to the transition of early societies to agriculture as the 

Neolithic Revolution. 

In the course of historical process, change is visible from 

experience to experiment. In the developmental process people from 

each group leave their marks. But an evolutionary pattern may be 

discerned while investigating different areas of studies. 

There is no mention of rice in the lj.gveda. As food grains,only 

Yava (lm) is mentioned in the Rgveda (Table 1). But rice is mentioned in 

the Atharvaveda. Further the use of various types of rice ( Vrih1) such as 
' plii.Suka, iifu and hiyana etc. is evinced by the Satapatha Brihmm;a 

(Table 2). The relevant tables make it evident that continuous 

observation and cultural practices gradually extended the horizon of 

knowledge of the Vedic people. Sa~phitiis, Briihmm;ws. Anuyyakas and 

Upani~ads bear ample testimony to the progressive extension of 

knowledge in material culture. For this period, material prosperity was in 

no way distanced from the prospects of agriculture, and agricultural 

pursuits definitely made further progress in the later phase of the Vedic 

period. 
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The growing acquaintance with plant life is reflected in the 

appreciation of the medicinal properties of plants. In the Atharvaveda 

different herbs and plants are highly praised for their medicinal values. 

The selection of edible or the medicinal herbs was the outcome of long 

experience. Naturally in that intellectual climate we come across a 

concept of the contemporary people with an exceedingly discernible 

science-potential. Again, if the concept of rta of the early Vedic people is 

viewed as the 'order of the universe', the peoples' instinctive awareness 

of a primordial complex of natural order as well as of social order is also 

to be recognized though this is also to be agreed that the hymns are 

wrought with mythological imaginations of the Vedic poets. 

With the emergence of state power in the form of kingship, the 

scattered but viable knowledge obtained through observations and 

experience came to be codified. Scattered information led to the 

development of systematic branch of studies. 

Experiment hardly contradicted experience. Experiment was 

linked to theoretical knowledge which in turn depended on precedence. 

Organized knowledge system required writing of texts. Royal courts 

extended support for documentation of knowledge. Under the royal 

patronage different sciences flourished. The mlers patronized the 

veterinary sciences pertaining to the health of elephants and horses as 

these animals were the indispensable part of the army, the defender of 

state. The comprehensive treatise of Kaufilya may be cited as an 

example of the initial-most attempt in this direction. Inspite of some 

confusion regarding Kaufilya, his royal linkage is not denied by history. 

Thus Krsisiistra, Vrksiiyurveda, Hastyiiyurveda, A§viiyurveda and . . . . 
others had their steady development and this is evident by the 

composition of a series of texts not only in Sanskrit but also in other 

regional languages in different parts of India through the centuries. As 

for example we may draw the instance of Lokopakiira in old Kannaga 

and Kr~ig!tii in old Malayalam languages, Hastividyan:ava in Tai-Ahom 

language and Ghorii Nidiin m old Assamese script or the 

Gajasiistraprabandha in Marathi language. 
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It is , well-known that agriculture has been playing a vital role in 

the history of India ever since the days of Harappan culture. The 

KJ"{>'ipariiSara is generally recognized as the tlrst ever specitic text on 

agriculture in ancient India. K[~i was initially a part of a wider discipline 

called Viirttii and constituted the main source of income and as such the 

subject of agriculture was methodologically and scientifically studied by 

scholars like PariiSara, Garga and Ka§yapa. PariiSara is a common name 

and tradition knows of several Par8.Saras. The tradition associates the 

name with politics, smpi, astrology, astronomy. meteorology agriculture, 

plant science and also with medicine. So it can best be inferred that the 

different PariiSaras perhaps were associated with a school of study of that 

particular name. 

The name of PariiSara has come down to us from the hoary 

antiquity. PariiSara has been referred to in the Rgveda (VII.l8.21). the 
- -

Tailliriya Arai'yaka (1.1.3.37), the Bthadiira!'yakponi,>ad (11.6.2: 

IV.6.3), Mahiibhiirata (Sabhiiparva), Yiiiiiavalkya Sai[lhitii (15) 

Carakasamhitii (Siitrasthiina, Chap.!). B1hatsamhitii (Chap! 29) and in the 
' . . 

commentary of Bhattapiila on the Brhatsamhitii. So. ascertainment of the . . . . 
date of two PariiSaras, one associated with agricultural science and 

another with plant-science is a difficult job. 

It is tempting to find out relation between the two PariiSaras 

associated with two branches of science VIZ. Krsitantra and 

Vrk~iiywveda which are also thematically linked to a great extent. Both 

the PariiSaras are central figures in this discourse. On the basis of 

examination of the internal evidences of the Vrksiiyurveda of PariiSara it 

his held that the basic text of the Vrksiiyurveda may be placed in the 3''-
th • • 

4 century A.D. (Vfk~iiyureveda of PariiSara, 1996, p. viii). 

With regard to the date of KHi-PariiSara it is held that the author 

of the text was perhaps earlier than the 6'" century A.D. but certainly not 

later than the ll'" century A.D. (K[~i-Pariisara, 2001, p. xix). Thus, the 

whole question of identification of the two authors is still vacillating 

between centuries. 
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It 1s always accepted m theory that PaSyiiyurveda or 

Vrk!fiiyurveda are applications and extensions of Ayurveda to forms of 

life other than human. The basic theories and concepts, the diseases and 

their symptoms, the medicines and the methods of treatment are mostly 

the same in these sciences as in the case of the humans. The treatment of 

disorders in plants or animals in based on the trido~a theory which is the 

central theme of Aywvedic science. According to the tridosa theory, 

disease is caused by the imbalance of the free humours, viiyu: pitta and 

kapha. In fact Vrk~iiyurveda. Hastyiiyurveda, A§viiyurveda and others 

are all branches of one major science i.e. .Aywveda. Thus the 

fundamental concept js that the entire creation including humans, 

animals and plants are ecologically linked and that is why their diseases 

and treatments arc essentially the same in many respects. 

The texts specific on agriculture are K[~i-Par8Sara, K5Syapiya 

k[~"isiikti and K!?i-gitli. Since the days of the ~gvcda, agriculture is 

invoked as a venerable vocation. This idea is distinct in the later texts 

also. Kiisyapa repeatedly stressed the need for support of the king in each 

and every step for success in agricultural operation. He takes it to be a 

noble profession. 

Parii5ara stresses the importance of supervision and hard labour 

for success in agriculture. It is said- an agriculturist who looks after the 

welfare of his cattle, visits his farms daily, has the knowledge of the 

seasons, is careful about the seeds and is free from lethargy, is rewarded 

with the harvests of all kinds and never perishes. Practically these 

traditional texts or scientific manuals did not ignore Indian agricultural 

ethos. As a consequence, such texts are not free from speculative 

observations and ritual ceremonials. 

That the agricultural knowledge was diffused through oral 

communication is evident from Khaniir Bacan in Bengali. Khanii and 

Dak are much popular among the agricultural people of Bengal and 

Assam. 

The contents of Lokopakiira seem to be a very practical and of 

mundane utility to the common man and the rulers alike. This text is a 
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compendium of various sciences of the time in a concise form. Such 

texts in local languages must have helped the common people who had 

no knowledge in Sanskrit. 

The titles of the texts like Lokopakiira or ViSva-vallabha provoke 

the imagination that these treatises were compiled in a changing 

background where more and more popular involvement was desired by 

the authors and the intellectuals of the society. Such type of names gives 

a clue to the exact nature and purpose of composition of the texts. 

Lokopaki.ira indicates that the text was composed for the benefit of the 

people. Tmc to the title [,okopakiira, the scientific knowledge is written 

here in non-technical language for the benefit of the uneducated cattle 

owners who were the actual beneficiaries of the knowledge. As the title 

indicates. this work in spirit and presentation might appear as a 

compilation on folklore. Yet as is evident from the discussion in different 

chapters, the contents are firmly rooted ln the Sastras. The medical 

treatments prescribed in the text for curing diseases of animals have a 

strong base in the Indian medical science, the Ayurveda. 

ViSva-vallabha means 'Dear to the world' which also indicates 

that science, more specifically the plant science during the period. for all 

practical purposes bent on popular involvement. The period practically 

coincided with the period of agricultural extension which needed 

knowledge on agriculture and plant science. 

Thus, this science steadily transcended the limits of the textural 

confinement and diffused into the day to day activities and cultural 

practices of the common people. 

There is fundamental uniformity m the scientific texts or the 

manuals, produced in different regions of the subcontinent. In spite of 

differences of provenances, the texts cover wide area of studies and are 

more or less identical. Agricultural texts mostly are in tune in eulogizing 

agriculture as noble vocation. Invocation to gods occurs in the texts. 

Practical science is replete with speculations. 
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A comparative statement on the contents of the agricultural texts 

or the texts on plant science or animal science reveals similarity among 

the respective texts. This perspective hints at interaction and osmosis. 

The widely accepted reasons which are defined by the historians 

for the decline in scientific activities and experiments in ancient period 

are obviously embedded in Indian social structure and in the nature of 

temperament of the people of this country. Repeatedly discussed factors 

for such decline were self complacency, intellectual lethargy, caste 

rigidity, foreign invasion and the like. 'Separation of the head from the 

' hand (B.M. Udgaonkar, 1996, p. 254) no doubt obstructed the growth of 

science where theoretical studies could be monopolized by the brahmins 

and the practical arts left to the other castes, but in case of agriculture 

and plant science or animal science. the common people could not be 

sent lo limbo. 

From the internal evidences of the texts, it is distinctly proved that 

total involvement of the mass was the essential condition for 

development of these studies. Thus these sciences for practical utility and 

for being of essential nature could not be treated as prerogative of higher 

caste people. The knowledge accrued through the centuries was 

transmitted both vertically and horizontally. This knowledge system, 

osmotic in nature could not be extinguished by any internal or external 

factor. It persisted as if in a catenated form in the history of science. 
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Abhri 

Araghalta .. 

Aranya 

Avartas 

Caturifsra 

CaturaJiga 

Di§akiika 

Drona 

Dundubha 

Dvikhuri 

Ekasapha 

Ekatodata 

Gaura§§Ji 

Grai~mika 

Haimana 

Halagannafla 

HayalJ 

Hribcra 

Jiiiigala 

Kanka 

Kanda 

Kapittha 

Karandava .. 
Karkandhu 

Kediira 

Khuskhus 

Kodrava 

Kulattha 

Kulecara 
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Glossary 
A digging implement. 

Water wheels operated by oxen containing several 

buckets for drawing water from wells. 

Wild. 

Circular hairy formations on the body of the horse. 

Quadrangular 

A complete army consisting of elephantry, chariots, 

cavalry and infantry. 

Direction giving crow. 

A measure of capacity, 

A kind of water snake 

Having two hooves. 

Having one hoof. 

Having single row of teeth. 

White coloured rice. 

Summer crops 

Winter crops 

Old Karmaga language. 

A horse 

Fragrant plant 

Arid am! dry land. 

A heron 

Bulb. 

The wood-apple tree. 

A sort of duck. 

The jujube tree. 

Wet crops 

USira grass. 

A species of grain eaten by the poor people .. 

A kind of pulse. 

Mamals grazing on the banks of river. 



Kulyaviipiinam 

K unapa jalam 

Manrfapa 

Nandyiivarta 

Nispiiva 

Nikuiija 

Nyagrodha 

Piinduka 

Paiicapallava 

Pat ala 

Pindiiluka 

Priivrt kiilah 

Prasahana 

Priyangu 

Punjaka 

Raktasiili 

Run1 
' Siili 
' Saimbyd 

Siiradhiinya 

Sarvatobhadra 

Stamba karitii 

Swastika 

Tridosa 

Triphala 

Viidava 

Vii} [Siistrii 

Viirttii 

A measure of grain. 

A liquid organic manure used in ancient India. 

A bower (contextual meaning). 

Quadrangle with an opening to the west. 

Winnowing or cleaning of com. 

Arbour. 

The Indian fig tree 

Yellowish rice. 

Leaves of mango, aSvattha vata. pl8.k~a and 

yajfiadumura. 

A section or a chapter of a book. 

A kind of lumpish potato. 

The rainy season. 

A beast or bird of prey. 

Long pepper, a creeper. 

Cluster. 

Red rice. 

Antelope. 

A kind of rice. 

A pod, legume. 

The most nourishing rice. 
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An architectural type, a square enclosing a circle. 

Formation of grains. 

A religious diagram denoting good luck. 

The Ayurvedic concept of three humours, vS.yu, 

pitta and kapha. 

Fruits of amalaka, haritaki and baye<fa. 

Pregnant horse. 

Equine science. 

Agriculture, animal husbandry and trade- these 

three economic activities together was known as 

v8.rtta. 



Vithi 

Vaidal 

Vrihi 

Vyiila 

A row. 

Pulses. 

Rice. 

Carnivorous quadrupeds. 

Some old Assamese terms 
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Ab/akh pakhara- A horse having the mixed colour or black and white 

on body and muzzle. 

Achowan· An expert rider of the pony. 

Baghdarya Spotted pony of Son-darya variety. 

Bagfmoh1 Same as Baghpakhara. 

Baghpakhara A darya pakhara having zebra stripes above the 

eyes and white spots on the ear. 

Bam una pakhara- A spotted pony with a bluze ffom the forehead 

down to the chin. 

Chakra 

Chilimi 

Deochari 

Fulam pakhara 

GhoraBarua 

Taji 

Tangon 

Tatuk 

Tuling 

Tumki 

A whorL 

A horse with its muzzle and knees and scrotum 

black. 

A pony with reddish brown colour on some parts of 

the body. 

A white pony with black spots on the abdomen. 

Head of the Department of Horses under the Ahom 

Kings. 

Mare. 

Male horse. 

A small Bhulia pony. 

A white pony with a black head. 

Turki pony. 
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Fig. I: 'Jeolithic haematite drawings showing ~lag. boar and hunter~ (Source: 
A ( 1/S/, IN SA, New Delh1, 1989 ). 
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Figs. 2-5: Am mats reprc~ented on the o;,t:al.; of\1ohcn)odaw ., I kpham ~ Bull 
~ Tiger and 5. Rhinoceros. 



Fig.6 ~ .<.,·1\J l'a\UfJ.tll. th~.,• f1,,mcd th.>tl) \\tlh till('"' l.t~..·c-.. '":atcd m .1 \l•~.'ll JllhllH~o. 

In un Vlohenjodanl <Source: \m.tentl~mpm·-.. '\L'\\..., v·. t.:'ek Btlok' 1 



Fig.?: Rock l.Ut .... culplure of a nul~ l11n~ <..1\\\ at l\1ahahalipuram I <1111il '\,tdu 



;; 
Fig. 8: 't"iihlwtra V.Jth h1' th'-L"lples rSouru.• '\.JJ.ula', -\•;\d\'.J,tr.JJ 



Fig. 11: 4' cJJ1u.-.. \)f different k.mds (Source: 1\jakula·, 

4.{\',l:fii,lf<l J 
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F1g. 15. The Ahom K1ng on Elephant w1th Caturanga Semi 

1 Source; f/,1.\IH td\ fii1W\ a l. - . 

t""t.t"T"c !:,-:4...-..f'{~ .:·r;..~;~ J.tf1. '1 -· .('ti; •- <: -... {_- -., ~·- :11' • :.f 
-,r.~ ~-~•~ :;-~_."":j';l!'~ ,..~" .- :tr,.:T.W-J":!~r:'"f=' 'f."t"'J'".! 

~ ... ~"-·..r-t 

.::,g 16 Mandala 1 Source lhtstilJdyiill1.t\ a' 

Fig. 17: Ditfer~ntlonJ, ol l;.'lcphant-. I rom dJ[Icrcnl re.!:!.JOil\ 
<Source: lJa,twJd)ilf?J:Wa) 

Fig. 18: J)Jih.tr and lJo,m. tht· l\\o pamt~r .... ht.>mc ordert·d b~ till Kn1g .md the 

()u~·ento IIJu,tralt. th~·ll'\t /l;t,\ll\ It!\ ,:ir!l,/1 cl I Source: "·'''" uh .if!l.ll ,, ' 



F1g. 19. Hcrhalmt'llll'tne bl'lll,!! appht:>d to the.. sole of the left leg of .m t lepham 

Source: H.l\11\ Jdt·t.~i'11JI :n . . 

I ) '\ I ·r I • I I 

Fig. 21: An ekphant hem~ t.uncd tSource: l/.'1\lil'icly.ll7}:ll:Jl. 



Fig. 22: Re~.:.reauonal activtl~ attht: Ahom King'~ ~..uurt <Source: Hw.tn td~iir?lcii':Il 

Fig. 23· '\IILhlltclll at lhl \hom Ktn~'\ Lourt rSource: Ha .. tnJdlfimai.Jl 

Fig. 24: Courtier-. at the \hom Kmu', <.nurt !Source: 1/a .... tn iclp"irn.n a) 
~ . . 
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